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can be successfully bonded to 

VIN¥t 
Address: 270 Madison Ave., New York 16; 3641 

So. Washtenaw Ave., Chicago 32; 735 Battery St., 

San Francisco 11; and other principal cities. In 

Canada: Meredith, Simmons & Co., Ltd., Toronto. 

In England: National Adhesives, Ltd., Slough. 
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. .. maybe you associate them with a time of the 

year or a geographical location. Around the first 

week of September, best sellers are likely to be 

school books. In Kansas and the tornado belt, 

however, best cellars are usually deep ones with 

iron-bound doors. 

But . . . in the retail store, every day and 

throughout the country, best sellers are invari- 

ably products of good quality which are at- 

tractively and conveniently packaged. (And this 

time we’re really serious!) 

We won’t attempt to tell you how to improve 

the quality of your product. You know more 

3 

about such matters than we do... or any other 

cap manufacturer. Nor shall we try to show you 

how to package your product more attractively. 

That is a job for the experienced package de- 

signer and engineer. 

On the other hand, if you want a metal cap 

for your glass package which is practical, stand- 

ard, economical, simple for you to apply, and 

easy for the consumer to remove, we'll admit 

that’s something we know something about: It’s 

the Phoenix C T Cap. 

And it might help—just a little—to make a 

best seller of your fine product! 

PHOENIX METAL CAP CO. 

2444 W. Sixteenth St., Chicago 8 3720 Fourteenth Ave., Brooklyn 18 

| 
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The F. B. Redington Co. proudly adds the name Standard Laboratories, 
Inc., a subsidiary of Wm. R. Warner & Co., manufacturers of Sloans 

Liniment, the greatest name in rubs, to their long list of outstanding 
nationally-known manufacturers who are cartoning their products on 
the Type 23 Redington High Speed Continuous Loading Cartoning 
Machine. Both 21/2 and 6 ounce bottles are cartoned on this one, 

simple adjustable cartoning machine. 

And simple is the adjustment of this machine. The machine is ready 
for processing new sizes by simply moving numbered parts to proper 

markings. 

Bottles, after they have been filled, capped and labeled, are fed directly 
onto the intake belt. They are then gently transferred and lowered into 

pockets of intake conveyer. Collapsed carton is fed from magazine, 
expanded and bottle is inserted into carton. Carton is then closed by 

tucking in end flaps. When desirable, as in the 6 ounce bottle shown 
above, bottom tuck flap is spot glued to prevent any possibility of bottle 
dropping through bottom. 

This Type 23 Redington, like all Redington High Speed Cartoning 
Machines, is equipped with the following features: Continuous load- 
ing mechanism, skip carton mechanism, turned and ground shafting, 
self-aligning roller bearings, vari-speed drive and many other develop- 
ments that result in the high efficiency and long life durability of a 
Redington Machine. 

Our fifty years of solving packaging problems are at your service 
May we serve you with yours? 

F. B. REDINGTON CO. (Est. 1897) 110-112 S. SANGAMON ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL. 

AUTOMATIC CARTONING » WRAPPING - SPECIAL PACKAGING 

em BEDI EVOW x 
FIFTIETH YEAR 
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My EDITORIAL 
MONEY AT WORK 

HE DEPARTMENT of Commerce recently estimated 
that packaging has become a_ $5-billion-a-year 

business. That’s quite a chunk of money—rather hard 
to grasp in terms of what it means to you and me and 

the next fellow. 

In sharper focus is a report just issued to its 3,000 
suppliers by the American Tobacco Co. (a smart stroke 
of trade relations, incidentally) showing clearly how the 
$40 million that it spends annually filter down through 
the nationaleconomy. So far as packaging is concerned, 
American Tobacco points out that in a year: 

> All the carton blanks used for Lucky Strikes alone 
would make a strip 43 feet wide extending from New 
York City to Los Angeles, while the folding cartons re- 
quired for all of the company’s major cigarette brands 
together represent 20,000 tons of boxboard—the prod- 
uct of 5,000 acres of timberland, 300 million gallons of 

water (enough for a town of 8,000 people for a year) and 
10,000 tons of coal. Forty-five tons of ink and varnish 
were needed to print them and if you piled these carton 
blanks one on top of another they would make a stack 
180 miles high. (That’s right; miles.) And shipping 
containers take another 10,000 tons of board. 

» Labels for the company’s major brands if laid end to 
end would stretch about 500,000 miles, or would en- 

circle the earth with a 6-foot belt at the equator. Alto- 
gether, label and cigarette paper requirements for the 
company’s major brands exceed 45 million pounds. 

>» Cellophane and foil add up to 25'/. million pounds. 

» Cigar boxes manufactured by one supplier consume 
approximately 7'/, million square feet of redwood, spruce 

and chestnut boxboard. 

» Tobacco cans require 1,900 tons of metal plate. 

That’s the record of just one company in one indus- 
try—an industry which, although a big user of packag- 

ing, is by no means the largest. 

Le Ella. 



Jones Cartoners do a superior 

job of high speed, cost-saving cartoning whether 

on long runs of one size, or on short runs of 

various sizes. 

Where several sizes of packages are handled 

on one Jones Cartoner, there is no compromise in 

speed or efficiency. To change from one size to 

another, a few parts are removed and others 

substituted. The machine is then ready to run. 

Converting a Jones Constant Motion Cartoner 

is rapid and positive. No timings or strokes are 

Only the FINEST Cartoner 

can give you the 

cartoning cost 

LOWEST 

changed. Tedious, hair-trigger adjustments re- 

quiring the time of a skilled mechanic are com- 

pletely eliminated. 

A majority of Jones Cartoners are being built 

to handle more than one size package—frequently 

as many as five. This ease of convertibility is 

another of many basic Jones superiorities that 

give you lowest cartoning cost. Compare your 

present cartoning methods with Jones Cartoning. 

Write today for complete information. 

R.A. JONES & COMPANY, inc. 
P. O. Box 485 tee ee NA Pte eee sO 

MANUFACTURERS OF JONES TOGGLE OPERATED SOAP PRESSES AND JONES CONSTANT MOTION CARTONERS 
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OR top protection, Cork is best! High-quality cork gives the 

Poctesr surest seal for glass-packaged drugs, cosmetics, food 

and miscellaneous products. Because we have specialized with 

cork sealing for 80 years, we know cork in all of its grades. Our 

chemists are familiar with the specific sealing requirements of 

bottled liquids, and can help you to get the most practical pro- 

tection for your products. Mundet buyers are located in areas 

where the world’s finest commercial cork is grown—to be sure 

of getting the best of each year’s crop. 

Here in our domestic factory, we have redesigned and im- 

proved cork manufacturing equipment on the basis of what we 

have learned about bottle sealing. Your products benefit from 

our experience and facilities. Get in touch with us for practical 

suggestions on modern sealing with cork. Mundet representatives 

in the principal cities provide convenient and prompt contact. 

Mundet Cork Corporation, Closure Division, 7101 Tonnelle Ave., 

North Bergen, N. J. 

MUNDET 
CORK CLOSURES 

¢ In Canada: Mundet Cork & Insulation, Ltd. 35 Booth Ave., Toronto 

MODERN PACKAGING 



To help you select the right material for your product 

————~Geon 
GEON is the name used to designate a group of thermoplastic resins 
which impart to finished products such properties as resistance to water, 
chemicals, abrasion, sun, mildew and most other normally destructive 
factors. GEON can be pressure or injection molded, extruded, calen- 
dered or cast into sheet or film. It is available in powder, paste-forming 
resin, polyblend (GEON-HYCAR) and latex forms. Products made 
from GEON may be brilliantly or delicately colored. The suitcase shown 
here is an example of a product made from calendered sheet. 

—‘_—__-_-_ Kris ton=—— 
KRISTON designates a group of thermosetting resins with many unusual properties. 
Products made from KRISTON may have excellent optical properties, unusually 
good electrical properties plus resistance to most normally destructive factors. As 
the clock at the left shows, products made from KRISTON can be most decorative 
in this and other forms such as jewelry, buckles, buttons, frames, desk sets, coasters, 
ash trays and many others. KRISTON is a relatively new product, and we invite sug- 
gestions and inquiries as to possible applications. 

HYCAR is the namie applied to a group of American rubbers that 
have found wide usage in both consumer and industrial products. 
Typical are the household items shown at right which, like other 
products made from HYCAR, resist water, grease and oil, heat, aging, 
abrasion and many other destructive factors. HYCAR OR-15 is excep- 
tionally oil resistant, and is an important material in the oil fields as well 
as in general industry. HYCAR and GEON may be blended for certain 
uses to impart to finished products the most favorable properties of 
each. (Products courtesy of Wooster Rubber Co., Wooster, Ohio.) 

GOOD-RITE is the brand name of a constantly growing group of widely 
diversified chemicals. GOOD-RITE Erie, for example, is one of several out- 
standing chemicals for the rubber industry. GOOD-RITE p.e.p.s. is a new 
fungicide that promises great things for the future in agriculture. And there 
is a large group of intermediate organic chemicals which are finding new uses 
daily. The GOOD-RITE name is growing, and is certain to become an im- 
portant one in many different industries. 

We make no finished products from any of these raw materials. But we will be glad to work with you on any special prob- 

lems or applications. For more information, or for an informative glossary of technical terms used in the Plastics and 

Rubber Industries, please write Department S-5, Rose Building, Cleveland 15, Ohio. In Canada: Kitchener, Ontario. 

B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company ....::”.. 
GEON polyvinyl materials - HYCAR American rubber » KRISTON thermosetting resins » GOOD-RITE chemicals are registered trade marks 



the consumer 
is back in the 
driver’s seat! 

SELLER WITH 
PACKAGES BY 
MILPRINT | 

J Ss 

Once again America’s housewife can 

choose from countless competing brands 

on store shelves—and once again the 

package that can demand her attention 

will get the lion’s share of her food 

dollar! Look at your package! Has it the 

eye-appeal — color —and display value 

to make her reach for your brand? 

if not—write Milprint today —for a 

package that’s DESIGNED TO SELL ITSELF! 

Sackaging Headquarters lo American Indust Y 
| 7 MODERN PACKAGING 
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The NEW Model JK 
Fully Automatic Volume Filler 
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Chil Powder 

gto OS | 
The packer of the spices illustrated above economically solved his filling 

problem with US. Using the new fully automatic, twin station Model JK 
Packer, you too can achieve dollar saving results. And operators will 
praise its clean, efficient operation and its many new features. 

The Model JK fills with closest accuracy up to 60 containers per minute 
on all kinds of powdered and granular materials. Normally the operation 
of this automatic machine is to fill by packing under controlled pressure; 
for those materials that require settling rather than packing, the new 
vibrating filling platform is furnished. 

An efficient dust collector hood at the filling stations collects any escaping 
particles, keeps the machine and surrounding air clean and free of annoying 
dustiness. This, combined with the new shut-off gates which eliminate the 
drip at the augers, makes the filling operation absolutely clean. 

Combine the foregoing with other new features designed to provide 
efficiency in performance and convenience for the operator and you have 
a machine that is the last word in modern high-speed powder filling. 



for the latest ideas in packaging . . . ‘call Cleveland” 

SCREW CAP CONTAINERS 
FOR A MULTITUDE OF USES these Screw Cap Containers are now available. 

LENGTHS from the shortest possible to at least 60 inches. 
TEN DIAMETERS available from %4” up to 3”. 
FINISHED with plain body . .. labeled or waxed if desired. 

CLEVELAND SCREW CAP CONTAINERS have exceptional STRENGTH obtained 
by our spiral, heavy wall construction. 
Threaded and capped at both ends if preferred. 
FAST PRODUCTION and delivery from our nearest plant. 
ATTRACTIVE PRICES based on our immense production capacity. 

MANY WORTH-WHILE USES of these MAILING . . . Testing Laboratory 
Screw Cap Containers include: samples, oil samples, catalogs and ex- 

SAFETY ANDLOWER COSTS POive printing. 

IN SHIPMENT. 
PACKAGING . . . Fishing rods, weld- 

CONVENIENCE in step-by-step pro- ing rods, maps, tracings, etc. And many 
duction in scattered departments. other uses. 

Consult 
ur 

Creative . : 
Design Me CLEVELAND CONTAINER @ 

Department 6201 BARBERTON AVENUE CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
PRODUCTION PLANTS also at Plymouth, Wisc., Ogdensburg, N. Y., Chicago, Ill., Detroit, Mich., Jamesburg, N. J 

PLASTICS DIVISIONS at Plymouth “ BRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Oh 

New Yo Sa 6 Bro y, Room 22 

IN CANADA—The Cleveland ¢ e 

MODERN PACKAGING 



‘Riegel 

FOR 

PROTECTION © ECONOMY 

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

FOR THE BEST 

IN PROTECTION 

The old story about locking the barn door is a good one to 

remember when planning a package. That's the time to insist 

on the best in protection...to prevent lost sales due to 
product deterioration. Over 600 Riegel Papers have been 

designed to meet specific needs. For protective papers... 

for special papers of any type...consult Riegel first. 

RIEGEL PAPER CORPORATION © 342 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

il 



AMERICA’S #1 

T’S A SMART MOVE 

to consur CELLUPLASTIC 
ON PLASTIC CONTAINERS 

Celluplastic can checkmate your container problem, 

however difficult and intricate it may be. We make 

plastic containers of every description—flexible or rigid, 

round or square, long or short—any shape and design 

to suit your product. 

Every year we produce millions upon millions of con- 

tainers. On our books are the names of thousands of 

customers. With our vast volume and variety of pro- 

duction—with our 28 years of experience—and with the 

SOURCE FOR PLASTIC CONTAINERS 

Oe ie 

facilities of one of the world’s finest plastics plants, we 

are the world’s top manufacturer of plastic containers. 

Celluplastic containers are seamless—shatterproof— 

1/, the weight of glass—available in any color, trans- 

parent or opaque—label imprinted during manufac- 

ture. Shipped without bulky packing material, and 

without breakage. 

Our expert engineering staff is ready to serve you, and 

to submit samples quickly. Consult Celluplastic today. 

ALSO CUSTOM INJECTION AND EXTRUSION MOLDING 

Celluplastic Corporation 
50 AVENUE L, NEWARK 5, N. J. \ PRODUCTS 

PLASTIC 

CONTAINERS 

and 

PLASTIC 

New York Office: Rockefeller Center, 630 Fifth Ave., Circle 6-2425 - West Coast: Container Service Co., Los Angeles 27, Cal. 

i2 MODERN PACKAGING 



Your sales go UP 
with 

UNITED 

cartons 

FOLDING CARTONS | 
N21 4-1:10)-V-10) | 
WINE Wa?) | 
__-FOIL | 
fey Wise) 
ACETATE 

United cartons are designed by sales-trained package engi- | 
neers. Selection of the material, shape of the carton, its color, 

the artwork and layout are carefully calculated to attract 
attention, to hold interest and — above all — to make the | 
sale. As an integrated manufacturer of folding cartons, United 
has full control over every operation “From Pulp to Package.” 
Let us show you how United cartons can improve the curve 

J 
of your sales chart. 

UNITED PAPERBOARD CO. 
INCORPORATED 

285 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 

QULIN”A 

Board Mills: 

Lockport, N. Y.; Thomson,.N. Y.;*Urbana, O. 

Carton Plants: 

Victory Mills, N. Y.; Syracuse, N. Y.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Cohoes, N. Y.; Jolalarehil-iic hm OF 

: FROM PULP TO PACKAGE 

: ry S pe ©. eT 6 Wea >t Pt id | ia Hg sams ct). eS 
oy ey UT 0 Ya i} pO {S| ME 

PULP PAPERBOARO PLANNING LAMINATING PRINTING 
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Poe Wve METAL LITHOG ice. 

S your present Metal Can satisfactory .. . 

does it have character...eye appeal 

... does it seil? All lithographed cans are 

’ not beautiful... you don’t need beauty 

to sell lye or grease. You need strong, 

sturdy, vigorous design and color. But for 

confections, bakery goods, seeds or items 

‘that appeal to women, you'll want art and 

style, pastel colors and beauty. Whatever © 

1 you want, Heekin color 

experts and designers 

are able to give... “tp; 4, ° by, , +h 

truly reproduced in the Wr | 

exact type of metal can 

you require. We invite 

your inquiries. 

THE HEEKIN CAN CO. CINCINNATI 2, OHI 
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PAPERBOARO PLANNING LAMINATING 

Satnien “i Packaging Peshectinn 

7" 

is lor ee 
yDEE-LICIOUS is the word for prunes packaged in 

PLIOFILM. For this miracle wrapping keeps the 

fruit from drying up into leathery nubbins that re- 

quire hours of soaking and stewing to make palat- 

able. It seals in so much of the prunes’ natural 

moisture, a few minutes’ cooking transforms them 

into plummy juice-filled delights. That is because 

PLIOFILM is air-vapor-liquid-proof. It prevents de- 

hydration and flavor loss; seals out insects and other 

contaminations, too. It's the perfect package for all 

moisture-sensitive foods — fresh, dried or frozen — a 

sales asset extraordinary. 

Teta ae Ne A 1 ARID SEE I IE By Go 

and lor CDP 
KEEP FOR WEEKS! Yes, tests prove that peppers 

wrapped in PLIOFILM keep well-nigh perfect for 

two weeks or more after unprotected peppers have 

begun to shrivel and soften. Peppers in PLIOFILM 

are still fat, crisp and pungent when others are 

wrinkle-withered, shrunk and tasteless — because 

PLIOFILM provides three-way protection against air, 

moisture, liquids. It seals in the tasty succulence 

of peppers and prunes, just as it seals out flavor- 

stealing moisture from products like potato chips 

and popcorn. It keeps wanted moisture in — 

unwanted moisture out! 
3-way protection 

_Breryting is beter in Nicki 
you're packaging aspirin, zwieback or any moisture-sensitive 

product, you'll benefit by PLIOFILM’S three-fold protection against 

air, moisture, liquids. You'll step up sales, too, because PLIOFILM 

protection is a guarantee of superior quelity every shopper 

recognizes. For information, write: Goodyear, Chemical Products cra |) ae a% & AR 

Division, Pliofilm Dept., Akron 16, Ohio. —_ 
THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 

hehe —T.M. The Goodyear Tire & Rabber Company 

SEPTEMBER 19417 
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CROWN CAN COMPANY - PHILADELPHIA - Baltimore - Chicago - St. Louis - Houston - Orlando - Ft. Wayne - Nebraska City 
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ave grown! 

Figures Show ‘The Swing Is to ALUMINUM Tubes” N 

Aluminum’s share of total collapsible tube sales has doubled in ten years! 

(Shipments for lst quarter, 1947, compared with same period, 1937.) 

More aluminum tubes are being used because they combine all the re- © 

quirements for good packaging. Aluminum tubes are reasonable in cost and 

attractive in appearance. They hold decorative coatings and stand up in 

use without cracking and splitting. Non-toxic, they are safe for packaging 

food and drugs. 

If you need tubes now, Alcoa Aluminum Tubes are available for prompt ASK ALCOA ahoutlarge 
. , , . tubes. Available in 

delivery. If you need assistance with a packaging problem, the Alcoa Pack- diometers up te 2%", 

aging Laboratory is at your service. For information, write to ALUMINUM 

Company oF America, 2129 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. ALCOA 
Pi\eeN 
ALUMINUM 

ALCOA aummun tuses 
SEPTEMBER 1947 DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY 17 

MORE people want yorE aluminum for yore uses than ever 



The perfume Flaskette by LeSonier is a tempting little article . . . to see it is to want it. So 

LeSonier needed a display container that would give complete visibility, plus protection 

against pilferage and handling. 

Here is Shaw-Randall’s answer . . . a combination set-up box and acetate silent 

salesman which invites inspection and avoids damage or theft. Shaw-Randall 

makes good products look better, sell better. Why not use our complete facilities 

for designing and producing sales making containers for your product? 

sa i : ge BE 

2 i. LL. ost aye 

DESIGNERS AND CREATORS OF VISIBLE PACKAGES _ 

A DIVISION OF THE SHAW-PAPER BOX CO. * PAWTUCKET ¢ RHODE ISLAND 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE: FRED MANN & CO., NEW YORK 

MODERN PACKAGING 



“-THOSE PAPER PEOPLE WHO ALWAYS SEEM 

PERSONALLY INTERESTED IN 

OUR PAPER PROBLEMS-”’ 

MATTHIAS PAPER CORPORATION 

MAIN OFFICE: PHILADELPHIA 22, 165 W. BERKS ST. 

NEW ENGLAND: BOX 127 WELLESLEY, MASS. 

SOUTH: GUILFORD BUILDING, GREENSBORO, N.C. 

SEPTEMBER 1947 



“Alto 
MEAL 

Yamows NAMES 

Well-known products from milady’s 

powder, tangy spices, tasty pud- 

dings or powdered soap, all filled on 

S$ & S Universal Filler 

S & S packaging machines. Bottles 

S & S Neverstop Carton 

and cans, odd shapes, boxes or bags, Filler and Sealer 

there’s an S & S packaging machine S & S Automatic 4 
Station Filler 

with speeds to suit your needs. Our $ & S Automatic Tight 
Wrapper 

engineering staff is always available to 

help in the solution of your problems. 

STOK ERRSYMITH © 
Packaging Machinery Paper Box Machinery 

FRANKFORD, PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 
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DECOTONE PRODUCTS 
DIVISION 

Fitchburg Paper Company 
PACKAGING PAPERS Conuerted Papers SPECIALTY PAPERS 

FITCHBURG , MASS. 

This insert is DECOTONE’s Oriental Wood Grain, basis 25 x 38 — 50/500. 

It is available in rolls 26 inches wide. Also available in sheets 26 inches 

wide and lengths to your order. Color may be varied to popular blond effect, 

red mahogany effect, and other handsome colorings. 

Your inquiry is invited. Our design department is at your service without 

obligation. 



The bright color of the Du Pont 

“Cel-O-Seal” band attracts shopper- 

eyes. And its tight seal keeps the screw-top 

securely in place. Thus “Cel-O-Seal” 

does a doubly valuable job for The 

Borden Company on its process Lieder- 

kranz Brand cheese in jars. If you’d 

like to see what “Cel-O-Seal’”’ will do 

for your product, just mail us a 

sample of your package. We’ll return it 

promptly properly sealed with “Cel-O-Seal.” 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 

‘““Cel-O-Seal” Section, Wilmington 98, Del. 

DU PONT “CEL-O-SEAL” BANDS 



esigner 
of Packages 

You can really “let yourself go,” hit a masterpiece stride, when you have 
assurance that your ideas will be faithfully executed in the actual packages. 
Such assurance is automatic when Ridgelo is specified...for this superb clay 
coated boxboard is custom-made to each customer’s requirements. That means 
colors, illustrations and type will reproduce just as you’ve conceived them. 
It means your cartons will be smooth, sharp and uniform. And...it means 
package production will be faster, sales off the shelf will be greater. 

Ridgelo 
BOXBOARDS 

MADE AT RIOGEFIELD, N. J. 

BY LOWE PAPER COMPANY 

REPRESENTATIVES: 

H. B. Royce, Detroit * Norman A. Buist, Los Angeles * A. E. Kellogg, St. Lovis * Philip Rudolph & Sons, Inc., Philadelphia 
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ALUMINUM FOIL WRAPPERS 

HAM 
An attractive design, printed 

with transparent colored 

inks on Traver’s sparkling 

Aluminum Foil wrappers, 

develops a selling punch 

which brings results in any 

retail outlet. Give your ham 

an eye-catching attire that 

will bring the shopper up 

short, reminding her that 

inside this shiny package 

is a tasty, tender shank of 

her favorite ham. 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

When special seasons re- 
quire extra sales appeal 
against competing brands, 
put your ham in this glisten- 
ing wrap and watch the 
buyers’ pocketbooks pay 
homage to its charm. 

Stock designs ( Tulip and 
Lily) are available for im- 
mediate delivery. 

vv WRITE OR WIRE—For Full Information 

366 W. ONTARIO STREET 

...and with the beauty of 
Traver Aluminum Foil 
wrappers, you are assured 
protective strength by heavy 
paper backing. 

These photographs show 
Traver Aluminum Foil wrape 
pers in actual use. 

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS 



m | 
research 

UPACO M-192 

Ideal for use on: 

MOISTURE PROOF 
CELLOPHANE 

: PLAIN CELLOPHANE 

ment in adhesives for window . CELLULOSE ACETATE 
and PLIOFILM 

carton fabrication . . . M-192 

BM Announcing a new develop- 

. .. with improved aging qualities 

and with the widest range of any a TV, y 
CLEA L4 

adhesive we have ever manufac- q jj 

tured for adhering various types 4 Vf Y 

of surfaces. 

M-192 is designed for application on all window carton 

machines, and is currently used successfully on all types 

of cellophanes, cellulose acetates and pliofilm in con- 

junction with news, chip, sulphite, and line boards. No 

longer is it necessary to change adhesives when you 

change films. 

We welcome inquiries. A letter outlining your require- 

ments and problems will receive our prompt attention. 

THE UNI ON PASTE COMPANY 
1605 HYDE PARK AVENUE HYDE PARK, MASSACHUSETTS 

Q VU ALI T Y A DBH Es 1V EE S§ S IN CE 17 8 6 6 
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Especially designed for sales appeal plus 
product protection, this transparent printed 

overwrap demonstrates effectiveness of ex- 

perienced package engineering. 

SEPTEMBER 19417 

PACKAGE 

IMPACT 
RSE 

STARTS ON THE DRAWING BOARD 

For bags, packages or overwraps with 
smashing sales power, let your idea man 
work with Dobeckmun processed cello- 

phane or other films and foils. Brilliantly 

printed in multi-color, these sparkling 
materials are ace-high in sales IMPACT. 

Our ingenious, creative staff will de- 

vise compelling designs, if you wish. Or, 

we'll convert your own ideas into 

dominant packages, engineered to fit 

your products. Dobeckmun pioneering 
service is complete, from plain or print- 

Ya 

ed bags to compellingly executed de- 
signs on sheets or rolls, single thickness 

or laminated, adaptable to high-speed 
automatic machinery. 

Put YOUR package to WORK! 

Ask us for practical, pre-tested sugges- 

tions to increase attention and remem- 

brance values for your packaged mer- 

chandise. The Dobeckmun Company, 
Cleveland 1, Ohio. West Coast Division, 

Berkeley 2, Calif. 

rocessee ft 

Branches in Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Seattle. Representatives everywhere. 



MORE rran 

A YARD WIDE wid 

3 Ges ‘to lead the held in eine} you 7 Radian Foil 

in more economical 36% width rolls . . . gauge .00035 

or heavier. 

For jobs requiring wide widths, this new 

36% Cochran Foil is the answer. The 

economy in lower converting costs involving 

products of any width is readily apparent. 

TEU TP CLUEE Sn 
iW¥RYW YY! W 82 63 14 15 16 «17 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 $0 31 32 33 34 35 30 

COCHRAN ALUMINUM FOIL 

IS ALWAYS DEPENDABLE 

Its matchless quality is the result of constant scien- . » 

tific research and development and now .. . in rolls on 

10° wider than heretofore obtainable ... the utmost - \ 

in rolled Aluminum Foil is yours. } \ 

| \ 

COCHRAN FOIL COMPANY, INC., LOUISVILLE 10, KENTUCKY 
Sales Offices 

600 - 15th Ave., South 622 Fisher Building Gothic Suite * 527 Lexington Ave. 238 West Wisconsin Ave. 2032 East 22nd St. 

Detroit 2, Michigan New York 17, New York Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin Cleveland 15, Ohio Minneapolis 4, Minn. 
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STAPLING FOR BETTER 
PACKAGING 

Wire Fastening Offers Important 
Sales Advantages 

Making the most of a package’s sales- 

stimulating possibilities involves a careful 

consideration of the method by which the 

package is fastened. Numerous instances 

are known in which a change in packaging 

and fastening methods has brought about 

worthwhile sales advantages. 

BETTER DISPLAY 

A New York kardware manufacturer, 

for example, formerly marketed hinges in 

individual boxes. The prospective buyer 

could not even see the hinges until he first 

secured a clerk to take the boxes from a 

shelf behind the counter. When the manu- 

facturer changed to stapling the hinges to 

counter display cards, sales increased and 

the clerk’s ‘‘selling time’’ decreased. 

A Washington, D. C., commissary found 

‘that a 30% sales increase followed when it 

changed to Bostitching its sandwich packs. 

Stapling resulted in a neater, more tempt- 

ing package than the former method . . . 

and proved 20-25% faster. 

IMPULSE BUYING 

Jewelry manufacturers have had equally 

interesting and profitable results. Stap- 

ling watch bracelets, novelties and cos- 

tume jewelry to display cards has stepped 

up impulse buying . . . besides providing 

a more economical method of packaging. 

A recent survey shows that when small 

hardware, cosmetic and miscellaneous 

household items were taken from depart- 

ment store counter bins and stapled to 

individual merchandising cards, impulse 

sales jumped while damage and pilfering 

decreased. 

INCREASING USE OF STAPLES 

Examples like these are common. Every 

day, more manufacturers discover that 

their products can be more effectively and 

more efficiently packaged by Sostitch 

stapling methods. And Bostitch, through 

its staff of field 

largest in the world—has helped scores of 

representatives—the 

firms to better packaging. There are 

over 800 models of Bostitch wire fastening 

machines from which to select those that 

best fit your needs. 

SEPTEMBER 1917 

“ ANOTHER 
BOSTITCH 
EXAMPLE 

$6,250 a Year Saved 

Stitching Metal to Fibre! 

This household appliance maker, by 
steel-stitching metal discs inside of 

cylinders instead of pre-punching 
holes and riveting the parts together, 
saved $6,250 per year. 

From other Bostitch users come such re- 
ports as: reducing cost of sealing 
metal air duct from 41¢ to 19¢; up- 
ping kitchen cabinet drawer pro- 
duction from 800 to 1200 units in 
as many man-hours; tacking burlap 
and heavy paper around shrubbery 
crates 6 times faster. 

Your fastening job 

may involve other 

combinations of 
metal...cloth... 

paper or wood, 
or such materials 

‘ as plastics or leath- 
From tiny desk er. Investigation 
stapler to big 

may prove that metal stitchers 

Ce ee ee eee 

one of the 800 Bostitch machines 

can do it better and faster with 

wire. 

250 field men in 91 key cities, backed 
by skilled research engineers and 50 
years’ Bostitch experience, apply 
the right machine to each job. 

Write for more facts about selected 

models from the world’s most com- 
plete line of stitchers, staplers, ham- 

mers, tackers, etc. Mail the coupon 
today! 

BOSTITCH 
AND FASTER 

lus. Ul belch. wilh wire 
A 

ALL TYPES OF STAPLES APPLIED BY MACHINE 

ALL TYPES OF MACHINES FOR APPLYING STAPLES 

Bostitch, 513 Mechanic Street, Westerly, R. I. 
(or Bostitch-Canada, Ltd., Montreal). 

Please send literature checked: 
B188, showing representative Bostitch time-saving tools 0 

Specific information relating to my fastening requirements 1 

TOI cas SEAR onde ek eae 

COW isicsts cnt eccetoceasiirecdbstresriotectues 

II 538 cedecsos dose tees ete anaes 



Their designers create a golf bag 

and fishing kit for children for the 

ADVANCE TOY and GAME inc. 

) Unusual, even difficult, packaging problems are 

a challenge to Sefton’s designers! That’s why they ] 

enjoyed designing the children’s golf bag and 
Ci 

fishing kit for the Advance Toy and Game Inc. 4 

Each presented a specific problem. ... solved by q 

i] Sefton! Both are attractive, practical packages th 

\ | 4 that play up the products! Consult Sefton on 

Ore ce | your packaging problems! ti 
2 Bo n 

wwe ANP 5 ; 
on n 

n 

7 

DISTRICT OFFICES: @ los Angeles @ San Francisco @ Denver @ Dallas @ Chicago @ Des Moines eNew Orleans @ Boston @ Detroit e Kansas City @ St. Paul 

Omaha @ New York @ Cincinnatti @ Cleveland @ Oklahoma City @ Pittsburgh e Memphis @ Nashville @ Houston e@ Salt Lake City @ Seattle 
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ERYTHING BUT MAKE IT RAIN 

BETTER GLASS SERVICE! 

ECENTLY, one of our glass plants was faced with a 

diminishing water supply. This situation was so criti- 

cal it threatened to close down the plant and stop delivery 

of glass containers needed by our customers. Without large 

quantities of cooling water, it would be impossible to run 

the high-speed container forming machines. 

Municipal pumping facilities and our own pumping sta- 

tion were taxed to the limit. To make matters worse, the 

municipal station was forced to by-pass the water-soften- 

ing process because of the terrific demand. Hard water is 

not suited for use in cooling machines. 

To meet the emergency, our Engineering Department 

made a study and instituted several corrective measures. 

They constructed an underground reservoir with large 

capacity and installed additional water-softening equip- 

ment. To complement that, they erected a complete water 

conservation system which enables us to recirculate 50% 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

of the cooling water formerly wasted down the drain. 

Thus we were able to pass the crisis maintaining regular 

deliveries, enabling customers to keep up their normal 

production schedules. 

The same reservoir of skill and experience which an- 

swered this problem stands ready to help you solve your 

glass and closure problems. Our unusually large staff of 

engineers, research men, and designers will gladly help 

you with your glass packaging problems. Don’t hesitate to 

call on them. For further information about any of Arm- 

strong’s glass or closures, contact your Armstrong repre- 

sentative, or write direct to Armstrong Cork 

Company, Glass and Closure Division, 6509 

Prince Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 



HERE’S A SOAP PACKAGE that steps up and de- 

mands to be noticed. The unusual die-cut carton 

with its gleaming Sylvania Cellophane over- 

wrap resting in its easily-assembled base makes 

a stunning display item... definitely puts the 

soap on anybody’s gift list. 

Sylvania Cellophane has all the qualities so 

Made only by SYLVANIA DIVISION 

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION 

Manufacturers of cellophane and other cellulose products since 1929 

General Sales Office: 122 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

“IMPROVED PACKAGING IMPROVES INCOME” 
MR. CELLOPHANE 

important in keeping soap fresh and sweet- 

smelling. Every step in its manufacture is con- 

stantly checked. This careful control assures not 

only uniform transparency and strength that 

will stand up under repeated handling, but the 

high degree of dust protection so important in 

this type of packaging. 

Plant: Fredericksburg, Va. 
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Sales figures discount all notions that the old-style 

pharmacist is headed for extinction. Last year he com- 

pounded more than $400,000,000 worth of prescrip- 

tions for Mr. and Mrs. America at an average of $1.20 

per order—a big increase over the previous year. 

Total drugstore sales in 1946 zoomed to an all-time 

high of $3.5 billions! 

Almost all drugstore items—from penicillin to 

flashlights, from Chesterfields to Chanel No. 5—are 

shipped from manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer 

MEAD BOARD 

3351 MADISON ROAD, CINCINNATI 9, OHIO 

in corrugated containers. Among the many reasons: 

These containers are light in weight, sturdy, readily 

stored, easily opened, and economical. 

For nearly 20 years, MEAD has maintained a 

reputation for fabricating .009 Chestnut Corrugating 

for the strongest corrugated containers . . . and you 

may count on MEAD to continue to supply the finest 

corrugating materials made from chestnut and other 

hardwood fibres. 

SALES, INC. 



lf you have a number of packaging opera- 

tions to perform, your packaging line will 

operate more efficiently if it is arranged to 

fit your production layout. Very often, modifications in the plant layout will result 

in large production savings. 

Take advantage of Standard-Knapp ability to design and install a modern, auto- 

matic, smooth-functioning packaging system and you'll discover a hidden source of 

increased profits. 

Standard-Knapp Corporation 
MANUFACTURERS OF CASE SEALING, CASE PACKAGING AND CAN LABELING MACHINES 

FACTORY and GENERAL OFFICES—PORTLAND, CONNECTICUT 

570 Lexington Avenue 221 North La Salle St. 145 Public Square 500 Seventh Street 
NEW YORK 22, N. Y. CHICAGO 1, ILL. CLEVELAND 14, OHIO SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIF. 

420 S. San Pedro Street 3222 Western Avenue 1412 N. W. 14th Avenue 349-350 Paul Brown Bldg. 
LOS ANGELES 13, CALIF. SEATTLE 99, WASH. PORTLAND 5, OREGON ST. LOUIS 1, MO. 

6 Radcliffe Rd. Royal Bank Bldg., Barton & Wentworth Sts. Orlando Windsor House, Victoria St. 
ALLSTON 34 (Boston), MASS. Hamilton, ONTARIO, CANADA FLORIDA LONDON S. W. 1, ENG. 
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{ food contaimar should 
\ 

Pack efficiently 

Seal safely 

Handle easily 

Ship economically 

Label attractively 

ave dealer 

shelf appeal 

ally invite 

consumer to buy 

J lass containers do 



To provide you with the finest 
es ap ctl 
wale 

the millionth carton—like the first. 

F 

CHICAGO 

CARTON 

COMPANY 
4200 SOUTH CRAWFORD AVENUE @ CHICAGO 32, ILLINOIS 
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KIMBLE’‘S 

New | 

TUF-TOP 
Neutraglas 

AMPULS 

( ' 

KIMBLE () GLASS 
The Visible Guarantee of Invisible Quality +* «+ -« 

Vineland, New Jersey 
DIVISION OF OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY 

SEPTEMBER 1917 



Do you have this BALANCE 

Shows what it Protects—at Low Cost 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

..»- THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

in your package ? 

reste cee 

Ir’s a combination of important ad- 

vantages that makes Du Pont Cellophane 

the balanced packaging material. There’s 

transparency for the sake of sales . . . mois- 

tureproof protection for the sake of quality 

—and for economy’s sake, low cost. Your 

package needs this balance! 

The demand for Cellophane still exceeds 

the supply. However, we look forward 

to the day when we and the converters of 

Cellophane can again meet all requirements. 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 

Cellophane Division, Wilmington 98, Del. 
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We’re catching up! 

Production’s galloping ahead—and although 

orders are still slightly in the lead at present, we’re 

hoping to fill them soon. 

The outlook is bright because our facilities for turn- 

ing out cans have been vastly expanded, and today 

many raw materials are being scratched off the 

“shortage’”’ lists. 

Please accept our thanks for your patience during 

the “shortage years,” and don’t hesitate to call us if 

you'd like further information. Just contact the nearest 

Continental sales office. 

CONTINENTAL 

o 
C A N S '@) M PA N Y Tooth powder, baby powder and talcum powder cans, ee 

‘attractively . lithographed with your own design. 

- Round, oval and oblong cans with various styles of 

 sifter closures. 

100 EAST 42nd STREET. NEW YORK 17 UN. Y. 

SEPTEMBER 1917 



Jit color Chal ddl \ | 
When you mold with colored BEETLE plastics, you mold greater sales. 

And molding with BEETLE also means simplified production, lower production costs. 

For more specific information about the advantages and economies of using BEETLE, write 

for an interesting new booklet, “Designing for Sales with Molded BEETLE Plastics.” 

American Cyanamid Company, Plastics Division, 34B Rockefeller Plaza 

New York 20, New York 

BEETLE* plastics—urea-formaldehyde thermosetting molding compounds. MELMAC* plastics—melamine-formaldehyde ther- : 

mosetting molding compounds, industrial and laminating resins. URAC* resins—urea-formaldehyde thermosetting industrial 

resins and adhesives. MELURAC* resins—melamine-urea-formaldehyde thermosetting resin adhesives and laminating resins. 

LAMINAC* resins—thermosetting polyester resins. PHENAC* resins— phenol modified resorcinol thermosetting resin adhesives. 
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 



tude: Etele Cony biti, , 

EYES POP 

BEETLE’s complete range of glowing, rich colors—color all the way through—make 

eyes pop, customers stop, sales start. 

DOLLARS CHANGE HANDS 

The ‘‘sell’” that BEETLE colors start is sustained by BEETLE’s unbeatable 

combination of PERFORMANCE advantages ...advantages that have helped create 

sales success for products ranging from radios to buttons. 

TURNOVER DOES HANDSPRINGS 

BEETLE molded products can turn over faster than a family of acrobats. In 

addition to being all-color, BEETLE is odorless, tasteless, extremely lightweight, 

unaffected by alcohol, acetone, essential oils and common solvents...it will 

not catch on fire (it won’t even support combustion); and, being a good old 

thermosetting plastic, it will not soften under heat. 

DEMAND STILL INCREASING 
BEETLE has long been favorably known to consumers through a variety of 

well-publicized drug, cosmetic, electrical and hardware products. Now, because 

of the highly competitive era coming at us, BEETLE is in greater 

demand than ever. Manufacturers who follow the trends and make a point of 

giving the public what it wants, are turning to BEETLE for colorful, 

practical housings, closures, and proprietary products. 

YOUR PROFITS CAN INCREASE, TOO 

So make plans now to use this long-established thermosetting material for your 

products. BEETLE assures speed, ease, and economy in all types of production 

... gives your products more eye- and sales-anpeal. Result: more 

profits for you. 



for tougher, longer lasting labels, covers, display cards, containers 

A NEW LIQUID PAPER COATING by Wi bin Stialed 

Pliphane, a new technical coating specially created RESISTANT TO 

by Watson-Standard to increase the durability and 

beauty of paper applications, is a high-gloss decora- CS e CHEMICALS 

tive and functional coating. It can easily replace a 

cellulose acetate laminates and provides excellent ~ ° Sen 

adhesion to all kinds of inks. Pliphane is adaptable ~~ 

to any conventional method of paper coating, and oS ee 

possesses a high degree of resistance to chemicals, 

flame and alcohol. 

Pliphane will give a longer and more effective life 

to the product labels, publication covers, display THE WATSON- STANDARD Co. 

cards and similar products which represent you to ew: os P H 108 Weaocuatrng 

the public. It is especially recommended for use on FINISHES AND LITHOGRAPH COATINGS Ieee 
Py “8 your 

cosmetic containers, beer or whisky labels and borg @t2"entee yoy, "2 Problem, 
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES: 

magazine covers. PITTSBURGH, PA. + WARENOUSES: 
BOSTON, BUFFALO, DETROIT, NEW YORK 
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: a broad statement, we know. But it’s the truth—that the 

Anchor D Cap provides the most dependable tamper-proof seal 

known for all kinds of food products packed in tumblers, jars or bottles. 

It’s a mechanical seal, made by compressing a resilient gasket firmly 

into contact with the container finish at a point well below its top edge. 

This effectively overcomes top edge imperfections that are common to 

all glass containers. 

How do you pack your products? Vacuum or hermetic sealing— 

sterilizing—processing—hot or cold packing? The Anchor D Cap is 

ideal for all these methods—gives a positive seal—full product pro- 

| tection against air, moisture and bacterial action. 

One final advantage—Anchor D Caps come to you nested. That 

means they speed handling—stay clean until applied—save storage 

fi space— provide added protection from shipping and handling hazards, 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

Tune in ““Crime Photographer” 
every Thursday evening, entire 
Coast-to-Coast Network, CBS. 

PRODUCTS OF 

PX Teste) mele 41, icmci a hy) 
fee} ite) 7 Nile)! 

LANCASTER, OHIO 



Plastatfol 

The New 

ALL-TRANSPARENT 

FOLDING CARTON 

A window-clear plastic box at a new 

low cost. 

Ships flat . . . folds into shape in 

fractions of a second. 

Available in large runs . . . tuck-end 

or glue-end. 

Your message printed in permanent, 

scralch-proof color. 

Now you can give your product all the extra sales appeal 

of individual packaging in transparent plastic cartons— 

at new low cost. 

PLASTAFOL, the new 100% transparent carton, costs 

less per unit because it’s mass produced by a patented 

process. 

Folded flat for shipment, the PLASTAFOL carton 

saves freight—can be set up fast, by machine or by 

hand, with big savings in labor charges. 

For very slight additional cost, we print your message 

on PLASTAFOL in colors guaranteed not to scratch, 

cub or wash off. 

Don’t miss this new merchandising opportunity. Write 

today for information. We welcome comparison. 

* Trademark 

r 

TROTH - BRIGHT - PAGE 
Main Office and Plant: Sales Office: 

Paoli, Pennsylvania Land Title Building, Philadelphia : 

\ 4 

The PLASTAFOL carton is protected by present and pending patents. 
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Can you use this LAialjteaiing A 

in your business? 
New wallpapers that stay fresh and new looking for 

years are the result of a process just perfected by 

Celanese—working with Richard Thibaut Inc. In this 

process, LUMARITH* film—with a special satin finish—is 

bonded to wallpaper...forms a waterproof surface, from 

which stains, soil marks and smudges can be removed. 

Repeated washings with soap and water won't harm 

the surface or affect the color or pattern. Lipstick 

marks and other stubborn stains come off safely with 

carbon tetrachloride cleaners. 

IT’S AN IDEA FOR MANY PRODUCTS 

This new process opens up opportunities for manufac- 

turers of paper-surfaced household accessories and 

other products such as wall protectors, shelf coverings, 

sink and basin splash shields, drawer linings, closet 

boxes, table mats, luggage covering ... 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

IT’S AN IDEA FOR SMART PACKAGING 

A package is subject to the same dust and stain 

hazards that wallpaper is. Laminating with Lumarith 

will snap up package beauty and give longer shelf 

life. Write for additional information and 8-page 

laminated booklet “Lumarith Transparent Film”. Celanese 

Plastics Corporation, Dept. PI, division of Celanese 

Corporation of America, 180 Madison Avenue, New 

York 16, N. Y. *Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

MU aust Halle 
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Rhinelander Salutes the Petro- 
leum Industry whose ad- 
vances have contributed 
vastly to protective pack- 
aging. New paraffines, 
micro-crystalline waxes, 
aromatic solvents, plasti- 
cizers now make possible 
the miracles of laminated 
and lacquered Rhine- 
lander G & G Task Papers. * 

a, : % eae os 
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The Pop, Snap, Crackle with 
which the ads symbolize 
the crisp goodness of Amer- 
ican breakfast food are 
qualities that perish with 
exposure to moisture. 
Rhinelander G & G Task 
Papers * bring you pristine 
fresh these good products 
of U. S. grain fields. 

A Planter of Sao Paulo puts his 
heart and brain into grow- 
ing coffee of which he is 
justly proud. Rhinelander 
G & G Task Papers* de- 
liver it to your kitchen 
with delicate aromatic oils 
retained . . . flavor sealed 
in... contamination out. 

(iN THE 
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LAND O’°LAKES e 

Rhinelander Has Done It!—add- 
ed WET STRENGTH to the 
already remarkable prop- 
erties of G & G Task 
Papers.* Excited packag- 
ing experts are busy put- 
ting to work these new 
papers that remain strong 
even when soaking wet. 

PPPITTTTITITiTTTrrr tt 

MILLS AT 

Moisture degenerates 

sensitive photo emulsions. 

Packages must be super 

resistant .. . also super pure 

to avoid fogging. Rhinelander 

G & G Task Papers* 

successfully package spool 

film, X-ray plates and film, 

photo sensitive products for 

various reproductive processes. 

Soup’s On!— and in five min- 
utes because our modern 
food industry has concen- 
trated the elements of fine 
soup in a paper package. 
Rhinelander papers retain 
elusive chicken fats, pro- 
tect dehydrated vegetables 
and sensitive' seasonings in 
these artful work savers. 

*Glassine and Greaseproof—the functional 
papers that do so many tough jobs well. 

a ee 

RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN 
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when EYE APPEAL 

means BUY APPEAL 

here’s one 
sure way fo 
pile up more sales! 
That crisp, buy-me-today look .. . it’s 

tei bags revealed to step up powder puff sales in 

eee nS SILK - SOFT as. this “SEE THRU” counter dispenser 

ge f specially designed. by Geo. V. Clark. 

“ ach - MB noosa Clark’s 60 years experience designing 
Com anion distinctive containers means 

sales-tested ideas for your products 

... proven techniques ... “know-how” in 

using clear acetate and other materials. 

For the perfect answer to your 

container or dispenser problems, call 

upon Geo. V. Clark with confidence 

... to create a new design, or to manufacture 

to your specifications. Get the facts 

without obligation. Mail the coupon: today. 

GHO:V- CLARK 
COMPANY, INC. 

See-Thk ru BOivisien 

26—15 FOURTH STREET, ASTORIA 2, L. |., N. Y. 

ae oe 
— a oe 

_— a oe MP5 
GEO. V. CLARK CO. 

SION 
SEE-THRU Divi 

sisi 

| 26-15 FOURTH STREET, ASTORIA 2 . 

interested in having mo 

les of your work. 

N. Y. 

e infor- 

Gentlemen: | am 
mation and samp 

| NAME 

i FIRM—————__ 

ADDRESS 
———. 

city AND STATE 

Powder Puffs by National Puff Co. displayed in a Geo. V. Clark “See-Thru’’ counter dispenser 
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CW ic Aor 

Crealor 4 

5800 WEST 51st STREET, 

A8 

and good judgment in construction principles mean so much to 

the successful package. These characteristics are evident in every 

Ace Carton Creation... because of our “know-how”, and our 

insistence upon “keeping-at-it!” 

The packaging that attracts is the packaging that sells! 

CARTON CORPORATION 
FOLDING PAPER BOXES @¢ FOLDING DISPLAY CONTAINERS 

CHICAGO 38, ILL. TELEPHONE CRAWFORD 0O111 
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indivisualized labels, tags, 

box wraps, seals for quality products 
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CARTONS OF COATED LITHWITE 

(= | ...1t’s CLAY-COATED— PLUS! 

What gives cartons of Coated Lithwite such a big eye-powered plus? The 

finer printing surface of this revolutionary board, of course. 

Coated Lithwite’s clay coating is filmed on by an advanced precision process 

in which Gardner-Richardson has had 8 straight years of pioneering experi- 

ence. And it's filmed on a base stock that reflects Gardner-Richardson’'s 

89 years of papermaking know-how. 

_ Result: a clay coated board that is appealingly white, bright, exactingly level . . . 

* eee that brings colors up brilliantly, reproduces pictures with true-to-life realism. 

Coated Lithwite is rub-resisting, fade-resisting, too... takes a positive seal 

ie ... folds and scores without flaking. 

) 3 Additional equipment for the production of Coated Lithwite is being in- 

stalled and may be ready in time to make your next run of cartons. We'd 

like to show you how cartons of this plus clay-coated board can give your 

product a big plus in the hard-selling days ahead. 

1A product of THE GARDNER-RICHARDSON CO. 
Manufacturers of Folding Cartons and Boxboard, Middletown, Ohio 

*Reg.U.S.Pat.Off. Sales Representatives in Boston, Chicago, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis. 
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am HOT PANCAKES AND SYRUP 

..» AN AMERICAN BREAKFAST 

COMBINATION THAT’S HARD TO 

BEAT, ESPEC?ALLY WITH DELICIOUS 

SUSAN BAKER PANCAKE SYRUP 

ON THE TABLE / 

Breokfait- the 

The Crown Screw Caps used as closures on this product have features that are 

hard to beat, too. First there’s the liner, developed and tested in our laboratories 

. . . proved to be the most efficient liner for products of this nature. Second 

. there’s the Crown Screw Cap itself. Made to the highest standards of 

precision, even the composition of the metal itself is held to a remarkable 

degree of uniformity. In addition, the exclusive Crown feature, the Deep Hook 

Thread, is an added assurance of sealing dependability . . . it gives greater 

sealing pressure with any given amount of application force. Crown Cork & 

Seal Co., Baltimore 3, Md. World's Largest Makers of Metal Closures. 

Susan Baker Pancake Syrup is 
distributed by Susan Baker Prod- 

ucts, Inc., New York, N. Y 
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By WRAP-0-MATIC 
Step up to any Candy Counter . . . see how easy 

it is to pick out the Wrap-O-Matic wrapped Candy 

bars, Biscuits and Cookies. Notice the neat, trim 

Wrap-O-Matic packages that seem to stand out 

with that “Buy me” appearance. 

Wrap-O-Matic wrapping is economical too. You 

save as much as 75% in wrapping labor and as 

much as 35% in wrapping material. With a 

reasonable volume of business and the high speed 

Wrap-O-Matic wrapping up to 120 packages per 

minute, it doesn’t take long for Wrap-O-Matics 

to pay for themselves. Why not enjoy profitable 

Wrap-O-Matic wrapping? Our engineers will 

gladly show you how Wrap-O-Matic can eco- 

nomically “Dress-to-sell” your Candy Bars, 

Biscuits or Cookies. Send samples and ask for 

illustrated literature. 

WRAP-O-MATIC 

PACKAGING EQUIPMENT 

For wrapping candy bars, biscuits, and 

cookies, Wrap-O-Matic is the most popular 

Wrapping machine in the Confectionery 

and Bakery field ...a real tribute to the 

flawless wrapping by Wrap-O-Matic. 

Package Machinery Corporation 
TOLEDO 1, OHIO, U.S.A, 
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Processed Stock Rolls Hum Off 
AT 1500 FPM 

The new, improved Kidder C-W Model 

Slitter delivers accurately-cut, dustfree rolls of 

processed stock in widths 2”’ ormoreat 1500 

fpm. Rolls are never burred or interwoven . 

they fall apart by themselves. The centerwind 
principle, without rewind drums, allows slitting 

of most types of papers from light tissues to 

heavy-coated tag stocks. 

Automatic Carriage — a Kidder exclusive — 

in which the carriage moves backward as the 

rewind roll grows bigger, assures constant, min- 

KIDDER PRESS COMPANY, INC. 
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

A. E. MARCONETTI 
1l W. 42nd St., New York 18, New York 

| MACHINERY SERVICE co. 
P.O. Box 33, Los Angeles 11, California 

imum lead between cutters and rewind roll. No 
chance for interweaving rolls. 

Automatic Hydraulic Tension Control — pre- 

vents interweaving. Kidder engineers have ap- 

plied this principle to the C-W model to assure 
constant web tension. Simply set the desired 
tension on the dial and it is automatically 
maintained throughout the run. 

Scissors -Action — Shear-type cutters, self- 
sharpening for low maintenance, cut the web 
cleanly. 
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TEMPERATURE 
CHANGES 

’ 
NONE of these can harm your products if 
Py packed in a case lined with AQUASTOP 

Protection of mechanical products from damage by corrosion, mold 
or fungus is adequately provided by AQUASTOP, the waterproof pack- TECHNICAL DATA 
ing case liner that can be used as box panels or as heat-sealed envelopes. . 

: ? No cracking 
Cases of polished metal parts protected with AQUASTOP were com- Ne tackiness 

pletely submerged for several weeks without altering in any way the No flow 

protective qualities of this amazingly efficient material. The parts had the No loss of flexibility 
same bright untarnished surfaces when taken from the cases as they had 
when packed. 

Severe tests like this emphasize the extra margin of safety inherent in 

AQUASTOP for protection from damage by corrosion, mold or fungus. 

Use of AQUASTOP provides a “breathing package” with an MVT 

rate as high as 10 grams per 100 square inches per 24 hours, preventing 

damage by condensation within the package due to temperature changes. 
: si _ 3 : Retains waterproofness 

Furnished in several forms to your size specifications—box panels, Wenaiiad « dimen ot & 

envelopes or pre-fabricated bags—this material can simplify your pack- grams per 100 sq. in. per 24 

aging operations and help reduce damage claims. hours 
Regardless of the type of product you make or sell—or whether you possess eyo — 

ship your products by air, water or ground transportation there is an 

application of AQUASTOP to meet your needs. 

The seal is as strong 
as the material itself. 

Send for descriptive data sheets. 

PROTECTIVE COATINGS CORPORATION 
Manufacturers and Consultants 

681 Main Street ” Belleville 9, N. J. 
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I’s SCANDIA 
for Cellophane Wrapping — 

ECONOMICAL! 
Let us prove cellophane savings: of 
7 to 33% over hand-wrapping 
and other semi-automatic wrapping 
machines. 

VERSATILE!! 
Large range of package sizes from 
small 5c candy cartons to large 
cigar box size. . 

FAST!!! 
capacity up to 50 per minute, using 
automatic package feeds. 

~, 

*manufactured under Bronander patents. 

LOW INITIAL COST—LOW 
UPKEEP— NO RECIPROCAT- 
ING MOTIONS; NO TROUBLE- 

SOME CAMS. 

Wraps cartons, open trays, 3-and-4 sided 
collars, carded merchandise and irregular 
shaped items such as rubber toys, textiles, 
paper products, etc. 

Watch a Scandia wrapping machine work, and you'll 
see how its exclusive features cut costs to permit 
extra production profits! 

Scandia 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

NORTH ARLINGTON NEW JERSEY 
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wl Winning Camtination! 

.....and it’s “Sales-Packaged”’ 

in an 

eh 
PLASTIC CASE 

Ingenuity counts in creating sales today. 
That's why the Empire Brush Works, Inc. 

conceived ‘‘Beau-Kit,’’ a refresher kit for mi- 
lady’s purse. 

Both the comb and matching Lucite brush — miniature in 
size, yet capable of heavy-duty work — are encased in a colorful 

case fashioned from Vinyl Plastic Film by Arnrus. The case, simulated 
calf grain, has the appearance of the finest leather. Luxurious, yet 
thoroughly practical (it is zipper-equipped), the Arnrus case appeals 
to all women — in all income groups. That’s why sales in department, 
drug, women’s wear and novelty stores are more than meeting 
expectations. 

Plastic cases by Arnrus are available in any color and in a grain 
that simulates any leather. Here is irresistible appeal to make your 
product ‘‘talk.”’ Here, too, is outstanding economy. Send us a sample 
of your product. We'll gladly design a sales-compelling ‘‘package”’ 
without obligation on your part. 

IT’S RIGHT—IF IT’S Menrud 

Beau-Kit —a product of the Empire Brush Works, Inc. Plastic Case by Arnrus. 
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ir wants to get out” as the saying goes. National Can Corporation has 

long recognized this. It has given a compressed air test to every one of the 
thousands upon thousands of metal containers to come from the double seamers. 

Here’s what happens at every National Can plant. Finished cans are placed 

in pockets on a large revolving wheel, and, after rubber pads have sealed can 

and pocket, air under pressure is introduced. The area outside the can but 

within the pocket is normally at atmospheric pressure, yet should a can leak, 

this pressure increases. As the test ends, each pocket is opened to a diaphragm 

like that of a telephone. The pocket with a leaky can actuates the diaphragm 

with its greater pressure, and the imperfect can thus detected is ejected auto- 

matically. 

This automatic tester is one of the most ingenious of the modern machines 

used by National Can Corporation to safeguard quality from the first to the 

final steps in can-making. 

__ NATION Bi CAN 
a? 6 Ce AT. : oN, 

Executive Offices: 110 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
BALTIMORE, 

SALES OFFICES AND PLANTS IN: INDIANAPO 
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original...always beautiful... 

facil- fab sells quality 
cylinders 

Attached is our new 

facil*fab moire pattern 

available in 20 colors. 

Samples on request. 

e facil- fab is our beautiful, flexible, satin-faced material 

® for quality hand and fully automatic manufacturing 

® facil-fab is also perfect for acetate box liners 

® produced in rolls 37” wide and in sheets 

® facil-fab offers design service for your needs al 

TACIL FABRICS CORP. 

‘ 75 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. 

' Gaza 9-6408 

shaped boxes 
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ATTRACTIVE 

COLORS 

NATIONAL RED 

NATIONAL BLUE 

AZURE BLUE 

FOREST GREEN 

APPLE GREEN 

NILE GREEN 

CANARY YELLOW 

PEACH 

ORCHID 

BLACK 
STRATE LINE 

OR WHITE 

WU 
TR 
+ 4 

4 

WARE N 
WF * 

5335 

> 

Beautify Your Package with Cushioned Protection 

SHIELD-PAK as liners and pads in your set-up and folding 

cartons gives your product eye-appealing, SALES appealing 
color attractiveness PLUS corrugated-cushion protection, 

SHIELD-PAK is a single-faced corrugated paper produced 
in two distinctive designs and in a sufficiently wide variety 
of standard colors to comply with the established color 
schemes of most manufacturers. If, however, you desire a 

special color, we can meet your requirements. Send for WEAVE LINE 

complete sample kit today—there’s no obligation, of course. 

WRITE FOR INFORMATION THAT MAY SOLVE 

YOUR PACKAGING PROBLEM 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Now for the first time, you can buy cushioned 
shipping containers in continuous rolls. The new 
Corroflex TUBE-TAINER* has the flexible cushion 
and sturdy outer covering which are famous for 
their money-saving advantages. You save in many 
ways with Corroflex TUBE-TAINER — save time 
through fewer and simpler packaging operations— 
save material through a closer-fitting container 
which eliminates dunnage—save shipping costs, too. 

TUBE-TAINER 
" both cushions and covers — pro- 
vides an almost endless range of 

*Patent applied for in U.S. and foreign countries e T. M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

Sheeman 
PAPER PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

container sizes...in a single, easy-to-use roll. 

You simply cut off the length you want from a 
stock roll, slide your product in, tape, staple, or 
tie, and off it goes, protection plus, and at what a 
saving! Yes, the new Corroflex TUBE-TAINER 
really slashes packaging costs. 

Try Corroflex TUBE-TAINER in your own 
Shipping Department and see for yourself how this 
revolutionary new idea in packaging can save 
time, material, and shipping costs. Write for the 
free trial kit and photographic illustrations of short 
cuts in packing with Corroflex TUBE-TAINER. 

spocrrsengroncenssnanasse 

eo « a 

Please send me the TUBE-TAINER 
Free Trial Kit containing an 
assortment of 4 stock sizes and 

Sherman Paper Products Corporation 

Dept. S 
Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass. 

Name 

Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass. iniiiaien 

LOS ANGELES ° NEW YORK . CHICAGO City State 

SEPTEMBER 1947 
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The NEW RODGERS FILLER 

for FLEXIBILITY 

EFFICIENCY 

SIMPLICITY in OPERATION 

- down costly production time with high speed 

filling. The new Rodgers Filler accurately fills all 

types of rigid or flexible containers with powder or 

paste materials. 

EXTRA FLEXIBILITY—two simple dials allow immediate 

adaptation to different container sizes and products . . . inde- 

pendently controlling package fill time and transfer time. 

Adjustment from '/; oz. to 10 Ibs. in just a few minutes. 

SMOOTH OPERATION .. . no slippage assured by 

friction-free, over-running clutch. 

LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS—AIl mechanical units are 

self-contained . . . sealed ball-bearings eliminate clogging. 

Send us a sample of your product. 
After a practical run on the Rodgers 
Filler we will give you specific in- 
formation. 

GEORGE G. RODGERS COMPANY, Inc. 
225 West 34th St. New York 1, N. Y. 

BRyant 9-2040 
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OF GOOD WILL 

Packages exert a tremendous influence in building customer good will. Natur- 

ally, your product carries the biggest load in this respect, but if ushered into 

your customers’ homes under the friendly auspices of a set-up box—with its 

greater take-home value—your product will make more friends. Attractive in 

design and sturdy in structure, the set-up box is more practical and more de- 

sirable for re-use in the home than any other known package. Widespread 

usage of the set-up box in your customers’ homes perpetuates your trademark, 

your signature, and your sales message. Inquire about set-up boxes today. 

Watch these ambassadors of good will make lasting friends of your customers. 

NATIONAL PAPER/BOX MANUFACTURERS 
AND COOPERATING SUPPLIERS 

Liberty Trust Building * Philadelphia 7, Penn, 

FOR INFOR 
Pte cme oom om 

® CONSULT YOUR NEAREST SET-UP BOX MANUFACTURER 

yeas 
ek 
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Illustrating the versatility of Model A3901- 
12 CECO Adjustable Carton Sealer are the 

variety of carton sizes and shapes which 

one machine can seal. 

Geatures 

*% Adjustable instantly for different 
sizes and speeds without tools. 

*% Handles any free-flowing, non- 

CARTON SEALER 
MODELA-3901-19 

Here is good news for every concern with a 

packaging bottleneck. Delivery dates for 

CECO Adijustable Carton Sealers now on 

order are being advanced considerably. The 

recent acquisition of long awaited labor-saving 

machine tools has enabled us to increase our 

production materially. Current quotations 

specify delivery not in years or months as be- 

fore but in a few weeks from date of order. 

We are beginning to reduce our tremendous 

backlog of orders to a point where we can, 

therefore, offer much better deliveries than 

heretofore. And the latest model CECO Seal- 

ers are built to new high standards of quality. 

Send for our new bulletin describing important 

time- and labor-saving features just incorporated 

in the CECO Adjustable Carton Sealer. 

iting product. CONTAINER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
*% Seals both ends automatically, 

simultaneously. 

% Produces square, neat, tamper- 
proof cartons. 

* Portable, self-contained. 

Packaging Machinery Specialists 

212 Riverside Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

BALTIMORE * CHICAGO « JACKSON * PITTSBURGH * ROCHESTER 

* Automatic carton feed available. ST. LOUIS * SAN FRANCISCO * SAVANNAH ¢ TORONTO 

CONTAINER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - 
MODERN PACKAGING 



A VITAL ¢ 

IN THE BUSINESS CHAIN 

Yes, the Mason MailMaster plays an important role in the business 
Cs picture. Rigid and sturdy, it provides perfect protection for small 

oe products and parts. Compact and convenient, MailMaster facilitates 

wee handling, speeds up delivery, and conveys its contents safely and 

} of economically from point of packaging to point of destination. 

CHECK THE F Then too, MailMaster safeguards the most delicate of articles dur- 

feature ing storage. It is this moving of the nation’s small parts, precision 

yea sovety instruments, and expensive merchandise which makes MailMaster 

ya conn desi" a link — an important link between contractors and subcontractors, 

between jobbers and retailers— providing a means of exchanging 
the labor of one section for that of another. 
You can count on MailMaster to deliver the goods — your goods 
—in good condition. Let Mason solve your problem. 

Write to Dept. 76 for complete catalog of sizes. 

BOX COMPANY 
MAIN OFFICE FACTORIES NEW YORK OFFICE 

ATTLEBORO FALLS, MASS. ATTLEBORO FALLS AND TAUNTON, MASS. 175 FIFTH AVE. 

MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE BOX........THE MASON MAILMASTER 
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_ A DIVERSITY 
OF COLORS, STYLES 
AND SIZES INCLUDING 

STANDARD 33, 38, 43, 
45, 48, 51, 53, 58, 63, 
70, 83 and 100 MM. 

x 

SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK CITY, CHICAGO, DETROIT, INDIANAPOLIS BOSTON, ST.LOUIS 
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NOVOCAIN _, 

1% SOLUTION 

CIRCULAR 

NINTHROP at : 
aa 

cen COMPANY MC — for the BAYER Division of the 
: K1 mK wNINDSOR, ¥ 

NEW 13. N.¥ 

WINTHROP 

CHEMICAL COMPANY 

MARKEM 
LABEL DETAIL plus CONTROL NUMBER 
On Glass Bottles, Ampules, Vials, Metal Boxes 

THE PROBLEM: How to mark directly on glass containers — of 
scores of different sizes and shapes — not only the ingredients, 
trade-mark, company name and address, but also the CONTROL 

CODE NUMBER indicating the nature and date of the batch. 
Also, to mark the control code number on lithographed tin boxes 
after they are filled with pills. These were the difficult problems of 
the Bayer Division of the Winthrop Chemical Company. 

THE SOLUTION: Full use of Markem methods, machines and 

special inks. Now complete identification of many pharmaceuticals 
in the Winthrop line is put on containers with Markem machines 
and inks. One single model Markem machine can be quickly 
adjusted — from one size ampule to another, from ampule to 
vial, or from vial to bottle. Markem method permits quick inter- 
change of variable detail and control numbers. Result? Faster 
production. Elimination of paper labels. In marking control number 
on Creamalin box, a Markem machine is coordinated with auto- 

matic filling machine. . 

LET MARKEM solve your problem. MARKEM service includes MARKEM 
method, machine and inks to meet your individual requirements of MACHINE 

speed,. material and purpose, whether in marking boxes, bottles, COMPANY 

labels, or the product itself. Tell us your needs; we'll do the rest. KEENE, N. H. 



We would like to help you find 

new and profitable uses for 

ANY seemingly impossible 

things have been done lately 

with American Anode latices and 

mixes. For example, high-altitude 

oxygen masks with intricate systems 

of ducts and metal inserts; meteoro- 

logical balloons that are 5 feet in 

diameter uninflated, 28 feet inflated, 

that rise more than 20 miles into the 

air; amazingly complicated surgical 

catheters with 3 or more tubes, yet 

made in one piece. 

American Anode latices and mixes 

are also used as coatings and im- 

pregnants for textiles and paper, 

and as adhesives in a wide variety 

of applications. 

Most of these uses are the direct 

result of the work done by American 

* 

AMERICAN ANODE latices and mixes 

Anode development men in our 

completely equipped development 

and research laboratory—men with 

the experience needed to permit us 

to offer you a complete research, de- 

sign, engineering and production 

consultant service. 

Don’t assume that a product can’t 

be made—or a problem solved—with 

latex until you’ve consulted with 

American Anode development men. 

Latices and compounded mixes of 

GEON, HYCAR, Saran, neoprene, 

crude rubber and GR-S are available. 

For more information about these 

modern materials—and proper meth- 

ods of using them— please write De- 

partment AC-5, American Anode 

Inc., 60 Cherry St., Akron, Ohio. 

MERICAN ANODE 
'NCORPOR ATED 

CRUDE AND AMERICAN RUBBER LATICES, WATER CEMENTS AND SUSPENSIONS 
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You’ve never seen a cushion padding * 
like TUFFLEX—the new felted wood 

fiber material that does so much more 

to protect every type of merchandise— 

from glassware to fine cabinetwork. 

For Tufflex is fleecy-soft and flexible 

—yet has a “spring-back”’ resilience to 

cushion heavy impact blows. It can be 

fabricated to any size or shape: Its edges 

remain clean and sharp. Tufflex can be 

cut in narrow strips with the confidence 

that it won’t tear or pull apart. Tufflex 

is lightweight and non-abrasive—won’'t 

scratch or mar highly finished surfaces 

—its softness and pliability make it the 

ideal interior cushioning material. 

Tufflex is available in rolls and sheets 

in various thicknesses and widths. 

Let Tufflex solve YOUR packaging 

problems. Learn why it is superior to 

other cushion packaging material com- 

monly used. Full information about 

Tufflex is yours for the asking—just 

mail the coupon. 

SEPTEMBER 1947 
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\, Amazing NEW Interior 'Packing Material 

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF Dakeawe-Wool 
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WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY 
Dept. 208-97 First National Bank Building 

St. Paul 1, Minnesota 

Gentlemen: I want to know more about Tufflex. Please send me 
complete information. 

POPC Ee SEL OSE HEE EEE EEO RESO HRE SOLE LEE EEE EE SESE LES OSES E OOOO 

COC CC Coe eee eee EOL EEO SEE ESE SESE SELES EE ES ESE SESE SES ELE EES 

Cee eeerereresesesesesesesesesessses edbdbesseseseseeeses 
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” igh » a machine clay-coated 

paper board which creates 

new possibilities in package merchandising 

® A new product of the research, de- 

velopment, testing, and board making 

facilities of PLANNED PACKAGING 

now makes its bow! 

After years spent in finding the right 

method, developing the machinery, and 

perfecting the process OHIO BRITONE 

our new machine clay-coated folding 

board, is ready for application to any 

type of package in which sales appeal 

is closely linked with eye appeal. 

New brightness and printing qualities at 

moderate cost are its Number | advan- 

tage. OHIO BRITONE cartons are quali- 

fied to stand out from the crowd in com- 

petitive displays on shelf or counter. In 

multi-color cartons they give you the 

maximum benefit of distinctive package 

design. 

Samples of Ohio Britone cartons are now 

available. A representative of PLAN- 

NED PACKAGING will be glad to give 

you complete details. 

‘HE On10 BoxBoarp Co. — 
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The NEW PACKOMATIC 
AUGER PACKER-WEIGHER 

Immediately Available 

For Automatic Packaging of Flour 

& Other Soft Powdered Products 

PACKOMATIC 

Turret Type 

PACKER-WEIGHER 

as above—linked with a PACKOMATIC) Shaker- 

Settler—is PACKOMATIC’s sturdy, turret type PACKER-WEIGHER that 
is ideal for packaging flour and other soft powdered products into bags, 
cans or cartons—and that is now available for almost immediate shipment and installation. 
Economical ... Convertible ... Simple... Automatic. 

This fully automatic packer fills approximately 90 of the total net weight at the first sta- 
tion. The partially filled container is then automatically lowered and transferred onto the 
gross weigher platform, where the filling operation is completed. The filled container is 

then delivered to the discharge turret plate. One operator only is required to register the 
container on the packing station tube. 

This adjustable PACKER-WEIGHER handles containers from 6” to 22” high, and weights 
from 1 Ib. to 25 lb. depending upon the product and container size.... Interchangeable 
augers and tubes make it possible to quickly and efficiently switch from one container size 
or weight to another. 

CHECK THESE ADDITIONAL DESIRABLE FEATURES 
Adjustable drive for lowering of packaging platform to provide for density of pack re- 

quired ... Provision for additional stations for plunging or settling ... Non-choke horizon- 
tal spiral feed of product to both bulk and dribble augers .. . Individual motor drives with 
instant cut-off. 

For additional information on this and other PACKOMATIC packaging machinery, 
consult your Metropolitan Classified Telephone Directory for location of nearest PACKO- 
MATIC office—or write J. L. Ferguson Company, Route 52 at Republic Ave., Joliet, Illinois. 

TYPICAL PACKOMATIC 
EQUIPMENT 

Case Sealers 

Case Imprinters 

Carton Sealers 

Volumetric Fillers 

Net Weight Scales 

Carton Making Machines 

Dating (Coding Devices) 

Paper Can Tube Cutters 

Paper Can Tube Gluers 

Paper Can Shrinkers 

Paper Can Cappers 

Paper Can Set-up 

Conveyors 

PACKOMATIC 
co. JOLIET, (yy, PACKAGING 

Chicago © New York @ Boston ¢ Philadelphia © Baltimore © Cleveland e Denver © New Orleans e San Francisco @ Los Angeles e Seattle © Portland e Tampa e Dallas 
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Can't rust oF CHROME! 

FUL 
* seat! pitting 907" 

on 

rings 
the bell! 

IMPULSE BUYING is becoming more and 

more important in modern merchandising. 

It takes extremely imaginative creation 

and design that will spur consumers 

into buying on sight . . . such as the oTRANSPARENT PACKAGING 

outstandingly successful self-selling *INTRIGUING SET-UP BOXES 
*SPECIALIZED PACKAGING 

*CREATIVE FOLDING CARTONS 
neered and constructed by Acme. *UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE 

counter dispenser shown above, engi- 

COUNTER DISPLAYS 

Back view shows unique construc- 

tion, simple to ship with dispenser 

already filled with merchandise. 

cme paper box company 
Cin e Designers ° Manufacturers 
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Near Crisis at Oxford Paper Company by Tony Barlow 

sé e_ 
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"ne you never guessed that 

coal plays a big part in the 

making of paper. 

To schedule all of the coal used 
daily, plus the many more cars of 

other necessary materials, so that 

they are there just when you need 
them, is a nice bit of “industrial 
logistics.” 

While we don’t use that name at 

Oxford, it describes the careful 

planning and complete control of 

all facilities that result in better 

than 1,000 miles of quality paper 

every day. 

This is made possible because 
every step in the process from the 

wood to the finished sheet of 

paper is under our control. 

7A 

ASTOUNDING! CAN IT BE THAT OXFORD PAPER COMPANY IS 

SHORT TWO SHOVELFULS OF COAL OUT OF THE MANY CARLOADS 

NEEDED EACH DAY TO MAKE PAPER? 

Credit the foresight of building 

the mill at Rumford, Maine, with 

its nearby reserves of timber and 

plentiful water supply. Credit, 

too, the craftsmen, skilled by years 

at the art of making quality papers 

at Oxford—some 600 of whom 

have had 20 or more years’ expe- 

rience here. 

And credit, also, the careful plan- 
ning that controls the complete 

facilities needed to maintain a 

constant output of many varieties 

of quality papers made to the 

highest standards. 

Try Oxford papers on your next 

job—and be sure of quality. Sold 
by good merchants coast to coast. 

Included in Oxford’s line of quality printing and label papers 
are: Polar Superfine Enamel,, Maineflex Enamel Offset, 

Maineflex C1S Litho, Mainefold Enamel, White Seal 

Enamel, Engravatone Coated, Carfax English Finish, 

Super and Antique, Aquaset Offset and Duplex Label. 

OXFORD PAPER COMPANY 
230 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 17,N. Y. 

MILLS at Rumford, Maine 
and West Carrollton, Ohio 

WESTERN SALES OFFICE: 
35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill. 

DISTRIBUTORS 
in 48 Key Cities 
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with billboards that help you SELL! 
Merchandise no longer moves automatically. 

It must now be sold or must sell itself. 

That means more advertising, more promo- 

tion—and greater use of the advertising space 

which is already yours. Owens-Illinois is ready 

now to supply you with lithographed metal 

closures that help do this job for you. 

Put your name, slogan or trade mark on top 

in a colorful, distinctive lithograph! It will act 

as a salesman in crowded, self-service stores! It 

will make your brand identity more indelible 

as long as your package is in use! 

Let us help you develop the design that is 

exactly right for your product. 

CLOSURE DIVISION 

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY 
TOLEDO 1, OHIO « BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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Box and Cannister Wraps 

Flat and Embossed Labels 

Distinctive Flat and 

Embossed Packaging Paper 

Kichatd NM Krause 
DESIGNERS AND COLOR PRINTERS FOR OVER 40 YEARS 

54 East 19th Street ¢ New York 3, N. Y. 
© RICHARD M. KRAUSE, INCog 1047 
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*NOTE: Each of the items shown above wos a ‘honey’ of an idea by a merchandising man— 
and a nightmare for the production man (two of them have deep recessed areas} ALL are 
being labeled an New Jersey equipment! 

---and the answer is... 

PONY LABELRITE! 
The Pony Labelrite was designed to do what other machines couldn't do! It 
labels—with speed and economy—some of the queerest shapes that ever 
popped from the mind of an inspired designer, including recesses for circular, 
rectangular or eccentric shape, as deep as 5/16 inch! 

These exclusive Labelrite features make it possible... 

1. Vacuum “pick-up and carry” of label from hopper to product in 
ONE continuous, straight-line motion guarantees register. 

9, Exclusive “pressure-pad” design which conforms to size and shape 
of label to assure positive, full surface adhesion. No loose edges 
or blisters. 

93, Twin-roller glue-control with micro adjustment which applies tissue- 
* thin film of adhesive; prevents label-skidding and re-positioning of 
fe label as well as eliminating the need for “container-wiping.” There 

is no excess glue. 
* Reg. U S. Pot. Off. 

#f you want FAST labeling, at low cost, for either hand-feed or conveyor feed, the RIGHT way 

is the Labelrite way! Ask for details... 

NEW JERSEY MACHINE CORPORATION 
1510 WILLOW AVENUE, HOBOKEN, N. J. 

Chicago Office: 325 W. Huron Street Cincinnati Office: 1701 Carew Towers 
Export Division: 44 Whitehall Street, New York, N. Y. 
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It’s ready now! Swindell’s new stock bottle, 

designed along classic lines that hold special in- 

stock bottle in line terest for the perfume and cosmetic trade! 

with Swindell’s Available for immediate delivery in Ys ounce, “% 

ounce, 2 ounce, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 16 ounce sizes. 
tradition of quality 

SWINDELL BROS., BALTIMORE, MD. 
200 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK + ROBERTO ORTIZ—HAVANA, CUBA 

~ 
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G CASE BECOMES A DYNAMIC 

oOoR DISPLAY . - .JUST AS QUICKLY AND 
Fl i 

WOULD COUNT ONE... TWO 

GAR 
al Le get 

In a JIFFY and without help or a diagram, the upper half of 
the shipping case is removed. Then just as RAPIDLY the lower 
half is spread out with a light pressure of the finger tips to form 
an expanded basket ...a complete advertising and merchan- 
dising unit, all set up for an attractive expanded display of loose 
merchandise . . . right along the line of store traffic and within 
reach of eager purchasers. 

This economical GAlRanteed COMBINATION readily pays 
for itself as a shipping case and then returns dividends as a 
productive floor display. 

ae Write for Complete Information About 

GAliRanteed Floor Display Stands 

GR iB ROBERT GAIR COMPANY, INC. 

NEW YORK * TORONTO 

Simple as counting one .. . two. PAPERBOARD * FOLDING CARTONS * SHIPPING CONTAINERS 
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Here’s how ANGELL 

can solve Your 

Problem of PRODUCTS 

IDENTIFICATION 

f you need a new metal decora- 
tion, tag, label, name plate or 
seal, simply send us your general 
ideas on how it is to be used, and 
a rough sketch. The ANGELL Art 
Staff does the rest . . . without 
obligation to you. 

Designs in color are submitted to 
you for approval, along with 
recommended materials and proc- 
esses to be used. If you already 
have a design in mind, ANGELL 
interprets how the finished job 
will look. 

After approval by you, ANGELL 
die-makers—with skill usually 
found only in the finest watch- 
makers’ craft—turn out intricate 
embossed designs accurate in the 
most minute detail. 

Production specialists finish 
ANGELL Products with rich lac- 
quers and brilliant metallic inks. 
Materials range from lightest foil 
to .032 aluminum and brass, and 
include steel, bronze, zinc and 
chrome. Products are designed 
with gummed backs or plain backs 
for cementing . . . for application 
with nails, rivets, screws or special 
snap fasteners . . . or as string 
tags. And prices are always right. 
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ANGEL 

ANGELL and STANLEY 

join to offer you the world’s finest 

PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATION 

The ANGELL Manufacturing Company 
—since 1927 a recognized leader in the 
products identification field—proudly an- 
nounces the outright purchase of the 37- 
year-old Products Identification Division 
of The Stanley Manufacturing Company. 
This progressive step makes ANGELL 
one of the world’s largest makers of fine 
embossed metal name plates, labels, seals, 
metal decorations, instrument dials and 
string tags. 

In the purchase ANGELL acquired 
Stanley’s famous equipment, formulas and 

1071 EAST M 

PRODUCTS 

ONUMENT AVENUE, 

IDENTIFICATION 

methods plus the pick of her designers, 
artists and engravers to complement 
ANGELL’S already able staff. This greatly 
broadens ANGELL’S scope of manufac- 
turing . . . assures its customers faster 
service and a wider choice of sizes and 
designs. 

As a further expansion move, ANGELL 
has just built a new modern factory and 
office building, thereby doubling its floor 
space. For everything in top quality Pro- 
ducts Identification—now and in the fu- 
ture—LOOK TO ANGELL! 

L MANU FACTU
RING COMPANY 

DAYTON 1, OHIO 
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(ED FLEXIBLE 

TRANSPARENTMCONTAINER 

Vegetables that Cee for Ci Mite 
Farmer Brown’s spinach and Dillons celery hearts are two of the many vegetables 
that come to market dressed for dinner. They arrive dewy fresh — and stay that way! 
For Kellogg has bagged these favorites in harvest-clear colors to catch the eye that’s 
ready to buy. 

Tough Cellophane or strong Pliofilm* VIEW PACS — with bright imprints in 
any number of colors — can start your farm products popping into more shopping 

bags, too! Write today and find out all the good things there are to know about’ 
VIEW PACS. 
*T.M. The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. 

~ 

KELLOGG CONTAINER DIVISION a 
iT STAT ENVEL _" COMPANY 
RINGFIELD 3. “a ACHUSETTS 

CONTAINER MANUFACTURER ¢ PRINTING © CONVERTING ¢ ¢ Cellophane «¢ Pliofilm ¢ Glassine 

Foils © Vinyls © Polyethylene © Rigid and Flexible Acetate °¢ Coated and Specialty Papers 
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SUNSWEET 
APRICOTS 
blood -buildliny pood 
figh in tron content 

ALSO CONTAINS THE 

VALUABLE VITAMINS 

A.C. B,
 and G

 (8! 
LAVIN 

SCIENCE RUBS 
ELBOWS WITH 
SHOPPERS 

This life-size color-lithographed floor dis- 
play is rubbing elbows with shoppers in 
thousands of retail stores. Scientific recog- 
nition of health properties in SUNSWEET 
Apricots is indicated with all the persua- 

siveness of color and design to concentrate 

eye attention on product, package and trade 
name. Alert creative thinking and develop- 

ment in FORBES-designed advertising and 

display material capture shopper attention, 

and win greater sales for client's products. 
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TYPE OF PRODUCTS HY-TRA-LEC WILL HANDLE 

Hard Candies Walnuts French Fried Potatoes 

Cranberries Macaroni Dried Beans 

Corn Chips Noodles Coffee Beans 

Cookies Spices Nut Meats 

Crackers Moth Balls Machine screws 

Rice Pretzel Stix Washers & nuts 

Potato Chips 

500 Calvin Street, Durham, North Carolina 

“Pioneers Since 1893 In Automatic Packaging Machinery” 

I am interested in knowing more about your Hy-Tra-Lee Auto- 

| 

| (Gentlemen: 

' matie Weigher for accurate, high speed weighing and filling. 
| 

SEPTEMBER 1917 

for weighing and filling 

Chief Product Packaging Weights 

free-flowing dry 

products 

the @Y-TRALEC 
Automatic Weigher 

Wright's Hy-Tra-Lec Automatic Weigher 

provides the new, superior method of net 

weighing. Introduced less than two years 

ago. Installations now paying for themselves 

in more than 50 leading plants throughout 

the nation and Canada. Automatically 

weighs and fills free-flowing dry products 

with an accuracy and speed previously believed 

unattainable by a single weighing unit. 

May we have the pleasure of telling you the whole story? 

~ NAME POSITION” 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 
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A glance at the illustration reveals a 

few of the handsome round and oval 

containers produced on modern é 
a5 

equipment by Harcord. 

The facilities of our plant are avail- 

able to meet your requirements, and 

—since we are geared for fast pro- 

duction— we can offer prompt and 

efficient service on quality containers. 

HARCORD MANUFACTURING CO. 
rt Division of the Weehan-“Jooker Ce. 
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Wuen it comes to packaging your 

product, don’t try to maneuver it your- 

self or you will find you’re in a class 

with these birds. Enlist the aid of 

qualified designers and manufacturers | 

whose business it is to present a product | 
in its glorified best. | 

Don’t lay an egg! 

BROOKS & PORTER, inc. 
304 HUDSON STREET e NEW YORK 13 

Packaging and Display Speccatiste for hal, a century 
85 



Irwin-Ware 

provides the 

perfect package 

for foods, nuts, 

candies, etc. 

1 

of the 
Large* 

Oneclus
ive Plastic 

Factori
es 

in the wor
ld 

4 
t H i 

+ PACKAGING FOR ~—— 

INCREASED SALES — 

Sonerme PLAN to bring sharply increased sales to lines of 
food, candies, nuts, sweetmeats, vegetables and other “goodies” 
...Package your products in Irwin-Ware bowls, dishes, tumblers 
. . » These heavy-duty plastic containers will be in use in the 
home long after the contents are gone... What more powerful 
sales-builder than an added FREE product for the homemaker 
every time she buys your goods! 

Irwin-Ware is ideal for casual dining—indoors or out-of-doors, 
for picnics, for kitchen and refrigerator use . . . Festive colors 
never fade — never chip off ..... Sparkling, sanitary surfaces 
clean easily, are completely free of taste or odor .. . Sturdy 
construction, yet light-weight ... Washable in hot water same 
as glass or china .. . Check into the advantages of packaging 
with Irwin-Ware today! Write for new catalog, no obligation. 

IRWIN CORPORATION 
OFFICES —27 WEST 20th STREET ‘ ‘ 4 RELW YORE. RH. 3 

SHOWROOMS 20 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK . ROOM 651 

PLANTS FITCHBURG MASS and MILFORD CORN . 

MODERN PACKAGING 



0 W f direct extrusion of 

thin-gage sheet 
Complete NRM Direct- | 

eS Process Sheeting Unit; 

including 3%” ex- 

truder, special sheeting 

head, with cooling and 

pulloff unit equipped 

with automatic cutoff 

and continuous windup. 

Finished product can 

be cut into sheets or 

wound on reels. 

Extruded sheeting passing over 

spreader bars and heated rolls 

of the pulloff unit. 

Costs slashed, new markets created by NRM 

Direct-Process Extruder and Pulloff Equipment eS 

cooling and pulloff unit with auto- 
matic cutoff and continuous wind- 

up for 36 inch untrimmed sheets. 
It is built by National Rubber 
Machinery Company, America’s 
foremost designer and manufac- 
turer of plastics extruders and r 
extrusion equipment. 

OW, for the first time, an 
equipment manufacturer is 

able to offer the packaging indus- 
try a complete, full scale produc- 
tion unit for the direct extrusion 
of acetate and other types of thin- 

gage plastics sheet. 5. Produces directly extruded material 

Here’s what that means: up to 22 inch trimmed width, 8 to 

45-thousandths thickness. (Larger 

1.Production costs are drastically cut head for 36 inch wide sheet can be made 
e «+ aS much as one half; unit will available.) 

produce up to 150 Ibs. of finished 
sheet per hour; 

3. Thin-gage sheet output is greatly 
increased per dollar of capital invest- 

ment, or: 

4. Substantially less investment is need- 

ed for a given output of product; 

If you’ve been waiting for a 
practical, low-cost method of 
sheet production, here’s your 

The NRM Direct-Process sheet-  #"SW€T- 

2. New markets, new products, and new 

uses for established products are 
made possible; 

ing unit is rugged, compact, re- 
quires a minimum of floor space. 
It consists of a 34%.” NRM extruder 

For full information, including 
photographs, specifications and 
floor layouts write us today. 

NATIONAL RUBBER MACHINERY CO. 

General Offices: AKRON 8, OHIO 

CPpladlics 
MACHINERY DIVISION 

EXPORT DISTRIBUTORS: OMNI PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 460 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 
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We could tell a story 
stretching from 

here 

..-- to here . 
all about tolerances and controls 

and alloys, but we'd rather 

cut it short 

and say that there are 
no better tubes in the world 

than Sun Tubes, 

and one proot is that we make them 
for products like: 

And there we cheerfully 

rest our case. 

Sun Tube Corporation 
Hillside, New Jersey 

CHICAGO 3, ILL. James L. Coffield, Jr., 105 West Adams Street 

LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF. 
R. G. F. Byington, 1260 North Western Ave. 

ST. LOUIS 1, MO. M. P. Yates, Arcade Building 

ST. PAUL 1, MINN. Alexander Seymour, 615 Pioneer Building 

CINCINNATI 8, OHIO, Ralph H. Auch, 3449 Custer Road 
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Safe Trip ‘for Your Product 
From the end of your production line or packag- 

ing machines to the retailers shelves is likely to be a long trip. 

But no matter how you ship—by rail, truck, or air—it can be a safe trip. 

For, due to Gaylord correct functional design, better materials, and precision 
manufacturing, you can be sure that your product 

oS will reach the consumer with all of the quality and 
sales appeal you have built into it. 

Corrugated and Solid Fibre Boxes 
22 ee ee, Packages by Gaylord assure greater protection 

Folding Cartons —always. 

GAYLORD CONTAINER CORPORATION, General Offices: SAINT LOUIS 

Kraft Grocery Bags and Sacks New York + Chicago « San Francisco « Atlanta « New Orleans « Jersey City 

Seattle « Indianapolis « Houston e Los Angeles « Oakland « Minneapolis 

- (ie Detroit » Jacksonville « Columbus + Fort Worth « Tampa ¢ Cincinnati 

Kraft Paper and Specialties Dallas » Des Moines » Oklahoma City + Greenville » Portland + St. Louis 
San Antonio « Memphis « Kansas City « Bogalusa « Milwaukee « Chattanooga 

Weslaco « New Haven « Appleton « Hickory + Greensboro + Sumter 145 
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with this 

continuous static eliminator! 

A GOOD BAG-MAKING MA- 
CHINE is made even better with 
an lonotron Static Eliminator. 

Arrow shows location of 
lonotron at delivery end of 

Shumann automatic bag maker, 

product of Shumann Equipment 

Company, Pittsburgh 10, Pa. 

lonotron makes finished bags 

easier to handle and to fill, by 

eliminating static-caused cohe- 
sion of cellophane, Pliofilm, foil, 

or Glassine bags as well as 

adhesion to chute. 

As a user or builder of packaging machinery, you know 

how badly static electricity can “gum up the works” 

. making stock difficult to handle . . . or causing 

irregularities in finished packages. 

You can overcome many such problems easily and 

permanently with the Ionotron Static Eliminator* — 

a metallic bar which houses and shields a source of con- 

tinuous alpha radiation. The alpha rays ionize the air 

in the trouble zone, and the ionized air conducts static 

to ground. 

There’s no contact with moving materials. No power 

connection is required. The Ionotron has no moving 

parts, so there’s no operating expense. And its action 

is continuously and permanently effective! 

Incredible? It’s merely a simple application of a 

sound scientific principle whose effectiveness is now 

being re-proved daily on many kinds of packaging and 

printing machines. Why not see how it works on yours? 

Send us a complete description of your static problem 

and details of the trouble zone. Write Dept. I7, U. S. 

Radium Corp., 535 Pearl St., New York 7, N. Y. 

*Trade-mark reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

90 

A GOOD PACKAGING MACHINE 

BECOMES AN EVEN BETTER ONE 

OTHER PRODUCTS OF U. S. RADIUM: LUMINESCENT MATERIALS: radioactive, 

fluorescent, phosphorescent * LUMINESCENT DIALS: radioactive, fluores- 

cent * POWDERS: cathode-ray tube, television tube * RADIUM LOCATORS: 

pendants, lenses, buttons, screws, markers * RADIOACTIVE FOILS (alpha- 

ray ionization sources) e HIGH-ACCURACY DIALS (nonluminescent) 

¢ SILHOUETTE ILLUMINATION of clocks, watches, and_ instruments 

LUMINOUS RETICLES and other specialties 

[RA BSIUM | 
7 & 

rs > ‘ $ 
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The Canco Frozen Foods Container, printed in four col- 
ors, is now available! 

Processors of fruits and vegetables who wish to take 
advantage of the impulse-buying trend can now do so 

through the use of natural, taste-appealing labels. 
Once again, Canco pioneers by offering the first 

metal and fibre frozen food container to have full color 
labels printed directly on a one-piece body. 

Just a simple twist of the Wrist... OD6MS it! : 

American Can Company NEW YORK ¢ CHICAGO «+ SAN FRANCISCO 



ye W hen the Fels Company, old timers in the field of ee 

laundry soap, put out soap chips, they wrapped their F 

ai package with Tite-Wrap ... for here is no ordinary 

waxed wrapper. Tite-Wrap not only keeps moisture out, but 

is low in cost, an integral part of the package and 

4 carries the design on its shiny surface...a combination 

of qualities that helped to make Fels-Naptha Soap 

Yo] Chips a sales winner. Deliver to your customers all of the 

good qualities you build into your products. Our 

experience is available to you. 

v 

Cc 

7 

© 

it 

C 

‘ 

Nashua pioneered the development ] 
of a one side waxed paper applied to Moisture proof 
cartons by this tight-wrap method, — Package keeps identity 

N A the only type of wrapper which pro- when opened 
vides all features shown at the right. Shiny surface carries ‘ 

maxes paren maxe | NASHUA GUMMED AND CoaTED PaPER design 
MONEY FOR YOU ComMPANY Low in cost 

NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

} 
| 
; 
| 
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I. Among the novelty collections is this trans- 
lucent plastic package molded in two pieces to 
hold Naylon lipstick and bottle of nail polish. 

Cosm etic 
tneerctaintv of the holiday market 

: 

he cosmetic industry struck a bonanza during the 

war years. It could sell practically anything it 

could produce right up to the Christmas season of 1946. 
Then a strange thing happened. Sales began falling 

off—and returns to manufacturers from retailers fol- 

lowing the holiday season were such that the whole in- 

dustry started the year with the jitters. 

In some quarters this recession was excused on 

grounds that deliveries of essential ingredients and 

packaging supplies were late last year, which kept 

manufacturers from filling orders in time for the peak 

of the holiday selling season. 

More cautious members of the trade, however, feel 

that this levelling off is an indication of basic changes 

affecting luxury goods, now that utilitarian merchan- 

dise is reappearing on the market. 

In view of this situation, it is interesting to observe 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

put With im:preaved design znd more 

2. Coty’s transparent acetate sphere package is 
suitable for a Christmas-tree ornament and 
holds a flacon of one of Coty’s leading scents. 

pzeview 
brings forth cautious planning 

wet Ceruntienns Cap poeogpetizar-goriceal lines 

the marked influence it is having on package planning 

for the 1947 holiday season in cosmetics. For the most 

part, this influence appears to be good. Designs for 

fall lines are well conceived. Materials and construc- 

tions are better than during the war years, because of 

the availability of supplies that could not be obtained 

for so long and because of the desire also to give the 

best-looking job possible for the money. To meet the 

high-price situation, there appears to be more emphasis 

on packages in popular price ranges. There are more 

in the three-to-eight-dollar groups than in the higher 

priced brackets. Greatest activity, too, is among the 

well established brands. There are fewer unknowns and 

fewer that might be classed as gadgetry. 

Very noticeable is the renewed interest in gift-set 

packaging by companies with familar trade names, who 

are gambling on consumer preference for well-estab- 

93 



4. Pond’s gift sets are perennial leaders 

in the mass-market field. They are well- 

priced as stocking gifts and for teen-age 

shopping habits. Four gift sets are shown. 

Lavishly conceived gift sets of famous houses in 

lished names, now that stocks are more plentiful. Most 

of these packages are more elaborate than were seen 

even in prewar years, decorated with beautiful cover 

papers, gold and silver foil and silken linings. One 

long-time leader in this field has an investment of $6 

million in his gift-set packages this year. It has been 

his experience that there is profit in increased volume 

and he has consistently spent more for improved packag- 

ing without increasing the basic prices of his products 

as a means of meeting the competition for volume. He 

is confident that such packaging will produce the same 

results this year. 

Coty announces a collection of nearly 50 gift items 

in its Christmas lines, ranging from bath sets at $2.25, 

holding dusting powder and bath salts, to a $35 round 

hat-box of saddle-stitched cowhide filled with Coty prod- 

ucts. Repeated in the collection are the familiar 

miniature toboggan and ski sets holding flacons of Coty 

perfumes. 

Bourjois’ Christmas catalog shows 18 Evening in 

Paris sets running in price from $1.50 to $25 in a wide 

variety of new designs. Some of these characteristic 

midnight-blue-and-silver boxes are presented with me- 

tallic covers, others with lively pictorial treatment in 

keeping with the product name. All are elaborately 

constructed in unusual shapes, with decorative platforms 

and bases, bedecked with ribbons and silken cords. 
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3. Rexall Drug’s newly designed 
Cara Nome line is packaged in 

gift-set boxes, planned with remov- 
able platforms, for customer re- 

use. Cover paper is pink with blue 
and gold stripes and stylized mo- 

tif. Lining is rayon-acetate lami- 

nation that looks like rich satin. 

PON } C ve 

Bourjois’ Mais Oui line carries eight special sets ranging 

from $2.25 to $17.50. 

Popular-priced Barbara Gould Skylark gift sets range 

from $2.25 to $6.50, carefully worked out in keeping 

with the product name and family package design, with 
specialties of brocade and satin-covered boxes in odd 

shapes as well as interesting hinged boxes with unusual 

platform effects. 

The English theme is reflected through the dozen or 

more Yardley Lavender and Bond Street gift sets of 
both women’s and men’s toiletries. Characteristic. of 
these sets is the trademarked box-lining paper with line 

sketches of familiar London landmarks such as the 

Tower, the Marble Arch, Trafalgar Square (Fig. 10). 

The sets range in price from $3.35 to $14.50. 

Rexall Drug Co. will have its Cara Nome cosmetics 

in some 10,000 Rexall drug stores this Christmas in 

completely redesigned packages and gift-set boxes 

(Fig. 3). These boxes have been planned particularly 

with customer re-use in mind. They are deep, sturdy 
boxes suitable as handkerchief, stocking or knickknack 

containers after the cosmetics have been removed. 

This feature is more easily accomplished by removable 

platforms. Color scheme for the cover paper is pink 

with gold-and-blue stripes and the boxes are lined with 

a new rayon-acetate laminated material which has a 

finish similar to brocaded satin. Boxes are edged with 
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2%. Above left: Four DuBarry items presented on green 

satin in a pink-and-gold-striped box. @. Above right: 

Hudnut gives visibility to Violet Sec favorites under a 

transparent cover decorated with a colorful ribbon bow. 

7. Right above: One of the 18 Evening in Paris sets 

from the Bourjois catalog. These sets are more luxurious 

than ever, glistening with foils, satins and other me- 

tallic effects. $. Right: An inexpensive but impressive 

set for Barbara Gould’s Skylark toilet water and bath 
powder. 9. Below: One of Bourjois’ Mais Oui sets 
shows saucy box-top motif of a flirtatious girl’s head. 

10. & Hi. = Yardley will have on the market for the’Christmas 
season a dozen or more gift sets of women’s and men’s toiletries. 

Two are illustrated. Below left: Bond Street set for women 

carries characteristic Yardley cover paper. Below right: a popu- 

lar-priced men’s set. The box has whimsical fisherman motif. 



12. Cover paper for Corday’s Fame box gives 

impression of seed pearls interspersed with gold. 

gold foil. Containers and labels for the products are 

also redesigned. 

Hardy perennials in the mass-market field are Pond’s 

gift sets, this year six in number, all newly designed 

(Fig. 4). New, too, is Pond’s Dream Flower bath set 

consisting of cologne and dusting powder. These items 

are big sellers as stocking gifts and are well priced for 

teen-age shopping habits. 

Richard Hudnut announces a new pink-and-gold- 

striped box topped with a rose as the gift setting for 

DuBarry’s urea plastic containers, soap and cologne 

which rest against a background of cool green satin (Fig. 

5). Hudnut’s ever-popular Violet Sec products are in 

a platform box with transparent cover (Fig. 6), so 

that all items are visible to the shopper. Lentheric 

announces a large variety of gift sets for women, rang- 

ing in price from $2.50 to $19.50, as well as its “‘ Men of 

1:33. Below left: Miniature sceptre bottles of Prince Matcha- 

belli’s Albano bath oil packaged as a convenient travel unit. 14. / 
Below right: Matchabelli’s queen-size lipstick—over an inch 

longer than usual size—is said to match new long look in fash- sf 

ions. Also is made in regular size. Colors are black or aqua. 5 

Action”’ toiletries for men in a number of assembled 

presentations at similar prices. Helena Rubinstein 
collections include gift sets in all her well-known scents, 

including her latest, Command Performance, as well as 

Apple Blossom, Heaven Sent and White Flame, priced 

from $2 to $10. Rubinstein’s popular stars, holly 

wreath and Christmas ball packages for perfume drams 

will also be seen again this year among her novelty 

items. 

Availability of leather is bringing back to cosmetic 

gift packaging many fine collections of overnight cases, 

handbags and kits fitted with products of many famous 

houses. The prices indicate that there is still a market 

for the luxury gift package costing a sizable sum of 

money. The most expensive of these ($125) is offered 

by Marie Earle. It is a two-compartment case in cow- 

hide with suede cover and the top section carrying a 

large collection of Marie Earle products in such special 

packaging as a jewelled, gold-plated lipstick case, sev- 

eral gold-plated containers and bottle tops. Tussy 

offers a fitted case of genuine alligator for $75 (Fig. 16). 

Tussy also has an over-the-shoulder case with remov- 

able fittings holding the cosmetics. Other firms are 
presenting real or simulated leather travel kits of various 

types, containing a collection of preparations. Among 

them are Hudnut, Rubinstein, Dermetics and Daggett 

& Ramsdell for its Debutante line. 

Throughout all the lines there seems to be a trend 

toward giving a little more value for the money, which 

often happens when selling conditions are uncertain. 
There is also evidence in all the lines of a trend toward 

presenting a number of well-designed small packages 

attractively priced. 

Matchabelli’s Crown Jewel perfume, for instance, is 

being offered in a memento size, a !/4-0z. in a gold crown 

bottle with a circlet of sparkling brilliants around the 

neck of the bottle (Fig. 15). The bottle is set in a 

specially designed jewelry box, oval shaped, covered 

15. Above: Crown Jewel perfume 

is offered in a memento size— 

a 1/,-0z. in a gold crown bottle 

with circlet of brilliants around 

the neck. The bottle is_ set 

in an oval-shaped sueded 

jewel box with gold lettering 



Leather is here again for fitted kits and 

16. Top left: Tussy’s case of real alligator has a removable tray. 17. Topright: A travel kit that looks 

like light blue patent leather has been made of vinyl sheeting for aspecial Debutantassortment. H&. Lower 

left: Coty’s round overnight case is saddle-stitched cowhide. 19. Lower right: Dermetics simu- 

lated reptile kits open with two zippers, one on each side, which meet to form a convenient bracelet handle. 

with taupe sueded paper, gold-beaded and lined with 
satin. 

By popular demand, Prince Matchabelli has also 

packaged four of its miniature sceptre bottles containing 

Abano bath oil in a blue-and-green-striped box, con- 

veniently sized for tucking into a travelling bag (Fig. 

13). Matchabelli’s miniature hat box containing two 

miniature crown bottles of perfume is a Christmas 

perennial, enhanced this year by two enameled crown 

stick pins to be worn on scarf lapel or hat—all for the 

price of $3. 

The real Matchabelli news of the season, however, is 

a “queen-size” lipstick case, more than an inch longer 

than the usual size to match the new long look in 

fashions, which works on a one-hand automatic prin- 

ciple (Fig. 14). These lipsticks are immediately identi- 

fied as Matchabelli by the crown on the down slide which 

operates the stick. The same lipstick container is 
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made too in the regular size and both sizes are available 

in black or aqua enamel. 

Pre-season announcements from Shulton, Inc., in- 

clude descriptions of several items in one-to-three- 

dollar categories. One is a hinged box for four little 

organdie sacks containing Old Spice sachet and roses- 

and-spice potpourri for a dollar. There’s a $2.50 men’s 

set of shave lotion and shaving cream. There’s a new 

gift box containing an eight-ounce bottle of Old Spice 

toilet water with atomizer. Four miniature bottles of 

Leigh perfumes are packaged as a stocking gift for a 

dollar in a die-cut carton that resembles a festive tree 

made of paperboard. 

La Cross is introducing a large collection of leather 

and simulated leather cases for its nail preparations. 

The special La Cross item for Christmas is a translucent 
plastic container that looks like a Christmas-tree orna- 

ment, molded in two halves with base recessed to 
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Tussy’s new triangular-opening box gives 

a new angle view to the Ginger Spice bath set. 

Dermetics departs from its familiar pedes- 

new Bouquet toiletries. 

**Tailored to the man’s point of view’’ is 

this handsome black and gold family of Daggett 
& Ramsdell’s men toiletries. Bottles are frosted. 

21. Leakproof, glass-lined metal purse vial 

for Tussy perfume comes in a red leather case. 

hold a lipstick and a bottle of Naylon polish (Fig. 1). 

An interesting decorative and functional note was 

achieved by cutting a star-shaped opening in the sphere, 
allowing the applicator to protrude through the con- 

tainer. This was a convenient way to keep the diam- 

eter of the sphere smaller than would have been neces- 

sary had the applicator been completely enclosed. With 

this star-cut opening, the sphere also becomes a re-use 

container for cotton, which may be dispensed through 

this opening. The package is offered in pastel colors. 

Among its dozen or more Christmas packages Tussy 
adds some interesting new ideas. A metal lipstick and 

lipstick applicator are teamed together in a bright red 

leather case called the “Stylip Package.” A glass- 
lined, golden metal vial with safe, leakproof closure is 

presented in its own leather case and holds a vial of 

either Tussy Tahmina or Terpsichore perfume (Fig. 21). 
Back again too since the war are the double compacts 

of polished and dull-finish brass, as well as many match- 
ing single compacts. ‘Tussy presents one with “‘rope” 
design top and bottom that is rich and smooth in the 

center for monograming. 
Tussy’s Ginger Spice line includes many items that 

will make delightful stocking fillers as well as extra gifts. 

One unusual item in this group is a hinged box opening 
in triangular sections that gives a new angle view to an 

eau de cologne and dusting powder set (Fig. 20). 

Two new family lines will make their debut for the 

holiday season. Dermetics (Fig. 22) departs from its 

well-known pedestal bottles and uses new classic molds 

for its new Dermetics Bouquet. The line includes 

perfume, cologne, bath oil, dusting powder and sachet. 

Some of the bottles have labels printed on the glass. 

Cartons and box wraps are five-color printed, em- 
bossed and super varnished. 

Daggett & Ramsdell joins the list of houses to intro- 
duce a men’s line, which it says is tailored to the man’s 

point of view (Fig. 23). Packaging reflects masculine 

preferences. Frosted bottles are flat and easy to grip, 

with firm-fitting leakproof caps finished in gold. Car- 
tons are gold and black. The DR scroll-work crest is 

effective in gold on black (Continued on page 192) 
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under the trade name “ Yoga.” 

ping machinery and are to be sold in all regular outlets including self-service markets, where good 

display value is essential. The client wants his bread to look its quality and to be definitely 

distinctive in packaging. He wants it to be “‘packaged” for protection rather than merely 

wrapped, without greatly increasing cost. Some clear distinction is to be achieved as between 
white, cracked wheat, raisin, etc., without sacrifice of a strong family resemblance. Some visi- 

bility, sufficient to show the fine color of the crust, is desirable. But principally, since this bread 

is to sell at a higher price, it must ‘“‘look the price” and not like just another brand of bread. 

This month’s 

No. 9 of a series 

To design a high-quality waxed paper wrapper for a new 

premium-quality sliced bread, supposedly to be sold 
The loaves are to be packaged on conventional bread-wrap- 

By applying color to almost the entire surface of the 
waxed paper, in contrast to the usual practice, the 

deta has immediately set this wrapper apart from most packages on the average bread 

counter. By reducing the area of white paper exposed, the bread is immediately made to look 

more “‘dressed.”” The colors were carefully selected to bring out the golden brown of the bread 

crust to best advantage and their restrained duotone is suggestive of quality. The cellophane 
windows are kept comparatively small, but are of such size and spacing as to allow visibility of 

more than one surface of the bread without reducing the rigidity of the wrapper, as is the case 

with many combination wraps. At the same time, the window is believed to furnish a more 

interesting design element. Legally required information is restricted to dark bands running 

along the ends of the loaf, avoiding the scattered appearance which often results from disorganized 

application of secondary copy. Throughout, the designer aimed at greatest simplicity of¢design 

combined with quality appearance through the use of colors carefully keyed to the ptoduct. 

The thermoplastic end label with its bold ““Y”’ strengthens both package and brand name. 

to the interior of the president’s home. He is creator of several standard type faces. 

with his son Karl, in an unusual father-and-son team, he is in the 

habit of designing around his packages entire campaigns including 

display, transportation, magazine and newspaper advertising, etc. 

His long experience in poster and type design makes him well aware 

of two major functions of a package: to attract and to inform the 

buyer. Mr. Bernhard’s conviction of the importance of simple de- 

sign and forceful color is evidenced in his packages for Rem and Rel 

(All-America Award, 1936), Cook’s Champagne (All-America, 1940), 

Ex-Lax, Oz, Amplon Chocolates, Bennett’s Mayonnaise and others. 

COVER PACKAGE* 

During 25 years in New York, Lucian Bernhard has 

designed for his clients everything from the package 

Together 

* Brand and company names used in this hypothetical design 
are purely fictitious; the design remains the property of 
the designer who conceived it for this cover illustration. 
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Any resemblance to any existing package is purely coincidental. LUCIAN BERNHARD 
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q@' all the European peoples, the Swedes are, per- 

haps, most like Americans in their appreciation 

of that extra merchandising push which distinguishes 

selling from the mere offering for sale. They are a re- 

sourceful, artistic and mechanically ingenious people. 

As a neutral in the late war, they suffered no real inter- 

ruption in packaging progress; although they felt the 

world-wide stringencies in certain commodities such as 

tinplate, they had an unlimited supply of paper and 

unexcelled facilities for converting it to packaging. 

Swedish packaging today, therefore, is at a very high 

level and a study of the many unusual design and con- 

struction features should yield a wealth of ideas for 

every American packager. One American active in the 

packaging field who has recently returned from a tour 

of Sweden goes so far as to say that the Swedes are 10 

years ahead of us in packaging. That is a rather broad 

statement; there are several branches in which defi- 

ciencies might be pointed out. But certainly in the 

field of paper packages, for one, we have much to learn 

from the Swedes from the standpoints of inventiveness, 

workmanship, quality, design and printing—and the 

outstanding eye appeal that results. 

The five full-color plates that have been selected for 

reproduction here are not intended to single out these 

particular packages as being the best of the Swedish 

crop—although they are all very fine and ingenious 

packages. Rather, they are representative of the 

Swedish taste for lively color and a certain gaiety of 

feeling that pervades packages and labels in almost 

every product field. The same fine color and printing 

will be found in other packages and labels in every prod- 

uct line. 

It should be easy, for example, to imagine the color- 

ful appearance of the special Christmas carton for a jar 

of mustard, shown in Fig. |. This illustrates two 

I. Colorful Christmas carton for mustard jar is 

so constructed that it can be folded back and 

used decoratively right on the dinner table. 

characteristics about Swedish packaging: special dress 

for festive occasions, in which these hearty people take 

great joy, and ingenious folding carton constructions. 

This fine mustard is a Christmas treat and it is expected 

that it will be placed on the table right in the carton, 

without using a plate. The carton, modified only 

slightly from a regular end-opening carton blank, folds 

back in a novel way to retain all the features of its 

‘‘Happy Christmas” design. Directions are given 

graphically on one of the flaps. 

Who in this country ever thought of putting a ball of 

twine—or, better still, two balls of twine—in a dispens- 

ing carton? A Swedish manufacturer packages two 

balls, of different sizes, in a simple folding carton (Fig. 

2) that makes a hexagonal package and through a hole 

punched in each end flap he leads out the end of twine, 

ready to use without fuss or tangling. Instantaneous 

convenience is the appeal of this package, which would 

be a sure-fire seller on the counters of any American 

hardware or variety store. This beautifully designed 

‘arton, printed in blue and black on white, uses the six 

side panels alternately to stress, in poster style, the 

manufacturer’s and product name and to suggest pic- 

torially a few of the uses for household twine. 

The book and movie versions of “‘Gone With the 

Wind” are as well known in Sweden as they are in 

America. In presenting a new American-type coffee 

(Fig. 3), what could be better than a Gone-With-the- 

Wind motif to connote“ American)” The Premiiar car- 

ton, to achieve its rich effect, is printed in six colors in- 

stead of the two or four generally used in Sweden on 

coffee packages. Note the prominence given the trade 

name by boldly paneling it alone across the flowing skirt 

of Scarlett O’ Hara. 

The box itself is a new specialty developed by Stig 

Hogdal for Esselte Aktiebolag (one of the largest 

2. Two balls of household twine, of different 

sizes, are packed in an hexagonal folding carton, 

feeding out through holes in the end flaps. 

PHOTOS COURTESY ESSELTE AKTIEBOLAG. 



Colorful and clean in design. 

and often ingenious in construction, 

it offers many ideas for American packagers 

ALL COLOR PLATES COURTESY A.-B. SVERIGES LITOGRAFISKA TRYCKERIER. 

Swedish package suppliers) and known as the “* Herme- 

tet” carton. It is a folding box with an inserted lining 

of aluminum foil laminated to waxed paper. The con- 

struction of the closing flaps permits a plain folding of 

the extending lining and is said to give an absolutely 

siftproof package even without heat sealing. With the 

addition of a thermoplastic coating to the foil, however, 

the package also can be made heat sealing. The box is 

easy to open and to reclose with a reasonably tight seal. 

The Hermetet pack is used in Sweden for such varied 

products as soap powder, soda, dyestuffs, baby pow- 

der, tea, cocoa, flour, oatmeal, chocolate creams, cook- 

ies, biscuits and chicken food. The liner can be varied 

to suit the requirements of each product. To get a sift- 

proof pack only, it is necessary to use no more than regu- 

lar sulphite paper; for protection against moisture a 

thermoplastic-coated paper or the foil-waxed paper 

combination is used. 

One important thing to remember about Sweden in 

connection with packaging is that it is a country of 

only 6,500,000 population. Even the biggest-selling 

brands, therefore, can seldom be produced in volume to 

justify the big, high-speed packaging machines common 

to the food industry in America. For the Hermetet 

package, after several years of experiment, an automatic 

filling and closing machine has been developed which 

costs about $10,000, takes a floor space of only 9 sq. ft. 

and has a production speed of 24 packages a minute. 
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3. ‘*Gone With the Wind” scene, printed in & 

six colors, identifies this as American-type 

coffee. Carton is special construction with in- 

serted lining of foil laminated to waxed paper. 

f. Lined folding box also makes a beauti- 

fully printed package for cookies, with per- 

forations for easy opening as shown on the yellow 

box. The cookies are filled, weighed and the 

boxes sealed by special semi-automatic machines. 

Says the Swedish manufacturer: “In this country it 

is simple to produce more than 24 packs in one minute, 

but it is a tough job to sell that much.” 

A different version of the Hermetet package is the in- 

teresting cookie carton shown in Fig. 4. The box is lined 

with waxed glassine and to avoid difficulty in opening 

the glued end flaps, the purchaser is instructed to open 

the package by cutting along a perforated line on the 

front panel, leaving a hinged flap. Note how, in the box 

shown open in the illustration, the edge of lace doily re- 

mains around the opening, lending a special appetite 

appeal to the cookies viewed through this novel open- 

ing. The photographic full-color reproductions of the 

cookies on all the boxes are exceedingly realistic, thanks 

to fine engraving and printing. The Olof Asklund Co.., 

Goteborg bakers, scored a hit with these packages. 

Cellophane is widely used for colorfully printed bags 

and wraps. Two firms specialize in the manufacture 

of bags such as those shown in Fig. 5 and in their print- 

ing by a special process. The bags shown in the illus- 

tration are special Christmas and Easter designs for 

candy and they show the same sprightly touch evi- 

denced by the candy boxes shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

Cellophane in Sweden is expensive in comparison to 

paper and to cut cost it is customary to use a special 

paper, known as “permamyn,” for the back of the bag. 

One definite Swedish trend is the widespread use of 

unit packaging—either cellophane or paper boxes for 



2%. Colorfully printed cellophane bags for holi- 

day candies have paper backs to conserve film. 

G. “Yankee” is Sweden’s biggest-selling candy 

bar. Wrap uses appropriate star-and-stripe motif. 

PHOTOS COURTESY AKERLUND & RAUSING 

all types of textiles and lingerie. Hosiery is individu- 

ally boxed or cellophane-wrapped. In the extension 

of packaging to textile products generally Sweden ap- 

pears to be ahead of this country. 

The candy bar is as popular in Sweden as it is in 

America and some fine examples of design and printing 

on both cellophane and paper can be found in this field. 

The lower-cost bars, such as the ““Yankee’’ shown in 

Fig. 6, incline strongly toward waxed paper. The 

stars and stripes and red-white-and-blue colors are of 

course a natural for a bar with that name; the bar is 

said to be the largest seller in Sweden. 

Christmas, Easter or a birthday is an occasion in 

Sweden—as in every country—for a special treat for 

the children. Candy is the favorite gift and the use of 

clever, amusing packages for children’s candy is a 

Swedish tradition. The types of packages shown in 

Figs. 7 and 8 are representative of the beautiful pack- 

ages being used today, made, very simply, from in- 

genious folding-box blanks. All of the packages shown 

were designed for Mazetti, the famous chocolate manu- 

facturer in Malm6. 

The Swedes are great bread eaters and they like 

variety. There is, therefore, little of the standardiza- 

tion as to loaf size and shape which in the United States 

permits the use of high-speed wrapping machines. 

Each bakery carries a number of types and sizes. Fig. 9 

shows typical bread wrappings in what is known as the 

**Pertinex”” wrapper, a highly refined wax sheet intro- 

duced by A.-B. Akerlund & Rausing of Lund, another 
important factor in the Swedish packaging industry. 

By special handling the wrap is said to be 100% sterile 

when it enters the wrapping machine and its water- 

vaporproofness is such that the loaf loses practically no 

weight during the first 24 hours. 

There are two types of highly adjustable bread 

wrapping machines in use in Sweden, capable of 

handling all of the common shapes and sizes with a ' 

@- As year-around package for 

chocolates, Mazetti has created 

these authentic reproductions 

of old Swedish folk costumes. 

Fine printing and color, as well 

as the package construction, 

lend the cartons special charm. 
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3. 

ages for the children’s holiday 

candy are a tradition in Sweden. 

Those illustrated here are read- 

ily set up from folding blanks. 

Intriguingly designed pack- 

quick changeover. The larger of the two has a capacity 

of 1,400 to 1,600 loaves per hour, while for smaller 

bakeries there is a machine handling 600 to 800. 

Even before the war and the tin shortage, the 

Swedes—due to their abundant native supply of high- 

quality pulp—were great users of paper canisters and 

cups, with and without metal ends. The representative 

types shown in Fig. 10 are, therefore, not necessarily war- 

time substitutes for metal. Note the familiar Palmolive 

design, used by a subsidiary of the American company, 

and the Donald Duck trademark for a puzzle. 

All of the paper containers shown in Fig. 10 are 

“Satello cups,” another product made by Akerlund & 

Rausing. There are also other makes on the market, 

such as “Rondell” manufactured by Esselte Karton- 

nage, Géteborg. They are widely used as containers 

9%. Swedish bread comes in many sizes and shapes, 

complicating the wrapping problems. These wraps 

are color printed on highly refined waxed paper. 

10. With a native supply of fine pulp, Swedes 
have always used many paper canisters and cups. 
These samples are paraffin-coated inside; some 
have metal bottoms. Lids fit flush on shoulder. 

KRAFT 
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for applesauce, marmalades, jellies and even syrups. 

A notable difference from American paper containers 

is the construction which provides a shoulder on the 

base and a smooth, flush fitting for the slip-on cap. The 

containers and caps are paraffin-coated on the inside 

only—permitting excellent printing on the outside— 

and a special method of sealing the caps is said to make 

them safe for rough handling. Some of the containers 
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PHOTOS COURTESY AKERLUND & RAUSING. 



borste 

have a metal bottom which is lacquer-coated inside and 

oul. 

Cheese is a big item in the Swedish diet. Ten years 

ago processed, packaged cheese was produced there only 

on a small scale and originally it was packed in a half- 

circular wooden box. Now well engineered and de- 

signed cartons and wraps such as those shown in Fig. 12 

are generally used in this rapidly expanding field. One 

of the designs is a clever simulation of the half-circle 

shape which formerly identified the wooden package of 

the same product; this is a two-piece telescope box. 

The other example is a regular top-opening carton. 

Both types are set up by the user from flat blanks with- 

out gluing and both are printed by offset in four colors. 

The cheese itself is wrapped in foil or cellophane. 

The name “Husqvarna Borstfabrik”” means to the 

Swedish brush industry what “Fuller” means to 

America. The company produces brushes of every 

conceivable type—brushes for industrial use as well as 

the common run of hair brushes, tooth brushes and 

shoe brushes. In 1944 the company decided upon a 

sweeping redesign and extension of their package family, 

with the result indicated by Fig. IL. 

The designer wisely decided upon pictorial repre- 

sentation of the type of brush contained in each package 

as the quickest and surest means of distinguishing one 

type from another. These large and clear reproductions 

made it unnecessary to clutter up the package with 

identifying words and permitted a clean design with 

good prominence for the company name. 

The “ Husqvarna” logotype (also shown with Fig. LL) 

was worked out with a subtlety which can be fully 

brush tells story and simplifies 

Pictorial representation of 

labeling. Close-up of trademark 

shows how designer spotlighted 

the ‘*A’? (Swedish mark of 

highest quality) to create sym- 

bol saying: **Husqvarna—a 

brush of highest § quality.”’ 

appreciated only by those with a knowledge of the 

Swedish idiom. In Sweden “A” is recognized as the 

symbol of highest quality. By highlighting the middle 

‘A’ in Husqvarna with contrasting color and placing 

the article “a” (‘en’) above and“ brush” (“‘ borste’’) be- 

low that letter, a simple emblem was worked out that 

says, almost telegraphically: **‘ Husqvarna—a brush of 

highest quality.” 

The Swedish knack of using a graphic pictorial repre- 

sentation to identify the product better than words is 

illustrated again by the light-bulb cartons shown in Fig. 

14. In some cases even the type of filament is shown in 

the simple line drawing; no further explanation is re- 

quired on the package panel, which becomes simply a 

bold, striking poster for the brand name. 

The folding cartons for automotive replacement parts 

shown in Fig. 15 have some unusual advantages. Since 

many of these parts are heavy, the blank is designed so 

that it is delivered flat and set up around its contents 

without gluing. Usually a sticker seal is placed at one 

point only. The double corner folds on the cartons for 

12. Unit packaging of cheese is new in Sweden; 

semi-circular carton suggests old wooden half- 

circle box with which it was formerly identified. 

PHOTOS COURTESY ESSELTE AKTIEBOLAG 
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13. Fine engraving and printing give appeal to 14. Strong, poster-like carton for electric 

beautiful-woman approach in cosmetic packaging light bulbs are given an extra punch by bright 

This is shampoo powder in heat-sealed envelope. colors. Some of them are printed in four colors. 

the larger parts give the box sufficient sturdiness for tint of the same color enabling product identity by color. | 

their purpose. With the smaller boxes for lightweight Square-bottom paper bags for flour known as the | 

parts the double corners are not necessary. “SOF” type (self-opening for filling) are a recent de- | 

Dem-sel shampoo (Fig. 13) represents the typical velopment now universally used in Sweden. Fig. 17 

Swedish touch in feminine cosmetics. A fine-screen shows a representative collection in the 50-kg. size. 

photographic or delicate line-drawing representation of The same filling and closing machinery handles 1-, 

a beautiful young woman suggests the universal appeal 2- and 5-kg. sizes. The use of this type of package, | 

of you-too-can-be-beautiful. The envelope package for which many believe to be superior to the packaging 

a dry soap powder is common in Sweden, but unusual in commonly used in this country for flour, dates from the | 

this country. development of the filling machine about 10 years ago. 

An interesting family group of cosmetics, under the The machine*automatically fills, weighs, closes and seals 

brand of the well-known Stockholm firm, F. Paulis, is bags in one continuous operation, requiring only one | 

shown in Fig. 16. Family relationship is found in the operator. Previously the Swedish flour mills—a closely 

striped pattern and in the fact that all background controlled cooperative—had used only smaller cotton 

colors are the same soft gray with the medallion in and linen bags, of 5- and 10-kg. capacity. Following ; 

lilac. The different products, however, are distin- the introduction of the new machine and paper bags | 

guished by the color used for the product name and by a the retail price of packaged flour dropped from two to 

band vertically around the middle of each box in a light + Dletetbated in the United States by Avence Machise Co., tnc., Now York. 

} 15. Folding boxes for auto parts are designed 16. Interesting cosmetic family has gray back- 

to be set up around the product, as shown. Boxes ground and lavender medallion, with a brightly 

for heavier items have double corner construction. colored central stripe to identify each product. 
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one Swedish ore per kilogram. The same packaging is sterilized sweet cream, which comes in tubes small 

now used for sugar, salt and many other products. enough for one cup of coffee on up to a !/2-pt. size. 

An interesting example of Swedish taste in design, as These tubes have a flat base rather than the crimped 

well as an excellent package family group, is provided closure common to this country. Collapsible tubes are 

by Rosendahls’ inks, shown in Fig. 18. The carton used for many other food items, such as fish paste and 

and bottle label for each of the nine colors of ink has a mustard. 

different pictorial scene suggestive of Sweden, of quality The British Packaging Review recently summarized an 

and of the color of ink contained in the bottle. For analysis of Swedish packaging design by stating: ‘““Much 
further and more positive distinction, each package and of the effect depends upon color, an aspect of design 

label is printed in the color of ink contained in the bottle, which appears to be well understood by the Swedish 

plus the two shades of yellow used uniformly for all designers. In color and in linear design, as would be 
nine. A typical Swedish touch is the perforation of expected, impulses from both Germanic and Gallic 

front and back sides of the carton so that they may be sources are evident. But it is interesting to see how 

folded partially down and away from the bottle opening these rather different streams of artistic thought have 

for convenience in filling a pen. The reasoning is that been combined. Swedish packages do avoid the over- 

this will encourage leaving the bottle permanently in heavy, ponderous appearance of many pre-war German 
the carton during use and avoid the spilling of ink on designs; they also avoid the somewhat too-flippant 
tables and fingers. superficialities which we associated with French de- 

Collapsible tubes are used in Sweden for a far greater signs. 

variety of products than in this country, including even “Long before the war,’ Packaging Review concludes, 

“we felt that, in many respects concerning design, 

Britain had more to learn from the Scandinavian coun- 

tries than from America. A closer acquaintance with 

these more recent productions does not lead us to 

modify that opinion. As things are, it must be admit- 

ted that for many years to come Britain will be study- 

ing American developments on the technical side of 

packaging, but in visual appearance we feel that Scan- 

dinavia has much to offer.” 

PHOTO COURTESY AKERLUND & RAUSING, 
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PHOTO COURTESY ESSELTE AKTIEBOLAG 

17. These self-opening, square-bottom paper 

flour bags are filled and sealed entirely automati- 

«ally on special machinery developed in Sweden. 

18. Bottles of ink, produced in nine different 

colors, use folding cartons and labels printed 

with typical Swedish scenes in identical colors 

of the inks themselves. Front and back panels 

of carton are perforated for convenience in use. 
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CRANBERRIES | 
by 

NATIONAL CRANBERRY ASSOCIATION 

Headquorters = Hanson, Mow. 
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Duplex bag is formed by heat sealing printed 

outer layer of cellophane and plain inner 

layer. PHOTOS, NATIONAL CRANBERRY ASSN. 

Three machines, with a single operator, form, 

fill and seal the bags at the rate of 165 a minute 

and discharge them on the moving belt below. 

BAGGED 

Ocean Spray turns out 165 a minute to 

meet demand for self-service package; 

tests show sales inereased and waste cut 

ii line with the ever-increasing trend toward self- 

service stores and pre-packaged goods, the National 

Cranberry Assn. this fall will market, under its Ocean 

Spray brand name, 12-0z. cellophane packages of fresh 

cranberries. 

The cellophane-wrapped berries were sold on an ex- 

perimental basis last season and were so quickly ac- 

cepted that they will be given much wider distribution 

when the 1947 crop of cranberries reaches the market 

in October and November of this year. 

Several reasons are given for the success of the pre- 
packaged cranberries. In the first place, the phenom- 

enal growth of supermarkets in the past few years 

has brought with it a need for self-service packages for 

all types of food. Up to now, the shopper has always 

had to wait for the clerk to measure out of a bin or 

box the required amount of berries, but with the cel- 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

RANBERRIEKS 

lophane bag she can simply walk by and pick up a pack- 
age of berries that she knows are clean, fresh and ac- 

curately weighed. Then, too, the 12-0z. package will 

make just enough cranberry sauce to serve at one meal 

for the average family of four or five persons, whereas 

shoppers who in the past have bought fresh cranberries 

by the pound often found themselves faced with the 
familiar and distressing problem of leftovers. 

Dealers as well as consumers benefit from the pre- 

packaging of fresh cranberries. Tests show, for one 

thing, the pre-packaging brings increased sales. The 

wrapped cranberries are also an insurance against waste. 

The dealer who buys berries in the usual quarter-barrel 

boxes seldom actually handles a full 25 lbs.; some ber- 

ries are always spilled and lost and the rest tend to 
shrink and lose weight between the warehouse and the 

consumer’s shopping bag. In addition, the cellophane 

bags of cranberries are a time- and labor-saver for busy 

grocery clerks. 

At the National Cranberry Assn.’s plant at Hanson, 

Mass., a battery of three machines stands ready to 

start packaging the berries as‘soon as harvesting of the 

crop begins in September. Each machine starts with 

a roll of cellophane and a hopper of berries and ends 

with neatly wrapped and (Continued on page 194) 
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to put across the merchandising story. Here’s how a clever 

design idea pointed out a direct route to successful selling 

any times a package must lean heavily on surface 
a design for success. A good example is the new 

line of automotive products in lithographed square cans 

introduced by the Penetone Co., Tenafly, N. J. 

Absence of consumer advertising and only a small 

appropriation for trade advertising left a great re- 

sponsiblity on the eye appeal of the package to convey 

the nature of the product to the public. 

The Penetone Co. put its problem in the hands of a 

designer whose first step was to study current packages 

on the market for preparations used in the automotive 

field. 

He found these packages could be classified under 

three categories: (1) well-advertised brands whose de- 

comparable with 
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Penetone’s automotive products lean heavily on the package 

sign was based on trademark identification; (2) pack- 

ages that were created from the standpoint of design 

only with no relationship to the product and (3) de- 

signs based on some theoretical relationship to the 

automotive field. 

Due to Penetone’s method of merchandising, this 

latter style of design was selected as a starting point. It 

was necessary, however, not to overdo the approach so 

that symbolic reasoning would be grasped instantly at 

the point of sale by the average customer. 

The questions asked were: ““What does every motor- 
ist at one time or another make use of? What is the 

feeling he would get riding along smoothly in a well- 

conditioned car)’ From these questions a parallel was 

formed. Suppose, instead of a car, it were aship. What 

would create a symbol to a navigator? An anchor? A 

propeller? A sail? These were not on all ships. And 

then the idea was born. A chart. 

If a chart were a good standard symbol for naviga- 

tion then the perfect answer to a universal symbol for 

design in the automotive field was a road map. The 

procedure after that was almost automatic. 

Pennsylvania is the setting 

The section of a Pennsylvania road map was selected 

because of its uniformity of route topography which 

proved most effective for design purposes. A section 

was sought where there were no rivers or lakes to dis- 

turb the over-all pattern. The company worked closely 

with Rand McNally for permission to use the map and 

this company’s copyright credit is printed on the side 

panel of every package. 

Selection of color was important and after a series of 

sketches it was decided to use a simple monotone in re- 

verse for the map background, rather than full color. 

In this way each item could be easily identified by the 

Package is central theme of company’s trade adver- 

4 tising program, which also uses the map background. 

A section of Pennsylvania proved most effective for this 

unusual trademark. Rand MeNally gets a credit line. 
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use of a contrasting product color panel. Originally, 

five products were planned, but as there was a tentative 

anticipation of more to be added to the line, two back- 

ground colors were chosen—blue and. black. These pro- 

vide greater variety of color combinations when needed. 

Comprehensive models were presented at a_ sales 

The association of the map with 

motoring is subtle in the design 

and does not disturb the main 

meeting and final color dummies were approved exactly elements of trade and product 

two months from the date the assignment was given to name. Photo below is actual 

the designer color reproduction of brake fluid gner. 
can; other four products have 

blue background, red oval and an 

identifying color in main panel. 

Distinctiveness of the design is achieved by the road 

map backgrounds printed in reverse. For four of the 

products, the trade name identity for ““Penetone”’ is 
presented in an airbrushed oval spot, reverse printed in 

red with product name in a tilted banner panel printed 

in the identifying color of the product. The Hydraulic 

Brake Fluid can has the map in black and white reverse 

printing with the Penetone panel in blue and the prod- 

uct-name panel in red, as illustrated. 

The other four current products are not illustrated 

here in actual color. All four of these use the blue re 

shade for the map background and the red (with dark \ a OA Gua RANTEED | 
blue and white) for the ‘““Penetone”’ name oval; distinct 

identity of contents is achieved by different colors in i 

the product-name panel. Background of the radiator ’ 4 AUTOMOTIVE PRopucr 
fuzer panel is a light yellow; the block fuzer uses light ’ 

sreen; the fluid force, buff; the anti-freeze, dark blue 

with white lettering. 

This road map, company and designer feel, has been 

a short cut to a good design. No complicated thinking 

or abstruse symbol are put in the consumer’s way of 

understanding quickly the purpose of these products. 

The design speaks the user’s language simply and with- 

out effort. 

This important factor at the point of sale often 

assures the product of a positive purchase. Based on 

early reports received from distributors of this new line, 

the graphic simplicity of the road map is going to lead 

the way to a successful product. 

7 Crepits: Design program, E. Leonard Koppel, New York. 
Lithographed cans, Empire Can Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., and Na- 

tional Can Corp., New York. 
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CODE-DATI 

A Chase & Sanborn problem results 

in a new jar-label marker, applicable 

to all standard lIabelers, that prints 

an inconspicuous but permanent number 

Be in 1931, when Standard Brands, Inc., intro- 

duced its dated Chase & Sanborn Coffee, the 

dating feature was the brain-child of the Sales Depart- 

ment—a shrewd device for dramatizing the freshness of 

the product as an element of sales appeal. What few 

people realized, however, was that a code-dale for qual- 

ity and sales control also appeared on every package 

and, while consumer dating was discontinued with the 

advent of vacuum-pack cans, control dating remained 

in full force. 

Until recent years few food manufacturers (excepting 

packers of perishables) have carried coding to the ex- 

tent of marking individual packages or containers, al- 

though many have followed a practice of coding cases 

and shipping containers. Standard Brands, however, 

has long been aware of the fact that product dating has 

more significance than mere promotional dramatics; 

they see in it the means of tracing the origin of any pos- 

sible product defect that might result in consumer com- 

plaints and of keeping tabs on the freshness of store 

stock. The code enables company salesmen to advance 

shelf stock over stock more recently delivered and per- 

mits production men to tell at a glance in what section 

of what plant on what date a jar of coffee was packed. 

The Chase & Sanborn code-mark system had been 

worked out very carefully with due regard to the law of 

mathematical probabilities and other factors involved. 

But, since the recent war came along shortly after the 

consumer dating feature had been relegated to limbo, 

not too much attention had been given to the mechanics 

of applying the code-date to the container. During 

the war the codes were imprinted by a machine employ- 

ing inked rubber type, which left its mark on the convex 

surface of the glass jars just prior to labeling. This 

method had one advantage: it didn’t mar label design. 

On the other hand, it had some very obvious disad- 

vantages. The mark couldn't be seen without empty- 

ing the jar or removing the label; it was impractical to 

check within the plant on the quality or correctness of 

the imprint. Finally, the difficulty of imprinting a 

convex surface sometimes was evident in smudged 

marks. So, when coffee once again became a com- 

petitive commodity, Standard Brands’ Sales Depart- 

ment came to the conclusion that something should be 
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PHOTOS COURTESY ADOLPH GOTTSCHO, INC, 

Note code number, semi-perforated by heated 

steel type during labeling operation. Inconspicu- 

ously and uniformly placed on all labels, it iden- 
tifies machine and date on which coffee was made. 

done to improve the method of code-dating. Almost 

simultaneously, in the company’s Hoboken, N. J., plant, 

the manager and his production supervisors also were 

recognizing shortcomings in the coding procedure. 

Together with members of a New York industrial 

marking machine firm, which had been called in con- 

sultation on the problem, the Hoboken plant men de- 

vised a check list of requirements for an ideal coding 

operation. This is the list, which may well serve as a 

pattern to anyone faced with a code-marking problem: 

Cope-Datine CHeck List 

The mark must be: 

Legible. 

The marking operation must be: 

Automatic. 
Able to fit into an existing 

packaging process. 

Able to match pace of produc- 
tion line without interrupt- 
ing flow. 

Workable without major modi- 
fication of equipment. 

Operable with minimum of 
attention. 

Applicable with equal effi- 
ciency and ease of installa- 
tion to all labeling machines 
used. 

Inconspicuous to consumer. 

Visible without defacing label 
design. 

Permanent; not subject to ob- 
literation or obscuration. 

On part of package not likely 
to be discarded. 

Readily interchangeable. 

Positioned in identical pre- 

determined locations on all 

containers. 

The marking engineers and the Chase & Sanborn men 

then surveyed all the standard types of marking equip- 

ment then available, but none scored 100% against the 

check list for this particular job. One machine could 

do an efficient job of marking the cap top—but in doing 

so would deface the all-over lithographed design while 
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also being located on a part of the package that might 

be discarded. Another machine’s score suffered because 

its mark would appear in random locations on the jars. 

Then one of the marking engineers thought of coding 

labels by means of heated steel type, the principle be- 

hind another marking project in which he was engaged 

at the time. Because the imprint of heated type would 

be a semi-perforation, it could be applied to the outside 

of the label. Since it would be a sharp imprint, the 

letters could be small—*/ 3. in. high; in fact, just large 

enough to be legible yet small enough to be inconspicu- 

ous. By the same token, the tiny mark would not mar 

the label design effect, nor would it be subject to smudg- 

ing or other conditions that might affect its permanence. 

And such type could be interchangeable to accommodate 

daily, or more frequent, changes of code. 

A unit was designed to hold the type and control its 

heating. Then the method of applying the imprint so 

that the operation would qualify against the check list 

had to be devised. Three months of drafting-board 

planning and trial-and-error tests eventually led to a 

basically simple method of mounting the unit—a 

method that would afford automatic imprinting in con- 

junction with the wrap-around labeling operation, that 

would not slow or interrupt the speed of labeling, that 

would be applicable without major alterations to the 

various labeling machines used throughout Chase & 

Sanborn plants (Burt, Chisholm-Ryder and Standard- 

Knapp) and that would entail negligible maintenance. 

By making a small cut-out in the rubber roll-off bed 

of any of these labelers, the unit could be mounted to 

the frame in such a way that the type would be just 

above the level of the bed and in position to contact 

the surface of the labels at identical locations as the 

jars rolled along the bed. The jar coder, having no 

Close-up of code imprinting. Jars roll in 

track between belts and as they pass over * 
heated steel type in center, the number is in- 

delibly placed at desired spot on paper label. 

moving parts and being dependent for its operation 

only on electric current, required no attention except 

for daily changing of codes. 

The final step in the code-dating device’s development 

was its installation in a pilot line at the Hoboken plant 

to check its performance against the older and unsatis- 

factory method in production tests on the same line. 

At this point, Sales was consulted about its preference 

in positioning the mark on the label and it was decided 

that by locating it on the solid blue ground just below 

the printed legend “One Pound Net Weight,” it would 

neither conflict with other printed matter on the label 

nor deface the design. 

One other consideration presented itself here: Be- 

cause a minimum of surface irregularity occurs at the 

lateral center of a jar, it was deemed advisable to spot 

the mark as close as possible to the center to insure clear 

imprinting. 

Several months of production testing preceded the 

unanimous approval of the jar coder by all Standard 

Brands departments concerned. The method has now 

been adopted for Chase & Sanborn Coffee code-dating 

in all 10 of the company’s plants in the United States. 

The jar coder since has been installed by a number of 

other packers of wrap-around labeled jars and cans. 

Crepit: Markomatic Jar Coder developed and manufactured by 

Adolph Gottscho, Inc., New York. 

Showing how code-dating 

4 operation fits into the regu- 

lar labeling procedure in a Chase 

The empty 

jars are first labeled and then 

marked. 

cable without major alterations 

& Sanborn plant. 

The jar coder is appli- 

to various types of standard 

labeling machines and requires 

a minimum of maintenance and 

after attention installation. 
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Peck inserts, casualties of wartime material and 

labor shortages, are coming back fast. And, why 

not? They provide ideal timing, 100% circulation, 

low unit cost, no distribution cost, undivided attention 

value and expansive versatility. 

Old packagers and new packagers as well will find this 

an appropriate time to review the well-established ad- 

vantages of inserts as a low-cost extra promotion to be 

combined with the packaging operation. 

By their timing, package inserts constitute a most 

logical and direct means of building repeat business for 
your product and for your entire line. The package 

insert travels in the package with the product and lands 

directly in the hand (and before the eyes) of an actual 

customer at the moment when that customer is about 

to put your product into use—when his or her product 

consciousness is at its peak. 

Because the package insert travels with the product, 

you get positive delivery of your message: 100% cir- 

culation, fo actual users of your product. 

The package insert: usually is small in size in order to 

fit within the package. This small size and the quan- 

tity in which package inserts usually are employed 

combine to effect an extremely low unit cost. Insertion 

of an insert in the package need not be a costly opera- 

tion, either; it can, in most cases, be performed by 

Actual sample of one of the Knox Gelatine fold- 

ers. Open it up and see how carefully color pic- 

tures are interspersed with recipes, san al 

imterest. and offers designed to — 

Brand-New Dessert Idea ! 
Make your favorite flavored gelatine desserts using 
Knox Gelatine with jams and jellies . . . or with 
fresh or canned fruits. Better flavor! Easy! 

Picture shows Raspberry Jell —recipe inside 

A review 

They offer unique opportunities 

for extra low-cost merchandising punch. 

of their functions. by MERLE D. PENNEY* 

automatic machinery which fills product in the package. 

There is no distribution cost involved when distribut- 

ing a package insert. It rides “‘for free” in the package 

with the product. 

The package insert gets positive and undivided at- 

tention. It arrives before your customer’s eyes at a 

moment when his or her only interest is accurate and 

proper use of your product—at a time when the user’s 

paramount desire is to attain a certain perfection of 

accomplishment: concoct a delicacy to satiate the 

appetites of loved ones; acquire alluring loveliness; 

build better health; alleviate pain, or any one of a 

multitude of everyday acts. When a package insert 

gets up to speak, there are no competitive interests 

fighting for the customer’s attention—no dramatic 

news items, no absorbing stories and no competitive 

advertisements. The insert has the floor and—if prop- 

erly equipped through creative thinking, ingenuity, 

color and design—will put its story over. 

In merchandising versatility the package insert is 

probably unique. Take a look at the table herewith, 

‘“*82 Functions Package Inserts Can Perform.” 

doubt many more could be uncovered and erated, 

but these will indicate the potentialities inherent in 

package inserts. There_ be sufficient in that 

tabulation to guide~almost anyone in developing a 

package i to help the recipient meet practically 

Challenge of accomplishment. 

Functions classified 

Functions included in the tabulation have been ar- 

ranged in 10 different classifications for a clearer under- 

standing of duties which may be assigned a package 
insert. Consideration of each classification can be high- 

lighted by the following points: 

Correct use and care. Undoubtedly it is the primary 

function of any package insert to supplement the brief 

directions and instructions presented in the limited 

area available on a package. Many manufacturers 

have learned that if they include a package insert with 
the product, setting forth detailed instructions for 

proper use of that product by copy and illustrations, 

they insure customer satisfaction with the product, 

build good will and foster a user’s continued and in- 

creased patronage. In package inserts for food prod- 

* Sales Promotion Manager, Forbes Lithograph Co., Boston. 
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ucts, directions for use usually are amplified by one 
or more recipes (which inspire greater use of the prod- 

uct, too). For other types of products, directions for 

use may include instructions for proper care of the prod- 

uct. With mechanical appliances, the matter of serv- 

icing can be covered—free service period, subsequent 

service ‘at cost,” refills and other phases. Some manu- 

facturers deem it advisable to have the package insert 

carry translations in other languages to cover foreign 

sales and sales to foreign-speaking areas here in this 

country. 

Quality. Functions in this classification are de- 

signed to convince the customer that the product he 

now has and is about to use is a quality product of 

proved value. This customer has been persuaded to 

purchase and to try the product—probably through 
other advertising and merchandising efforts. An ideal 

time to re-sell that purchaser on the merit of his choice 

is just as he is about to put it into use. For instance, 

describing ingredients may convince the user of product 

quality; outlining methods of manufacture and stress- 

ing cleanliness of operations helps to establish con- 

fidence; inviting the user to visit the factory indicates 
the manufacturer’s pride in high standards of produc- 
tion (even though the user may never take advantage of 

the invitation); results of professional tests and opin- 
ions of outstanding authorities foster a conviction.of@ 

quality, especially in products where the av person 

is not competent to judge scientifically: 

Economy. If a aaa economical to use, say 

so in your package-mrsert. Economy is a feature dear 

pa ig pocketbooks) of most consumers and 

J cannot be reminded of it too often. Stress all 
economical phases. 

Endorsements. It generally is good practice to carry 

as many of these as possible in the insert. They all 

tend to inspire consumer confidence in the product. 

Words of praise from satisfied users are valuable only 
if brought directly to the attention of prospects and 

other users. Endorsements by professional people 

carry weight; some manufacturers cater to professional 

good will by suggesting that a consumer seek profes- 

sional advice at periodic intervals. This can be done 

in the package insert, too. 

Promoting greater use. One way of increasing con- 

sumption of a product is to get new customers; another 

is to encourage present customers to use more of the 

product, in more ways. Recipes again could be in- 

cluded here. Warning the user that the product is 

getting low often helps maintain uninterrupted con- 

sumption. A direct approach to the child in the form 

of a child’s toy or game, or some item appealing to the 

youngster’s desire to collect and trade, often increases 

Knox treaty Excellent for Children 

plus milk, crear, and ees. Knox is a supplementary 
protein, adds nutrition to every dish. 

AS 
pl 

Change of pace is achieved by Knox with this 

series of eight small but colorful inserts, any 

one of which may turn up in a package. First- 

page impact is carefully studied. All eight 

inserts are run on the same printing sheet. The 

company has used similar inserts for 20 years. 
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ORANGE JELLY 

FRESH ORANGE JELLY (6 Servings) 

1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 

Y cup cold water V6 cup orange juice 

1 cup hot water 1 tablespoon lemon juice 

14 cup sugar ¥ teaspoon salt 

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add sugar, salt, and hot water and 

stir until thoroughly dissolved. Add any remaining liquids and stir 

well. Pour into a mold that has been rinsed in cold water and put in 

cool place or refrigerator to set. To unmold, immerse mold just to 

the top for a second in warm water — slightly loosen jelly at edge by 

turning mold from side to side. Place serving dish over top of mold, 

invert, and carefully lift off mold. 

To make Orange Whip — Pour one cup of orange jelly into mold. 

When it begins to thicken arrange orange slices in it. Chill remaining 

jelly until it thickens. Whip with egg beater until frothy and pour on 

clear gelatine. Chill. 



GOLDEN 

GOLDEN SALAD (6 Servings) 

1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 

Y{ cup cold water 4 teaspoon salt 

1 cup hot pineapple syrup, 1 cup grated raw carrots 

drained from can 1 cup orange segments, cut small 

4 cup orange juice 1% cups canned pineapple, 

\{ cup mild vinegar cut into small pieces 

Soften gelatine in cold water and dissolve in hot pineapple syrup. 

Add orange juice, vinegar and salt. Cool, and when mixture begins 

to thicken, fold in carrots, orange and pineapple. Turn into mold 

that has been rinsed in cold water, and chill. When firm unmold on 

greens and serve with mayonnaise. 

NOTE: Serve salad on greens and fill center with carrot curls — cut 

carrots in paper thin lengthwise slices, wrap tightly around finger, 

secure with toothpicks, chill in ice water, remove picks, 

(S-4) 

Brand-New Dessert Idea ! 
Make your favorite flavored gelatine desserts using 
Knox Gelatine with jams and jellies . . . or with 
fresh or canned fruits. Better flavor! Easy! 

Picture shows Raspberry Jell —recipe inside 



FREE - Mrs. Knox’s Recipe Book! 
Contains wonderful recipes for attractive ‘‘party” salads 
and desserts .. . and plenty of quick-and-easy recipes for 
every-day meals. Beautifully illustrated in full color. Mail 
this coupon today to Book Dept. Knox Gelatine, (S-4), 
Johnstown, N. Y. 

Name 

Address 

Cily.... sixoucncanss ee 

SPECIAL DIET LEAFLETS 
Many physicians are recommending Knox Gelatine in 
special diets and, if you will give us the name of your 
physician, we will gladly send him any or all of the following 
pamphlets: 

L) Reducing Diets & Recipes 0 Diabetic Recipe Book 

C) Colitis 0) Feeding Sick Patients 

(J Infant Feeding 0) Peptic Ulcer 

LITHO. IN U. S. A. — COPR. 19% CHARLES B. KNOX GELATINE CO., INC. 

IMPORTANT! 

he THE purchase of this package, you bought more than just a package 
of gelatine. More veal value than you may realize . . . more practical 

help that will play an important part in your meal planning! 

Knox Gelatine is: 

Invaluable in adding tempting variety to meals 

A thrifty medium for using up leftovers . . . makes a little goa 
long way 

Rich in protein — adds nutrition to every dish 

Non-acid — combines perfectly with milk, cream, eggs, and 
other nourishing foods 

Regularly prescribed by doctors for special diets such as con- 
valescent, diabetic, peptic ulcer, reducing and colitis diets... 
and for infant feeding. 

These doctors specify Knox because they know it conforms to the high 
U.S.P. standards and because its superior quality and purity may always 
be depended upon. The Knox plant at Johnstown is a model of cleanliness 
and modern scientific methods. Knox Gelatine is never touched by human 
hands from the raw material to the finished product.,Isn’t that the kind 
of product you'd prefer to serve your family? Isn't that the kind of plus 
value you appreciate in the package you buy? 

FRESH LEMON DESSI 

Basic Recipe for Simple Flavor 

Make It in 5 

1 envelope Knox Spa 
¥% cup cold water 
1 cup hot water 

4 cup lemon 

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add su 
until dissolved. Add lemon juice, m 
mold that has been rinsed in cold 
unmold. 

To make other flavors, follow the ba 
sired fruit juice (either fresh or draine 
for the hot water. Use two tablesp 
the one-fourth cup in the recipe. Swee 
the amount of sugar varies according 
fruited jelly is desired, add fruit o 
thicken. A little vegetable coloring 1 
color is desired. 



EMON DESSERT (6 Servings) 

Simple Flavored Gelatine Desserts — 

Make It in 5 Minutes 

lope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 
1g cup sugar 
\ teaspoon salt 

Y cup lemon juice 

i water. Add sugar, salt, and hot water and stir 
lemon juice, mix thoroughly, and pour into 
rinsed in cold water and chill. When firm, 

s, follow the basic recipe, substituting the de- 
fresh or drained from canned fruits or berries) 

se two tablespoons of lemon juice instead of 
the recipe. Sweeten the mixture to taste, since 
varies according to the acidity of the fruit. If a 
<i, add fruit or berries when jelly begins to 
table coloring may also be added if a darker 

PERFECTION SALAD (6 Servings) 
1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 

4 cup cold water l4 teaspoon salt 
1 cup hot water 3 cup cabbage, finely shredded 
\ cup sugar 1 cup celery, cut in small pieces 
\ cup mild vinegar 1 pimiento, cut in small pieces, or 
1 tablespoon lemon 2 tablespoons sweet red or green 

juice peppers 

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add sugar, salt and hot water and stir 
until dissolved. Add vinegar and lemon juice. Cool, and when mix- 
ture begins to stiffen, add remaining ingredients. Turn into mold 
that has been rinsed in cold water and chill. To serve, remove to bed 
of lettuce leaves or endive, and garnish with mayonnaise dressing. 
Or cut salad in cubes and serve in cases made of red or green peppers, 
or turn into individual molds lined with canned pimientos. 

ORANGE MARMALADE CHIFFON PIE 
(Filling for one 9-inch pie) 

1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 
Y% cup cold water 1 cup orange marmalade 
¥% cup hot water \{ teaspoon salt 
¥% cup light cream 2 egg whites, stiffly beaten 

Soften gelatine in cold water. Then add hot water, orange marma- 
lade and salt. Stir until dissolved. Cool slightly and add cream. 

When the jelly begins to thicken, fold in stiffly beaten egg whites. 
Place in previously baked pastry shell. Chill until firm. If desired, 
this mixture may be turned into sherbet glasses or into mold lined 
with stale lady fingers or sponge cake and chilled. When firm, un- 
mold and serve. 

NOTE: The \% cup of cream may be omitted and an additional egg 
white substituted. 

RASPBERRY JELL (6 Servings) 

(Made with Jam or Jelly) 

1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 
¥ cup cold water 2 heaping tablespoons raspberry jam 

1% cups hot water (or jelly) 
4 tablespoons sugar 3 tablespoons lemon juice 

Y teaspoon salt 

Soften gelatine in cold water. Add sugar, salt, raspberry jam and 
hot water and stir until dissolved. (If jelly is used dissolve over hot 
water before adding.) Then add lemon juice and if jam is used strain 
to remove seeds. Pour into mold that has been rinsed in cold water 
and chill. If more color is desired a little vegetable color may 
be added. NOTE: Strawberry, Grape, Blackberry or any other jam, 
jelly or marmalade may be used in the above recipe. 
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oe eee 

ONEY can not buy new 

eyes —~ the pair you have 

an never be replaced. Your 
yes are the most delicate and 

etive parts of your body. And 
if you are like most peopic) the 

fost neglected! 

Consider your eves as a ten- 
ler, fragile human lems tak- 

fe picwres — hundreds an 

four ~~ all day long. Swraining 

you — It tells you bow to 

y are Priceless-Protect 
Uhis folder is written for you — It telis you how to 

‘are for your eyes the simple, safe, effective way. 

“discomfort 

Ges from the atmosphere. The 

eves then become clouded or 

reddened their efficiency 
to take in all the siehis in a 

se SE mav be impaired. And modern 
fast-moving modern age. That's ' t 

hie makes such great demands 
why vour eves need modern ' u 

am the eve-wight of all tepes of 
care proved, sate, daily care M ' 

yersons that Murine is use 
to keep them clean free of ' ring is wed 

regularly might and morning 

The eyes are covered by a the world over to cleanse and 

delicate membrane which se soothe eyes and relieve. eve 

If this 

removed — fre- 

eretes a film of mucus Strain due to dust, wind, sun, 

mucus is pot movies, close work, late hours, 

quently, it accuniulates impuri- driving, etc 

WHEN TO USE MURINE 
LOSF work, reading, and sewing put a heavy strain on your 

“ eves. But Murine quickly relieves that tired, smarting feeling 

your eves so often have when you've been using them steadily for 

hours. At frequent intervals, stop and refresh vour eves: with 

Murine. It takes only a moment and it is sch a help. And be sure 

to we Murine regularly night and morning 

DRIVING AN AUTOMOBILE puts a heavy strain on your eves. You 

keep them focused on the road ahead of you. Dust gets into them 

The sun glares at them all day, oncoming headlights pierce them 

at vight. But Murine makes short work of the irritation resulting 

from these causes. Experenced drivers know the value of Murine 
and always carry it in the car 

BUSINESS men and women should keep a bottle of Murine at the 

office as well as at home. Used several times daily, ot helps promote 
efherent work. It soothes eves that are tired from close office work 
such as typing 

fieral ight 
bookkeeping, or reading, often done under arti 

MURINE freshens your eves for an evening of reading or social 

activities and relieves the smarting, uncomfortable feeling of 
eves irritated by tobacco smoke 

MOVIES tire your eyes because vou focus them on one spot for 
long periods, because of the strong light thrown on the screen 

flicker 
comlertable vour eves will feel 

WHEN COLDS AND HAY FEVER MAKE EYES BURN. Murine is in no 

sense a cure or remedy for hay fever or a common cold. Yet many 

and because of the however slight. Use Murine after 
the show and we how 

sufferers are pleasantly surprised at the relief they get from sooth- 

ing Murine. Hay fever and colds (and hot, stuffy indoor air as 

well) dev out the natural moisture of the eves. Murine cools and 

makes the hay fever refreshes the dry. smarting membranes 
season and the cold season rfiore livable for many sufferers 

SWIMMING, GOLF, TENNIS and other sports are hard on your eyes. 
Water, sun, wind, and dust soon cause extreme irritation. Remem- 

ber, when you are playing as well as when you are working, vour 
eves get no rest. Play safe 

when you return home see how much better your eves will feel 

MECHANICS and other factory workers fied Murine invaluable 

It protects their eves from the irritation caused by dust, powdered 

metals or gasea in workshops. It is also soothing and restful for 

those subjected to the ultra-violet rays of electric welding machines 
Use Marine at least night and morning and several times during 

the day. 

use Murine in the locker room aod 

iri! 

* 
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Murine folder illustrates many of the functions > 

product use tremendously. Remember that when you 

win the favor of a child, you are cementing a valuable 

long-time friendship with a future buyer of your prod- 

uct. 

Featuring other products. The package insert is 

telling its story to a customer actively interested in 

your product—an ideal prospect, indeed, for another 

product in your line. Tell him about other products 

and illustrate them in a package insert that is already 

helping him use one of your products correctly; a 

valuable on-the-spot association of products and prod- 

uct accomplishments can result which very often will 

This sequence shows how a striking Murine insert 

first captures the reader’s attention with the 

eyes close up and then:-unfolds its story. The 

single 6!/:-by-ll-in. sheet is lithographed full 

color both sides. Numerals are keyed to check- 

list of insert functions on facing page, showing 

12 specific functions performed by this insert. 

, > ¢ os 

Owry Physicians Recommend 

~ Murine For All The Family 
Prrverctans advise the regular use 
of Murine. They know that it is 
safe as well as beneficial — that 
the perfect blending af its seven 
ingredieots makes it a completely 

thorough and efficient cye- 
cleanser for men, women, chil- 

dren and babies 

Quine is Non-Acid — Safe for 

Babies’ and Children's Eyes 
Murine is slightly alkaline, like the tears. Be- 
cause it contains no harmful drugs, it can be 

used freely in babies’ and children’s eves as 
often as desired. It is non-habit-forming 

. ‘se Murine with perfect confidence, not 
only every night and 
morning, but also 

whenever the eyes feel 
hot, uréd, are red- 
dened or sensitive, 

Remember -—- a few 
moments of proper 

care daily will do 
- much to assure the 

entire family of health- 
ful, comfortable eyes. 

is arpiyina Murine to 
the eves, hokd the screw- 
cap with thumb and see- 
ond finger and press top 
of bulb with first finger. 

HOW TO apply: Tip the 
head well back, close the 

eyelids, depusit a few 
drops in the inner corner 

(near the nose) while the 
lids are closed, now open 

the ds and allow the Murine to run in che eye. — 
Now, with the thumb and finger separate the lids 
and roll the eye around fer a few moments 
before closing the lids . : 

Reduce the strain that everyday modern liv. ~ 
ing puts on your eves. Apply Murine at least: 
every night and morning to promoce a clean, 
clear, healthful condinon. Your evyeg 
deserve daily Care 

Do not use Murine dropper for 
ar ag bui Murine application, 

Caution 

MURINE CONSISTS OF 

Borate 

These, including wate: even T, are Because these 

not isotonic with the tears and are ake re! tly tulew 

pounded by an er men 
over 40 years’ experience 
and jeehing than a boric acid a perfectly baleneed formula con- 
only one ingredient. taining the following seven scieu- 

tifieally blended ingredients known X 
to be beneficial in the care of the ¢ x ae pence 
eyes. ~ 

There are tae applications of Murine in this botele, 

A bie bette of commen commercial eyewash 

a big eye- 
a cup-full is Yet the usual retail 

Why Murine Actually Costs Less to Use price of such evewashes is almost the same as the 
, standard size Murin 

COTE: Marine wall ¢ 
hen your eyes need 

the serrices 2 
shod be tought withor? dels 

contains only about 16 applications disorders 
used for cach eve 

we standard size (60c) bottle of isotonic Murine Because of its saluable ingredionts in a perfeetly 
ontains 2g0 drop. It tehes only two drops of balanced formula, Morne cleanses and refreshes 

Murine to cleanse the eye safely an rough, the eves more thoroughly and safely than any 

in two sires ordinary eyewash coud, 
24 STANDARD 60c Ux 

ye DELUXE $1.00 
Contains 3 times os much 
@6 the 60c wze hottie 

Murine for es. 

Soothes * 

Cleanses” . 

SEND THIS COUPON FOR FREE 

IHF MURINE COMPANY, INC, 
~~ 

\ Chicago, mt 

af interesting ex eend Hur 
\i ree Book. “A World. of 
}Catatert for Your Eyes,” iS 

REMEMBER —TAKE CARE OF YOUR EYES — REGULARLY — THEY ARE FR 

ea 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 
27. 

win new purchases of other of your products by that 

If you are in a position to give samples, 

offer to send samples to friends of your customer if that 

customer will furnish names; a sample of a product 

which has been sent at the request of a friend carries 

with it a valuable and desirable subtle endorsement. 

The package insert is an excellent 

medium through which offers of many kinds can be 

made directly to active customers. 

other additional literature very often are described and 

customer. 

Making offers. 

CORRECT USE AND CARE 

Directions for proper use 
Recipes 
Instructions for proper case of prod- 
uct 

Translations of instructions in foreign 
languages 

Servicing—of mechanical appliances, 
for instance 

QUALITY 

Feature the guarantee 

Carry “seals of approval” of recog- 
nized testing organizations 

Describe patented or unusual features 

List the ingredients 

Record results of professional tests 
Give opinions of recognized authori- 
ties 

Outline tests consumer can make to 
prove value of product 
Warn consumer not to accept dealer 
substitution 

Notify of any change 
with reasons therefor 

Invite suggestions as to how product 
can be improved 
Describe and illustrate methods of 
manufacture—cleanliness, etc. 
Invite consumer to visit factory 

Indicate freshness of product 

Counteract 
competitors 

Through striking and up-to-date de- 
sign, provide modern feeling to an 
otherwise old fashioned package en- 
semble 

Re-advertise product to re-sell con- 
sumer on a wise purchase 

Bibliography will assist consumers 
who desire to verify the manufac- 
turer’s statements 

in formula, 

misrepresentations by 

ECONOMY 

Emphasize economy of product 
Point out economy in purchase of 
larger units 

Indicate discount on future pur- 
chases—practiced in some lines 

ENDORSEMENTS 

Feature testimonials 

Invite more testimonials 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

40. 

41. 

42. 

Carry institute and association en- 
dorsements 

Encourage professional support 
Carry list of appointments to royalty 
or other signal recognitions 

PROMOTING GREATER USE 

Feature new or unusual uses 

Cultivate and stimulate child interest 
and good will 

Run a contest . 
Suggest additional 
chases as gifts 

Agree to make delivery at distant 
points by telegraph 
Indicate in package that product is 
nearly exhausted 

Recommend that customer acquaint 
friends with value of product 

Suggest that consumer patronize 
public places serving product 
Furnish inserts for enclosure 
another manufacturer’s product 
Seek names of prospective customers 
from users of your product 

Carry dealer re-order blanks 

List names of dealers for convenience 
of customers when distribution limited 

consumer pur- 

with 

FEATURING OTHER PRODUCTS 

43. 

44, 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49, 

30. 

Booklets 

Describe and illustrate other products 
you make 
Introduce new products 

Serve as sampling medium for another 
product 
Invite requests for samples of other 
products 

MAKING OFFERS 

Offer, describe and illustrate booklets 
and other literature 

List and illustrate premiums to be 
had for saving coupons 

Announce combination offers 

List items for sale related to use of 
product 

Offer positions to consumers as sales 
agents 

Include consumer order and re-order 
blanks 

RE-USE FEATURES 

Insert can be an identification slip to 
be attached to correspondence 

and 

Re-use features. 

54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

58. 
59. 
60. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

82. 

‘ of a package insert included in checklist of 82 

Insert in form of a blotter 

Serve as a shopping list 

Act as a place card 

Part of insert can be a puzzle or other 
type of game 

Serve as a bookmark 

Act as pocket identification card 
Inserts as doctors’ prescription blanks 
are good product reminders 

FUNCTIONAL USE 

Aid in safe packing 
Help display the product 
Assist in forming package 
Act as label, especially inside trans- 
parent package 

Assist in proper release of product 
from package 
Carry directions for opening an inner 
sealed product container 
Act as an ensemble guide (color, for 
instance) for future purchases of ma- 
terials 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Express appreciation of customer’s 
purchase (thanks) 
Relate interesting or dramatic points 
in product or company development 
Describe size, age, prestige, operations, 
policies and other features about 
company behind the product 

Outline services available from your 
personal service department 

Agree to render prompt adjustment 
of any complaint 

Identify union and trade association 
affiliations 
Feature manufacturer’s sponsorship 
of radio program 

Present scientific facts on subjects 
closely allied to use of product 
Include items of historic, economic 
or geographic interest, even though 
unrelated to product 
Announce change in price 

Describe change in product 
Advise of recent or anticipated change 
of name 
Secure names of actual customers 
Solicit specific information from cus- 
tomers (questionnaire) 

Ask for local dealer’s name 

illustrated on package inserts, a section of the insert 

providing coupon space for name and address to be 

sent in for the material offered. Returns rank high in 

comparison with similar offers made in other media. 

These returns from package inserts invariably are from 

customers, not from just any “free booklet”’ fan. If 

premiums are employed to stimulate greater purchases, 

the package insert can list and illustrate these premiums 

and provide coupons to be sent in for them. 

When package inserts themselves 

LIS 



are conceived and developed to become items that can 

be re-used in some way by the recipient—a blotter, a 

shopping list, a bookmark—their retention value is 

upped and their life lengthened materially. 

Functional use. In many cases, the package insert 

is so placed in the package (particularly when the inner 

container is made of glass) that it helps protect against 

damage in transit. When used with some items of 

clothing, such as hosiery, ties and shirts, a package 

insert can help shape the product in the package and 

enhance its initial appearance. Functions in_ this 

classification can be about as variable as the products 

the inserts are promoting. 

Public relations. Human relations is a field that is 

growing by leaps and bounds; functions related thereto 

are legion. Those listed for package inserts to perform 

undoubtedly are but a very few of those which will be 

possible as activities along these lines broaden and 

intensify. For instance, thanking the customer for 

making the purchase seems a slight gesture; the impact 

can be a very positive one. Good will is an item that 

rates high in a company’s assets. Anything you can 

do to improve your customer relations, and human 

relations in general, will enhance your good will im- 

measurably. 

Inserts must be seen and read 

The imposing list of functions we have enumerated 

and described cannot become operative in any degree 

unless the package insert is seen and read by the con- 

sumer. Gone are the days when the package insert 

was considered only as a“‘stuffer.”” Today the package 

insert is a sales tool. It occupies an active place in the 

merchandising program and should be given every 

opportunity to do its job. Proper planning and exe- 

cution by people who design and develop the insert— 
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Inserts may be placed in a car- 
ton with the product entirely 
automatically. This machine, 

produced by R. A. Jones & Co., 

feeds and folds inserts from the 

hopper at left, places them in 

position around bottles, packs 

them both in the carton, then 

closes both ends of a tuck carton. 

and by the sponsoring manufacturer, too—are essential. 
Enclosure and design are the two factors which most 

affect an insert’s success in capturing attention to the 

end that it successfully puts over its story. 

Enclosure. Two steps are essential: First, the 

package insert must be enclosed so that it will be re- 

moved with the product. One successful method is to 

fold the insert down over the top of the tube, bottle, 

jar or other product container in the package so that 

it must be removed to withdraw the product. In cases 

where the insert is rolled around a tube or jar, care 

should be taken to make sure that the insert will not 

cling to the inside walls of the package; it must come 

out with the tube or jar and be handled by the re- 

cipient. Second, enclosure of the insert should be made 

so that the dominant, eye-catching front page will 
greet the eyes of the consumer instantly when the 

package is opened. 

Design. Appearance and format of the package 

insert should be striking and interesting; never drab 

and dull. The insert, particularly an all-important 

first page or cover, should be commanding enough 

in appearance to impress the recipient as an interesting 

item meriting immediate attention. An insert’s format 

should present the contents in an interesting manner 

that will hold consumer’s attention all the way through. 

Notice the compelling appearance of the first view 
the consumer gets of the Murine insert illustrated here- 

with. This insert is folded down in size until the only 

section visible as the insert is removed from the package 

is the panel carrying a compelling, full-color illustration 

of two lovely feminine eyes. Then, as the insert is 

opened out, one interesting feature after another ap- 

pears to hold the reader’s interest and to offer helpful 

instructions and information pertaining to the product 

and its correct use. Many (Continued on page 188) 

MODERN PACKAGING 



COMPANIONS IN USE 
New wet-strength towels and holder require related packages, 

but each must have individuality for sales clerk and customer 

hen the A. P. W. Products Co., Inc., of Albany, 

N. Y. decided to introduce its new wet-strength 

paper towels, put up in flat, interfolded form to be dis- 
pensed from a new-style polystyrene plastic holder, 

they faced a complex packaging problem. 

Obviously the new Onliwon towels and towel holders 

had to be packaged separately, as a woman would buy 

only a limited number of holders, whereas the towels 

would be a repeat purchase item. Needed, therefore, 

were packages of related design but so different as not 

to confuse either clerks or customers. 

The new product presented additional complications. 

Most other household towels are sold in rolls. The new 

packages would have to make clear to housewives that 

Onliwon towels come in flat packets for use in Onliwon 

holders. Finally, the towels themselves possess unus- 

ual advantages, being about double the size of ordinary 

paper towels and having a “wet strength” that makes 

them suitable for many more uses than ordinary towels. 

In the hands of the designer the solution became 

simple and effective. A folding carton was selected for 

the holder, while a printed wrap was used for the towels. 

A basic color scheme of dark blue and pink was chosen 

for both packages, but a background gray added to the 

holder carton gives it differentiation. 

The front face of each package was given a strong 

product identification treatment with vigorous display 

of brand name and description of contents, each 

of which is pictured in a line drawing. The fact that 
the towels are packed flat is indicated by a drawing on 
the towel package showing how the towels are picked up. 

The opposite back panel of each package is treated as 

an advertisement. In thie case of the towel package, 

selling points emphasize in copy and series of line illus- 

trations the greater convenience of the towels and the 

fact that they are so strong when wet they can be used 
as a dish-washing cloth, for cleaning greasy pans, win- 

dows, etc. The slogan, “You need only one hand to 

pick up an Onliwon Towel,” created by the company’s 

advertising agency (Charles W. Hoyt Co.), is featured 

as the headline of the back panel. 

On the holder package, the back panel suggests 

installing the holders wherever towels are needed in a 

kitchen, a bathroom, a nursery. Another useful device 

is a die-cut opening on the face of the carton which 

allows the holder colors to be seen. 

One side panel on each package is utilized for cross 

selling. That is, a series of drawings on the towel 

package promotes uses for the holder. The holder 

package promotes the qualities of the towels. 

Further identity and recognition value is given to the 

towel package by the use of an all-over background pat- 

tern carrying the A. P. W. initials printed in pink. This 

same motif is reproduced on the holder carton end. 

Crepits: Designer, Jim Nash, New York. Carton, United Paper- 

board Co., New York. 

Co., Nashua, N. H. 

Wrap, Nashua Gummed § Coated Paper 

skillful 

Cartons 

for holders are die-cut to reveal the product colors. 

@ Similarity of lettering relates design; 

handling of color differentiates items. 

Back panels of the Onliwon towel wraps are treated 

as advertisements for product uses. Side panels 

are utilized for cross selling of the two items. 
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BEAUTY SHOP SPECIALTY FOR THE TEEN-AGER 

Halliwell, Inc., manufacturer for the beauty shop, 

believes that the shops have been giving the young 

market the brush-off at a time when youngsters 

are demanding waves for their shoulder-length 

hair. The company has developed a special teen- 

age package called ‘‘Young Miss”’’ to convince the 

beauty shops that there is a worth while market 

which should be catered to in this field. 

The box contains a cream cold-wave lotion and 

a neutralizer, with labels and box suitably de- 

signed with youthful motif. This package is pro- 

moted by field technicians who are demonstrat- 

ing how important it is—and how profitable—to 

secure future business while it is young. 

CREDITS: Designer, Herbert J. Stiefel, Elmhurst, L. I. 

Labels and box wraps, Espan Labels, Inc., New York. 

Set-up boxes, Belmont Paper Box Co., Brooklyn. Bottles, 

Foster-Forbes Glass Co., Marion, Ind. Plastic closures, 

Standard Cap & Molding Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md. 

APPLICATOR CAP ON COLLAPSIBLE TUBE 

A new cream deodorant called ‘‘U-2,”’ introduced 

by G-L-K Products, Inc., Cleveland, is equipped 

with a new type of polystyrene plastic applicator 

cap. This cap, molded in two pieces of ivory 

polystyrene to match the base color of the tube, 

is threaded to fit the tube neck. The cap opens 

and closes by a quarter-inch turn on interlocking 

lugs. Cream is squeezed through two small open- 

ings in the fountain onto the slightly indented top 

of the cap, shaped to fit underarm contours as 

the cap is rubbed over the underarm area. The 

cap never has to be removed from the tube. Tube 

and applicator cap are sold in a scarlet and cream- 

colored carton that illustrates the full length 

tube and cap and carries how-to-use copy and 

the slogan, ““The perfect deodorant perfectly 

applied.”’ 

CREDITS: Cap molded by Cosmo Plastics, Cleveland, of 

Tubes, A. H. Wirz, Inc., 

Chester, Pa. Cartons, Robert Gair Co., Inc., New York. 

Dow Chemical Co. Styron. 
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SWIM CAPS IN TRANSPARENT CYLINDERS 

Aqua-tite swim caps have come into their own as 

a personal-wear item deserving top-notch packag- 

ing care. A transparent acetate package in tubu- 

lar form provides a shopper-stopper that takes 

swim caps out of the class of jumbled stacks of 

unidentified merchandise. It also makes it easier 

for the customer to find what she wants and for 

the sales person to take care of stock. Each cap, 

in its printed package, is well identified with 

maker’s name, protected from shop wear and 

**melting together”’ in summertime heat. Print- 

ing is on the reverse side of the acetate so that there 

is no wearing off or chipping. The package is 

closed at either end by two pink paperboard disks. 

The marine design is printed in colors comple- 

menting the pastel shades of the caps. 

CREDITS: Material, Lumarith, Celanese Plastics Corp. 

of America, New York. Container, George V. Clark Co., 

Astoria, New York. Designer, Gerald Stahl, New York. 

SPLIT PACKS FOR NINE CHEESES 

A leading feature of a whole line of cheese pack- 

ages redesigned for Zausner Foods, Inc., is the | 

two-compartment pack for '/,-lb. squares of | 

aluminum-foil wrapped processed cheese housed | 

together in a '/.-lb. carton. Nine of the com- | 

pany’s cheeses are being marketed in this con- | 

venient package, which provides the housewife 

with a half pound of cheese from which she may | 

serve a quarter-pound square without disturbing | 

the other. The carton is made from a single | 

scored paperboard flat and the whole package 

handles automatically. The two-compartment 

pack is designed as a part of the new Zausner 

family, comprising a whole variety of cheese 

packages, worked out on what the designer terms 

‘*provocative packaging,’ based on what he has 

found to be 17 principles of design that sell. 

CREDITS: Designer, Martin Ullman, New York. Car- 

tons, Robert Gair Co., Inc., New York. Foil, Reynolds 

Metals Co., Richmond, Va. 
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The Spool Cotton Co. 

demonstrates that a thorough study of 

retail needs helps even shelf container 

become an effective merchandising tool 

Packaging of mercerized mending floss is changed 

from full telescoped box to narrow, show-box 

type. End labeling of both base and cover enables 

quick identity of merchandise without box cover. 

Rulers show that the new narrower 

and longer packing of mercerized 

mending floss occupies 30% less 

space of valuable shelf width than 

does the formerly used container. 

VM, 
by MALCOLI 

he Spool Cotton Co., New York, looks at package 

merchandising from the retailer’s angle. Having 

critically examined its line of wartime boxes (produced 

in the face of shortages and restrictions), it has come up 

with a well-conceived, thoroughly integrated line of new 

packages for its familiar brands of thread. 

Company merchandisers made their study from the 

retailer’s bench, realizing that retailer and manufacturer 

are on the same distribution team. The retailers, they 

were convinced, could supply the key to the most prac- 

tical, convenient and sturdy type of packaging. 

This is a new angle in the packaging of these prod- 

ucts, where the ultimate consumer seldom comes in 

actual contact with the packages themselves. The sew- 

ing customer sees the box in display windows and on 

shelves behind the store counters, but almost always 

buys her spools directly from the open counter. 

Generally speaking, the drug, cosmetic and similar 

lines that sell a packaged product to the ultimate con- 

sumer aim their package at the individual customer. 

But manufacturers of goods which are removed from 

their boxes for sale in open-counter display too often 

neglect the retailer’s needs, considering their boxes 

merely as “shipping containers.” 

By contrast, The Spool Cotton Co.’s studies have 

offered convincing evidence that a package, even if 

* Manager of Domestic Merchandising, The Spool Cotton Co., New York, 
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never seen by the ultimate consumer, can be designed 

so that it will materially a sist the retail merchant. In 

formulating the new line of boxes, the goal was to help 

the retailer sell the most thread with the least effort. 

To do this, it was assumed that: (1. the package must 

arrive in good condition and b sturdy enough o stand 

up through all phases of store handling and (2) every 

step in handling stock from the moment it arrives in the 

receiving room until it reaches the selling counter is non- 

selling time and must be cut to a minimum. 

With this in mind, the company undertook an in- 

tensive survey of all the problems confronting the re- 

tailer in handling a fast-selling, complex line of thread 

sold in many types and sizes and in a myriad of colors. 

The survey began with box-making research (the 

company manufactures its own boxes and labels) to 
analyze and to determine the salient features of all 

possible styles and types of boxes which were available. 

A multitude of actual types were made up and so 

analyzed for over-all rigidity, flat surface strength, wall 

strength, corner-crush resistance, ease of opening and 

closing, stacking qualities, slipperiness, shelf space re- 

quired, label surface presented and appearance. Sam- 

ples were made, shipped in cartons around the country 

and back and laboratory strength tests conducted. 

Boxes were piled on shelves and tipped over, dropped 

and otherwise knocked about to see how different 
types would stand up. Boxes were handled full, half- 

full and empty; they were packed, unpacked and re- 

packed with spools. 

Consideration was then given to the unit put-up. 

What was the most practical and convenient number of 

spools or balls to a box? Customs of the trade, rapidity 

of turnover, frequency of handling, ease in inventory- 

ing, size and weight factors, etc., all were analyzed. 

Finally, a minutely detailed study of retail merchan- 

dising methods employed in handling this type of prod- 

uct was made. This study, made in the field, took in 

all the phases of handling through the receiving room, 

where cartons are checked in against invoices, to the 

reserve stock rooms, where the cartons are emptied and 

boxes stacked in bins, and on further to forward stock, 

where the goods are kept, either behind the selling coun- 

ter or under it—sometimes in bins, sometimes in 

drawers. (Finally the box in forward stock is opened 

and the spools or balls are sold over the counter or from 

open displays on the counter. The partially filled box 

is returned to its place on crowded shelves.) Study of 

inventory and re-order phases of the industry com- 

pleted the analysis. 

The cooperation (and indeed enthusiasm) shown by 

the stores in which actual studies were made con- 

tributed immensely to the success of the program. 

Results of the survey showed that, for thread pack- 

aging, retailers want: 

1. Boxes sturdy enough to arrive in good condition, 

which will further stand up under the handling in the 

Eight new boxes of Six Cord occupy approxi- 

mately 10% less space, both in height and width, 

than same number of spools packed in old boxes. 
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In new box for Six-Cord thread, 

spools are stacked in two tiers 

so that only half as many boxes 

need be superimposed on the shelf. 

This permits different thread 
sizes to be stacked side by side, 

minimizing wear and tear of pull- 

ing one box from under another. 



By arranging spools 6 by 2 instead of 3 by 4, the 

new narrower boxes for Chain Darning Cotton 

again permit maximum number of colors to be 

stacked side by side in a minimum of shelf width. 

receiving room, reserve stock and in the forward stock. 

2. Boxes which will not crush or flatten out when 
half emptied of spools and stacked one on another as 

they are in under-counter stocks. 

3. Boxes which are squared-up and flat-topped so 

they can be packed one on the other without tipping 

over, spilling the spools. 

4. Boxes whose surfaces are not so slippery that 

when a stack is being carried by hand boxes are apt to 

slip out. 

5. Boxes to carry soft goods, such as darning and 

crochet balls, with added wall strength for support with- 

out crushing the balls. (Spooled goods tend to support 

themselves and need for wall strength is not so great.) 

6. Boxes which can be pulled end-wise out of cartons 

without corners breaking or spilling thread. 

7. Boxes which, when stacked on end in under- 

counter drawers, will stay closed when partly empty 

not dropping the spools out at the bottom end when 

picked up—yet will open and close easily for inventory. 

8. Clear labels on the end, preferably on both the 

base of the box and the cover, so that the information as 

to contents is not confused if the cover becomes sepa- 

rated from the base. 

9. Boxes which utilize the maximum depth of a shelf 

and the least width. This is the most important feature, 

because the spool cotton product necessarily consists of 

a great many sizes, types and colors of thread and it is 

essential that this stock occupy the minimum amount 

of shelf width. Stores are always crowded for space 

under the counter and stowing more boxes on a given 

shelf width means making more items available in for- 

ward stock and providing greater ease of counter re- 

filling. The latter means fewer off-sale items and “‘off- 

sale” means lost sale. Merchants strongly disapprove 

of packing box-behind-box in shelves. They fear slow- 

ing turnover and increasing off-sale items. Thus, their 

cause is best served by boxes which utilize maximum 

depth of a shelf and demand the least width, so that each 
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color or size of a thread article can be plainly stacked in 

rows, side by side. 

10. Packaging of each article to conform to the 

general family characteristics of the line, so that shelves 

present a pleasing and uniform appearance when filled 

with the boxes and offer ready identification of the line 

by stockroom and sales employees. 

Following the conclusions of this exhaustive analysis, 

the Spool Cotton Co. merchandising experts conceived 

the boxes required to serve the merchant’s needs. 
The entire line of Clark’s O.N.T. and J.&P. Coats 

sewing threads and notions sundries is now beginning to 

appear on retail shelves in an integrated, readily identi- 
fiable set of oblong boxes. They are long and narrow, to 

save shelf width and utilize maximum shelf depth, allow- 

ing the greatest number of sizes or colors of an article to 
be carried in forward stock in the least space. All 
appear similar in shape and general appearance. They 

are handsome, clearly labelled and sturdy. 

The old flat type of 5-doz. box of Six Cord, with the 

spools packed 10 by 6 in a single layer, is being replaced 

by a new compact box, two layers deep with spools 

packed 10 by 3 by 2, which cuts the width in half and 
conforms to the characteristic oblong shape of the line. 

This two-tier, two-piece set-up box with a shallow 

cover is, by virtue of its shape, far stronger than the old 

box, incorporating greater corner-crush resistance, in- 

creased corner-stay and end strength and more over-all 

rigidity. This box has backbone. It can be pulled end- 

wise out of cartons and stuffed into crowded shelves; it 

will not be a “‘booby trap,” exploding spools all over the 

floor. Should the cover break, the box itself retains the 

rigidity needed to hold together, whereas the old-type 

box required the strength of the cover to give the bottom 

strength. It is with half-empty boxes in forward stock 

that stores are continually contending. These new 

boxes can be piled one on another when half empty and 

they will stand up; they do not need the internal sup- 

port of the spools to keep them from collapsing. 

This box is designed to arrive at receiving rooms in 

good condition, move efficiently and safely through 

checking and transfer to reserve stock bins and finally 

stand up to the under-counter buffeting the stores will 

give it. Only half as many of the new boxes need be 

superimposed on shelves, in comparison with the old 

ones; thread sizes therefore can be stacked side by side, 

eliminating confusion and wear and tear caused by 

piling up different thread sizes in the same stack where 

the salesgirl must constantly pull out and push back 

partially filled boxes when refilling her counter. This 

was what broke down the end of the old-type box. 
Stocks can be worked down from the top box in any one 

row, saving time as well as wear. This box will stack 

evenly and remain steady because of its squared-up 

shape and flat top, especially since only half the number 

of boxes will be superimposed. Printing on the end of 

the new box includes both cover and box, whereas on the 

old box with full-depth cover, printing is possible only 

on the cover. No confusion can then arise should the 

cover separate from the box, since both are labelled. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Bottle, fashioned of three plastics, becomes 

a dropper. Push plug ejects ink drops. Flared 

base offers steady stand when bottle is upright. 

BRITISH P 

Powder is released through nozzle when con- 

tainer is pressed gently on the sides. It is com- 

prised of three parts, two sides and nozzle. 

ASTIC 

PACBAGING oon ness satis ine sec 
and a cellulose 

_ ingenious new applications of plastics to func- 
tional packaging are reported this month from 

England. 

One is an India ink bottle comprised of three dif- 

ferent plastics now being used by Windsor and Newton, 

Ltd. The common type of India ink bottle used in 

England has always been of glass with a cork fitted 

with a dropper. The controlled discharge of India ink 

is important to a draftsman who must apply no more 

than a single drop between the jaws of his ruling pen. 

The problem was to design a bottle that could safely 

be knocked over without spilling the ink and that 

would produce the same application of ink without the 

risk of the dropper being broken. The new plastic 

bottle eliminates the separate dropper and the shape of 

its tapered nozzle prevents the ink from flowing out 

when the bottle lies on its side. 

The designer restyled the lines of the conventional 

ink bottle, but at the same time retained the usual 

capacity. As the bottle itself is now the dropper, it 

had to be tubular in form. The flared base offers a 

steady stand when the bottle is upright, but also allows 

“asy access for the thumb or finger to press the plug 

which ejects the ink drops. 

Polystyrene was chosen for the body of the container 

because of its resistance to the solvents used in the ink 

and its dimensional stability. The push plug which 
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acetate pinch-bottle blower for powders 

fits tightly into the container is injection molded from 

elastomeric polyvinyl chloride. As a secondary pre- 

caution this plug is held in by a sealing solution to make 

the joint completely ink-tight. Pressure in the bottle 

is raised by exercising the diaphragm of this plug. 

The third plastic, used for the threaded closure, 

is urea formaldehyde. The screw thread on the bottle 

is designed to fit this cap, which is a stock mold. This 

adaptation of a stock compression-molded closure saves 

the client additional tool costs. 

The other package (illustrated on this page) is a cel- 

lulose acetate powder dispenser now being used for 

‘“*Pouf”’ insecticide, although the design can easily be 

adapted for cosmetic or medicinal powders. 

The container is so designed that it acts like a blower 

when hand pressure is applied on the sides. It is 

molded in three parts—two sides that form the blower 

and the nozzle. The two sides, when assembled, have 

a filler hole at the top and are delivered to the manu- 

facturer with the nozzle separately. He then fills the 

packs and cements the nozzle. 

The curved sides of the blower are designed to 

give a strong jet of powder if sharply pressed without 

the danger of buckling into a permanently concave 

position. 

Crepits: Plastic containers, Cascelloid, Lid., England. 



Three different containers have been adopted by Swift 

& Co. for “Swift’ning,”’ a new all-purpose shortening u 

designed for the consumer market: two metal cans—one ¢ 

a 3-lb. size and the other 1-lb., both identical in design— N 
and a 1-lb. folding carton. The Swift Premium trademark E 

on each container identifies it with the Swift family. N 

: ; Redesigned after lifting of wartime restrictions on i 
ats j Se eS Se ye | ' materials, the Selecta Crayon Kit, an educational toy, 

. HE PouNe WET WI f ‘ ‘ is now made of metal instead of wood and the paperboard a 

container is letterpress printed in three colors and var- e 

nished for high gloss. Sketch-book insert, color-keyed a 

with numbers to the crayons, is included in each package. f 

The kit incorporates a patented mechanism which auto- E 

matically permits removal of only one crayon at a time and Li 

prevents removal of another until that one has been re- 
placed. Container, Eastern Paper Box Co., Detroit. X 

Quality packaging for a quality product has been . 

achieved for the new Golden Fleece 4-ply tissue rolls. . 

Each roll has a four-color printed cellophane wrapper. y 

Top and bottom borders are gold; background coloring is 

lavender and lettering is in burgundy and white. The idea 

of Golden Fleece is further suggested by the fleecy clouds 

included in the background of the design. Wrap, Shellmar 
Products Corp., Mt. Vernon, Ohio. ce 

Coordination of color, lettering and illustration key- 

notes the redesigned lithographed can for Folger’s 

coffee. Its simplification of copy avoids confusion at point 

of sale and identifies the product as a premium item. The 

shopper’s attention is directed immediately to the three 

important elements of the container: ‘‘Folger’s,’”’? the 

trademark and “‘Coffee.’? Design, Frank Gianninoto & 

Associates, New York. Can, American Can Co., New York. 

ao fan a CU 

A Labels for Sun Rich Co.’s **Kwik-Mix,”’ a new flavoring 

for making instant drinks, are printed from engravings 

combining the use of line drawings and duotone. Each 

syrup-flavor label is printed in two colors and varnish 

coated—the color distinguishing the flavor contained in 

the bottle. Labels, Maurice Lesser Co., Baltimore, Md. 

: Kempton Paine, Inc., Minneapolis, uses a cellulose 

acetate container adapted in design from the pioneer 

powder horn for its ‘“‘Horn of Loveliness’? bubble bath. 

The flacon comes in coral, ivory and green, packaged in a 



set-up paperboard box. An insert folder explains the re- 

use possibilities of the flacon as a wall piece and offers a 

custom-made bracket for mounting it. Flacon, Wenco 

Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn. Cellulose acetate, Tennessee 

Eastman’s Tenite No. 1. Box, Flour City Paper Box Co., 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

a Protective packaging to safeguard both the color 

d and flavor of Gorton’s Rosefish Fillets combines the 

use of a cellu-lined carton and a laminated aluminum foil 

overwrap. The overwrap is heat sealed and is said to form 

a positive barrier to the transmission of water-vapor. The 

foil overwrap is printed in blue, red and yellow. Carton, 

’ Fish Pier Box Co., Boston. Foil, Reynolds Metals Co., 

Richmond, Va. 

X Berke Date and Walnut Loaf, a new bread product 

made by Berke Bakeries, Inc., Brooklyn, is packed in 

a metal can with a gaily designed label printed in red 

and brown. Trademark, a whimsical drawing of a baker, 

and two palm trees feature the face of the label. Labels, 

Quadri Color Co., Brooklyn. Cans, Cans, Inc., Chicago. 

Design, Jesse Kram, New York. 

q The Fox Head Brewing Co., Waukesha, Wis., has 

e restyled the labeling for its Fox Head ‘‘400° Beer 
with an eye to consumer appeal in this highly 

competitive product field. A comparison of the two 

bottles shown here reveals the features of the rede- 

sign—distinctive label shape, revised fox-head trade- 

mark and new logotype. For instance, the fox head 

was changed to a profile to give greater visibility 

and recognition at a distance. The stylized gold 

wreath around the fox head also aids the focusing 

of attention. The elements of the design were 

selected with a view toward extended use in the 

company’s advertising. Design, J. Gordon Lippincott 

& Co., Inc., New York. 

{() An example of the improvement that can be attained 

through attention to package design is exemplified 

by the photographs below of the old and new boxes for 

Craftint Mfg. Co.’s two assortments of showcard and 

poster colors. More appealing in appearance, the new car- 

tons are actually less expensive to produce than the old. 
Background of the new carton is a candy-stripe design in 

red, white and blue. Boxes, Sandusky Folding Box Co., 

Sandusky, Ohio. Labels, Walnut Printing Co., Cleveland. 
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MODERN 
{| Lithographed metal cans are being used for packag- 

ing the three varieties of Cresca cocktail canapes: 

celery, anchovy and cheese. The metal containers are said 

to safeguard thoroughly the hygroscopic characteristics 

of the contents. The slip-cover cans are colorfully de- 

signed and offer extra value to consumers through re-use 

value. Containers, Empire Can Corp., Brooklyn. 

|? Full-color lithographed box wraps reproduced from 

«= Kodachrome copy have been adopted to the set-up 

boxes for Walker electric heating pads. Identical pictorial 

design is used for each of the three grades of product, but 

with a different color panel for each quality to afford quick 

identification. Increase in eye appeal of the redesigned 

wrap is apparent from the accompanying photographs of 

the old and new packages. Box-wrap theme is also used 

for point-of-sale advertising. Box wrap designed and 

produced by Forbes Lithograph Mfg. Co., Boston. 

[;} Pre-cooked, dried potatoes, packed in metal cans, 
° are being marketed by C. F. Buelow Co., Inc., 

Seattle, under the brand name ‘“‘Speed-tatoes.”’ Tall pint 

olive can was selected for three reasons: it places the 

product in the same sales category for display on retail 

shelves as other canned vegetables; metal affords better 

keeping qualities; tall size permits use of a striking seven- 

color label. Cans, Continental Can Co., Inc., New York. 

Labels, U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co., Cincinnati. 

| { Personal Products Corp.’s **Yes’’ tissues, introduced 

last year, will soon be appearing in a new container 

which retains the basic design features of the original, plus 

feminine eye appeal. Background color is a soft aqua- 

marine sprinkled with white polka dots. With the removal 

of the perforated top, the face of the package is devoid of 

sell copy. Lettering on side panels has been reduced in 

size. Cartons, New Haven Pulp & Board Co., New 

Haven, Conn., and Alford Cartons, Ridgefield Park, N. J. 

™  Re-introduced after an absence from the market for 

} eight years, Nestle Lite, a hair lightener, is now ap- 

pearing in a new carton, modernized and up to date in 
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design. The box is printed in four colors—orchid, gold, 

black and white. In the upper right corner is a halftone 

reproduction of a blonde head. Cellophane overwrap is 

used. Cartons, The Lord Baltimore Press, Baltimore, Md. 

the use of five colors for Buckeye Aluminum Co.’s 

Smokeless Broilerette’’ package presents a striking ap- 

pearance for retail display and as a gift item. Line draw- 

ings down the side color panel show the product in use. 

Carton, The Ohio Boxboard Co., Rittman, Ohio. 

| , Reproduction of a Kodachrome print together with 

= Salt-water taffy produced by Oliver-Finnie Co. of 

l/ Memphis is wrapped in paper, placed in a printed 

cellophane bag and heat sealed, all by automatic machine. 

Each bag weighs 8 oz. and 48 bags are packed to the case. 

Package design carries out salt-water theme in silver, 

blue and white. Bags, Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 

) Paper-lined metal caps for each of the three sizes of 

ls spiced-olive jars marketed by A. Adams, Jr. & Sons 

Co., Sunland, Calif., are now designed to conform with 

their foil labels. They carry the same silver and black 

coloring and style of lettering is similar. Caps, Crown Cork 

& Seal Co., Baltimore, Md. 

{4 The Scripto Color Caddy, a holder for five color pen- 

‘ cils with a plastic base and perpetual calendar, is 

packaged in a set-up box printed in four colors. The Color 

Caddy is reproduced on the face of the box. Colors of the 

pencils are listed along side of samples of the five colors. 
At the top appears the Scripto trademark. Box, Old 

Dominion Box Co., Charlotte, N. C. 

) This box for 10 finely printed Christmas cards dis- 

|) tributed by Gallery Artists Co., New York, is made 

of transparent cellulose acetate. Extra strength is pro- 

vided by doubling over the material at the solvent-sealed 

closures. Metal knob is provided for pulling out the drawer 

section. The box protects the cards, transparency provides 

a view of the product and the container because of its con- 

venient sleeve construction has many possibilities for re- 

use. Container, Miro Container Co., Inc., Brooklyn. 

Cellulose acetate, Celanese Corp. of America. 



Your package is your publie relations agent. 

Have you equipped it to do the job? 

by WILLIAM G. WERNER* 

- convinced: 

—that many manufacturers do not realize to what 

extent goodwill can be built through extra care given 

to the service features of their packages; and, also, 

—that a very great share of consumer criticism of 

packages could be nullified if manufacturers would 

study their packages with the thought of making them 

truly serve the customer. 

These convictions grow out of my experience with 

what you might call the “public relations” aspects of 

packaging. To appreciate their importance, let’s 

think about what a package does. A package, as I see 

it, should have four distinct functions: 

First, a package is a container, charged with the 

responsibility of delivering the product into the hands 

of the consumer attractively, with the contents in the 
best possible condition, in a form that is convenient 

to market, to carry, to use and to store. 

Second, a package should be a definition vehicle for 

the product. Its design should quickly identify the 

contents in terms of name and use, with any necessary 

cautions or legal requirements as to weight, size, etc. 

* Manager, Div. of Public Relations, The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati. 

What do you do with it, anyhow? 

Third, a package is a sales tool. In addition to the 

merchandising and advertising behind the product, 
the package itself should be so designed that by virtue 

of its own appeal, it gives the final important push to 

the sale of the product. 

Now these are three very simple things that we all 

know a package should do, but we are inclined to over- 

look the fourth (and to my mind it is a very important 

requirement in packaging)—that a package should be 

designed with the thought in mind of performing the 

greatest possible service for the consumer. In this re- 

spect, particularly, it should do a public relations job. 

On a recent rainy Sunday afternoon, while thinking 

about this, I went back to the pantry at home to look 

over the packaged food and household supplies. Per- 

haps you don’t realize how very many commodities 

are stored in your home—in the pantry, bathroom, 

laundry, garage—in packages. 

I first looked over those packages at home from a 

standpoint of their service function and public relations 
function, trying to ignore the more obvious factors of 
display, coloring, etc. I was really surprised to find 
that over half of the hundred or so I examined carried, 

practically speaking, little or no truly “‘service”’ mes- 

sages—as distinct from straight sales points. 

Following my first dip into the subject at home, I 

did a lot of store studying of packages. I found com- 

modity after commodity with all six package faces 

covered with just plain selling talk and not a word of 
straight, honest-to-John service. I found package 

after package covered with typography of such small 

size and printed with such worn-out plates as to dis- 
courage rather than to invite reading. And I even 

found some packages without a definition of the product 
on the main display panel—that is, without a clear 
statement of the use for their contents. 

There is a philosophy of great prevalence among 

consumers today that one has a right to know when 

one puts down money what that money is buying. 

And I submit that a great deal of the more or less stand- 
ardized, perfunctory typography which is on many 

packages does not seem to try really to serve the buyer. 
Recently I looked over some cans and packages con- 

taining different brands of coffee. Now coffee is a 

commonplace sort of commodity, yet it is no secret that 
a large percentage of housewives don’t know how to 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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make a good cup of it. After 
examining a number of coffee 

labels, I found only a relative 
few which made any attempt 
even in small type to suggest 

that there might be a right 
way, or which offered any 

practical, helpful, service sug- 

gestions for brewing this much 
abused beverage. 

If you look over grocery 

shelves, you will find that a \ 

manufacturer of one of the ( 
popular breakfast cereals ships 
it in a package which, practi- 

cally speaking, tells the con- 
sumer what is inside, where the 

product is made—and nothing 
more. Any competent home 

economist could tell this manufacturer a couple of 
dozen ways in which this product could be used other 

than with cream and sugar and at meals other than 

breakfast. That the manufacturer of this cereal rec- 

ognizes the value of such advice is evident, for a sizable 

advertising appropriation is devoted among other things 

to telling of different ways in which the product can be 

used. One naturally asks: if the advertising serves 

the user, why then should not the package likewise 

serve the user? 

Many of the troublesome problems of the canned 
vegetable and canned fruit people have of course sprung 

from crops and acts of nature. The canning industry 
on occasion has been under especially severe attack in 

respect to its labeling. Some manufacturers and pack- 

ers of canned goods, as you know, have tried hard to 

make their labels more informative. 

However, after looking at 25 different cans at random 

\Y 

In introducing a synthetic de- 

tergent, Procter & Gamble used 
the package to teach, clearly 

and quickly, how this new prod- 

uct could be used to advantage. 
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in a grocery store, the general 
impression one has is that the 

idea of the service possibilities 

of a label still do not seem to 

have entered the minds of 

people responsible for many 

canned commodities. Often 

you will find there are large 

spaces on either side of the 

main display panel which could 

be used profitably for recipes 

or menu suggestions, or for 

service suggestions concerning 

freezing or jelling the contents 

and soon. The possibility of 

making the label thus serve the 

consumer better seems to have 

been overlooked. In many 

cases, instead, one is treated 

only to panels of straight sales talk, or to blank 

space. 
As a contrast, to show what I call “‘ service thinking,” 

some manufacturers of commodities which can be used 

in several different ways have made extremely effective 

use of a relatively simple service idea in packaging— 

the rotating design. For example, one of the problems 

which confronted us in marketing “ Dreft’’ when it was 

still a brand new synthetic detergent was to teach 

housewives quickly the many different ways in which 

this new type of cleansing material could be used. The 

package, we decided, was a good vehicle for this pur- 

pose, so on the front of each one we printed a sticker 

which showed one of six uses—a different use for each 

package. On the back we did the same thing with a 

large illustration, showing on every six packages a 

series of six different ways in which the product was 

being used. As these cartons were printed in large 



sheets, the extra cost of making separate drawings and 

printing plates was negligible. 

Is it good business for an insecticide manufacturer 

to tell each season’s class of amateur gardeners to use 

so many “‘ounces”’ of sulphur or arsenate or other bug- 

killer instead of telling them to measure with level 

teaspoonsful? How much is an ounce of sulphur any- 

way? 

Just the other day I was talking to a very wise man, 

who in addition to being wise is a Ph.D. He told me 

of his experience with a victory garden. He bought 

some seeds and planted them; but then when he tried 

to follow the seed-package instructions a couple of 

weeks later, he read some words about “‘thin out seed- 

lings to 6in.”’ He guessed what “thin out”” meant, but 

he still was puzzled because he didn’t know whether 

this meant that he should pull out those seedlings that 

were 6 in. high (none were), whether he should leave 

clumps of them every 6 in., whether he should eliminate 

all but single seedlings every 6 in., or what. He guessed 

wrong and ruined most of his crop. 

Here, you see, are two very simple examples in one 

industry of what are supposed tobe service texts on pack- 

ages, yet they have gone far astray, with the result that 

the new, uninformed customer is confused rather than 

served. Every reader, I am sure, could cite an equally 

»ropos example in another industry of texts designed 

for service which do not serve as they might. 

Nor is it in labeling text alone that the philosophy 

of service to the consumer often could find more defi- 

nite expression. The thought of serving the con- 

sumer through the shape of the container likewise has 

been overlooked to a surprising extent. You all know 

the story they used to print in advertising books con- 

cerning the shampoo introduced many years ago; of how 

the new advertising agency designed a beautiful pyra- 

midal bottle with a fancy glass cork, the whole being in 

Egyptian motif to go with the idea of an olive-oil 
shampoo. It was of impressive size, about 8'/. in. 

high. The only trouble was that the space between 

the shelves in most people’s medicine closets and bath- 

room closets wasn’t 8'/. in. high and customer after 

customer decided not to repeat on the goods because 

the bottle was too tall and tippy for storing in the 

bathroom. 

Let’s compare that experience with that of more 

modern manufacturers. When the new synthetic de- 

tergents came into the technological field, one of the 

products Procter & Gamble decided to make from them 

was ashampoo. After studying the shampooing habits 

of people in their homes and with the policy in mind of 

trying to make our packages serve the purchaser, we 

decided that because users’ hands usually were wet 

when they were shampooing we should try to design a 

bottle which they could grip and hold onto with wet 

hands. With this in mind, our bottle was bowed in- 

wards; and of course it was made of acceptable height 

for storing in medicine chests. Another shampoo 

manufacturer, moved by the same philosophy of 

making the package serve the user by making a bottle 

which could be gripped tightly, created one with ser- 

rated sides. 

In the same way, where manufacturers of liquid den- 

tifrices for years and years had simply packed their 

goods in ordinary open-mouth bottles, manufacturers of 
the new liquid synthetic detergent dentifrices, with 

service to the consumer in mind, designed packages 

which made pouring of single drops of the commodity 

on a toothbrush easier. Our people went for advice to 

the chemical laboratories where the problem of dispens- 

Outstanding example of utiliza- 

tion of label space for service 

to the consumer is the new Vita- 

menu label used by Lakeside 

Packing, which gives not only 

recipe for contents, but menu 

for a completely balanced meal. 

PHOTO, U. S. PRINTING & LITHO. CO. 
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Desire to serve the user led to pyramid-shaped 

bottle for liquid dentifrice—adapted from labora- 

tory flask—for easy pouring of a drop a time. 

ing materials drop by drop on a small target had been 

solved with special flasks like the Erlenmeyer flask. 

From such a service viewpoint toward the shape of the 

package came the pyramidal “‘Teel”’ bottle and undoubt- 

edly the specially designed bottles of several other liquid 

dentifrices which followed it. 

The decision to make changes in packaging with a 

view to greater service to consumers is not always 

prompted by technical research or door-to-door surveys 

of users and dealers; sometimes it results from a study 

of what can often prove a gold mine of information 

concerning user markets—the daily mail. Any organ- 

ization that is on its toes keeps pretty careful track of 

criticisms, applause mail and suggestions from well- 

meaning customers. The fact that 99% of these 

suggestions may be “‘old stuff’ or unworkable for tech- 

nical or other reasons does not stop such a manufac- 

turer from looking carefully at them; the repetition of 

certain ones may indeed point to a trend which 

should have careful study. 

Such a trend became ap- 

parent to us about 20 years 

ago in the early stages of the 

enormous development of 

granulated or flake packaged 

soap. Every once in a while 

we would receive a letter from 

a housewife complaining that 

she had ripped her fingernails 

or spoiled a nice manicure 

trying to open one of our 

packages which for reasons of 

shipping safety we tried to 

seal just as tightly as the best 

adhesive and sealing mech- 

anism could make _ possible. 

Some thinking was done and 
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The user of this bottle of shampoo is impressed 

with the convenience provided by a bottle shape 

which can be securely gripped by soapy hands. 

from it was developed a way of scoring the packages 

at the upper part of the left-hand side panel with a“ V” 

so that the user could push in this portion of the box and 

make a dispensing opening. The shape of this opening 

was determined after careful experiments in laboratories 

and in homes to make sure that, on the one hand, the 

soap didn’t tumble forth in a wasteful cascade and, 

on the other, that the opening was large enough to 

prevent the soap from “‘backing up” and clogging the 

orifice. It is hard to say what this simple device con- 

tributed toward the increase in the use of this type of 

soap as against the old-fashioned, time-honored bar 

soap, but the effect must have been an important one. 

The customer appreciates help 

Even when considered as only a sales tool the package 

often can be made more effective if the thought of serv- 

ice to the consumer is constantly kept in mind. Sales 

points on a package which are conceived wherever pos- 

sible from the angle “I'd 

like to help you get better 

results” are obviously more 

likely to sell than those which 

talk only of the product. 

In printed directions for 

assembly or use, where simplic- 

ity, clarity and readability 

obviously are important, we 

all know of cases where Mama 

or Junior frantically have to 

demand help from the su- 

perior mental equipment of 

Papa—all because the direc- 

tion tag or assembly instruc- 

tions seem to have been written 

**Thin out seedlings to 6in....!”’ by engineers deliberately in 

such (Continued on page 200) 



\ (peaia urers of packaged commodities, especially 

those suited for human consumption, are always 

on the alert to apply the latest safeguards to insure the 

production of a pure, uncontaminated product. With 

most packaging people it is a matter of pride, as well 

as good business, to have a reputation for a pure product 

and a good name; moreover, this is the best type of 

insurance against the “‘claims racketeer.” 

One of the latest developments in this connection is 

an electronic device (Fig. 1) that inspects packaged 

commodities for foreign metal contamination. Being 

completely electronic, it eliminates the human element 

from the inspection process. [t responds automatically 

to the presence of foreign metal particles even though 

they are extremely minute and hidden from view. The 

first units have been in operation for three years and 

the owners report satisfactory service. 

At the Vick Chemical Co. plant in Philadelphia, the 

installation pictured in Fig. 2 inspects packaged cough 

drops after manual inspection and sorting, machine 

counting, packaging and cellophane wrapping. Twenty 

boxes are manually inserted in a counter display carton 

by the operators seen at the right in Fig. 2 and these 

cartons are carried to the metal detector on a conveyor 

belt which transfers the oncoming package to the de- 

tector conveyor. The carton is conveyed through the 

inspection aperture and then, if metal free, it is trans- 

ferred to an outfeed conveyor which carries it to the 

bundling machine. 

The Vick installation is known as “semi-automatic,” 

since it does not require the constant attention of an 

operator. Should any carton contain a foreign particle 

of metal, the detector automatically stops the small con- 

is2 

1. Close-up of metal detector unit. Two metal 

heads are separated, left, by plastic plates 

and by spacer blocks. The packages flowing 

through this aperture are being continuously 

scanned by high-frequency radio waves search- 

ing for bits of metal which may have entered 

and contaminated the packaged product. It 

eliminates human element from inspection. 

veyor, sounds a warning bell and lights a signal lamp. 

The nearest worker removes the contaminated carton 

and then pushes a button. The conveyor begins to 

move again and the normal inspection process is 

promptly resumed. 

Metal contamination 

It is claimed that metal contamination accounts for 

considerably more than half of the foreign matter con- 

tamination of packaged products. Practically all 

manufacturers assemble their ingredients from various 

sources and under conditions beyond their complete 

control. They employ hand sorting, screening, sieving, 

magnetic separation and electronic metal detection to 
eliminate foreign substances in the manufacturing or 

processing stages. By this means, nailheads, wire, 

screws and other tramp metal are eliminated; also 

stones, glass, wood splinters, ete.—all of which may 

damage the processing machinery, as well as contam- 

inate the product. 

But the bane of the producer of a packaged commod- 

ity is the presence of some foreign substance such as a 

metal belt-lace, a few scattered particles from the 

shattered screw of a machine, or a metal particle from 
an agitating device; since this type of contamination 

takes place in the packaging process, only inspection of 

the commodity afler packaging can possibly reveal and 

correct the condition. 

Machinery contamination, however, is but one caus¢ 

* Engineering Products Dept., RCA-Victor Div., Radio Corp. of America 

Camden, N. J 
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of foreign metal particles in packages. According to 

reports from users of electronic detectors, operators 

and the packages themselves also account for a great 

deal of metal contamination. Hair pins, safety pins, 

candy and chewing-gum foil found in packaged products 

are evidently the result of operator contamination. 

Staples and metal stitches are the particular offense 

of some types of paper packages or cartons. This 

contamination is troublesome even though inner liners 

ire used, because a loose staple or stitch in the package 

shell often comes out as the package is emptied, with 

the result that the customer infers that the product is 

contaminated. 

From the results of a survey made several years ago, 

there also appears considerable ground for the state- 

ment that metal contamination accounts for most of the 

foreign matter contamination which has been found in 

packaged commodities. 

During the period from Aug. 18, 1944, to March 11, 

1946, several middle class families comprising 23 persons 

were engaged in this survey. Fifteen packages of food 

products were found to have foreign matter contami- 

lation in this 19-month period. Eighty per cent was 

netal contamination, 20% was non-metal. Steel 

slivers were found in prepared meat, crackers and pump- 

‘in pie. A shaft key was found in a wrapped caramel, 

\ package staple in a heat-sealed bag of candy. A 

roken machine screw was found in cake flour, a shoe 

A shredder blade was found in a 

igarette, a lead shot in prepared meat. 

ice tip in coffee. 

One can easily 

ote the familiar pattern of operator, package and 

nachine contamination of the product—especially the 

ist mentioned. 

Confectionery inspection 

Candy makers are particularly sensitive to unfair 

laims of product impurity because practically all of 

hem take great pains in the matter of plant and em- 

lloyee cleanliness, modern standards of ingredient 
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3. At Peter Paul plant a detector inspects 

packages from two infeed lines simultaneously. 

As a direct 

result, electronic metal detection of packaged goods is 

purity and over-all inspection procedures. 

a practice that has long been widely used in the confec- 

tionery industry. 

A typical installation (Fig. 3) is one at the Collins 

Div., Peter Paul, Inc., Philadelphia. 

intendent and assistant superintendent designed and 

The plant super- 

built an independent small conveyor system around 

the device for transporting packaged confections 

through the inspection opening. The illustration shows 

that the detector inspects packages from two infeed 

lines simultaneously, while only one outfeed line is 

used to carry the inspected packages to the cartoning 

and sealing machinery. 

This user, who is representative of the quality con- 

fectioner, reports no complaints of metal contamina- 

tion since using electronic metal detection and considers 

the device to be an indispensable piece of inspection 

equipment. 

Confectioners find that the electronic inspection tech- 

1333 
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4. Two heads of machine displayed in an open 

position to show oscillator equipment (below), 

which transmits radio waves, and the detector 

(above), which receives and translates them. 
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nique pays dividends in unsuspected ways. For in- 

stance, at Peter Paul it has been found that not only 

are foreign metal particles detected, but that carbon- 

ized sugar lumps are disclosed. Detection and removal 

of buried pieces of carbon or burned pieces of food 

products thus further safeguards the reputation of the 

product. 
Confectioners and other food processors employing 

cooking kettles, tanks, supply and exhaust lines that 

contain liquids or vapors find that these often build 

up deposits on the side walls. These accretions grow 

to the point where pieces may either fall off or be ac- 

cidentally knocked off. Some of the smaller pieces 

are cooked, cooled and packaged with the product. 

Such foreign matter will usually be caught by the elec- 

tronic detector because in breaking away from the metal 

wall of the tank or pipe a thin metallic scale is usually 

removed. 

It happened in one confectionery plant that a car- 

penter accidentally bumped the surge tank with a 

plank. Unknown to anyone, quite a bit of scale entered 
the packaged candy and was carried through the de- 

tector. There resulted sounds like the repeated ring 

of a fire or burglar alarm and the device was stopping 

and starting like an automobile in heavy traffic. Asa 

result of this one experience, the confectioner calculated 

that the detector had paid for itself. 

Description of detector 

The metal detector consists of two box-like com- 

partments (heads) separated by two Bakelite spacer 

blocks to form an opening called the inspection aper- 

ture, as shown in Fig. 1. The base is a special shock 

mounting designed to insure reliable operation under 

all conditions in the modern industrial plant. Con- 

struction is of aluminum, with the exception of the 

spacer blocks and the plastic panels at the top and bot- 

tom of the inspection aperture. The material to be 

METAL PARTICLE 

MATERIAL 
BEING INSPECTED 

5. Schematic diagram showing 

principles on which electronic 

metal detector unit operates. 
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inspected is conveyed through this inspection aperture, 

ly where it is continuously scanned by a high-frequency 

ns ‘lectromagnetic field. In other words, radio waves 

| travel through the package to search for foreign-metal 

| particles. When rftetal is present, a reaction is caused 

he hat may be employed to operate a signaling device 

ind control the movement of packages so that the 

ng ‘ontaminated ones are eliminated. 

at The lower head of the metal detector is called the 

ld scillator and the upper head the detector. The actual 

we scillator and detector are shown in Fig. 4, which re- 

AC veals their position in each head. The oscillator acts 

eg is a transmitter of radio waves and the detector as a 

ct. receiver. 

ec- Coils which are imbedded in the plastic panels at the 

tal top and bottom of the inspection aperture act as sending 

lly and receiving antennae. Principles of operation are 

illustrated schematically in Fig. 5. Both transmitter 

ar- and receiver coils are so adjusted and positioned that no 

. a response is obtained unless metal moves through the 

red inspection opening. 

de- A relay in the receiver circuit is energized when 

ing metal is detected and this controls the movement of 

ing material so that the contaminated package may be 

sa eliminated. Stopping of the conveyor motor when a 

ted contaminated package is detected is automatic, but 

re-starting may be either automatic or manual, de- 

pending upon whether the operation is completely or 

partly automatic. Completely automatic means that 

om- removal of the offending package is accomplished en- 

Acer tirely by electro-mechanical means, rather than by 

per- manual means. 

iock For example, the solenoid (Fig. 5) may be energized 

ider by the receiver relay to actuate a ram or plow that will 

‘on- push the contaminated package off the conveyor belt 

the — and into areject bin. For manual re-start the regular 

bot- start button is used; for automatic re-start the “time 

» be — delay automatic reset relay” is used. The ‘‘manual 
reset start-stop” push buttons are used for manually 

starting and shutting down the detection system. 

Inspection of packaged food 

Fig. 6 illustrates The Wheatena Corp. installation 

at its Rahway, N. J., plant for the electronic inspection 

of prepared breakfast food. The product is a whole 

wheat cereal that is toasted in this particular plant 

before packaging and is cartoned with a wrapper ap- 

plied and sealed over the outer carton before inspection 

by the metal detector. The cereal itself is contained in 

ywing — a glassine envelope within the shell. 

ronic The worker pictured in the illustration is inspecting 
rates. 

the completed package for uniformity of seal and 

wrapper and she removes any packages that do not 

ome up'to standard. She also removes any packages 

hat may be rejected by the metal detector. Because 

of the many precautions taken in the Wheatena plant 

processing, both to prevent the entrance of and to 

remove foreign substances (the use of visual inspection, 

metallic contamination has 

In fact, most of 

sieves and magnets), 

reached almost the vanishing point. 
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G6. At Wheatena plant, output of four packaging 

machines channels through detector. Operator 

removes packages rejected by detector and in- 

spects packages for uniformity of wrap and seal. 

the foreign metal found is not in the cereal food but in 

the package shell. 

At this plant the electronic inspection is used to 

implement the inspection process, to add that super 

protection which removes any last element of chance 

and gives full assurance of product protection. The 

output of four packaging machines is run through the 

detector. 

A portable installation 

One of the most versatile installations is that em 

ployed by a large confectionery manufacturer for in- 

spection of packaged products at several places in the 

plant at different times. 

Some of the production lines operate for only a part 

of the time and it is for these that the portable con- 

[t will 

be noticed that the conveyor belt is unusually wide, so 

veyer belt installation shown in Fig. 9 is used. 

that oblong boxes with a length several times the width 

can be inspected at a much more rapid rate by convey- 

ing them through the detector sidewise rather than 

lengthwise. Since this set-up is on casters, it may eas- 

ily be moved from one place to another, on and off 

elevators, to reach the various floors and production 

lines of the plant, always available and ready for use 

wherever it may be needed. 

The control board seen at the lower left of the illus- 

tration contains the complete group of accessories 

ordinarily installation. With the 

exception of the switch box and cord at the extreme left, 

required for an 

all these accessories are supplied by the manufacturer 

of the metal detector. To the right of the switch box 

appears a voltage regulator that assures a uniform 

Next 

appears a time-delay relay, having a knob and dial face 

for setting the predetermined reset time, which is used 

when it is desired to have the detector set up for com- 

power supply despite line voltage variations. 
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7. For the inspection of tall packages or bags, 

or upright cartons before they have been closed, 

the This 

installation is of Gen- 

end-wise. 

Buffalo plant 

eral Mills to inspect open cartons of Wheaties. 

detector may be mounted 

used at 

(The 

time interval is that period of time which elapses be- 

pletely automatic operation. predetermined 

tween detection of metal and re-starting of the con- 

veyor lines. ‘This time lapse allows for operation of an 

The box 

appearing under the relay contains a magnetic contactor 

automatic rejecting or marking device.) 

for controlling the conveyor motor. The push buttons 

at the extreme right are used for manual operation of 

the contactor and when the detector is set up for semi- 

automatic operation the start button is used for resum- 

ing normal inspection after detection of a contami- 

nated package. The toggle switches above the relay 

serve to switch from automatic to semi-automatic 

operation and to cut the signal light in and out of the 

circuit, 

Automatic rejection 

Most of 

inspection use the conveyor belt system with semi- 

the packaging installations of electronic 

automatic operation. Automatic usually 

means the use of a deflection arm or plow to push the un- 

rejection 

wanted package off the belt into a reject bin or onto a 

special reject conveyor. 

For use with a sliding-chute type of application, 

the mechanism shown in the drawing constituting Fig. 

8 may be employed for completely automatic operation. 

During normal inspection precedure the cu trol sole- 

noid is energized and holds the reject vane down, al- 

136 

lowing perfect packages to slide through to the accept 

conveyor. 
Upon the detection of any metal, the solenoid i 

de-energized, allowing the reject spring to raise the van: 

to the position shown and the contaminated packag 
slides into: a reject container. The time-delay rela 

resets the vane in its normal down position after ar 

interval sufficient for rejection of the imperfect package 

The same general principle can be applied with varia 

tions to suit particular needs. 

Inspection of tall packages 

Should it be deemed desirable to inspect tall packages 

or large sacks of material in an upright position, ar 
endwise type of mounting may be applied. Full sen 

sitivity and operating speed may be obtained in this 

position, as well as in the horizontal, inclined or side 

Insofar as tall packages are concerned, 

it is possible in some instances to lay them on their sides 
and transport them through the inspection aperture in 

the normal or horizontal position. The type of con- 

veyer used and the speed of inspection both have a 

bearing upon the choice of mounting position. 

An example of tall, upright package imspection is 

shown in Fig. 7, which pictures an installation at the 

Buffalo plant of General Mills, Inc. Since it is desired 

to inspect packaged cereal food before the closure is 

made, it is manifestly impossible to lay the packages 

This installation inspects 70 packages per 

wise position. 

sidewise. 

minute. 

Various inspection methods 

For inspection of the packaged product, electronic 

methods include electric eye or phototube devices, 

X-ray equipment and the metal detector. Each of 

these methods has its place and a wise selection is 

needed so that the chosen ones add to the effectiveness 

of one another without needless duplication of effort 

and together produce the greatest cumulative effect 

in terms of product purity. 

X-ray equipment! will reveal the presence of stones, 

glass, splinters and metallic materials, as well as serve 

to give an indication of how the packaged candy or 

other packaged commodity is arranged within the 

packed container. 

The electric eye (phototube) is used especially for 

Auto- 

matic beverage inspection machines spin a_ bottle, 

brake it quickly so that the bottle stops while the con- 

tents continue spinning and scan the liquid by means o! 

By this method any type o! 

foreign material may be detected, whether it be trans 

inspection of liquids in transparent containers. 

a battery of phototubes. 

parent, translucent or opaque—a piece of glass, a straw 

a stone, etc. 

Both X-ray equipment and electronic metal detection 

may be used for the inspection of the packaged commod- 

ity. The X-ray technique used for continuous pro- 

duction line inspection of packaged goods is known as 

fluoroscopy. This may be defined as the use of X-rays 

See ‘““X-Ray Eyes,”"” Mopern Packacine, March, 1946, p. 164. 
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to excite visible light from a fluorescent screen, thus 

permitting the examination of objects in motion. The 
n speed of the line is limited by the visual ability of the 

g operator. Because of inability to concentrate for long 

a periods upon such an unvarying type of work, operators 

an are alternated at periods ranging from 15 min. to bhr., 

~ depending upon how exacting is the inspection which 

ia must be made. 

The X-ray machine must either be located in a dark- 

ened room or a darkroom must be built around the 

machine to preserve dark adaptation to the eye in 

™ those cases where it is necessary to obtain full visibility 

“a from the screen. A ventilator is required for contin- 

ea uous change of air. ; Since about 80,000 volts are used 

his | 2 operating the X-ray equipment, electrical safety 

de. | measures including shockproof housings and interlocks 

on and other protective features must be taken. A ray- 

“ proof, heavy-lead barrier is needed for housing the X- 

>in [fay generator to protect workers from the dangerous 

on — 
is The tendency to eye fatigue can be counteracted 

by changing operators frequently. One operator can 

« i usually examine packaged products at a belt speed of 

the 15 to 30 ft. per min., depending upon the type of prod- 

‘req [uct: Of course this type of inspection depends in the 

ug final analysis upon the observing ability of the operator 

ages for its inspection efficiency. As a result it is never 

per 100% effective. 

In the detection of unwanted metallic particles, the 

electronic device completely eliminates the human 

element. Full inspection efficiency is obtained at con- 

onic | YeYor speeds even beyond 600 ft. per min. An auto- 

eam matic detector is adjusted once at the beginning of a day 
-— and then maintains automatic operation without at- 

bea tendance. There is no complicated system of dials or 

ound controls; only one adjusting knob is used for setting 

fort the desired sensitivity. It can be set to by-pass metal- 

fect lic particles under a predetermined size. The metal 
detector is vaporproof, dustproof, splashproof and 

hi where purity standards require the utmost in clean- 

antes liness it may be hosed and scrubbed without any det- 

— rimental effects. It is suitable for inspection of com- 

i bustible, as well as noncombustible materials. Like- 

wise, it may be operated with safety in dangerous 

y' fon atmospheres—there are no exposed electrical connec- 

eh tions. It is unaffected by normal humidity and tem- 

ttle, pPerature changes. 

> COD’ [importance of inspection 
ans o! 
ype of A clean, well-managed plant plus a battery of well- 

neue kept machinery is the most impressive answer that a 

straw, | @anufacturer commands to any foreign-matter claim. 

Manufacturers of food products are often the object 

— of costly and embarrassing damage claims. The 

nmod- | «ta visible Industrial Hazard,” by S. Reid Warren, Jr., member A.I.E.E., 

S BEC cy gente won of haus eal omen tune to Oe Wapeetine af boheme 
ywn as products, it becomes increasingly important to acquaint both engineers and 

workers with the dangers to personnel engendered by the rays and with methods 
X -ravs of protection from these dangers. Because of the “delayed action’ characteris- 

7 tics which render the radiations one of the most insidious of industrial hazards, 
safety measures must include not only preliminary protective barrier and dis- 
tance factors, but must provide for periodic exposure tests and routine measure- 
ments of the dose of radiation to which a given worker is subjected.” 

GING 

“claims racket” is an old problem 

of foreign-ingredients lawsuits. 
the familiar crop | 

Manufacturers neces- 
sarily can have no means of proving by eye witnesses | 
that the alleged occurrence did not actually take place. | 

Their chief defense is to show that extreme care is | 

employed in the course of processing, packaging and 

inspection, making it highly improbable that a foreign | 

substance could possibly have been present in the | 

packaged commodity. 

The number of decisions given in favor of the defend- 

ant because he used not only due care but a very high 

degree of care shows how important preventive pro- 

cedures are and leaves no doubt but that their use 

constitutes a powerful deterrent to the incipient fraud- 

ulent claimant. A manufacturer having a reputation 

for using extraordinary methods of inspection would 

certainly not be considered fair game by the claims 

racketeer. 

INFEED CONVEYOR 

REJECT SPRING 

ACCEPT 
CONVEYOR 

SOLENOID VA 
oe) Baie) & 

REJECT 

BARREL 

B. The 

volves a solenoid control which switches the pack- 

completely automatic operation in- 

ages into a reject barrel upon signal from the 

detector and restarts after a sufficient interval. 

In other cases either a_ deflection arm or 

plow may be utilized to reject the packages. 

9. The device may be mounted together with 

conveyor belt on a portable unit that can be moved 

about the plant to fit into any packaging line. 

This is particularly useful in plants where a 

variety of lines intermittently. operate only 



SELECTIVE DESIGN 

Consumers are asked which they like best 

I. Seven of 20 

mitted to consumers to choose 

designs sub- 

the package that most definitely 

identified the product as film 

and had the most striking eye 

appeal. Winners were C and B. 

Selection of basic design elements and the infinite de- 

\— tails of lettering, arrangement and color variations 

that make a final package constitute one of the most 

trying problems of package planning. 

The Kryptar Corp., formerly the Technifinish Labo- 

ratory, Inc., Rochester, N. Y., was faced with this prob- 

lem in selecting the package for Kryptar film, a new, 

high-speed, fine-grain, panchromatic film in popular 

sizes to fit most cameras. 

Here was a new product in competition with all the 
well-known brands of films. It was to be distributed 

through the Curtis Circulation Co., Philadelphia, a 

subsidiary of Curtis Publishing Co., which operates 

through a group of more than 800 independent magazine 

wholesalers who deliver to retailers such as drug, con- 

fectionery and cigar stores, air, rail and bus terminals. 

With such a selling organization behind it, the Kryp- 

tar package had to be in a position to make a strong bid 

for quick dealer and consumer acceptance, said William 

J. Brown, president of Kryptar. 

Kryp- 

tar and the designer commissioned to develop the pack- 

There could be no guesswork in such planning. 

age, therefore, approached the program logically with 

every step based on careful reasoning. 

The starting point of the program was a set of 20 

sample packages (seven of which are illustrated here) 

which were presented to consumers to choose their first, 

These tests mdicated 

certain buying habits which formed a pattern for the 

second and third preferences. 

development of the package, comprising three steps: 

(1) choice of over-all design, (2) variation of the design 

for effective emphasis of elements, (3) refinement of 

completed design. Two designs (C and B in Fig. 1) won 

out as the most suggestive of film to the average con- 

sumer and as having the best display value, both indi- 

vidually and in mass. 

Since these two choices excelled in some way, the 

manufacturer and designer analyzed the various ele- 

ments of these designs to determine the reasoning for 

the preferences on the basis of color, layout and typog- 

raphy. 

Color—From the first, Kryptar had a strong leaning 

toward a warm color for its interest-catching quality. 

The original presentation models ranged in color from 
lemon yellow through the secondary scale of orange- 

red. Two black samples were also shown, as black sug- 

gested a darkroom, thereby implying, it was thought, 

the scientific protection of the light-sensitive film. But 

this psychological reasoning was discarded in favor of 

the consumer preference for the yellow-to-red group. 

Layout and typography—The two leading samples 

were judged to have good recognition value, due to the 

effective logotype for trade name, and were easy to 

read because of uncluttered arrangement of informative 

copy. 

It was difficult for the manufacturer to decide which 

of the two packages to select for the final development, 

but after careful deliberation the orange-and-white 
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. nd . . 

3. Finished package—one-third black, 

two-thirds orange. Kryptar name is 
. 

emphasized on side panel, while ‘‘film’ 

has been subordinated. Note the new 

asymmetrical trademark. Selling phrase, 

“fine grain all purpose film,”’ is printed 

in black over orange and on white panel 

= in black section. Ends give essential eps: § ‘ - . 
* informative data concerning the film. 

sign 

it of 

worn 

con- 

indi- 

. the 

J ele- 

g for 

/pog- 

wning 

ality. 

from 

ange- 

. sug- 

ught, 

But 

ror ol sees , 
package was dropped in favor of the orange-and-black 

up. eae ' eee cae 
E which, it was felt, would be more distinctive and a de- 

mples >. , : : 
fo the | 182 that could be established more easily as being ex- 
O e . . 

‘ clusively Kryptar. 
sy t ma. a ‘ ; 
tiv rhe final design at this stage showed black covering 

lative , ae 
one-third of the area and orange the remaining two- 

hick thirds. The trade name, ‘‘ Kryptar film,” was displayed 
which — ‘ 

longitudinally on the orange area in black lower-case 
ment, =. ,. ‘ pes 

hite italics. A trademark composed of the letter “‘K” was 
-W 
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Step-by-step study of Kryptar photo film carton 

is unusual lesson in selection of package elements that sell 

Six variations of the selected theme 

2. Orange and black package 

(C in Fig. 1) was selected by 

manufacturer and designer as 

most distinctive and the design 

that could be established most 

easily as being exclusively Kryp- 

tar. Photo shows detailed vari- 

ation leading to final package. 

ILLUSTRATIONS, J. GORDON LIPPINCOTT & CO 

designed in orange within a white circle on the black 

background. One side of the carton bore the words 

“all purpose fine grain film”’ in black letters on a white 

streamer. The end display was black with trademark, 

trade name, film size and number of exposures in white 
and orange. 

The “‘K” trademark has an interesting development 
as a logotype form. At the time the Kryptar Corp. 

was a firm of photofinishers, the trademark was an “‘ X”’ 

modified into a stylized robot. With the change of 

names and the introduction of consumer products, it 

was felt that the “X”’ trademark would be irrelevant, 

yet the robot theme had certain advantages. It was 



therefore decided to develop a similar robot in the shape 

of aK.” 
The original trade name ‘“ Krypta-film,’’ was also 

changed to ‘‘Kryptar film,’ which is derived from the 

chemical element “krypton”? combined with the suffix 
46 ar’ that has come to have an optical connotation in 

CAMEMBERT IN CLEAR MOLDED PLASTIC 

pparently the first rigid transparent plastic 
box in regular commercial use as a package 

for a food product is the polystyrene container 

illustrated, introduced by Kraft Foods Co. as a 

standard package for three 1'/;-0z. wedges of 

Camembert cheese. The two halves of the semi- 

circular telescope box are injection molded of 
clear polystyrene. 

Wall thickness of the box is approximately 

0.045 in. The lid is oversized and does not come 

clear down on top of the bottom section. This 

clearance permits the cheese to“ breathe.” Clear- 

ance is obtained by means of five ribs molded on 

the inside of the lid, which insure a friction fit 

with the bottom and still leave an air gap, and 

by three nibs which prevent the lid from seating 

all the way down. 

Indications are that this package, which ob- 

viously must sell at a premium, will be strongly 

As indicated by 

the photograph, it will have permanent value as a 

box for jewelry or trinkets, or a small sewing kit. 

promoted for its re-use value. 

Other suggested uses include a small-change box, a 

140 

the photographic trade generally and among consumers 

Many variations in type style and arrangement wer: 

tried before the package was completed. Six of thes: 

variations are shown in Fig. 2. The lay eye will detec‘ 
few differences, but an evaluation of these variations 

(Continued on page 196 will reveal the care and 

fishermen’s fly box and as a container for screws, 

nuts and bolts. 

‘““We have learned that re-usability plays an 
important role in the success of a package,” says 

G. Norwood Fisher, in charge of package develop- 
ment for Kraft Foods. ‘“‘That has been proved by 
the success which our decorated 5-o0z. cheese 

spread glasses and re-usable mayonnaise jars have 
had. 

‘The decision to package our Camembert cheese 
in the polystyrene container was reached after 

many months of research. Repeated tests were 

conducted over a two-year period until we were 

absolutely certain that Camembert, a delicate 
cheese, would cure perfectly in the plastic box. 

‘*T believe this is the first time that a plastic box 
has been used commercially as a food container 

and that the future will see many more foods pack- 
aged in this material.” 

Crevits: Boz, Plastics Division, General ‘American 

Transportation Co., Chicago; polystyrene, Monsanto Chem- 
ical Co., St. Louis. 

Molded polystyrene 

box adopted as regu- 

lar package for Kraft 
Camembert cheese 

is shown filled abeve, 

empty at right and, 

at left, with a sug- 

gestion of its re-use 

possibilities as a 

trinket or jewel box. 
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RE-USE 

SHIPPERS 
Collapsible corrugated containers, with 

expendable pallets, cut costs drastically 

for Donaldson Co. industrial products 

AQ vvtion of palletized shipping to principal indus- 

trial truck-and-tractor customers and of com- 

partmented folding containers in place of the individual 
cartons formerly used, has brought a quick and sizable 
reduction of shipping costs for the Donaldson Co., Inc., 

St. Paul manufacturer of industrial truck and tractor 

oil-washed air cleaners. 

The new collapsible corrugated containers, holding 

from 20 to 300 air cleaners, each in a separate compart- 

ment (Fig. 1), effected a considerable saving in packag- 

ing cost. The loaded container is protected top and bot- 

tom with caps formed of 0.04-gauge aluminum sheet 

and is then wire-strapped to an expendable pallet 42 by 

18 in., with round legs of corrugated paperboard (Fig. 

2). The 42-by-48-in. size is well adapted to truck load- 
ing by placing in the truck two pallets wide the 42-in. 

way. For box-car loading the pallets are placed in the 
car two pallets wide the 48-in. way. 

Use of the light expendable pallet, weighing only 5 '/. 
lbs. as against a conventional lumber pallet weighing 

around 100 |bs., brought an immediate saving of 94 !/, 

lbs. shipping weight per unit, which had to be paid for 

at the same high class freight rate as the air cleaners. 

The expendable pallet is reported to be well able to 
withstand punishment and heavy loads tiered upon it 

and in many instances it will serve through several 

round trips. 
For return to the Donaldson Co., containers are 

folded flat, sandwiched between the two aluminum caps 
and then strapped to the Clark expendable pallet (Fig. 

1). In this manner the containers are fully protected 

during return shipment. Palletized loads are handled 

by fork truck both at the Donaldson plant and at des- 

tination. 

Crepits: Collapsible containers by Oshkosh Bor Co., Oshkosh, 

Wis. Expendable pallets and fork trucks by Clark Equipment Co., 
Tructractor Division, Battle Creek, Mich. 

a = 

collapsed 

to shipper, containers are 

the 

For return 

between two aluminum caps, 

strapped to the pallet and brought back to the trailer. 

* 

Collapsible container holding from 20 to 300 

cleaners, air each in separate compartment. 

« . 

2. Protected top and bottom by aluminum caps, 

carton is wirebound to 5!/2-Ib. expendable pallet. 

minimum; containers fit two wide within trailer. 

Palletized handling cuts loading time to 



Family group has different background colors for 

different items. Multi-purpose carton (center) 

has blank for stamping new product designations. 

XN” and unusual items are the life blood of the toy 

field. This is particularly true in the case of items 

for infants and very young children, such as rattles, pull 

toys and floating novelties used in the bath tub. 

The L. A. 

nation’s largest producers of this type of merchandise, 

Goodman Mfg. Co., Chicago, one of the 

has found that colorful, adequately labeled packages 

can do much to facilitate the merchandising of its varied 

line. It has also discovered, however, that packages 

which require too much art work or involved printing 

will sometimes delay the market debut of a new toy. In 

a field where buying commitments are made far in ad- 

vance and in which retail sales show wide seasonal 

fluctuations, such delays can result in serious loss of 

business. 

These considerations figured prominently in the shap- 

ing of the current Goodman packaging program for its 

variety of Lagco toy products. From the long-range 

point of view, the company is working toward the adop- 

tion of simplified packages which, while having plenty of 

sales punch, are adaptable to a number of different toys 

and can be produced without undue delay. The com- 

pany’s package streamlining process will witness a 

gradual shift away from multi-color printing in favor of 

simple, effective combinations such as red and white. 

Goodman markets its line of plastic and metal toys 

mainly through jobbers, although it also sells direct to 

some of the leading department stores. Speedy move- 

ment of stock depends largely on having the toys in 

handy packages which can be immediately identified on 

the jobber’s shelves. All items are coded by means of a 

catalog number, several of the newest packages carrying 

this number directly on the top flap. In the jobber’s 

stock, packages are stored on their side with this flap 

outward, simplifying the filling of orders. 
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SIMPLIFIED 
TOY PACKS 

In this volatile field, action 

is key to success. Goodman 

packaging combines selling 

punch with production speed 

ai, tine, | 

Playtime gift package can be used for many 

items. ‘*To”’ and ‘‘From” panels are for names. 

Typical of the new Goodman packaging trend is the 

family group of four folding boxes shown in an accom- 

panying photograph. Measuring 4 by 4 by 5 in. in size, 

the containers have an all-over design of diagonal white 

stripes against a solid color background. Front and 

back panels of each box carry a line drawing of a 

smiling youngster near the top, with the designation, “‘A 

Lagco quality plastic toy” near the lower right hand 

corner. Other side panels bear the company name 

across the bottom. 

Boxes in this group are printed in four background 

red, green, magenta and yellow. The first three 

carry product name and number on the top flap—No. 

104 Tippy Trio, No. 1604 Musical Bell Ball and No. 

106 Musical Bell Boy. On the yellow carton, designed 
for multipurpose use, the white diamond-shaped patch 

on the top flap is left open so that the product name and 

key number can be inserted with a rubber stamp. When 

a new toy goes into production, it can be immediately 

marketed in this yellow box with no time lost. 

Adding further flexibility to the Goodman package 
line is the attractive Playtime gift package. This is a 

colors 
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stripes. 

et-up box, measuring 4'/, by 4'/, by 9'/2 in. and having 

deep lid which completely covers the plain chipboard 

vase. The cover paper on the lid section is printed in 

ink, light blue and dark blue with diagonal yellow 

The top carries the identification, ““Playtime 

rift package by Lagco,”’ in dark blue and white letters 

ind is enlivened with line drawings of children at play. 

White ‘“To” and “From” patches in upper left and lower 

ight corners provide space for filling in names when the 

vackage is presented as a gift. 

This container may be used for different combinations 

if Lageo toys since many of them are of approximately 

qual dimensions. A typical assortment, shown in an 

iccompanying photograph, consists of a Sunbonnet Sue 

rocking and rattle toy, a Bobbin Bob-Car and a Sailor 

Boy Lou. Chipboard dividers are placed in the box to 

4-11 Alarm carton has line drawings on side 

showing how toy is used. Inserts brace the toy. 

Identification of the assort- 

ment is rubber stamped on the bottom of the box. 

The photographs of the Bobbin 4-11 Alarm and the 
Bobbin Bob-Car illustrate the type of special multi- 

color folding boxes which have been employed for a 

number of the Goodman toy items. 

printed in red, blue, black and yellow on white paper- 

board. Top and bottom surfaces carry illustrations of 
the toys indicating the type of movement produced as 

keep the toys separated. 

These boxes are 

Drawings on other 

panels of the cartons show detailed construction fea- 

they are drawn along the floor. 

tures of the toys and point out various ways in which 

the child may use them. The company name appears 

in white letters against a red stripe along the bottom of 

the two side panels, while the ““Genuine Lagco product” 

emblem is printed on several package surfaces. 

A small musical bell ball (not illustrated), measuring 

2'/, in. in diameter, is sold from a folding counter dis- 

play box printed in magenta, blue and white. Its dis- 

tinctive printed design derives its motif from horizontal 

stripes. This container, holding a dozen of the toys, 

has proved to be a highly successful merchandising aid. 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

How an attractive package design may be attained 

by using a single color—in this case red—against white 

board is illustrated by the new folding container for the 

Bobbin Speed Boat. This package has a large drawing 

of the plastic toy on the two principal panels. Essential 

construction features of the boat are listed in a rope- 

bordered patch on one side of the package. 

An interesting construction feature of this package is 

the 4'/,-in. longitudinal perforation located at the end 

of one of the side panels. When the retailer wishes to 

display the boat on the counter, this perforation may be 

pushed down, forming a slot in which the skeg of the 

boat is inserted to support it in an upright position. 

Crepits: Folding bores, National Paper Bor Mfg. Co., Chicago. 

Playtime gift package, Nu-Deal Paper Boz, Inc., Chicago. 

Bobbin Bob-Car carton is produced in both multi- 

color and one-color printing as a time saver. 

Speed Boat carton, printed in red on white, has 

nautical wave-like borders. Skeg of the boat fits 
in perforated slot for support in counter display. 
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Die-cut opening in this folding 

display carton for Joymints, new 

antacid tablets by Geo. H. Gould 

Co., reveals individual metal con- 

tainers and enables customer self- 

service when displayed on coun- 

boldly 

what 

ters. Backpiece displays 

**Eat like.”’ 

Price is prominent on front panel. 

Metal containers, 

Can Co., New York. 

slogan, you 

American 

Ze Vhis giant-sized, electrically equipped crown 

cap—an exact plastic replica of the cap used on 

Alpen Brau beer bottles—is being distributed by 

Columbia Brewing Co. as a back-bar and wall dis- 

play. Acrylic is the plastic used. Surface of the 

cap is gold; center is red, with lettering in white. 

Color is applied by silk screen. The electrical unit in 

back is enclosed in metal, with an easel-type stand. 

Plugged into an electrical outlet, the display lights 

up. Display, Regal Plastic Co., Kansas City, Mo. 

Acrylic, Rohm & Haas Plexiglas. 

i Vhis acrylic display for Eisenstadt Co.’s diamond 

rings, fitted with a rubber suction cup for attachment 

directly to glass surfaces, particularly inside store win- 

dows, offers a dramatic new way to place merchandise 

right up close to the window shopper. 

Plastics Mfg. Corp., New York. 

4 
three oval bubbles, behind each of which a watch 

placed. Covering affords protection against dirt, pilferage, 

etc. Design and Steiner Mfg. Co., 

Island City, N. Y. Acrylic, DuPont Lucite. 

Display, Blue River 

Acrylic, DuPont Lucite. 

The sheet of acrylic covering this display for Medana 

watches is formed to produce a finished piece with 

is 

fabrication, Long 
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Modernly designed packages > Quality display at reasonable 

and display cartons adopted cost was achieved for Lan-O- x 

for its line of bike locks enables Tone products by use of an 8-by-10 

the Master Lock Co. to put these photo mounted on a die-cut and 

items prominently on the counter scored paperboard blank 12 in. 

in retail stores. Backpiece and high by 8 in. wide. The negative 

front panel clearly indicate model was overlaid with lettering. De- 

number. Containers, A. Geo. sign and photos, United Arts, New 

Schulz Co., Milwaukee, Wis. De- York. Mounting and die cutting, 

sign, Verne Hobbs and Roy Tyrrell, Lincoln Mounting & Finishing 

Milwaukee. Co., Inc., New York. 

Three permanent counter displays adopted by the George Frost Co. to 

promote its line of men’s wear employ the use of wood and glass. The 

suspender display (left) is fabricated of maple, finished in Swedish blonde; 

belt display utilized walnut plywood and gumwood, with case finished in 

walnut and side supports in copper. Both of these have glass for front 

protection. At right is garter display of maple, finished in Swedish blonde. 

All displays are silk screened in color. Displays, Counterdisplays, Inc., 

Long Island, N. Y. 



*“My Daily Perfume Bar’ has scent for each day. 

Stock 

guard. 

bottle has and decorative 

Wrap is of checked gray-and-silver foil. 

acrylic base 

¥ 

CHICAGO 

PERFUMES 

Melikov line for the exclusive gift shop 

wins its place with distinctive packaging 

| the realm of perfume, there is always a place for 

the new firm that can offer something distinctive 

and individual. The Maison F. Melikov of Sheridan 

Road, Chicago, is that kind of house. 

With years of experience as a perfumer in Europe be- 

hind him, Mr. Melikov started a few years ago to give 

Chicago women seven new blends and 22 floral scents 

which could only be purchased at exclusive gift and 

beauty shops along Chicago’s Gold Coast. 

Naturally, the presentation of this perfume in pack- 

ages complementing a quality product was imperative. 

In adapting stock bottles with special stoppers and a 

distinctive foil label, Mr. Melikov developed some un- 
usual packages. 

One of the bottles is completely transformed by the 

use of a decorative acrylic holder designed with sturdy 

base for the dressing table and a decorative guard over 

the bottle designed to conform to the outline of bottle 

and stopper. The shape is so distinctive that it is 

immediately identified with Melikov. The bottle and 

acrylic case are housed for protection in a chipboard 

box, which is wrapped with a gray-and-silver, checker- 

patterned, embossed foil—a stock wrap, but individual- 

ized by the use of the foil label. 
Another Melikov packaging idea is ‘My Daily Per- 

fume Bar,” an acrylic holder containing seven 1/s-0z. 

vials of perfume, one scent for each day in the week. 

These packages as well as standard items in the line 

are being merchandised in 7-ft.-wide-by-5-ft.-deep 

perfume bars which are designed and built specially 

for Melikov dealers. The bar is a semi-circular affair, 

leather-covered and studded with brass nail heads. 

Background is a mirror; shelves are glass. 

Success in Chicago has led Mr. Melikov to extend 

his line. Washington is the second American city to 

present it and it is being sold in Mexico and Guatemala. 

Crepits: Acrylic containers, Frankenberg Tower Sales Co., 
Chicago. Bottles, W. Braun Co., Chicago; Swindell Bros., 
Baltimore; Kimble Glass Co., Vineland, N. J. Caps, Richford 

Corp., New York. Labels, The Tablet & Ticket Co., Chicago. 

Melikov perfumes are merchandised by retailers 

in a specially built semi-circular perfume bar. 
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Tons of bath salts, talcum powder, face powder—millions 

of pills, lipsticks, compacts—are being sold all over the 

country packaged in Burt packages. 

In fact, the largest producers of cosmetics, pills, tablets, 

drug items come to F. N. Burt for their containers. They \y 

get low-cost set-up boxes that are sturdy and handsome 

enough to give an impression of quality to the consumer; 

and they get them fast. 

You can get your good-looking square, round, oval or 

oblong set-up boxes in as large quantities as you need— 

all produced with perfect uniformity on Burt high-speed 

equipment. 

Besides, Burt is centrally located to all forms of trans- 

portation. Deliveries are speedy. 

Why not get in onthe economies our fast service offers? 

F. 8. BURT COMPANY, ING. 
500-540 Seneca Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 

New York City * Philadelphia * Boston * St. Lovis * Atlanta * Chicago * Cleveland So 

Cincinnati * Los Angeles * New Orleans * Memphis * Minneapolis * Kansas City 

San Francisco, California * Newark, New Jersey 

CANADIAN DIVISION: 

Dominion Paper Box Company Ltd., 469-483 King St. W., Toronto 2, Canada Q 

s, 
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When you have a new product to package — or 
when you are planning a more sales-inducing wrap 

for an established product — chances are you'll find 
that “PACKAGE” has the machine to do the job 

... A fast, modern machine that turns out distin- 

guished wraps at cost-clipping speed. 

The diversity of our line of models has kept pace 
with the growth of the packaged goods industry. 
As more and more products have entered the field, 
we have designed and built the machines to wrap 
them. Recent examples are our Model FA-2T for 

wrapping hosiery, underwear and other textile 

products as well as paper goods. . . our Universal 

Model 4 now wrapping fruits, vegetables and meat 
products ... and our Model FF designed especially 

for frozen foods. These are but the newest additions 
to a line of 80 models that produce wraps for such 

widely different products as razor blades, coal 
blocks, soap, first-aid bandage, candy, pops, cigars, 
wooden spoons, etc. 

SAVE TIME AND EFFORT 

If you'll send us samples of your product, we'll be 
glad to show you how one of our machines will 

wrap it, and how it would fit in with your produc- 

tion set-up. Early consultation with our nearest 

office will save you time and avoid costly experi- 

menting. So follow the example of leading pack- 
aged goods manufacturers who “Put it up to 

PACKAGE”. 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY 

Springfield 7, Massachusetts 

NEW YORK CHICAGO CLEVELAND ATLANTA DENVER 

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE TORONTO 

MODEL FA 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY 
Over a Quarter Billion Packages per day are wrapped on our Machines 
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TECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING e METHODS e TESTING 

Charles A. Southwick Jr. © Technical Editor 

| sen goods can be defined as merchandise which 

has been sent back to the manufacturer for any of 

a variety of reasons—frequently because of some type of 

package failure. 
It is very rarely that any mention is made of returned 

goods because of the many kinds of failures and re- 

sponsibilities which are involved and because they 

usually represent monetary losses to some degree. How- 

ever, proper organizational set-up for the analysis of the 

qualitative and quantitative factors which cause re- 

turned goods can provide a great deal of useful informa- 

tion concerning the adequacy of packaging. 

This type of information is particularly useful since it 
forms the results of the conclusive package test—the 

exposure of the package and the product under actual 

field conditions: shipping, warehousing, storage on the 

merchant’s shelf and in the home. However, not all 

kinds of returned goods can be used to develop this 

packaging information. It is first necessary to break up 

RETURNED GOODS 

They provide for the packaging engineer 

a valuable index of package performance. 

Typical failures and corrective actions 

reviewed. by CHARLES A. SOUTHWICK, Jr. 

the returned goods themselves into various categories. 

The first category includes goods returned for sales- 

policy reasons. These returns cannot reliably be used 
to develop information about packaging performance 

because the goods may not have gone through all the 

channels and times of the merchandising cycle or have 

been in the field for a long time. Included in this 

category would be goods which are returned in connec- 

tion with merchandising plans and sales drives, over- 

Upon the conclusion in April, 1947, of a series of 

1l articles, presenting proposed Packaging Institute 

Standard Test Methods, we announced that if a sufficient 

number of readers were interested we would reprint the 

entire series of articles, gathered for convenience into 

a single folder, and make it available at cost. 

More than 200 firms already have asked for from one 

to 20 copies each and it has therefore been decided to 

proceed with the reprint, which will be ready shortly. 

The prices will be as follows: 

Single copy $1.00 

2 to 10 copies 75c each 

11 to 50 copies 50c each 

51 or more copies 35c each 

Those who have already written to reserve reprints 

will receive a confirmation through the mails and no 

other action is required at this time. Others who wish 

Notice to readers: P. I. TEST METHOD REPRINTS AVAILABLE 

to order copies should write immediately to the Tech- 

nical Editor, MODERN PACKAGING, 122 E. 42nd St., 

New York 17, N. Y., stating the number desired.: Re- 

prints of single articles cannot be supplied. The com- 

plete reprint embraces methods of testing for (1) water- 

vapor permeability at 0 deg. F., (2) water-vapor ver- 

meability at 100 deg. F., (3) heat-sealing strengths and 

characteristics, (4) gas permeability of low-permeability 

films, (5) block point, (6) tensile strength and elongation, 

(7) flammability, (8) drop strength, (9) WVT of packages 

at 100 deg. F., (10) greaseproofness and (11) yield values 

of packaging materials. 

Minor errors in the methods as originally prepared 

are being corrected in the reprint. According to the 

Technical Committee of the Packaging Institute, the 

methods are still subject to revision after further study 

and experience and the cooperation of all MODERN 

PACKAGING readers toward this end is invited. 
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stocking in warehouses and misdirected shipments. 

This whole category could be called voluntarily re- 

turned goods and the packaging information which 

would be gleaned by its inspection would not be worth 

the trouble, considering the volume of samples. The 

only possible exception would be those returned goods 

which would result from the picking up of store stocks 

of outdated or over-aged goods. Samples of such re- 

turns should be carefully studied to determine the 

effect of age and exposure on the package and to de- 

termine how long the package can keep the merchandise 

salable and usable. 

The second category includes goods which are re- 

turned because of accidents, disaster or other unusual 

or non-repetitive hazards. Very little useful informa- 

tion concerning the strength or characteristics of the 

shipping case or package can be learned from these re- 

turns because the cause of failure was due to abnormal 

circumstances. Also, it would not be possible to rede- 

sign the shipping case or the package to prevent the loss 

of occasional units damaged by flood, railroad or truck 

accidents, fire, marine disasters or similar violence. 

The third category of returned goods includes failures 

resulting from excessive time in warehouses or in store 

shelves and also goods returned by customers because 

the product is unusable, contaminated or unpalatable or 

in many other ways unsatisfactory. This group of re- 

turned goods is very valuable in determining and main- 

taining the facts concerning the actual performance of 

packages in the field. There are a great many reasons 

why goods in this category are returned and many of 

them have to do with the package. It is important that 

the returned goods which fall in this category be care- 

fully inspected, analyzed and the data tabulated. 

Packages which remain on store shelves or on display 

or even under special conditions of storage for excessive 

lengths of time will deteriorate—as will their contents 

to the point where they will be withdrawn from sale 

either by the seller or by the manufacturer’s representa- 

tive. It is surprising how frequently, in times when 

goods are available, sellers will use bad judgment or in 

some other way develop excessive stocks which have to 

be picked up or removed on a credit or adjustment basis 

by the manufacturer. Since such returns come in from 

many types of retail outlets in all parts of the country 

and represent a variety of exposure conditions, a careful 

analysis and development of facts on the history of these 

goods is of importance in package redesign and in many 

other ways. 

Common types of failures 

It might be helpful to give examples of the kinds of 

failures which common package types undergo during 

excessive storage, handling or exposure at point of sale. 

Some of these failures are outwardly apparent; others 

show up only after use of the product, from such causes 

as lack of a positive and simple reclosure or the effect of 

the contents staining or sticking to the package. 

The most apparent cause of failure is the physical or 

mechanical inability to remain intact. This is evidenced 
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by scuffing, tearing and bursting, but usually these fail- 

ures are so obvious that the units are not offered for sale, 

but are returned to the manufacturer. 

The next most apparent kind of failure is simply the 

loss of attractiveness or sales appeal. The loss of this 

surface and decorative function can be extremely serious 

if the sales outlet is a self-service unit or if fresh pack- 

ages are placed near older ones. This deterioration 

comes about through changes in the color, texture o1 

reflectivity of the package surface, or by the surface 

picking up dirt, fly specks and other soil that becomes 

imbedded and cannot be wiped off. All of these failures 

can be regarded as the result of chemical or mechanical 

deficiencies of the package materials. 

The third apparent reason for package failure is the 

obvious inability of the package to protect its contents. 

Such failure is seen in staining, sifting or discoloration of 

the product; is fell in caking, hardening or crumbling; 

is smelled as rancidity. 

Other results of package inadequacies are more ob- 
scure and not apparent at the time of sale, although they 

may be very obvious at the time of use. Certain of the 

many kinds of failures of either the product or the 

package which inhibit sale or cause customer compli- 

ments are given as a check list in Table I. The severity 

and relative frequency of each will, of course, vary and 

depend upon the kind of exposure. 

Some of these deteriorating effects can cause rejection 

of the package for different reasons, depending upon 

their effect on the various functional properties of the 

package. For example, rough handling, shaking and 

sliding for a short time may cause a set-up box to be 

rendered unsalable by abrading the printed designs 

(decorative function) while the same force, if long con- 

tinued, could actually cause mechanical or physical 

failure of the box. In the first case we refer to the failure 

as scuffing and in the latter case, abrasion. 

Corrective procedures 

When a sufficient number of failures of a given kind 

begin to show up in a summary of the returned-goods 

analysis, a careful study should be instigated to see 

whether or not this type of failure is important enough 

to warrant a change in the packaging mat¢rials or con- 

struction. Jt must be realized that the numbers or types of 

failure noted in returned goods will be a small percentage of 

those which actually occur. 

The manner in which a well-integrated customer 

complaint and returned-goods analysis and tabulation 

(or summary) will help the packaging engineer is shown 

by the following example: A nationally distributed 

cocoa product had for many years used a fibre-bodied 

can with metal ends. The package development de- 

partment had evidence from returned goods that thei 

container was marginal in the moisture protection in 

certain areas and in some seasons. The decision was 

made to improve this package by the use of a moisture- 

resistant lacquer on the label and this change required 

the use of a special adhesive to hold down the label over- 

lap. A complete testing program showed excellent re- 
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Mee TABLE |- PRINCIPAL TYPES OF PACKAGE FAILURE CAUSING RETURN OF MERCHANDISE 
TYPE OF FAILURE AND CAUSE 

ue 
; MECHANICAL DECORATIVE FROM PRODUCT 

4 abrasion discoloration s 
As FOLDING CARTONS scuffing staining 

k- di scoloration , 
a SETUP BOXES weanes scuffing staining 

Ol abrasion discoloration ini 

sifting scuffing Cay 
Cf 

es BAGS AND ENVELOPES - 
abrasion discoloration staining 

es a) Paper sifting scuffing 

al distortion discoloration smearing 
b) Transparent sifting ceufng 

: : abrasion discoloration staining 
he c) Other Kinds sifting ouliion 
ts. aaa discoloration a 
of abrasion scuffing staining 

ig; breakage and : 
GLASS CONTAINERS chipping abrasion leakage 

discoloration _ b- GLASS CONTAINER LABELS abrasion costing maining 
ey * 

he GLASS CONTAINER CLOSURES abrasion discoloration staining 

he 
a METAL CONTAINERS distortion abrasion leakage 

ity . discoloration _—_ 
“a METAL CONTAINER LABELS abrasion scuffing staining 

discoloration 
ania TUBES distortion scuffing staining 

ion 
distortion discoloration , 

On WRAPPERS abrasion scuffing staining 

the discoloration 
ind LABELS, TAGS, ETC. tearing abrasion staining 

be 

oT1S 

on- sults and the changes were put into production. Some odor in any particular fibre can depend upon the batch 

ical time later the complaints and returned goods began to of solvent and the amount of lap adhesive, which would 

ure decrease, particularly from the critical areas. This de- vary greatly. Corrective measures were taken, controls 

crease finally leveled out to a very small rate of returns were established and slowly the complaints and re- 

from moisture damage. Then an occasional letter and turned goods showing this failure began to decrease and 

returned package began to come in with the complaint finally cease completely. 

ind that the product had an odor of mothballs. A few By no other means could this serious package failure 

ods isolated cases would not have been cause for alarm, but have been discovered and corrected before large mone- 

see the similar wording of all complaints and their slowly tary loss and sales damage had been incurred. 

ugh but continuously increasing number resulted in an in- It sometimes happens that returned goods will show 
‘on- vestigation by a packaging engineer. A study of the seasonal or even unseasonal variation in quality, which 

»s of packing dates taken from the returned units showed no may be disturbing. These may be traced to unseason- 
yeof | correlation with product batches and so the cause ap- able climatic conditions in a given area, errors in ship- 

peared to be in the package. Since this complaint was a ping or change in the date of shipping if different types 

mel new one, the redesign features seemed to harbor the of packages are used in different parts of the country for 

tion cause. Meanwhile the returns and complaints from a given product or if the sales department has inad- 

own “mothball odor” continued to increase. A thorough in- vertently overstocked merchants. 

ited vestigation into all phases of each new component of the As an example, a company having national distribu- 

died improved lacquer and the new lap adhesive finally tion in a packaged chocolate product noticed that re- 

de showed the cause of the strange odor and also the turns were beginning to be excessive from the Southeast 

hei reasons for its variable intensity and erratic occurrence. territory in the early part of the summer. The returns 
n i (he cause was found in the new lap adhesive, which was indicated that the packages were excessively stained 

was a water-base emulsion of resins and solvent. Specifi- and becoming unsalable. A quick investigation of these 
ure- cally, there had been a change to a less refined grade of returns indicated that the sales department had chosen 

tired § coal tar solvent and the grade was found to carry traces late spring for a sales drive and had prompted the out- 

yver- of naphthalenic compounds which are commonly used lets in that area to stock beyond their capacity to sell or 

t re- is the basis for many moth repellents. The amount of store properly. Under these (Continued on page 182) 
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HEAT SEALING 

ACETATE 
First report on new methods indicating 

feasibility of heat sealing film to itself 

or in combination with paper materials 

by W. F. CULLOM* 

& ‘ellulose acetate, widely used in packaging in both 

/ film and sheet form, has not been considered a 

heat-sealable material in spite of the fact that it is a 

thermoplastic. Previous attempts to heat seal un- 

coated acetate have been defeated by the fact that the 

plastic sticks to the heating elements of most heat 

sealers, due to softening and tackiness of the surface in 

contact with the heating element. This softening usu- 

ally occurs before sufficient heat has been transferred 

Solvent 

sealing has always been considered the better method. 

Recently, however, the development of special cov- 

through the stock to seal the inner surfaces. 

erings for heat-sealer jaws and new types of heating ele- 

ments has re-opened the whole question of heat sealing 

as applied to acetate. On the basis of new methods 

now worked out, it can be stated that the heat sealing 

of unsupported and uncoated cellulose acetate film is 

now, for the first time, perfectly practical. Two of 
these methods, involving either the use of paper over 
the acetate or special non-adhesive coverings for the 

heat-sealer elements, were worked out by the author 

with equipment manufacturers and have been thor- 

oughly tested in the Research Laboratories of this 

company. Our Engineering Research Development 

Department is responsible for another method in- 

volving the use of entirely new materials in the heat- 

sealing elements themselves. 

The processes described in this article have not been 

covered by patents in any way and are offered freely to 

the packaging field, manufacturers of material and 

equipment and all other interested persons. 

Heat sealing uncoated acetate 

Research in the sealing of acetate film in conventional 

heat-sealing equipment centered on the finding of some 

material as a covering for the sealing jaws or elements 

which would conduct sufficient heat and still not adhere 

to the acetate when the film was in a tacky condition. 

* Director of Sales, Transparent Films Dept., Celanese Plastics Corp., 
New York. 
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I. Conventional hand heat-sealing iron does 

efficient job in heat sealing acetate film over- 

wraps, previously considered unfeasible, when 

non-adhesive Teflon covers sealing area of iron. 

Such a material has now been found in the new thermo- 

plastic Teflon.! Teflon is an unusual plastic which is 

stable at very high temperatures and which has such 

surface characteristics that it will not adhere to acetate 

in the heat-sealing operation. 

Roller type, hand or mechanical sealers with sealing 

surfaces made from Teflon rod, or any other type heat 

sealer covered with a suitable form of Teflon (the thin- 

ner commensurate with mechanical conditions being 

the better), permit sealing of acetate to itself. Teflon 
is available in rods from !/,in. to 2 '/, in. in diameter, 

in 12-in.-wide sheets of .005- to .050-in. gauge and in 2- 

in. wide sheets of .002 to .005 gauge in continuous 

length. Teflon is form stable up to 600 deg. F., accord- 

ing to the manufacturer. 

A Teflon-covered hand heat sealer recently an- 

nounced? will be ideal for sealing acetate film to itself 

when these units are built with higher heat out- 

put. The heat generated in the units now on the 

market is not sufficient to make satisfactory closures. 

Tests on conventional heat-sealing packaging ma- 

chines when the elements were covered with .005 Teflon 

showed great promise. We have no data as yet on 

aging characteristics of Teflon under constant abrasion, 

but have conclusive proof that satisfactory heat-sealed 

acetate packages can be made. Additional develop- 

ment work has been started and interested parties will 

be advised of the results. 

Our Engineering Research Development Department 

1 Product of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Plastics Division, 
Arlington, N. J. 

2 By The Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland. See Mopern Pacxacinc, May, 

1947, p. 214. 
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has devised still another method of heat sealing. The 
instantaneous heat generated in nichrome wire*® and 

the speed at which it cools are of interest in this field. 
Paper (in forms such as the so-called “‘saddle”’ label) 

has been easily and successfully used to seal acetate film 

to itself and to the paper. Covering the heating element 

with mica, or mica plus .0005 aluminum foil, permits the 

sealing of acetate to itself effectively and at high speed. 

If the stock placed between these elements is not the 

width or length of the nichrome strip, stops must be 

placed in the unit to prevent contact of the charged 

elements. 

Our tests were conducted at 240-260 lbs. per sq. in., 

12 to 15 volts across the electrodes, 35-40 amps., 60 

cycles. Seals were obtained in 1'/; to 2 seconds. 

From other tests reported, an increase in pressure will 

materially reduce the time required to get effective 

closures. A diagram of our experimental equipment is 

shown in Fig. 2. The blocks used in this experiment 

were made of Mycalex,‘ a phenolic laminate of high heat 

resistance and form stability in which the nichrome elec- 

trodes were channeled. 

Heat-sealing acetate-paper laminations 

Where acetate film is used in combination with cer- 

tain non-heat-sealing materials it is not necessary to use 

any covering for the heat-sealing elements. This type 

of sealing has been done on conventional equipment. 

It is not generally known that the tenting of bags 

(the placement of a saddle label over the top), the ap- 

plication of a paper label used to seal and/or the heat 

sealing of one side laminations of acetate and paper 

packages can be accomplished with most of the heat- 

sealing equipment now on the market. The type and 

thickness of the paper used (Continued on page 202) 

3 Available through Driver Harris, Harrison, N. J. 
4 Mycalex is available through the General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 
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2. The instantaneous heat generated in nichrome 

4s wire, together with quick cooling, permits use 

of conventional bar sealers for sealing acetate 

to itself when the equipment is set up as shown. 

33. Where paper comes between the acetate and 

the heat-sealing element, it is perfectly feasible 

to heat seal on conventional equipment with- 

out any changes. Photo shows the application 

of a paper “‘saddle”’ label to an acetate bag. 

PHOTOS, COURTESY CELANESE PLASTICS CORP, 

4. Showing the exceptional tenacity of the heat- 

seal bond between paper and acetate film. Note 

the paper fibre adhering to the acetate. The 

acetate also is positively heat sealed to itself. 



This consultation service on packaging subjects is at your com- 

mand. Simply address your questions to Technical Editor, Modern 
Packaging, 122 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Your name or 

other identification will not appear with any published answer. 

Flavor transmission through polyethylene 

QUESTION: We are contemplating the use of a poly- 

elhylene bottle for one of our new products which is a highly 

flavored powder. Our lests have shown that the flavors ap- 

pear to come through the wall of the bottle although the 

bollle is satisfactory in all other ways. Can this flavor 

loss be prevented and will it occur with other flavors? 

ANSWER: The problem which you have with flavor 

migration through polyethylene has been reported by 

other manufacturers using flexible packages and differ- 

ent products. 

Apparently there are many flavors, perfumes and simi- 

lar aromatic organic materials which will readily pass 

through even appreciable thickness of this resin. This 

type of permeation can be highly selective depending 

upon the chemical composition of the aromatic material 

and its vapor pressure. 

However, it must be remembered that at the same time 

polyethylene is allowing the aromatic portion of your 

product to pass it is a very efficient barrier to water 

vapor. This is a selective permeation where there is a 

basic difference in the chemical nature of the two kinds 

of volatile materials. 

If you are using mixed flavoring materials you can 

make a few tests to see whether each component is being 

transmitted by the bottle. You will probably find that 

each component of your flavor mixture is being lost and 

that there is little noticeable difference. In the case of a 

laminated material, a ply or coating could be used which 
would not transmit flavors or aromatics, but this tech- 

nique cannot be applied to a polyethylene bottle. 

Your tests should be continued over a long period to 

determine if the flavor loss is great enough to affect the 

CORRECTION 

Two errors in editing caused some confusion 

in meaning in the article **Odor Transmission” 

which appeared in this section in the June issue. 

At the top of the second column on page 149, 

the sentence should have read *...for vapors 

(not ‘packaging materials’) of suitable high re- 

fractive index.’’ The start of the following sen- 

tence should have read ‘Absorption of vapor 

(not ‘water’)...”’ 

salability and intended use of the product. A very 

minute quantity of some flavors and aromas can be de- 

tected by the nose. It is also possible that this flavor 
loss could be a merchandising advantage in attracting 

customers to the pleasant aroma of your particular 

bottled product. 

If you find that the flavor loss is serious and occurs 

with all of your flavors, then you will have to use an- 

other container or try bottles made from another mate- 

rial, 

Heat-sealer coverings 

QUESTION: In one of your recent answers to a question 
on heal sealing you referred lo ‘*. . .covering the healed sur- 

faces with Teflon or silicone rubber, which aliow the trans- 
mission of heat and prevent the adhesion of fused materials 

lo their surface.” We would appreciate it very much Uf 
you would lell us how Teflon, which is insoluble in so many 
solvents, may be applied to the surfaces of heal-sealing 
plates. 

ANSWER: Teflon, which is a trade name for polytetra- 

fluorethylene, has recently been produced in sheets and 

films of various widths and thicknesses. The thinnest 

film is about 0.003 in. and the material is in rolls of 

sufficient width for covering nearly any type of heat- 

sealing surface. 

The film is fastened to one side of the heat-sealer jaw 

by a suitable clamping means to give continuous sup- 

port. The free end of the film is brought over the work- 

ing face of the jaw and the end secured again by a 

clamp the full length of the film. This clamp is fast- 
ened to the side of the jaw or its support by tension 

springs. By this means the Teflon film is kept smooth 

over the working face of the jaw. If the film were 

rigidly clamped or fastened over the jaw it would dis- 

tort and wrinkle with use and temperature changes. 
A similar tensioned means can be worked out for 

wheel or other shapes of heat sealers. The same 

arrangement will allow the use of silicone rubber struc- 

tures. In the design and construction of these sealer- 

covering devices it must be kept in mind that it will be 

necessary to replace these sealer covers as they become 

rough or torn in use. 

(For further information on coverings for heat-sealer 

bars see the article, “ Heat Sealing Acetate,” p. 152 of 
this issue.) 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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4% resin adhesive that does what you want... 

DAREX 
BRAN D 

NUMBER 
seals up to 18% wax-saturated 

creped kraft 

gives a permanent and weather- 

proof seal 

holds seams up to 178°F. for 

hot-fill products 

machines well 

Ca 3 

* . . 

doesn’t foam or settle out ci 

doesn’t support mold growth 

inhibits infestation 

has fast initial tack 

} 

lh this wide range of desirable characteristics in permanent and 

weatherproof sealing is in line with your requirements, we suggest that you 

write ts to send one of our trained engineers to demonstrate our product 

in your plant. We don’t send samples, but we do believe that a talk with one 

of our men will help you with your adhesive problems. 

A: present, supplies of DAREX #737 are short. but a limited number 

of new customers may be accommodated at our Cambridge, Chicago and 

Oakland plants. 

h/——————_ DAREX"""/} 
DEWEY ano ALMY CHEMICAL COMPANY 

CAMBRIDGE 40, MASSACHUSETTS 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

“T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF 
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SHIPPING CONTAINERS IN ROLL FORM 

Sherman Paper Products Corp., Newton Upper Falls, Mass., 

has announced the availability of a new type of cushioned 

shipping container—in continuous rolls—which 1s said to cut 

shipping costs drastically as well as effect a saving of time and 

material. The product, known 

as Corroflex Tube-Tainer, was 

originally developed during 

the war as a sleeve. It is 

supplied in stock rolls 250 ft. 

long, in a variety of widths. 

The packer simply cuts or tears 

off the correct length from a 

roll, inserts the product and closes the ends. Any standard 

closure method may be used such as taping, tying with either 

wire or twine, steel strapping or stapling, as illustrated. 

Samples may be obtained by writing the company direct. 

STANDARDIZATION CUTS BAG COSTS 

The Dobeckman Co., Cleveland, Ohio, announces a new line of 

standard cellophane bag sizes at lower prices. Made of mois- 

tureproof cellophane, eight sizes of square bags are included— 

the sizes which, according to a nation-wide survey, proved 

especially popular. While the face and side-ply dimensions 

are fixed, the lengths may be varied between 7 in. and 15 in. 

in '/,-in. segments, giving in total 256 sizes. Users who can 

adapt these sizes to their product requirements will effect sub 

stantial savings—estimated at 15% in some instances. 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC CASE SEALER 

A semi-automatic case sealer, easily adjusted for different 

height cases, which will handle up to five or more cases per 

minute with only one operator, has been announced by E. M. 

Noel Co., Boston, Mass. The “Sealrite,’”’ as it is known, 

employs a special roller for 

applying the adhesive which 

is said to impart the right 

amount each time, thereby 

assuring clean, square and 

tightly sealed cases, even 

when operated by an _ un- 

skilled attendant. Other fea- 

tures of the unit are: auto- 

matic controls for increasing pressure as case progresses, stand- 

ard 1/,-h.p. motor and special worm-drive assembly which 

controls glue cylinder and applier as well as booster roller. 

NEW COATED BOARD FOR FOLDING CARTONS 

Robert Gair Co., Inc., New York, announces that a newspecial 

coated board for the manufacture of folding cartons, desig- 

nated as‘‘Gaircote,”’is now in production at its Cartons Divi- 

sion. With the incorporation of special equipment in the 

board machines and new methods of stock preparation, this 

coated sheet is said to be superior to white patent-coated and 

in some cases superior to the expensive brush-coated boards. 

White pigments and flexible adhesives are applied by modern 
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coating methods on a super-white patent-coated sheet and the 

result is a bright white receptive pigment printing surface with 

controlled ink penetration. The higher cost of this board, it 

is stated, is more than offset by its superior printing. 

PRODUCE BAGGING MACHINE 

A new bagging machine, the Universal bagger, designed t 

weigh and bag automatically such products as potatoes, or 

anges and onions in consumer units of 5, 8, 10 or 15 lbs., has 

been placed on the market by Food Machinery Corp.’s Florida 

Divison at Lakeland. The capacity of the machine, the 

makers claim, is principally governed by the tying operation 

but a speed of 1,400 to 1,500 bags per hour, depending on the 

speed of the operators, is easily attainable. 

The product to be baggedis dumped intoa hopper which feed: 

the roller grader and elevator from.whence the produce is 

carried to a revolving, cone-shaped, rubber-cushioned distribu 

ting table. Arranged around the table are four filling and 

the weighing hoppers have reached the desired weight 

for which the machine has previously been set, an electric 

switch on the scale beam automatically closes the gate to the 

hopper. Operators—one for each of the four stations being 

used—do not have to watch the scale constantly. When the 

desired weight in the hopper is reached, the gate automati- 

cally shuts. Gates from the weighing hopper to the filling 

chutes are manually operated, with the filling chutes feeding 

the product to the bag. 

side, Calif., has recently developed a portable power conveyor 

system which can handle loads up to 100 lbs. per ft. This 

unitized portable power conveyor system is built around a 

basic power unit made up of a standard 10-ft. straight section 

powered by a '/:-h.p. slow-speed motor and is combined with 

various accessories, such as 90 deg. power turns, automatic 

power conveyor intersection and an accordian gravity con 

veyor which adapts the unit to a wide range of materials 

handling tasks. 

CARTON FABRICATING MACHINE 

weighing stations, each 

equipped with over and 

under speed scales. As 

the distribution table re- 

volves, at a fixed rate of 

speed, the produce is car- 

ried to the outer edge of 

the cone-shaped table, 

where it finds its way into 

the four openings. When 

Food Machinery Corp.’s Materials Handling Division, River 

Champlain Co., Inc., Bloom 

field, N. J., announces an in 

line carton fabricating ma 

chine for the rotary printing 

and die cutting of foldins 

cartons which, operated at 45\ 

lineal ft. per min. speed, woul 

yield approximately 260,00 
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ING 

AUTOMATIC 

4 i CARTONING 

MACHINES 

SAVE 1000 PER MONTH 
Can you afford to overlook the assured savings that the Ross 

way of mechanized cartoning provides? For Ross machines 

Save in two ways: first, through trouble-free operation at 

high production rates; second, by their ease of adjustment. a eo; 

A change from one size carton to another can be made in a { aes Pre - 

few minutes without substituting interchangeable parts. It’s x) Boxing Bott) 

done by setting dial controlled units that are permanently 7. Gett; = 

affixed to the machine bed. it, | With q 
fast 

Ross cartoning machines operate quietly. They need no vt} & Do 

lubrication except for the motor. And there is no reciprocating 

movement or stop-and-go motions to cause wear. Learn all 

about this new and better way to carton everything from pill 
bottles to spark plugs. Use the coupon. 

et 1 
TO 

mactiné | 

woah | - ae Si ton) gO 

iv hid A. H. Ross Company, Inc. 

Box 998 
iA” ve 

\ ts pow 
' 

Dayton 1, Ohio 
=i 

A. H. ROSS COMPANY, Inc. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
PACKAGING MACHINERY 7 

| 
| 
| 
| 
{ 

Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, a copy of the Ross 

catalog and complete performance data on Ross cartoning machines, 

Subsidiary of Rockwell Manufacturing Company COMPANY = 

P. O. Box 998 - Dayton 1, Ohio STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE = 

YOUR NAME — 
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if Yeu Want on 

Unbreakable Package 

You don’t have to worry about container breakage when 
your product is packaged in LUSTEROID. 

These feather-weight vials and tubes are remarkably strong 

and rigid. Made of resilient plastic, they are practically 
unbreakable. Thus, your product is protected in transit, in 

storage and in use. 

Other LUSTEROID qualities include product visibility, print- 
ability, wide range of colors—clear or opaque—and 

eccnomies in handling, packing, shipping and labeling. 

Sizes from Y% to 1% inches in diameter and lengths up to 
6 inches. Cork, slip-on or screw-cap closures. Write for 

full details. 

LUSTEROID CONTAINER CO., Inc. 

Formerly Lusteroid Division of Sillcocks-Mill
er Company 

Office and Factory 

10 W. PARKER AVENUE, MAPLEWOOD, N. J. 

MAILING ADDRESS: SOUTH ORANGE, N. J. 

Equipment and Materials 
(Continued) 

printed, creased, die-cut and stripped cartons per 8-hr. day 

The rotary punch incorporated is constructed of two rotary 

units within the body of the punch which distribute the impres- 

sion pressure load required for the creasing and cutting of the 

cardboard. The dies are made up of inserts of hardened alloy 

tool steel cutting and creasing rules and are said to be manu 

factured with extreme precision as to tolerance and rigidity 

The steel rules are interchangeable with duplicate spares so 

that they may be removed for replacement when worn. 

The entire carton-producing installation consists of a double 

roll stand, angle roll stand, feed unit, required number of color 

units—either letterpress or rotogravure—bed space and drive 

for rotary punch unit and belt- or stacker-type delivery. It 

can be used with a series of rotary punch units which are easily 

interchanged to meet varying production requirements or a 

change in carton specifications. Rotary punches are designed 

for specialized long run production and as a unit are useful in 

the fabrication of only one size of carton. 

The die cutting operation also includes a scrap disposal sys- 

tem and as the cartons are punched, the stripped waste is re- 

moved and blown free of the press to a waste container. 

MOLDED PULP CONTAINERS 

Included in the new line of molded pulp containers currently 

being produced by the Molded Products Div. of the Animal 

Trap Co. of America, Lititz, Pa., are the traditional Santa 

Claus and boot, turkey, pumpkin and rabbit. These light- 

weight decorative novelties are intended for holiday packages 

and displays. The makers state they are also equipped 
to furnish special designs to meet individual specifications. 

SHEET PLASTIC BEADER 

Latest addition to the line of precision-engineered production 

type sheet plastics fabricating equipment by Taber Instru- 

ment Corp., North Tonawanda, N. Y., is a new machine for 

beading sheet plastics known as the ‘‘Thermobeader.”” This 

machine is designed to pro- 

vide uniform, fast, economical! 

straight-edge beading of cellu- 

losic sheet plastics and similar 

thermoplastic-type sheet of 

0.005 to 0.020 in. thickness. 

Rate of output in average pro- 

duction ranges from 500 to 

1,000 in. per minute, depending 

upon type and thickness of ma 

terialbeingbeaded. Outstand- 

ing features of the machine ar« 
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Mes gu P “ a CARTON FORMING 
& LINING MACHINE 

: sets up 35-40 car- 
tons per minute, re- 
quiring only one 
operator. After car- 
tons are set up, they 
drop onto a con- 

veyor where they 

are carried to be 
filled. Machine can 
be made adjustable 
to set up several size 
cartons. 

This PETERS JUNIOR 

CARTON FOLDING 
& CLOSING MA- 
CHINE closes 35-40 
cartons per minute, 

| requiring no opera- 
| tor. After cartons 
are filled, they enter 

machine on conveyor 
and are automati- 

cally closed. Can also 
be made adjustable 
to close several dif- 

ferent size cartons. 

CARTON 
PACKAGING 

AT ITS BEST 
Today more than ever before production costs 
must be held down. 

Packaging departments still using hand meth- 
ods to set up and close their cartons have 
found this expense almost double the pre-war 
cost. 

Many plants have changed to PETERS ma- 
chines for carton packaging at its best. 

— These economical packaging machines are 
stru- ra _ reducing production costs and increasing over- 
pis | all profits. 

pro- Send us samples of the various sizes of cartons 
mical Mw CME bers Bag Co. | you are now using. We will be pleased to 
cellu 1366 West 117th Street | make recommendations to meet your specific 
milar requirements. 

CLEVELAND 7, OHIO 

PCTERS Rees ERY . eins Age b 
fis ©) 20 20 (@) ur. Oe av RY Siam NINTERS AND CONVERTERS OF CELLOPHANE AND RIGID ACETATE 

yf ma 
SENERAI 

VENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO 4 ILL RA 
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Solving coating problems (gluing, hot-melt, waxing, 
varnishing, etc.) for over 40 years, has made POT- 
DEVIN an authority on the design and manufacture 
of all types of coating equipment. 

POTDEVIN MACHINE CO.® 
EST. 1893 

BROOKLYN 18, N. Y. 

OTDEVI 
1244 38TH ST. 

NEW LOW COST ACETATE BOX 
Ships flat, Sets wp fast! 

Immediate Delivery 

— Any Quantity 

Inexpensive, mass-produced VU-LOCKBOX* makes 
fast sellers of medium-sized products like cosmetics, 
toilet articles, flowers and toys. Measuring 5” x 614”, 
VU-LOCKBOX ships flat, then quickly locks to- 
gether to form a luxurious set-up box. (Other sizes 
are also aveilable.) 
Assembly is fast, easy. The cardboard base—avail- 
able in standard colors or special finishes—folds to 
form box ends, snap-locks quickly at four corners of 
acetate cover. 
Write today f orfree samples and quotations. 
protected on price. 

The same skills which evolved this unique box are ready to cre- 
ate special boxes for your product. 

*Pat. applied for. 

PLASTIC ARTISANS, INC. 
70 WESTCHESTER AVE., WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 

Jobbers are fully 

Equipment and Materials 
Continued 

interchangeability of dies for forming nine different standard - 

size beads and shapes; its adjustability for accommodating 

various material thicknesses within the above-mentioned 

range; diversity of application for beading sheet stock, roll 

material, die-cut blanks and strips; automatic die tempera- 

ture control and variable transmission for closely controlling 

machine operating speed. It operates on 115- or 230-volt 

50/60 cycle, single phase current. 

NEW TYPE ROLLERS 

Bag and envelope machinery manufacturers and users may be 

interested in the new compar rollers made by Resistoflex Corp. 

Belleville, N. J. This material used for feed, friction and guide 

rollers is said to eliminate 

the high maintenance cost 

and lost production time 

due to the rapid wear of 

leather, natural or synthetic 

rubber rollers. Compar 

rollers, the makers further 

claim, are non-static, non- 

smearing, lightweight and 

have high tensile strength 

LAMINATED CHANNEL BOXES AND ANGLES 

Laminite Products Div., Criterion Paper Corp., New York, 

announces the availability of Laminite channel boxes and 

angles in lengths up to 20 ft. These laminated boxes, a war- 

developed product in the field of packing and crating materi- 

als, are said to have the strength and durability of wood, but 

with less than half the tare weight. They have been used for 

shipping metal, plastic and glass tubes, textiles, rugs, linoleum, 

etc. The material saws, nails, staples or straps and is said to 

be slow-burning and water-resistant. Containers may be 

nested to reduce storage space. 

POLYAMIDE RESINS AVAILABLE 

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., through its Chemical 

Divison representative, the William J. Hough Co., Chicago, 

announces the availability of polyamide resins in commercial 

quantities after a period of about four years of research and 

pilot-plant operations. The development, properties and uses 

of these resins, particularly useful as heat-seal lacquers, were 

discussed in the article, ‘‘Norelac,” in the May, 1944, issue of 

MODERN PACKAGING. 

industry, in solid form, in three grades: 

The material is now being offered to 

hot melt com 

pounded, hot melt uncompounded and solvent type un 

The latter type is said to produce excellent 

results in coating paper, foil and other sheet materials, whe: 

compounded. 

good moisture-vapor properties and heat sealability are re 

quired, while the hot melts produce a tough resinous seal 

stronger than the material which is being sealed. The resins 

are priced at 55¢ per Ib., f.o.b. Minneapolis. 

MARKING MACHINE FOR SMALL CONTAINERS 

Rolacoder, Jr., is the newest addition to the line of automatic 

rotary marking machines by Adolph Gottscho, Inc., New 

York. This unit is designed for imprinting small cartons, 

boxes, cans, jars and continuous rolls of paper as part of an 

existing production operation. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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_. APPLIES ANY 

CCOTATOTS and 

Printers 
° means the finest 

wT decoration on your 
glass, plastic or 

metal container — 

GY — means unlimited 

production facilities — 

w means an expert 

technical staff to solve 

your printing problem. 

PRINTMAKERS, INC. 
200 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK 14, N.Y. + WALKER 5-6300 

SURFACE DECORATORS FOR THE PACKAGING FIELD 

In Canada: 2424 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario 

SCREW-CAP 
AT 2,000 

TO 10,000 AN HOUR 
eee DELIVERS A LEAK- 

pROOF SEAL.-- AT 

LOW cost 

Available in 1, 2, 4 © and 

8 spindle models 

write for prices 

LONSOLILATED PALKALIMG MALHINERY LORP 
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BOWL "EM OVER! Originally designed as an ice bucket, 

this 2-part, vacuum-type container has many uses. Bowl- 

within-bowl assembly and double covers create vacuum V 

and insulate contents. Separated, 3-qt. outer bowl and 

THEY ALL WANT THIS PITCHER! l%-qt. capacity Poly-T 2%-qt. inner bowl, each with air- and liquid-tight cover, 

do for storage, mixing, and serving. leakproof and per- pitcher insulates contents—helps keep cold beverages 

COLD, hot drinks HOT—is not affected by alcohol. Ex- 

clusive easy-grip handle, special non-drip spout, con- 

fect for foods or liquids on picnics, car and boat trips. 

Easy-to-clean, lightweight, and literally indestructible, 

Tupper'’s multiple-purpose Party-Bowl replaces heavy, 

glass-lined, often expensive and ineffective single- 

purpose insulated jugs and ice buckets. 

v 
WHAT A 

PERFECT PAIR! 

venient cover with hammered-aluminum handle. Slight 

compression will squeeze this pitcher into tight place 

in refrigerator. 

Creamer and Sugar Bowl team that's practical for 

picnics, pretty enough for party tables. Snug, non-spill 

covers have handy hammered-aluminum handles. Light- 

as-air, cannot chip or crack. Snug cover helps prevent 

sugar from lumping in bowl. Creamer has special non- 

drip spout—is useful, too, as sauce or syrup pitcher. 

Sold separately. 

. Look over the Tupper page in this publication every month, 
for the premium that’s the new rage of the age—from the 

Tupper Millionaire Line of Poly-T products. And don’t overlook 
the fact that Tupper creates all kinds of containers, with or 

without the famous self-fastening, air- and liquid-tight Tupper 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Everybody Wins 
With Color Control 

Color Control 
doesn’t walk a 
picket line, but if 
it did, signs would 
read, “‘Color Con- 
trol Is Fair to 
Everybody.’’ 

Color Control simply sets up 
color standards that can be 
measured . accurately. Printers 
tell us they like it because they 
know exactly what standards 
they have to meet. Their cus- 
tomers in the packaging busi- 
ness are happier, too, because 
packages seem to be more uni- 
form in color, even when one job 
is done by different printers. 

How To Make a Hangover 

Stay "Way From Your Door 

There is an ounce 
of prevention that 
will stop a pack- 
age ink problem 
from reaching the 
point where you 
can’t tell it from / 
a hangover. It is to give your 
ink maker the answer to these 
questions: Will the package be 
exposed to sunlight, heat, or 
moisture? Will it be handled 
much? Must it be proof to 
perspiration, soaps, acids, alco- 
hols, oils, adhesives, and other 
deteriorants? What is the print- 
ing surface? What printing proc- 
ess will be used? 

INTERNATIONAL PRINTING INK EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, NEW YORK ms. > 

IS OUR FACE RED? 
Maybe we shouldn’t stay up so 
late at night that we do our 
dreaming the next day—like 
reporting in the last Package 
Post page that one of our cus- 
tomers printed (in two colors), 
taped, bundled, and packed 
45,000 corrugated containers in 
16 hours. 

“CAN'T WEAR IT OUT”, SAY LITHOGRAPHERS 
OF THE NEW IPI TRI-METAL OFFSET PLATE 
Half-million-impression runs .. . 
with offset plates that show no 
signs of wear... and lithograph 
the last impression as clean and 
sharp as the first . . . have offset 

three colors on boxboard, one 
customer estimates he saved 
$1,450 in plate costs alone, not 
to mention savings in make- 
ready and lost press time. 

Fact is . . . the job was done in| lithographers exclaiming, “You Interested? Hundreds of litho- 
4 hours! just can’t wear out the image on graphers have swamped us with 

one of these plates!” inquiries, but we will try to take 
The plates are the new IPI care of you, too, if you write. 

ene“ @ F . Seale Tri-Metal plates ... ideal for 
ae ee | long-run lithographing of labels 

and packages. THIS ENCYCLOPEDIA 

It seems that the time re- 
ported for the job—8 o’clock to 

For some production records 
in package lithographing, see 
the blue panel illustrating this 
story. 

These runs were made with 
plates having a zinc base. Steel, 
when it is available for this 
purpose, will replace zinc for the 
base plate, permitting the litho- 
grapher to put the plate back 
on the press many more times 
on intermittent production jobs. 

FITS A VEST POCKET 

The little book you see illus- 
trated measures only 2% inches 

inches, yet by 4% contains 

overall production of corru- 

12 o’clock—meant 8 A.M. to] One steel plate was put on and 
: / Noon, not 8 A.M. to Midnight | taken off the press 36 times . . . | essentially the same manner as < ; 

x .. and is our face red. and experimental runs of 1,750,- | a deep-etch plate. It is unneces- 1,437 words on every phase of 
on The reason Vaposet inks did| 900 impressions, 2,293,859 im-| sary for the lithographer to| the selection of printing inks 
ight the job so quickly is that they| pressions, and 3,103,101 im- | install metal-plating equipment for packaging. You'll call it your 
ace set instantly on contact with] pressions have been made. for the preparation of his plates. | Vest pocket encyclopedia. 

moisture, hence were printed| The IPI Tri-Metal plate is Although the initial cost of Some of the topics it covers 
while the board was still wet.| composed of three layers of | IPI Tri-Metal plates is higher | are: Those new hard-to-print 
Would you like to speed up| metal—chromium, copper (the | than the cost of conventional | surfaces; Which printing proc- 
your production and printing of | printing surface), and the base | deep-etch plates, overall costs | ess?; Selecting colors to meet 
corrugated containers? metal. The plate is processed, in | are lower. On a 500,000 run in | specifications. Copies are free. 

for , 

spill ' P|) NOT ALL WET WHEN WE BET ON VAPOSET “CAN’T GET A SMELL...?” 
e 

wan \ " We learn the best which set in the presence of § “Are PI Vaposet inks odor-free? 
non- : “\ items for the moisture. They can even be | Why man, even with this snout I 
cher. : INS \ Package Post by printed on wet corrugated §can’t get a smell of that ink!” 

ls \y chance. Theother board, greatly speeding up ss ; 
. © day during a dis- Original, signed copy of the 

cussion about 
equipment for our 
new factory in 
Elizabeth, New 

gated containers. They are 
odor-free and have wonderful 
sealing qualities; are ideal for 
food-wrapper printing. 

above testimonial will not be 
forwarded upon request, but 
for the food package printer and 
the food packager we do have 
a number of interesting, bona 
fide testimonials on the success- 
ful application of our almost 

0 supplying the demand for every day, we weren’t all J Odorless, instant-setting Vapo- 
Vaposet inks! Thesearetheinks wet when we bet on Vaposet! §8¢t inks on food wrappers and 

! packages. Ask to see them. 

Jersey, we learned that recent- 
y, fortwodays the entire facilities 
f our eastern branch were devoted 

Judging from the demand 
for these inks, which are win- 
ning more and more friends 

fLiéa 

Pie oS... 

FRUSTRATED SNOUT 

GING 



Plants and People 

American Machine & Foundry Co., New York, announces 

the appointment of C. W. LaPierre as vice president in 

charge of engineering. Mr. LaPierre was formerly manager 

of General Electric’s 

Electro- Mechanical 

Div. Announced con- 

currently is the ap- 

pointment of H. L. 

Newell, formerly presi 

dent of Waring Prod 

ucts Corp., as mana 

HL. Newell ger of the firm’s cen 
C. W. LaPierre 

tral engineering de- 

partment, with headquarters located in Brooklyn. 

A new Sales & Service Control Div. of Kimble Glass Div. of 

Owens-Illinois Glass Co. has been established under the 

management of J. A. Serra. 

will include sales reports, forecasts and long-range produc 

Functions of the new division 

tion planning. Other members of the division are T. F. 

Logan, J. A. LeGrand and W. J. Souders, Jr. 

Recent appointments announced by Owens-Illinois in 

clude Fred D. Snyder, director of labor relations for Kim 

ble Glass; Stuart A. Kenworthy, Vineland plant manager; 

March Nagle, manager of the Chicago Heights, IIl., plant; 

Frank T. Ritter, Jr., manager of the Warsaw, Ind., plant; 

William Schnoor, Sr., in charge of the Indianapolis plant. 

In the Kimble Glass Div. F. O. Pinotti has been named 

assistant chief engineer; J. B. Shimer, production manager 

of electronics and industrial ware; Dr. H. B. Vincent, 

director of product development, and H. R. Black, director 

of glass technology. 

lo help establish closer contact between its customers and 

home offices, Marathon Corp., Menasha, Wis., has set up 

six regional sales offices in principal market centers of the 

country, each supervised by a sales manager to coordinate 

all field selling activities in his respective area. 

\nnouncement of the appointment of Jerold Van Alsburg 

as its Ohio sales representative has been made by The 

Rapids-Standard Co., Inc., material handling equipment 

manufacturers of Grand Rapids, Mich. He will maintain 

an office at 663 Spitzer Bldg., Toledo. 

Michael J. Flynn, formerly with Standard-Knapp Corp., 

has been appointed New York State sales representative 

for Federal Adhesives Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

T. W. Ross, formerly of the Interstate 

Folding Box Co., is now sales manager 

of the specialties division of the Empire 

Box Corp., Garfield, N. J. William 

H. Allen recently resigned from his posi 

tion as sales manager for the firm. 

C. W. Harrold has been elected vice presi 

dent in charge of engineering and develop- 

ment for the Harris-Seybold Co;, Cleve- 

land, Ohio, in which post he will work to coordinate engineer- 

T. W. Ross 

ing, product development and technical research activities. 
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Angell Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, manufacturers of meta 

name plates, labels and seals have purchased the Product 

Identification Div. of The Stanley Mfg. Co., of Dayton 

Announcement has been made of the election of the follow 

ing officers of American Coating Mills, Inc., as a result o 

the merger consummated in March of American Coatin; 

Mills and Owens-Illinois Glass Co.: J. C. Hendricks 

general sales manager; H. S. Rish, director of purchases 

N. L. Moyer, plant manager; F. M. Canter, chief comp 

troller; L. W. Disney, comptroller; F. L. Snideman, gen 

eral manager of the American Coating Mills Div. and vic 

president and director of Owens-Illinois. 

Interchemical Corp., Finishes Div., has made Charles F. 

Kahnhauser sales manager of metal decorating products i 

the Philadelphia district office. 

M.P. Cortilet has been appointed division 

manager of sales for American Can Co., 

New York, succeeding H. A. Pinney, who 

has been made assistant to the vice presi 

dent. Other appointments announced 

by American Can include T. L. Shack 

ford, assistant to the manager of sales for 

the Central Div., Chicago; D. B. Craver, 

sales division manager for Central Div.; 

F.B. Newcomb, Chicago district manager 

P. R. Wilson, sales division manager for the Atlantic Div.; 

A. L. Christenson, sales manager for northern New Jersey 

VM. P. Cortilet 

Dr. Ralph T. K. Cornwell, director of research, Sylvania 

Div., American Viscose Corp., has moved from Fredericks 
burg, Va., to Marcus Hook, Pa., where the research depart 

ment will be established. 

Hal Baird, formerly attached to the Chicago office of 

Sylvania, is now branch manager of the Dallas, Tex., office 

Chase Bag Co., Chicago, Ill., has completed the construc 

tion of three new factories and a factory addition to its 

Reidsville, N. C., plant. The new plants are located at 

cy 
Come Bas Co «onsen 

Chase Bag Co.’s new St. Louis plant 

Minneapolis, Minn., Crossett, Ark., and St. Louis, Mo 

G. K. Whyte is sales manager of the St. Louis plant. On 

of the nation’s oldest bag manufacturing firms, Chase Bag 

Co., celebrates its 100th anniversary this year. 

Robert Gair Co., Inc., New York, announces the acquisi 

tion of the Egg Safety Carton Corp., whose output o 

cushion-type egg cartons is said to be one of the largest i 

the world. The egg carton production will be set up as : 

separate department in the Folding Carton Div. and wil 
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LIL St to develop 

a corrugated PREPAK* 

* REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

Hinde & Dauch cooperated with one of the country’s lead- 

ing department stores in developing the original PREPAK*, 
a method used to factory pack products in selling units for 
delivery direct to consumer without repacking by the 
retailer. This more efficient, more economical packaging 

nethod saves damage in transit, eliminates mark-downs. LOOK TO 
REG. U. S. PAT Orr 

PREPAK*. . . an attractive package that invites more sales 
ind “take-withs”. . . enables the retailer to sell from dis- 
‘lay and ship from warehouse. Each H & D “first”. . . the 
JUPLEX shipping-display box, the duo-use Luccace Box 
ind many others . . . provides better protection, more ad- 

vantages in shipping, greater economy in distribution. The ee fi rsts 9 
linde & Dauch Paper Company, 4709 Decatur Street, 
Sandusky, Ohio. 

HINDE & DAUCH - Authority on Packaging 
FACTORIES IN: Baltimore 13, Maryland « Buffalo 6, N. Y. ¢ Chicago 32, Illinois ¢ Cleveland 2, Ohio © Detroit 27, Michigan « Gloucester, N. J. ¢ Hoboken, N. J. 

Kansas City 19, Kansas ¢ Lenoir, N.C. « Montreal, Quebec « Richmond 12, Virginia ¢ St. Louis 15, Missouri « Sandusky, Ohio ¢ Toronto, Ontario « Boston, Mass. 
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Plants and People 
Continued 

continue, under present sales and production personnel. 

Announcement has also been made of the appointment 

of Beaven W. Mills as art director for Robert Gair Co. 

A. P. Mitchell elected 

president of Riegel Paper Corp., 

York. Mr. 

director, 

vice 

New 

Mitchell will continue as a 

has been 

secretary and general sales 

manager of the company. 

The Arabol Mfg. Co., New York ad- 

hesives manufacturers, have acquired the 

St. Louis Chemical & Mfg. Co. which will 

be operated as an adhesives manufacturing plant to ex 

1. P. Mitchell 

pedite deliveries to customers in the St. Louis and adjacent 

areas. They have also leased a building at 1950 16th St., 

San Francisco, in which operations are planned for Nov. 1. 

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa., is planning the con 

struction of new research laboratories on a 40-acre site 

three miles from the home office. An addition is also 

planned to the company’s general offices which will in 

crease office space about 30%. 

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has purchased from the 

War Assets Administration a large war plant on the out- 

Phiofilm is 

More 

than $9,000,000 will be spent by Goodyear in placing the 

skirts of Akron, Ohio, where production of 

expected to get under way by the first of next year. 

plant in peacetime operation. 

Robert A. Mansfield will be in charge of customer service 

and product development in the plastics division of The 

B. F. Goodrich Co., Marietta, Ohio, which is just starting 

Joseph J. Devlin has been appointed purchas 

ing agent of the plastic division. 

operations 

Swindell Bros., Md., 

manufacturers, have elected the following new officers: 

Robert H. Swindell, president; Joseph B. Scott, general 

Walter S. Nuckols, vice president; Robert B. 

Hamill, secretary John J. Jeffries con 

tinues in charge of labor relations. 

Inc., Baltimore, glass container 

manager: 

and treasurer. 

finance, and 

Diaphane Bag Corp. of 

printers and manufacturers, have changed the firm name to 

The election of Lewis Hart as vice presi 

dent in charge of sales has been announced by the firm. 

Philadelphia, bag designers, 

Diaphane Corp. 

The appointment of J. D. Fischer as manager of specialty 

product sales has been announced by the Wood Conversion 

Co., St 

ucts. 

Paul, Minn., manufacturers of wood fibre prod 

R. E. Donnelly has been named Eastern Division 

manager and A. J. Moorman is assistant at Chicago. 

Monsanto Chemical Co. has moved its New York office to 

445 Park Ave. and has established a new office in the 

Widener Bldg., Philadelphia. 

The ABC Packaging Machinery Corp., Quincy, IIl., has 

$200,000 plant at 

Moberly, Mo., for the manufacture of two new develop- 

started construction of a modern 

ments to be released at completion. The plant will con- 

sist of three buildings: the main building, an employee 

recreation building and a foundry. 
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Edward M. Marks Co., 8334 W. Third St., Los Angele 

Calif., is now West Coast distributor for Kupfer Bros. Co., 

New York manufacturers of coated papers. 

Wilbur F. Gillespie of the Gaylord Container Cory; 

Bogalusa, La., has been unanimously elected to fill tl 

vacant office of president of the Technical Assn. of the 

Pulp & Paper Industry following the death of Worthen E. 

Brawn. 

International Paper Products Div. of International Paper 

Co., manufacturers of heavy-duty multiwall kraft paper 

bags, have opened a branch sales office at 607 S. Hill St 

Los Angeles, under the direction of Frank N. Gladden. 

The Nashville Corrugated Box Co. has been sold by Con- 

tinental Can Co. to The Mengel Co. of Louisville, K\ 
corrugated box manufacturers. It will be operated as 

heretofore with William A. Puryear in charge. 

The following personnel changes have been announced by 

Brockway Glass Co., Inc., Brockway, Pa.: Charles Chin- 

tala, assistant sales manager and sales manger of the liquor 

division and closure and plastics divisions; E. Stillman 

Groves, sales manager of the prescription ware division, 

and William E. Watkins, Jr., district manager of the 

newly opened Cleveland, Ohio, sales office. 

A new corporation, Protective Papers, Inc., Union, III 

has been formed for the manufacture of industrial water 

proof and greaseproof papers and specialty laminating. 

Speedways Conveyors, Inc., of Buffalo, N. Y., have 

appointed the E. M. Noel Co., Boston, as distributors of 

their materials handling equipment in New England. 

Edward J. Freedman & Associates, Inc., designers and 

producers of lithographed displays, have appointed Aaron 

Isserman to represent them in Los Angeles. 

Charles W. Kaufman has been named 

director of research and development for 

the General Foods Corp. Mr. Kaufman 

has been with General Foods since 1939 

and formerly held research positions with 

the National Fruit Co. 

the National Canners Assn. In his new 

Mr. Kaufman 

General Foods’ corporate research pro 

Products and 

Cc. W. Kaufman position, will operate 

gram and coordinate research activities of all the firm’s 

units. 

The Gemloid Corp., Elmhurst, N. Y., plastic molder, an 

nounces the appointment of Louis J. Wronke, design en 

gineer, as industrial sales manager in charge of the Chicag: 

office, recently established at 209 S. State St. 

Arrow Mfg. Co., Inc., manufacturers of displays and 

boxes, have moved into their new factory at 567 52nd St 

West New York, N. J. 

Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind., fruit jar and glass contaiuer 

manufacturers, announce the opening of a new factory at 

El Monte, Calif., with executive headquarters at 318 North 

The initial daily output is estimated at Arden Drive. 

2,500 gross of food packers’ ware and fruit jars. 

In addition to two new units now nearing completion 

Sutherland Paper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., has just begu 
construction on a new board (Coutinued on page 136 
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rus as rox HAYSSEA 
YOUR MACHINE FOR 

BETTER 

WRAPPING 
to wrap the 

HAYSSEN 

RESULTS = 
a= Your package needs protection . . . but it also be spoiled by an overwrap that is loose, or by 

f needs eye-appeal to meet the competition of end seals that become unfastened. Compare 
an its neighbors. Better appearing packages sell your present wrapping methods with HAYSSEN 
i easier and move off the shelves faster. Trim, “better” wrapping results. An outline of your 

sales-producing packages are the net result of requirements will bring specific recommenda- 
careful planning and attention to details. The tions . . . without obligation, of course. 

appearance of a well-designed package can HAYSSEN MFG. COMPANY, SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 

HAYSSEN warapeinc 
= ELECTRONICLJICONTROLLED R(ACHINES 

a 

ae 7“: FORCE CASE MARKER 
Hea FOR NUMBERING ON ROUGH SURFACES 

Decorators 
This rugged numbering machine has proved indispensable on Glass 

in shipping rooms throughout the world. It is equipped 

- pro with long-wearing rubber figures which give cleanimpress and Plastic 

firm s ions on unfinished wood or cardboard as well as on _ 

paper. It is self-inking, available with figures up fo Containers 

1 inch high, and is regularly furnished with consecutive, 
or, an duplicate, and repeat movements. Immediate delivery 

on en guaranteed. Write today for free catalog of FORCE 
marking and numbering devices for every purpose. 

Since 1936 
% 

4 Colors in 

One Operation 
—Finest Detail 

om 

AE A. FORCE é COMPANY -<¢ 
ORATEL 

6 NICHOLS AVENUE, BROOKLYN 8, NEW Y 

_= . SER e 150 

. ~ 
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Petmat Fah... 
about PROTECTIVE WAX! 

BARECO Microcrystalline WAXES 
for POSITIVE Packaging Protection 

The positive control of water vapor transmission is one of the 

chief responsibilities of today's packaging engineer. He must 

be sure that his package adequately protects his product. 

Through experimentation and research, more and more of 

these packaging technicians are finding the answer to that 

problem in the outstanding properties of Bareco Microcrystal- 

line Waxes—the most significant name in protective waxes 

taday. 

HIGH WATER VAPOR RESISTANCE 

HIGH MELTING POINTS (170/175° F. — 190/195° F.) 

EXCELLENT ADHESIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

EXCELLENT HEAT SEALING PROPERTIES 

ODORLESS — CHEMICALLY INERT — TASTELESS 

We'll gladly furnish samples of these fine waxes 

for your They are available in own research. 

White, Black and Amber. a 

BARECO [5] OlL Co. .., 
BOX 2009, TULSA, OKLAHOMA a 

WIDENER BLDG., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA 

when it's in a wooden chest, box or display case by 

ROCK. Boxes by ROCK are beautifully designed, sturdily 

built. Specializing in the design and manufacture of 

silverware chests, jewelry and display cases for many 

years has made our name synonymous with fine wood 

containers. 

oa You will find 

ROCK contain- 

ers ideally suit- 

able for your 

product. 

Stoughton, Mass 

“From Standing “Timber to Pincshed Product™ 
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ALABAMA 
Graham Paper Co..... . Birmingham 

ARIZONA 
Graham Paper Co........ . Phoenix 

CALIFORNIA 

Zellerbach Paper Co. Fresno, 

Los Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, 

San Diego, San Francisco, 

San Jose, Stockton 

COLORADO 
Carpenter Paper Co..... .. .Denver 

Graham Paper Co... Denver 

CONNECTICUT 

Charles F. Hubbs & Co. Bridgeport 

The Rourke-Eno Paper Co. Hartford 

GEORGIA 

Graham Paper Co..... . Atlanta 

ILLINOIS 

Abana Products Chicago 

Bradner Smith & Co. Chicago 

Graham Paper Co. . Chicago 

Newhouse Paper Co. . . Moline 

INDIANA 

Crescent Paper Co... . . Indianapolis 

IOWA 

Carpenter Paper Co. Des Moines, 

Sioux City 

KANSAS 

Carpenter Paper Co.. . Topeka 

Graham Paper Co........ . Wichita 

KENTUCKY 

Graham Paper Co.. . . Louisville 

LOUISIANA 

Graham Paper Co. New Orleans 

MARYLAND 

Hubbs & Corning Co. Baltimore 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Carter Rice & Co. Corp. Boston 

Charles A. Esty Paper 

Company Worcester 

MICHIGAN 

Crown-Ann Arbor Paper 

Company.... Ann Arbor 

The Whitaker Paper Co.. Detroit 

Beecher, Peck & Lewis. Flint 

Graham Paper Co... Grand Rapids 

Crown Paper & Bag Co. Jackson 

Bermingham & Prosser 

Company Kalamazoo 

The Weissinger Paper 

Company Lansing 

Reid Paper Co.. Saginaw 

MINNESOTA 

Graham Paper Co. 

Carpenter Paper Co. 

Minnecpolis 

Minneapolis, 

St. Pau! 

MISSOURI 

Carpenter Paper Co. _ Kansas City 

Graham Paper Co. N. Kansas City, 

St. Louis 

NEBRASKA 

Carpenter Paper Co. Grand Island 

Lincoln, Omahe 

NEW YORK 

Hubbs & Howe Co.... Buffalo 

Hubbs Paper Co., Inc... . . Hollis, L.! 

Charles F. Hubbs & 

Company New York 

Herbert A. Post, Inc. . «New York 

The Alling & Cory Co... . Rochester 

J. & F. B. Garrett Co. ... Syracuse 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Henley Paper Ce...... « High Point 

OHIO 

The Chatfield Paper 

ye a te Cincinnati 

The Whitaker Paper Co. . . Cincinnati 

Hubbs & Howe Co.. Cleveland 

The Scioto Paper Co... . . Columbus 

The Ohio & Michigan Paper 

SNS os ca bokceseus Toledo 

OKLAHOMA 

Carpenter Paper Co. of 

Okla.... Oklahoma City 

Graham Paper Co. . . Oklahoma City 

OREGON 

Zellerbach Paper Co... .. . Portland 

PENNSYLVANIA 

D. L. Ward Co. Philadelphia 

The Chatfield & Woods Co. of Pa 

Pittsburgh 

TENNESSEE 

Graham Paper Co....... Memphis, 

Nashville 

TEXAS 

Graham Paper Co. Dollas, El Paso 

Houston, San Antonio 

Carpenter Paper Co. Fort Worth, 

Dallas, San Antonio 

UTAH 

Carpenter Paper Co. 

Salt Lake City 
Zellerbach Paper Co. 

Salt Lake City 

WASHINGTON 

Zellerbach Paper Co. . Seattle 

Spokane Paper & Stationery 

Company. : Spokane 

Zellerbach Paper Co..... . Spokane 

WISCONSIN 

Wisconsin Paper & 

Products Co......... . Milwaukee 

Sawyer Paper Co......... Neeno! 

Service Paper Co.......... Racine 

CANADA 

F. F. Barber Machinery 

Company, Ltd... Toronto, Ontarix 

HAWAII 
The Honolulu Paper 

Company........ Honolulu, T. 

*KIMPAK (trademark) means 
Kimberly-Clark Creped Waddin 

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION 
Neenah, Wisconsin 

122 E. 42nd St., New York 17 

155 Sansome St., San Francisco 4 

8 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago - 

1 22 Marietta St., Atianta 3, Ge 
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FLOTATION PACKAGING Television Tube 

Photo Courtesy Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp. 

BLOCKING AND BRACING — Air-Conditioner Cabinet 

Greater shipping safety ws Photo Courtesy York Corp. 

less shipping bulk 

Whether your product is fragile as a quirement of the Four Basic Meth- 

television tube or weighty as an air- ods of Interior Pac kaging — Surface 

conditioning cabinet; you can trust Protection, Blocking and Bracing, 

KIMPAK* creped wadding to safe- Flotation Packaging, and Absorbent , Nk 
guard its trip to market. Packaging L L 

CHEM-LAB 
For KIMPAK is a compact, resilient Discover for yourself how eff- ‘ nape | | , | = Pa cushion that's soft and grit-free ciently and economically soft, a 

teather-light. It’s strong and flexible clean KIMPAK can work for you. Call 

made either liquid absorbent or or write your local distributor, who 

liquid repellent. And it is shock- is listed in the Red Book under 
absorbent babies your product Wadding, Shipping Room Supplies, 

trom shipping room to destination. or Packaging Materials. Ask him for ASSORSENT eemeepraee ~ Chemica! Set 
KIMPAK is available in a variety of a copy of the free KIMPAK book on Photo Courtesy Lene! Corp. 

types, thicknesses, and backings to better ways to package your prod. 

suit your particular interior cushion- uct. Or, you may write directly to 

ing need. In fact, there is a specifica- | Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Creped 
tion of KIMPAK to meet every re- Wadding Division, Neenah, Wis. 

mpak 
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. & FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

CREPED WADDING ; i —s 
SURFACE PROTECTION — Serving Table 

*T. M. Reg. U. S. and Can. Pat. Off Photo Courtesy Coleman Furniture Co. 

x 
\\ A Proouct oF ecco 

\ Kimberly 
Clark 
RESEARCH 
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Petmeant Fah... 
about PROTECTIVE WAX! 

BARECO Microcrystalline WAXES 
for POSITIVE Packaging Protection 

The positive control of wate: vapor transmission is one of the 

chief responsibilities of today's packaging engineer. He must 

be sure that his peckege adequately protects his product. 

Through experimentation and research, more and more of 

these packaging technicians are finding the answer to that 

problem in the outstanding properties of Bareco Microcrystal- 

line Waxes — the most significant name in protective waxes 

taday. 

HIGH WATER VAPOR RESISTANCE 

HIGH MELTING POINTS (170/175° F. — 190/195° F.) 

EXCELLENT ADHESIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

EXCELLENT HEAT SEALING PROPERTIES 

ODORLESS — CHEMICALLY INERT — TASTELESS 

We'll gladly furnish samples of these fine waxes 
for your own research. 
White, Black and Amber. 

BARECO [5] OIL Co. .«. 

They are available in 

BOX 2 

WIDENER BLOC 

TULSA. OKLAHOMA - 

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA b 

when it's in a wooden chest, box or display case by 

ROCK. Boxes by ROCK are beautifully designed, sturdily 

built. Specializing in the design and manufacture of 

silverware chests, jewelry and display cases for many 

years has made our name synonymous with fine wood 

containers. 

You will find 

ROCK contain- 

ers ideally suit- 

able for your 

product. 

Stoughton, Mass. 

“From Standing “Timber ta Finished Product” 

ALABAMA 
Graham Paper Co.... . . Birmingham 

ARIZONA 
Grohem Paper Ce...... Phoenix 

CALIFORNIA 

Zellerbach Paper Co.. Fresno, 

los Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, 

Son Diego, San Francisco, 

San Jose, Stockton 

COLORADO 
Carpenter Paper Co....... . Denver 

Graham Paper Co... Denver 

CONNECTICUT 
Charles F. Hubbs & Co. Bridgeport 

The Rourke-Eno Paper Co. Hartford 

GEORGIA 
Graham Paper Co......... Atlai.ta 

ILLINOIS 

Abana Products... .. .. Chicago 

Bradner Smith & Co...... Chicago 

Graham Paper Co........ Chicago 

Newhouse Paper Co....... Moline 

INDIANA 

Crescent Paper Co... . . Indianapolis 

IOWA 

Carpenter Paper Co. Des Moines, 

Sioux City 
KANSAS 

Carpenter Paper Co....... Topeka 

Graham Paper Co......... Wichita 

KENTUCKY 

Graham Paper Co........ Louisville 

LOUISIANA 

Graham Paper Co... .New Orleans 

MARYLAND 

Hubbs & Corning Co.... . Baltimore 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Carter Rice & Co. Corp... . . Boston 

Charles A. Esty Paper 

Compoeny......... Worcester 

MICHIGAN 

Crown-Ann Arbor Paper 

Company............ Ann Arbor 

The Whitaker Paper Co... . . Detroit 
Beecher, Peck & Lewis... __. . Flint 

Graham Paper Co.. . Grand Rapids 

Crown Paper & Bag Co. Jackson 

Bermingham & Prosser 

aa Kalamazoo 

The Weissinger Paper 

I 66 hee: 6s o ora wie Lansing 

Reid Paper Co........ ... Saginaw 

MINNESOTA 

Graham Paper Co... . . Minneapolis 

Carpenter Paper Co. Minneapolis, 

St. Pau! 

MISSOURI 

Carpenter Paper Co. . .Kansas City 

Graham Paper Co. N. Kansas City, 

St. Louis 

NEBRASKA 

Cerpenter Paper Co. Grand Island 
Lincoln, Omaho 

NEW YORK 

Hubbs & Howe Co.... Buffalo 
Hubbs Paper Co., inc... . Hollis, L! 

Cherles F. Hubbs & 
Compeny New York 

Herbert A. Post, inc. . .New York 

The Ailing & Cory Co... . Rochester 

4. & F. B. Garrett Co. ... Syracuse 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Henley Paper Ce... .. .. High Point 

OHIO 

The Chatfield Paper 
are Cincinnati 

The Whitaker Paper Co. . . Cincinnati 
Hubbs & Howe Co... .. Cleveland 
The Scioto Paper Co... . Columbus 

The Ohio & Michigan Paper 

i (RR Toledo 

OKLAHOMA 

Carpenter Paper Co. of 

See Oklahoma City 

Graham Paper Co. . .Oklahoma City 

OREGON 

Zellerbach Paper Co...... Portland 

PENNSYLVANIA 

©. tL. Ward Ce........ Philadelphia 

The Chatfield & Woods Co. of Pa. 

Sovgrns cererwiele-esiecelaanrens Pittsburgh 

TENNESSEE 

Graham Paper Co....... Memphis, 

Nashville 

TEXAS 

Graham Paper Co.. . Dallas, El Paso, 
Houston, San Antonio 

Carpenter Paper Co.. . . Fort Worth, 

Dallas, San Antonio 

UTAH 
Carpenter Paper Co. 

EE ee Salt Lake City 
Zellerbach Paper Co, : 

ey renee re Salt Lake City 

WASHINGTON 

Zellerbach Paper Co....... Seattle 
Spokane Paper & Stationery 
Company........... Spokane 

Zellerbach Paper Co...... Spokane 

WISCONSIN 

Wisconsin Paper & 

Products Co.......... Milwaukee 
Sawyer Paper Co......... Neenah 

Service Paper Co.......... Racine 

CANADA 

F. F. Barber Machinery 
Company, Ltd.. . Toronto, Ontario 

HAWAII 
The Honolulu Paper 

Company........ Honolulu, T. H. 

*KIMPAK (trademark) means 
Kimberly-Clark Creped Wadding 

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION 
Neenah, Wisconsin 

122 E. 42nd St., New York 17 

155 Sansome St., San Francisco 4 

8 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3 

s 22 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga. 
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DESIGNED 
TO MAKE GOOD 
MINERAL WAXES 
Pad 

Pe ee 

ERSEAL 3333 is is 
a hydro-carbon compound, carefully 
milled and controlled in fabrication. A 
versatile additive that. is easy to 
handle. 

SERSEAL 3333 has an excellent com- 
patibility ratio with all mineral waxes 
to formulate coating, laminating and 
heat sealing compounds of the highest 
quality. 
SERSEAL 3333 is the answer to prob- 
lems of flexibility, controlled viscosity, 

moisture and moisture vapor resist- 

ance, adhesion, cold flow and heat 
seal. When blended with good waxes 
SERSEAL 3333 produces compounds 
of superior quality, assures positive 
performance and greater economy. 

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE 
IN 35 POUND PAPER BULKANS, 

30 GALLON 28 GAUGE DRUMS, 

| and meats. 
| machines are also wrapping 

"Oliver v7 

VERSATILITY 

can simplify 

your wrapping and 

Teleleiiiiare: 

| “Oliver” Wrapping Machines 
| have revolutionized packag- 
ing in the baking industry. 
They've pioneered in the pre- 
packaging of fresh produce 

Today “Oliver” 

and labelling textiles, boxed 

candies, boxed cut flowers, 

paper napkins and plates, etc. 
If your product is even re- 
motely similar, an ‘Oliver’ 

can perhaps wrap and label it 
to please you at small cost. 

Easily, Quickly Adjusted 
The features of the “Oliver” 
are most versatile. They 
wrap products contained in 
cartons, trays, U-boards or 
flat cards in the widest range 

of sizes. Can be quickly ad- 

justed for package size. Ad- 
just wrapper length while 

| machine is running. Change 
from endfold to underfold at 
the flick ofa finger. These are 
dollar-saving features! 

Made in 7 different size ranges. 

“OLIVER” AUTOMATIC 
ROLL-TYPE LABELLING 
AND LABEL IMPRINTING 

SYSTEM 

A colorful diecut label from a con 

tinuous roll (printed by “Oliver” ) 

is securely and accurately heat- 

sealed to the outside of the wrapper 

by the automatic Labeller. A 

“blank” label can be imprinted with 

Blank” labe 

automatica lly 

imprinted 

with title, 

quantity. 

price and code 
TOMATOES 65¢ 218. 
KEEP IN YOUR REFR'GERATOR 

OPRHET Ae ae tert mater sae 

essential information just before it 

is applied. The imprint items can 

be changed instantly. This system 

offers immense possibilities. 

U-boards automatically formed and fed onto 

conveyor. Automatic paper stop. Self-centering paper roll holders. Under- 

fold attachment. Infeed conveyors—6, 9, 12, or 15 ft. long. Electric-eye 

registration of printed wrappcrs Easy to operate. 

Write for Complete Details 

OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICH. 

CARLOADS OR LESS 

Samples upon request 

au 
COMMERCE OIL CORPORATION 

HARRY R_ LEWIS 

WARREN, 

COMPANY 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Formerly “Oliver” Wrapping Machine 
WITH “OLIVER AUTOMATIC ROLL-TYPE LABELLING SYSTEM 
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40-50 CARTON FLAPS —* 
UNIFORMLY GLUED IN 
60 SECONDS — 

THE NEW Dubin Hi-Speed 
Carton Flap Gluer applies 
an even smooth film of 
glue as fast as you can feed 
the machine. Gravity con- 
trolled platen roller auto- 
matically conforms to flap 
thickness up to 4". Safe! 
Pressure of finger caught 
between rollers immedi- 
ately disengages drive 
shaft gearsand stops 
roller. All moving parts 
shielded by heavy bronze 
guards. Easily moved. 
Adjustable height. Quick- 

ly cleaned. Requires only 
20” x 20” floor space. 

Write Today 

for Literature 

INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 

2500 SOUTH SAN PEDRO STREET LOS ANGELES 11, CALIFORNIA 

ACCURATE STRIP WIDTH 

POSITIVE ROLL SEPARATION 

UNIFORM ROLL TENSION 

A fast, versatile slitter- 
winder for all types of 
coated or tacky papers and 
fabrics used in packaging. 

WRITE FOR FOLDER 

CAMERON MACHINE COMPANY 
61 Poplar Street, Brooklyn 2, N. Y. 

MIDWEST OFFICE: 111 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 
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tute, Hotel Sheraton, Springfield, Mass., Oct. 6 and 7. 

The Meyercord Co., decalcomania manufacturers, have 

just published a full-color bronchure on truck decal ad- 

vertising entitled “Ads on Wheels,” copies of which may 

be had from the company, 5323 W. Lake St., Chicago. 

Hamden Glazed Paper & Card Co., Holyoke, Mass., has 
available on request Book No. 153 containing samples of 

its embossed printed papers in apple-blossom design. 

The Society of Industrial Designers, New York, has pre- 

pared a leaflet titled ‘““How to Use an Industrial Designer.” 

Copies may be obtained from the Society, 48 E. 49th St. 

Avery Adhesive Label Corp., 36 W. Union St., Pasadena, 

Calif., has available for distribution a new two-color 

folder on its Kum-Kleen self-adhesive labels. 

National Adhesives, 270 Madison Ave., New York, has 

just issued a booklet titled “Successful Case Sealing,” 

which is part of a broad campaign in cooperation with 

freight shippers, the Railway Express Agency and the rail- 

roads to promote better case and carton sealing. Copies 

may be had on request to the company. 

“Art Buyer’s Annual,” a directory of free-lance artists in 

the New York area, will be available in October from the 

publisher, Sigmund Sameth, 2 E. 23rd St., New York. The 

directory, which contains reproductions of the artists’ 

works, will be distributed on a complimentary basis to 

| art directors who regularly purchase free-lance art. 

The Technical Assn. of the Pulp & Paper Industry an- 

ncunces its schedule of national fall meetings for 1947 as 

follows: Sept. 25 and 26 (plastics), Syracuse, N. Y.; Oct. 

9 to 11 (alkaline pulping and chemical products), Asheville, 

N.C.; Oct. 23 and 24 (fibrous agricultural residues), Alton, 

Ill.; Nov. 3 to 5 (second engineering conference of the pulp 

| and paper industry), Philadelphia, Pa. 

A new brochure describing 22 different industrial marking 

and coding machines has been issued by Adolph Gottscho, 

Inc., 1 Hudson St., New York. 

The Watson-Standard Co., 225 Galveston Ave., Pitts- 

burgh, Pa., has published a technical data folder containing 

complete information on its series of vinyl organosol coat- 

ings for paper, foil and metal. 

An article titled “How to Select Coatings for Aluminum” 

is also available on request from The Watson-Standard Co. 

Prepared by Ray Swan and N. P. Ruther of the firm’s re- 

search staff, the article deals with aluminum castings, ex- 

trusions, forgings, sheets and foil. 

Volume 20 Index of MopERN PACKAGING, September 

1946 to September 1947, is now ready. Copies are 

available free to any subscriber on written request to 

the Editorial Department. 
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For products 

that should be seen 

but not touched 

.. Modapak 

For the display you want 

...the protection you need... 

Kodapak 
T.M. Kodapak Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

| makes shopping a pleasure—for 
merchants. 

That’s because shapely display cases made of 
this tough, optically clear material show off 

your product’s beauty to sparkling advantage 
... make shopping selection easier and faster 
... yet always protect the product from dust, 
dirt, and fingering. 

Kodapak sheet is made in two forms: 
Kodapak I, cellulose acetate, in gauges from 
No. 88 (0.00088”) to 20 thousandths (0.020”). 

Kodapak II, cellulose acetate butyrate, in gauges 
from No. 90 (0.00090”) to No. 200 (0.00200”). 

Current supplies of Kodapak are somewhat 
limited, due to continually increasing demand. 
But the Kodapak Demonstration Laboratory in 
Rochester is available to demonstrate fabrica- 

tion possibilities and practical end uses. 

Cellulose Products Division 

Eastman Kodak Company 
Rochester 4, N. Y. 
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@ Write for consultation on plastic 
Ke, sheet problems. No obligation. 

GREAT AMERICAN PLASTICS CoO. 
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS 

The PerfeKtum 
AMPWASH 

A unique machine which provides a new and improved method 

for washing and cleansing ampoules, vials, tubes, etc. Semi- 

automatic in operation, the AMPWASH feeds, cleanses and dis- 

charges the ampoules rapidly and reduces breakage to a 

minimum. The AMPWASH is sturdily built of corrosion-resistant 

materials. It is flexible in operation. With a few simple adjust- 

ments, the machine may be adapted to feed and cleanse glass 

containers of a wide variety of sizes and shapes. 
Write for details on the AMPWASH and other ampoule filling 

and sealing apparatus. 

PerfeKtunm 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 

Serving Industry for 25 years 
300 Fourth Ave. New York 10, N. Y. 

RrfeKtun 
TRADE MARK BEG 
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U.S. Patents Digest 

Edited by H. A. Levey 

This digest includes each month the more important patents 
which are of interest to those who are concerned with pack- 
aging materials. Copies of patents are available from the 
U.S. Patent Office, Washington, at 25 cents each in currency, 
money order or certified check; postage stamps are not 
accepted. 

Machine for Filling and Otherwise Preparing Envelopes 
for Post, S. C. Herbert, Nunhead, London S.E. 15, England. 
U.S. 2,423,146, July 1. Apparatus for charging envelopes with 
postal matter and preparing them for dispatch, comprising a fill- 
ing table, feed mechanism adapted to feed towards the filling 
table the envelopes with the flaps extended foremost, feed mech- 
anism adapted to feed the postal matter towards the fill table, 
having the filling table spaced from the postal matter feed mech- 
anism, a table-like element of a form and area to support the 
flap of the envelope and pivoted about an axis transverse to and 
spaced from the filling table whereby the table-like element is 
adapted for movement from the envelope-receiving position in 
juxtaposition to the envelope feed mechanism. 

Bag-Making Machine, G. A. Haugh (to Haugh’s Products, 
Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada). U. S. 2,423,187, July 1. In 
a bag-making machine for the manufacture of bags from a con- 
tinuous strip of heat-sealable material, means for advancing the 
strip of material through the machine, means for exerting tension 
on the strip, means for folding the edges of the strip inwardly 
towards the longitudinal axis thereof but leaving a line of de- 
marcation therebetween, means for longitudinally heat sealing 
the opposing edges of the folded strip to the underlying surface 
thereof, cutting means and means for heat sealing the strip. 

Filter Cartridge Package, R. H. Card (to Fram Corp., a cor- 
poration of Rhode Island). U. S. 2,423,224, July 1. A filter 
cartridge package comprising a plurality of cartridges, each hav- 
ing a central axial opening positioned with said openings in 
alignment, a sheet of material wrapped about said cartridges to 
hold the cartridges assembled as a unit, said sheet of material 
being weakened at its area adjacent the junction line of the car- 
tridges, sufficient for rupture upon rotary movement of the car- 
tridge and wrapper about said central axis. 

Method of Heat Sealing, A. B. Haslacher, New York, N. Y. 
U.S. 2,423,237, July 1. A process of forming hermetic heat seals 
which comprises superimposing predetermined areas of flexible 
sheet material suitable for packaging, at least the meeting sur- 
faces of which are thermoplastic, directing a current of warm gas 
against at least one exterior surface of thermoplastic surface to 
their temperature of fusion but below the melting point of such 
surfaces, the velocity of said current being sufficiently high that its 
component normal to said exterior surface will exert an impact 
pressure sufficient to seal said meeting surfaces together. 

Closure Cap for Bottles, Jars and the Like, L. T. Crabbe and 
D. C. Lathrop (to Phoenix Metal Cap Co., Chicago, IIl.). U.S. 
2,423,295, July 1. A closure cap for containers having a neck 
terminating in a mouth surrounded by a lip comprising a resilient 
flexible metal top and a depending skirt having means whereby 
the cap may be secured to the neck of the container and a sealing 
gasket within the cap adapted to extend across the mouth of the 
container and overlie the sealing lip thereof. 

Shipping Carton for Bottles, A. A. Mayer (to John F, Trom- 
mer, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.) U.S. 2,423,332, July 1. A shipping 
container for bottles having a closed body portion forming an 
open top and bottom and closing flaps each hinged to the top and 
bottom edges of each side wall for closing the open top and bot- 
tom, the combination of an additional flap on each one of a pair 
of opposed flaps, each of a depth to extend vertically into the con- 
tainer sufficiently to form a separator for bottles. 

Film Cartridge, B. C. Roehrl (to General Aniline & Film Corp., 
New York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,423,663, July 8. A roll film car- 
tridge comprising a shell and end caps having a substantially con- 
tinuous rim, said shell being cylindrical in form and having a 
tangentially extending film slot formed from projecting lips bent 
outwardly from the cylindrical shell, the ends of the shell being 
necked down for the reception of the end caps. 

Method of Packaging Granular Materials, J. M. Wheaton 
and J. Hohl (to Owens-Illinois Glass Co., a corporation of 
Ohio). U.S. 2,423,358, July 1. The method which consists in 
placing a measured quantity of granular material in a container 
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WITH THE 

ANDERSON 

In SPEED 

In CHANGE-OVER 
SPEED 

* U.S. Pat. No. 2205005. 

CELLOPHANE BAG MACHINE 

As fast as 10,000 bags per hour... 
or as slow as 3,600 when slower 

operation is necessary for perfect 
sealing. 

1. Can be adjusted to make bags 

ranging in size from 114” x 2” 

to 1034” x 30”. 

2. Has more easy-to-make adjust- 
ments than any other similar 
machine on the market. 

Users report that changing rolls 
never takes more than 5 minutes; 
that changing bag sizes takes no 
more than 10! 

It's only 26 inches by 42 inches 
over-all. 

Makes flat, square or duplex bags. 

Only $1,965, F.O.B. Dallas. 

For complete description of the 
amazing ANDERSON CELLO- 
PHANE BAG MACHINE write 
today for your copy of Bulletin P9. 

Fhe PH. DIFFENBAUGH Conny 
1924 NO. HASSKELL 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

DALLAS 4, TEXAS 

That Greatly Reduce Production 

Costs on 4 to 6 Color Rotary 

Press Printing 

1 Easy to make ready. All you need do is un- 
lock the ink carriage. Turn the carriage hand 
wheel. Step in, register plates, adjust ink roller 
or raise tympan sheet. 

Full view ink fountains, with micrometer con- 
trol, are adjustable while the press is in motion. wo 

Perfect register is guaranteed on sheet deliv- 
ery or automatic hydraulic rewind. 

® 

4 Because of the specially designed tooth in 
Hess & Barker's bull gear, you are guaranteed 
100% hair line register all through the job, at 
exceedingly high speeds. You make no adjust- 
ments when the speed is changed on Hess & 
Barker's press. 

5 Long, steady, trouble free runs, on glassine 
paper or stock up to 240 Ib. basis, have for the 
past seven years been produced at cost well 
under all competition. 

To fully appreciate the capacity, exceedingly high 
speed and very low operating cost of Hess & 
Barker's 4to 6color rotary printing press, you should 
see the press in operation and this you are most cor- 
dially invited to do. Telephone or write for a dem- 
onstration time convenient to you. 

A full color booklet will be sent FREE on request. 

HESS « BARKER 
PRINTING PRESS & EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 

212-22 S. Darien St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

Telephone: Pennypacker 5-4070 



For Speedy and Economical Packing @ 

Glass Container 
Case Packer 

| For 

| Foods, Drugs, 

, Pharmaceuti- 

Liquor 

Beer, 

Wine, 
in 1-tier cartons 

A small, compact machine to speedily and economically pack all 

types of bottles and glassware into corrugated shipping cases, with 

no breakage hazard. A single line feed conveyor carries the bottles 
into a magazine which properly arranges them. The operator places 

the case, with top flaps sealed, open-end-down over the magazine, 

presses a button, and the bottles gently slide into the case as maga- 

zine and case index 180°. Then the filled case is discharged on a 

conveyor. 

Entire movement under control of operator, standing on platform 
for final inspection and replacement of defectives. 

AB Corckacine macuine cone 
Bi anata i Ba +o ahi 

rile A as catia 

“ROUND TUBES AND PACKAGES 
Auailalle Now! 
PACKARD offers spiral-wound round tubes and containers 
in all conceivable lengths and diameters—drum-shape, long, 
thin, flat. Sturdy and light-weight, PACKARD containers 
are perfect for any dry commodity—foods, drugs, chemicals, 
cosmetics, toys, novelties, insecticides, electrical products, 
shipping, textiles. 
And these low-cost containers are available immediately! 
Whether you choose metal-end or paper-cap, plain or 
labelled—watch your product go in a PACKARD package. 

PACKARD CONTAINER CORP. 
Phone Union 5-5818 

. 5811 Park Avenue West New York, New Jersey 
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having a filling opening, slightly compressing the material by a 
pressure applied at and distributed over the major portion of the 
top surface of the mass of material and simultaneously producing 
a depression in the top surface of the mass, supporting a closure 
in spaced relationship to and above the filling opening, exhausting 
the air from the container through the space between the closure 
and container and sealing the closure upon the container. 

Coated Paper Product, C. D. Ender (to Hercules Powder Co., 
Wilmington, Del.). U. S. 2,423,555, July 8. A method for 
applying to paper extremely thin coatings of chlorinated rubber, 
impervious to moisture and most oils which comprises applying 
to a moving, continuous web of the paper a viscous composition 
comprising chlorinated rubber in a quantity between 40 and 
80%, plasticizer between 15 and 50%, 0-5% wax, 0-25% resin, 
percentages being by weight of total nonvolatile components. 

Light-Excluding Seal for Film Packs, T. McGowan Aiken 
(to Samuel Hornstein, Chicago, Ill.). U. S. 2,423,573, July 8. 
A device for sealing the slot in the top of a photographic film- 
pack casing through which protrude tabs attached to films housed 
in the casing, comprising an elongated sealing member of T- 
shaped cross-section adapted to be positioned on top of the cas- 
ing with one edge of the horizontal flange portion of the member 
in pressure contact with the face of the front tab and with ver- 
tical stem portion of the member disposed in said slot; that 
part of the flange portion along said edge being flexible. 

Bottle Cap, P. G. Coleman, Chattanooga, Tenn. U. S. 2,423,- 
582, July 8. The combination of a bottle having a neck, a clo- 
sure for the bottle rotatable on the neck and including a plastic 
cap having a top and an integral skirt surrounding the neck, said 
skirt having a plurality of longitudinal weakening grooves therein 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the cap and extending from said 
cap to the bottom of said skirt and means for exerting a bursting 
pressure on said skirt at points adjacent said weakening grooves. 

Combined Tube and Toothbrush Holder, W. D. Winslow, 
Vineland, N. J. U.S. 2,423,669, July 8. A holder for collapsi- 
ble tubes comprising a shelf-like bracket member adapted for 
securement to a supporting wall, a pair of depending jaws pivot- 
ally supported at the outer extremity of said bracket member, 
spring means interposed between said jaws tending normally to 
separate same and means for closing same against action of 
spring; free extremities of said jaws being interiorly convexed 
to grip diametrically opposite sides of the conventional sealing 
cap of a tube and to support same when jaws are closed. 

Collar Mounting for Tear-Strip Cans, J. Coyle and W. F. 
Punte (to Continental Can Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.). U.S. 
2,423,685, July 8. In a sheet-metal container, a body portion, 
an upper end closure seamed onto the body portion, said body 
portion having an S-shaped bead structure adjacent its upper 
end including an outwardly directed upper bead portion, the 
body portion between said upper bead portion and the closure 
being scored to provide a tear strip and a collar snugly fitting 
within the body and having a main body portion lying opposite 
and extending above and below the tear strip. 

Method of Salvaging Metal Cans, T. P. Keogh and H. A. Fink 
(to Continental Can Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,423,- 
708, July 8. The method of salvaging used metal cans having a 
drawn body portion closed by seaming an end thereto, comprising 
severing the body on a line immediately beneath the seam joining 
the end of the body portion for access to the contents of the can, 
discarding the portion of the can above the severing line, sub- 
jecting the remainder of the can body to a drawing action for 
lengthening the body wall to its original length and flanging 
the redrawn body preparatory to reclosure of the same by seam- 
ing an end to the flange of the body portion. 

Method of Making Lined Cartons, H. F. Waters, New York, 
N.Y. U.S. 2,423,804, July 8. The method of forming a lined 
tubular packaging medium which comprises attaching a liner 
sheet to a carton blank having at least four parallel score lines 
defining pairs of main and end panels and a glue flap so as to 
leave the liner sheet unattached to the several panels at the 
marginal edges and by special folding a concentrical tubular car- 
ton and separate liner structure are formed. 

Sugar Container and Dispenser, R. C. Mackey, Antioch, 
Calif. U.S. 2,423,784, July 8. A device comprising a cylindri- 
cal vertical container capable of retaining a quantity of granular 
material, a circular externally threaded neck portion at the upper 
end of the containér, a concentric opening through said neck 
portion, an elongated tubular member vertically extending 
through said opening and into the lower portion of the container 
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PLASTIC 
CAPS 

e FOR BOTTLES 
e FOR CANS 

e FOR TUBES 
ALL STANDARD SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE 

FROM STOCK 

Fe 

VOLUME PRODUCERS OF ALL SMALL THERMO-SETTING 

PLASTIC PARTS 

ee 

LET US QUOTE ON YOUR CUSTOM CLOSURE, 

INHALER, OR ELECTRICAL MOLDING 

a WARREN PLASTICS CORPORATION 

1900 Irvine Street 
WARREN, PENNSYLVANIA 

= 
Canadian Plant: World Plastic Corp., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont. 

Specialists in the Design 
and Production of Modern 

LABELS — WRAPPERS 
Identify your products with mod- 
ern labels or wrappers. Stream- 
line your sales through attention 
getting color, proper product 

identification and eye impelling 
buy appeal. Art Press serves a 
select clientele in attractive labels 
and wrappers in both letter press 
and offset lithography. Your in- 
quiry is invited. 

ART PRESS, 
711-25 S. Dearborn St. Chicago 5, Ill. 
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and concentrically positioned therein, a plate secured to the upper 
portion of said tube and adapted to rest onto the top end of said 
neck and cover said opening, an internally threaded member for 
securing said plate onto said neck, the upper portion of tubular 
member being cut at an angle that points in a certain direction 
forming an angular spout and when containet is tilted material 
will be dispensed through said tubular member. 

Tag, R. C. Schmutzler (to The Reyburn Mfg. Co., Inc., Phila- 
delphia, Pa.) U. S. 2,423,818, July 8. A shipping tag having 
securing means connected thereto comprising a base having 
upper and lower members forming a tag-receiving space between 
them, a neck portion extending from the base and a head at the 
end of the neck, a tag between the upper and lower members of 
the base, there being a key slot in each of the upper and lower 
base members and the tag in alignment with each other through 
which the head may be inserted and locked to form a loop about 
an article to which the tag is to be applied. 

Water-Tight Bag, V. H. Hurt (to United States Rubber Co., 
New York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,423,889, July 15. A water-tight 
and air-tight bag comprising a receptacle of water-tight material 
having an integral neck of substantial width, a pair of stiffening 
strips secured to the opposite sides of the neck opening in position 
to rest one against the other to form a bar upon which the neck 
may be rolled down against an end of the receptacle, means per- 
manently secured upon one strip and having a folded-over edge 
forming a pocket for holding the other strip from moving later- 
ally thereto during the rolling operation and a flap adapted to be 
secured down over said end of the receptacle against the rolled 
neck, providing a closure capable of confining air under pressure. 

Cover-Operating Mechanism, C. A. Smith, Shreveport, La. 
U.S. 2,423,909, July 15. In combination, a container provided 
with an opening, a cover adapted to be axially rotated into and 
out of closing relation with the opening, means for lifting said 
cover away from said opening and replacing cover therein, a 
carrier ring secured to said shaft and overlying said cover and 
sleeve means on the cover slidably embracing circumferential 
portions of said carrier ring to connect the cover to the ring in 
closing relation to said opening; this being supplied with cover- 
lifting mechanism by means of lifting shaft. 

Expansible Impact Container Provided with Yieldable Re- 
taining Means, C. P. Krupp (to The B. F. Goodrich Co., New 
York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,423,940, July 15. An impact container 
for flowable material, said container comprising a hollow body 
including a wall portion of flexible non-metallic material having a 
foldable portion therein and margins adjacent said foldable por- 
tion and means including a breakable neem attached to both 
said margins for retaining said foldable portion collapsed. 

Collapsible Fibreboard Container, J. C. Lang (to Bocjl 
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.). U.S. 2,423,942, July 15. A foldable 
box formed of fibrous material having stiff side walls and end 
walls, the end walls having folds at the opposite ends which are 
reversely turned whereby the fold at one end of each end wall is 
turned inwardly and that at the other end is turned outwardly 
of the box, the two end walls having their corresponding folds 
— in same direction, equipped with top and bottom pivoted 
flaps. 

Apparatus for Forming End Closures in Paper Containers, 
J. Coyle (to Continental Can Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.). 
U. S. 2,423,965, July 15. Apparatus for effecting an adhesive 
union between a paper container body and a cup-shaped paper 
closure inserted in an end thereof and having an outwardly di- 
rected skirt with an adhesive applied to the outer surface or on 
the internal wall portion of body, said apparatus comprising a 
deformable disc having an edge portion dimensioned to be freely 
insertable within the closure skirt when in repose. 

Collar Can Collar Mounting, J. Coyle (to Continental Can 
Co., New York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,423,966, July 15. In a sheet 
metal container a body portion having an upper end extremity, 
said body portion having an inwardly directed bead spaced 
downwardly from said upper end extremity and composed of a 
wall portion flat in vertical cross section and inclined downwardly 
and inwardly at an acute angle to the vertical and an anchor 
shoulder wall portion extending outwardly and downwardly in 
approximate right angular relation to said wall portion and body 
portion between pad, the extremity being scored to provide a tear 
strip and a collar snugly fitting within the body. 

Dispensing Apparatus, HH. H. Foltz (to Arco Co., Cleveland, 
Ohio). U. S. 2,423,969, July 15. In a paint mixing and dis- 
pensing apparatus the combination of a frame; a vertical shaft 
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THE NEW WRAPPER THAT IS TAILOR MADE TO FIT YOUR PACKAGE 

It is light in weight; yet sturdy in 

construction. Free of vibration. 

Positive chain package feed— 

positive thermostat heat control. 

Furnished with or without electric 

eye. Mounted on casters at 

added cost. Easy to move; _ its 

simplicity of design is gadget free. 

A machine built to do one job 70 per minute 
continuously with perfection. 

up to 

MODEL JS SIDE PAPER FEED STRAIGHT THRU PRODUCTION 
Knapp-Wrapp machines have a production speed that is unequalled in their price field. Handles 

cellophane—wax paper—heat-sealing foil and other heat-sealing wrapping materials printed or plain. 

NAPP-WRA
PP 

mm 
MODEL KW End Paper Feed MODEL SA Semi-Automatic 

DON'T JUST WRAP-“KNAPP WRAPP” 

Design Speed 50 or more’ Folder Sealer. Operation 
per minute, package en- by foot or hand lever. 

trance and outlet at same Capacity up to 1,000 

station for one operator packages per hour. Avail- 

efficiency. Available now. able now. 

MODEL FS Semi-Automatic Bench Model Folder Sealer. 

For minimum production needs. Same perfection folding 

mechanism on all models. Available now. 

Manufactured by HANDLES CARTONS 
SPECIFICAT KNAPP MANUFACTURING CO., LOS ANGELES 41, CALIF. Minimum Va" high » 115" Mosinum 45" high x 6” 

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR wide x 12 i. wide x 12” long 
PETER D. BOWLEY & ASSOCIATES Equipped with 2 H.P. Motor—110 or 220 volts 

210 MISSISSIPPI ST., SAN FRANCISCO 10, CALIF. Send samples with request for additional information. 
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Crystal-clear, quick acting, and won't CREAMS 
and 

PASTES 
Now, at unbelievably low cost, you can package drugs, 
cosmetics and food concentrates—whether cream or paste 
—in individual packets. 

Merchandising uses of major importance include: unit 
doses for counter or vending machine sale; market 
sampling; premiums. 

Entire surface of packet can be printed with sales 
message, label, instructions. 

To profit NOW by this exclusive packaging development, 
write today for detailed information and prices. 

House of Alan Harvey, Iuc. 
Packagers and Packaging Consultants 

211 Newark Street Hoboken, N. J. | salllIINMNIIIINI0 0000 
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warp or craze the flimsiest of plastics. 

IDEAL for bonding paper, fabric and 

leather to plastics. 

May be used in your 
standard gluing machines 

SCHWARTZ CHEMICAL CO. 
INCORPORATED 

326-328 West 70th St., New York 23, N. Y. 

UU 
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WRITE, PHONE or WIRE for Quotations onYour Requirements for 

PARTITIONS 
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION 

Given to Requests for Estimates 

Prompt Deliveries Reasonable Prices 

Guaranteed Assured 

 @ , ; 

Partition Corp. 
"Manufacturers of Partitions for Paper Boxes — 
"647-649 LEXINGTON AVE. BROOKLYN 2I, N.Y. 
“e Telephone: FOxcroft 9-2129 

J SREP oy: 
TOILET 

A survey of production records indicates that 

Sou 

our 51-B post-war winder is “tops.” Space for- 

bids telling our entire story here, but a request 7 

from you will bring more detailed illustrations 
SAK 

¥ 

PRM LBL 

and complete descriptive information. , 

HUDSON -SHARP 
MACHINE CO*GREEN BAY* WIS 

MAK S 
| | 

U.S. Patents Digest 
Continued 

rotatably supported by said frame and means controllably ro- 
tating said shaft; a block surrounding said shaft and having an 
upwardly facing, horizontally disposed bearing surface, said 
block being rotatable with respect to shaft and non-rotatably 
held with respect to said shaft frame; a table perpendicular to 
and concentric with said shaft; a plurality of containers pivot- 
ally supported on said table along a circle concentric with shaft 
and each movable part on a pivotal support. 

Bell Type Gassing and Vacuumizing Apparatus for De- 
hydrated Products, H. R. Helm (to Continental Can Co., Inc., 
New York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,423,975, July 15. An apparatus for a 
container having a mouth with a loose cover thereover, a con- 
tainer support, a bell, means for guidedly raising and lowering 
the bell relative to said support and the container thereon so that 
in the lowered position the bell is effective for shutting off the 
interior of the container from the atmosphere. 

Apparatus for Stacking and Transporting Objects, G. H. 
Harred (to Boston Wire Stitcher Co., Portland, Maine). U. S. 
2,424,093, July 15. An apparatus comprising a continuously 
moving conveyor, a compartment for containing sheet-like ob- 
jects in stacked relationship above the conveyor and provided 
with means for automatically counting objects being stacked. 

Slidable and Pivoted Cover for Containers, C. Nehrke, New 
York, N. Y. U.S. 2,424,112, July 15. A container having a 
bottom, side, front and rear walls, a transverse dividing partition 
forming a compact compartment at the front portion of said 
container and a smaller hinge-containing compartment at the 
rear end of said container, a cover slidably mounted in the side 
walls of said container, a carrier member pivotally mounted in 
said rear compartment and having clip formations upon its op- 
posite ends slidably engaged with the sides of said slidable cover 
and tension spring attached to underside of carrier member. 

Resilient Holding Means for Straw-Packaging Machines, 
P. C. Moore, Jr. (to Maryland Paper Products Co., Inc., Balti- 
more, Md.). U.S. 2,424,183, July 15. In a straw-packaging 
machine wherein are provided rotatable wrapper carriers and 
arcuate guides cooperatively associated with same; the improve- 
ment which comprises resilient wires carried by said arcuate 
guides and projecting across the path of the wrapper carriers at 
predetermined places. 

Side Seam for Sheet Metal Can Bodies, P. E. Pearson (to 
Continental Can Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.). U.S. 2,424,188, 
July 15. A sheet-metal can body having side edge portions 
lapped to form a side seam, the inner lap being notched at the 
ends and a portion between the notches folded back upon itself so 
as to lie between the lapped end portion of side seams, said outer 
lap portion being joined to inner lap portion by spot welding. 

Box Dumping Machine, D. S. Orlando, San Jose, Calif. U.S. 
2,424,252, July 22. In combination with a chute to receive 
fruit, located at one side of a pick-up station whereto filled fruit 
boxes are delivered; a plurality of gripper means angularly 
spaced and rotative about an axis disposed generally beneath the 
chute and through an endless path including in succession said 
pick-up station, a dumping point above the chute, a release point 
beyond the chute and return to the pick-up station; each gripper 
means including two pairs of jaws, of which one pair is disposed 
to engage the front and rear sides at one end of the box and the 
second pair is disposed to similarly engage the other end of the 
box; and means controlling said gripper means to grip a filled 
box at the pick-up station, to retain it thus gripped as it rotates 
through successively tilted positions past the dumping point and 
to release it upon reaching the release point. 

Closure for Non-Refillable Containers, A. R. Gonzales, 
Havana, Cuba (80% to Florencio Sierra More, Havana, Cuba). 
U. S. 2,424,356, July 22. A closure for non-refillable containers 
comprising a hollow cylindrical body of inverted cup shape pro- 
vided with a top central opening and having arranged therein 
and formed therewith a perforated disc, said cylindrical hollow 
body carrying at its lower end an outer annular flange, a partially 
hollow cylindrical body arranged within said hollow body and 
provided at its upper solid middle portion with a vertical central 
square perforation and at the lower face of its upper solid por- 
tion with two opposed pins and two opposed angular conduits 
and in communication with said central square perforafion, said 
partially hollow cylindrical body being also provided at the end 
of its lower hollow cylindrical portion with an outer annular flange 
on which normally rests a solid square stem partly inserted 
loosely in the central perforations, one of them adapted to regis- 
ter with the angular conduits of said partially hollow body. 
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ROTARY DE 
CUTTING 

Champlain introduces a new rotary carton punch‘that 

repays the average heavy producer of cartons every cent 

it costs-in less than a year — continues indefinitely to 

build-up savings by speeding-up fabrication. Roll 

| cardboard is delivered printed, scored, cut and stripped 

—the finished cartons ready for use — in record time. 

Designed especially for inline use with standard 

Champlain Speedry Rotogravure Presses, this new rotary 

punch provides maximum continuous production of 

most every type of carton. Where production runs of one 

carton are not high enough for one Champlain unit, 

alternate rotary dies may be interchanged with 

comparative ease without disturbing adjacent elements. 

| Thus, you can be equipped at all times to handle varying 

production and carton requirements. Creasing and 

scoring, and cutting operations can be performed 

separately or together, depending on the nature of the 

job. Cutting and creasing elements of tough, long- 

lasting alloy tool steel, are manufactured to highest 

Precision standards — can be easily removed and 

replaced for sharpening. 

This new rotary carton punch, used as a part of the 

Champlain Rotogravure Press will cut, crease and score 

from a moving web at speeds up to 450 ft. per minute. 

Yes, here’s your answer to profitable high-speed 

Carton production —a machine with an unusual 

Combination of strength, rigidity, and high-precision 

Construction that lasts. 

printing cylinder .. improved doctor 

= Bi netented 
is We Speedy nk Sri 

CHAMPLAIN PRESS FEATURES... for better, ae 
more profitable multi-color printing. \ 

@ Flexible Champlain ‘ta 
Presses print on paper, sls ~ ello - 

@ Behind Champlain Rotogravure 
Presses‘ speed is the patented Speedry 
enclosed fountoin. Ink fed directly to 

mi the ef ft aa 
rah nae 

@ Fin 

electric 
stantaneou 

of printing ¢é 
running. 

@ Amazingly fast 
cylinder changes can & 
unique construction. No mak 

comparatively no press wash ’ types r 

down-time of press to a minimum. hid 1 WUction. 
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Returned goods 
(Continued from page 151) circumstances there was no 

reason to feel that the package had not performed satis- 

factorily and subsequent returns after the excess quanti- 

ties had been returned or removed showed perfectly 
normal results. 

A special kind of returned goods is that which is sent 

in directly by the final user or customer who is unhappy 

about the product he has just purchased and has at- 

tempted to use. There are many reasons which prompt 

the customer to write letters of complaint and return 

goods directly to the manufacturer. Some will, of 

course, pertain only to the price, quality, formulation or 

construction of the product itself—but many will per- 

tain to product or package failure or inconvenience of 

the package in use. These letters of complaint from the 

customer and the packages which come in by such means 

should be given careful attention by package engineers. 

An attractive, convenient package containing a 

quality product is an extremely effective merchandising 

combination. It may well be that the part a well-con- 
structed package plays in continued customer accept- 

ance—provided, of course, that competitive products 

are on a par in other respects—has been minimized or is 

unknown. It must be kept in mind that for every cus- 

tomer who will take the time and effort to write a lelter or re- 

turn unsatisfactory goods, there are many, many more who 

are unhappy, but inarticulate. 

System must be established 

The packaging engineer should investigate the man- 

ner in which returned goods of all kinds and letters of 

complaint are being handled by his company. The 

next step is to work out the most effective and simplest 

manner by which the packaging engineer will receive 

daily, monthly or weekly compilations of returns and 

sufficient information to develop his own summations. 

The packaging engineer should be on the circulating 

list or receive customer letters of complaint if they per- 

tain to the package or failure of the product resulting 

from deterioration in storage or use. Arrangements 

should be made for samples to be returned to the 

packaging laboratory for inspection and analysis when 

goods are picked up by the sales department or 

special representatives as a result of shelf failure. 

Obviously, wherever possible the person in the field 

who allows the credit and makes arrangements for 

distribution or return of the goods should be made 

responsible for the field history of this lot of pack- 

aged merchandise. If this method of developing in- 

formation from the source is continued over a period 

of time, the performance of the package under 

actual field conditions can be very well gauged and the 
data can be used to anticipate future packaging needs, 

recommendations, revisions, etc. 

It must be kept in mind, however, that there will be 

some letters of complaint and some returned goods regard- 

less of the excellence of the package and the money which is 

pul into the package and ils materials. This is a fact be- 
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YOUR PRODUCT IS SAFEST WHEN SEALED IN WITH 

RESLAC *7ZOO Thermoplastic Coating 

The Versatile Solvent Coating 

Dependable—Low Cost—Moisture Vapor Resistant—Excellent Chemical Resistance— 

Fast Heat sealing. 

RESLAC #700 Thermoplastic Coating is used for heat sealing labels, moisture-proof 

bags, sausage bands, end labels, bag cappers—wherever heat sealing is required. 

Coated stocks are guaranteed to operate on all automatic packaging machines. 

Heat seal coatings 
High gloss coatings 
Spirit varnishes : = 
Laminated adhesives ° : 

Glues : RESLAC INC. : 
For the paper and packaging converter : v 

: 537 S. Dearborn Street : 
| ARE we e Ce 

; Chicago 5, Illinois . 

2 2 2 2 2 ¢ 2 ¢ 2 2 2 2 ¢ ¢ 2 2 2 2 2 ¢ 

Here are production facilities for 

ROTOGRAVURE: 

Machine » Copmerplate - Engrave 

Copper rolls and plates of all sizes . . . 

. .. from straight line work to 

the most intricate process work, 

we are equipped to handle Black 

and Whites; Photo Retouching; 

and Paste-Ups. Creative and com- 

mercial designing for any repro- 

duction method. 

Precision work and quick delivery 

are features of our service. 

Consultants on plant installations 

and technical problems concern- 

ing all phases of Rotogravure. 

New England Roto-Engraving Company, Inc. 
Established 1939 

102 Cabot Street, Holyoke, Massachusetts 
QORX CHD CHI CHI OHI CHICO DOR DOH DOH DOH9 OWI OHI OHD OWI OHI OHI OWI OHI CHD CWI OH CHI CHI CHI CHI CHI OHI CHD 2 2 g ¢ é ¢ é é 2 2 2 2 g é ¢ é é 2 ¢ ¢ 
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SEE 

ERTEL 

BOOTH AT 

PACKAGING 

SHOW 

The New 

“ESA’ 
MULTIPLE SPOUT 

ar VACUUM 
| BOTTLE 

FILLER 
a °° manenenenmngecn ’ 

EASILY ADJUSTED NO DRIP spours 

| ALLOWS OPERATOR USE OF BOTH HANDS 

rs 

: 

? 

| TOTALLY ENCLOSED MOTOR UNITS | 
Here’s the answer to your bottle filling requirements. The 

Ertel ESA, in the low price field, will fill bottles accurately 

and economically. Write for full information on this quality- 

engineered Ertel unit. 

ERTEL 
ENGINEERING 

CORPORATION 
KINGSTON NEW YORK 

New York City Saies Office: 40 West 48th Street, New York 19, N. Y. 

ASBESTOS FILTER SHEETS @ ASBESTOS SHEET FILTERS 

BOTTLE FILLERS @ PORTABLE MIXERS @ PLASTIC PUMPS 
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Production Simp 

EFFICIENCY 

THE PACK-HORSE 

PACKAGING 

For maximum protection at minimum cost 

use waxed paper to package: Bread, Candy, Cereals, 

Cheese, Crackers, Desserts, Flowers, Fruit, Gum, 

Meat, Razor Blades, Soap, Tobacco, etc. Write 

Waxed Paper Inst., 38 S. Dearborn, Chicago 3. 

WAXED PAPER IS WEATHERPROOF e 

PRINTABLE e SELF-SEALING « LOW COST « 

FLEXIBLE ¢ SANITARY e 

Economy Versatility 

\ 

Aa ‘iris p t ' 
ily 

ib 

* Improve EFFICIENCY by using a 

PACKER VACUUM FILLING MACHINE 

No drip, fills thin, viscous and foamy lisuids at speeds 
up to 80 containeis per minute. Adjustaile from 
ounces to gallons... . Moderately pricad, inexpensive 
to maintain, economical to operate. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Write for descriptive literature 

i? A CK 8 IR 
MACHINERY COMPANY 

30 IRVING PLACE, N. Y. GR 5-8223 

cause times or conditions of storage can be so excessive 

that some returns will always occur and the demands of 

some customers will be impossible to satisfy entirely. It 

is only when returned goods from package failure reach 

large or abnormal leve!s that some critical and rapid 

changes must be made. The returned goods resulting 

from packaging failures during normal storage and 

handling should hold some reasonable level or pattern 

and the quantity will depend upon the type of product, 

areas of distribution and merchandising factors, which 

must be separately determined for each type of product. 

Bakery package research 

Formation of the Laminated Bakery Package Re- 

search Council was announced recently in Chicago. 

The council was formed to study packaging problems, 

develop new merchandising methods, devise improve- 

ments and new uses, correlate and disseminate infor- 

mation gained in research on laminated packages. 

Sponsored by the Laminated Paperboard Package 

Assn., the council plans soon to establish a fund for 

Members of the newly formed Laminsted Bakery Package 

Research Council, left to right: Harvey H. Robbins, 

executive secretary of the council and of the Laminated 

Paperboard Package Assn.; John Snyder, Marathon Corp.; 

Gordon Dilno, Sutherland Paper Co., and John Stevens, 

bakery package division of Container Corp. o1 America. 

rd 

research on packaging of bakery products at two or 

more leading universities. The research progra. will 

be directed toward carrier uses and protection in hai.d- 

ling, sanitation, freshness and quality protection and 

other uses of laminated packages for baked goods. 

The program will extend to a study of marketing 

problems, including packaging appearance, turn-over 

and handling costs. Information obtained by the 

council from research and from discussions among 

members of the packaging and bakery industries will 

be given to both industries through an educational 

campaign in trade magazines and newspapers. 

Said Harvey H. Robbins, executive secretary of both 

the council and the association: “‘We are interested in 

helping the baker sell more of his products. To help 

him do this we want to be able to tell the baker first, 

why he should properly package his product and, 

second, why he should use a laminated package.” 

MODERN PACKAGING 



SEALED 

made 

PACKAGING 
Gor Steady Product Sales 
Kehr-fully made bags and wraps embody two 
prime factors in keeping packaged goods moving 

. colorful eye-appeal that stimulates initial 
sales... freshness-retaining quality that as- 
sures repeat preference for the product. Proof? 
More food, cosmetic, jewelry and specialty items 
are going to market every day in Kehr-designed, 
Kehr-produced protective packaging. It must 
be good! 

QUANTITY PRODUCTION 'N 1 to 5 COLORS 
Pre-printing in any quantity, on paper, foil, 
cellophane, glassine—plain, waxed or thermo- 
plastic coated. Pre-printed cellophane or diafane 
for automatic packaging equipment. Bags and 
pouches for frozen foods, including wet-strength, 
heat-sealed types for foods with syrups. Over- 
wraps for cartons, in full color rotogravure. 

Consult Us Regarding Your Requirements. 

Ke/er PAPER PRODUCTS CO. 
401 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 8, PA. 
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Our skilled craftsmen know how 
to produce attention-compelling 
fine lithography... the kind that 
gives you stand-out/displays and 
packaging, assuring“increased sales 
for your product. 4 .vsill 

Some of the nation’s largest 

users of color lithography know 
that at SALE ITHO every indi- 

vidual job is assigned all the knowl- 
edge and skill we 
possess to assure 
perfection. 

Displays, Cut-outs, 

Box Wrappers, 
Labels, Folders, In- 

serts, Booklets, Cal- 

endars, etc. are cre- 

ated and produced by the Sale 
Lithograph Company, for nationally 
known manufactur- a 

ers and do an effec- 

tive job throughout 
the world. 

ince 1904 Devoted to the Production of Fine Lithography 



3 Gomous Linea— 

IN THE PACKAGING FIELD 
A complete line of packagings 
s2rving the Hosiery and Textile 
Industries, including chemi- 
cally-neutral inserts, embossed 
glassines, cellophane envel- gi 

TEXTILE PACKAGINGS opes. 

“Beauty-Pak your products” 

SPECIALTY PAPERS 
Hot-melt coated and/cr 
laminated papers, cello- 
phane, films, etc; Line 
includes laminated greet- 
ing card, lamp shade and 
functional papers; heat- 
seal lable papers; Pak- 
Safe frozen food papers; 
decorative wrapping and 
resale items such as plas- 
tic-coated shelf paper. 

“‘Milgate, 
your assurance of quality” 

*REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

A complete line of wrappings, 
bags, envelopes and boxes, in 
cardboard, pliofilm laminated 
papers, etc., for all food pack- 
agings including frozen foods. 
Stock or original packagings. 

“Be Sure with Paksure” 

Packaging Division 784 Public Ledger Building 
&. W. Twitcholl Incerporated Philadelphia 6, Pa. 

UU 
CYLINDERS 

A Complete Service 
All Under One Roof and 
One Management Responsibility 
e Cylinder Machining 

e Coppe Depositing and 
Polishing 

e Photography and Art Work 

e Cylinder Engraving 

e Hard Chromium Plating 

CHAMBERS-STORCK COMPANY, INC. 
Engraving Plant at Norwich, Connecticut 

Sales Office: 

60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 
Murray Hill 2-2336 

Plants and people 

(Continued from page 166) mill, including a warehouse 

and storage building. This construction, which represents 

an expenditure of $4,000,000, is the latest step in the com- 

pany’s expansion program. 

Claremont Paper Corp. and Crown-Mark Paper Corp., 

New York, announce the following additions to their staffs: 

R. M. Crutcher, Midwestern representative; Paul Bull, 

Eastern area; Robert D. Price, New England area. 

Temple & Crane, Inc., Boston, Mass., have been awarded 

a management contract to build a new plant at Contoo- 

cook, N. H., for the Kingsbury & Davis Machine Co., set- 

up paper box machinery manufacturers. 

George H. Voelker has been designated as the Latin 

American representative for the General Box Co., Chicago. 

J. Gordon Lippincott of the industrial design firm of the 

same name, has been appointed packaging consultant for 

the Research Committee of the Frozen Food Institute, 

Inc. Mr. Lippincott is the first to fill this new position. 

The S. K. Smith Co., Chicago, IIl., specialists in embossed 

leatherette products, announce the resignation of Fred A. 

Krause. Rejoining the organization after military service 

are L. Richard Smith, participating in packaging sales; 

Robert J. Renn, located in the New York office, and E. W. 

Kase, Midwestern representative. K. G. Cooley will be 

sales manager of the Cover Division. 

The Howard Engineering Co., manufacturing engineers, 

announce the opening of a branch office in the Pacific 

Bldg., Oakland, Calif. Robert Woodsmall is in charge. 

J. J. Einhorn Co., New Haven, Conn., and Pearl Mfg. 

Corp., Long Island, N. Y., have consolidated to form 

Counterdisplays, Inc., 112-01 Northern Blvd., Corona, 

Long Island, N. Y. 

The Brown-Bridge Mills, Inc., of Troy, Ohio, announce 

the removal of their New York office to 389 Fifth Ave. 

The Hulbert Engineering Corp., machinery engineers and 

builders, are now at 106 Second St., Watertown, Wis. 

The National Waterproofing Co., Camden, N. J., manu- 

facturer of asphalted, oiled and waxed papers, has pur- 

chased The Crepe-Kraft Co. of Newark, N. J. 

Safford Kinkead Colby, 74, vice president in charge of re- 

search and advertising for Aluminum Co. of America, died 

suddenly of a heart attack on Aug. 4. 

Worthen Earl Brawn, president of the Technical Assn. of 

the Pulp & Paper Industry, died suddenly of a heart attack 

while enroute on a vacation to England on the Queen 

Elizabeth on July 17. Mr. Brawn had been associated with 

the Pejepscot Paper Co., Brunswick, Me., for a number of 

years and had a host of friends throughout the industry. 

Harry Hodgson, service representative for the Harris- 

Seybold Co. for more than 35 years, died on June 28 at his 

home in Malpeque, Prince Edward Island, Canada. 

Rufus Jay Kittredge, president and treasurer of R. J. 

Kittredge & Co., Evanston, IIl., labels firm, died on Aug. 16 

at the age of 87. 
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Cady Precision Instruments 

TEST-WEIGH 

OR CALIPER 

PACKAGING 

MATERIALS 

for comparing 

grades or 

weights 

Makes the ‘‘Cady’”’ or “‘Mullen’’ Test 

CADY BURSTING STRENGTH TESTER 

Conforms to CCC* specifications-Automatic clamping 
12 second cycle with automatic stop-uniform speed elec- 

tric motor-Uniform hydraulic pressure-14” high, 22” long. 

Write for prices. 

* Consolidated Classification Committee. 

To check or compare Thicknesses of Packaging Materials 

CADY DESK MICROMETER 

i 

to determine 

Uniformity. 

6” diameter 

dial 

measures in 

thousandths or 

half thous- 

andths 

Quick— 
Accurate 

Built like a watch—Write 

for prices and complete data. 

Specials built to specifications. 

We make Scales for Weighing Paper, Tissue, Box Boards. 

Write for data. 

Pioneers in Paper Testing Instruments Since 1895 

E. J. CADY & COMPANY 
549-551 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago 6, Ill. 
East Coast Representatives: Walker-Goulard-Plehn Company, New York 7, N. Y. 
West Coast Representatives: Colton Paper Company Inc., San Francisco 11, Calif. 
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the ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
Your Sales Mer. Uses It 
so does 

METAL EDGE ip 

PACKAGING ” 

MATERIAL HANDLING 

INVENTORY CONTROL 
ENGINEERED to your special needs 

Your Sales Manager and a Metal Edge 

Packaging and Material Handling 

Engineer have this in common: each 

must analyze many variable 

factors, to come up with 

the right answer for you. 

Metal Edge recommenda- 

tions are never based on 

guesswork or snap judg- 

ment. Installations are 

skillfully engineered to 

specific requirements. 

NATIONAL METAL EDGE BOX CO. 
334 N. 12th Street Philadelphia 7, Pa. 
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TAKE A LOOK AT THIS 

Onderson PORTABLE BAGGER 

SPEEDY 

EASY TO USE 

Designed to handle 
bagged products with a 
minimum of effort at a 
maximum speed. Simple 
adjustments for height... 
tilting forward or back- 
ward enables operator to 
set machine at easiest 
position. Stainless steel 
trough with capacity of 
200 bags. Adjustable to 
bag sizes. Blower keeps 
bag clean and free from 
foreign matter. 
Write for Bulletin 9-29 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FOLDING CARTONS - 2 
WINDOW & COUNTER DIs- ™ 
PLAYS + DIE CUT SET-UP -# 
BOX BLANKS « PAPER CAR- 

Me RIERS + 2 PC. FLATS FOR 
=. STITCHED OR METAL EDGE 
- CARTONS + DIE CUTIN- ™ 
; SERTS FOR TANGIBLE * 

F MERCHANDISE - SUIT & 
a MILLINERY CARTONS 2% 

gM a ~~ BAKERY CARTONS - & 
. PARCEL POST SHIPPERS: & 
= PARTITIONS OF ALL TYPES - 2 

= 

WESTERN CARTON COMPANY 
ae Sto e Ww AY 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 

CREATORS — DESIGNERS OF DISTINCTIVE PACKAGING AND SPECIALTIES 

CHICAGO SALES OFFICE — 737 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE ba) = (0). 2-10) 3) 95310) SOK cen) 
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Inserts 

(Continued from page 116) of the illustrations are in 

full color; others are in black and white. 

The series of eight Knox inserts illustrated herewith 

is another outstanding example of studied and_ per- 

suasive initial first-page impact, with sustained interest 

on all succeeding pages of each of the folders. -The 

actual tipped-on sample of one of these inserts shows 

how full color is introduced on various pages to provide 

realistic eye appeal and illustrate the taste appeal in- 

herent in salads and desserts achieved with Knox 

gelatines. The photographic illustration of the other 

seven colorful Knox inserts shows to good advantage 
the use that is made of the first page of each. 

A series of different inserts offering a change of pace 

can be very effective. How many manufacturers and 

advertisers would maintain a practice of sending the 

identical piece of direct mail to the same person time 

after time? Very few, indeed! Yet you must have 

noted case after case where package inserts you have 

removed from product packages are the same month 

in and month out. What a miscarriage of sales, ad- 

vertising and merchandising effort and cost that rep- 

resents! Smart merchandisers effect a change of 

some sort, in the initial appearance at least, on their 

package inserts at frequent intervals. Again, the Knox 

inserts illustrate the point: The current series is made 

up of the eight we have shown; all eight ran on the 

same printing sheet. A different approach to the read- 

er’s (user’s) interest is headlined and illustrated on 

the front page of each. Over the years many previous 

series have effected a similar change of pace and made 

assorted bids for the reader’s attention. There has 

been a change of the complete series from time to time 

and elimination of too much duplication during each 

year has been accomplished by having six or eight 

different inserts in each series. 

Are they effective? 

Actual sales figures showing effectiveness of package 

inserts are part of the sales secrets of concerns using 

them and are hard to come by for that reason. How- 

ever, the fact that successful companies have used 

package inserts for a great many years should indicate 

their effectiveness. In days of intensive competition 
prior to the recent war, sales and advertising media had 

to produce—or else. . As far back as 1927, Knox pack- 
age inserts were described in the trade press, reference 

being made to the six different functions being per- 
formed on a narrow strip of paper folded to form 10 

pages, most of which were in color and _ liberally 

illustrated. The current series of eight Knox pack- 

age insets, allin full color, follows a similar pattern, 

20 years later. This certainly indicates some measure 

of success. 

Summarizing, in general: 

1. Treat each package insert as a real sales and 

advertising unit—not a production item for 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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INDUSTRIAL TAPE CORPORATION 
“TEXCEL” REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

New Brunswick, N. J. 
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DIE CUTTING 

eeereeee 

~#eeeee THE SKILL 
that comes with more than 
20 years’ experience. 

THE SERVICE 
that is rendered only by a firm 

that devotes its ¢fforts to satis- 

fying its accounts. S 
//} THE SPECIALTIES 

that make their name a byword in 

the die cutting field. 

DIE CUTTING AND EMBOSSING 
Paper * Cardboard * Rubber * Sheet 

Plastics * Thin Metals * Tek-wood 

ALSO MOUNTING AND FINISHING 
GRamercy 7-5767 Department 

LANSK DIE CUTTING COMPANY 
192% GREENE ST., NEW YORK 12 

WILL CUT 

REGISTRATION TIME! 
The simple fool-proof operation of the OPTI- 

CHEK will cut your registration time in half 
and eliminate idle presses .. . for color registering 

is done off the press and once your plates are in 
printing position the job is ready to run with 

no further adjustments necessary. Two OPTI- 
CHEK models are available — Model F for use 
with flat-bed presses and Model R for use with 
rotary presses. 

ALSO SEE US FOR the very latest Cottrell- 

Heinrich press for printing in aniline, gravure or 

letterpress ... in any order or combination. 

H. H. HEINRICH CO. 
200 VARICK STREET 

NEW YORK 14,N. Y. 

Write for folder on 

either Model OPTI.- 

CHEK or for further 

information on the 

Cottrell-Heinrich press. 

which the manufacturing department alone is 

responsible. 

2. Be sure your package insert reflects the same 

degree of quality and pride of product as shown 

in your other sales and advertising material. 

3. By all means include directions for proper use of 

the product, but make it a secondary approach. 

Your insert is addressed to a customer; customers 

expect directions in package inserts, but have use 

for these directions only once. Your main ap- 

proach should be a different one. 

4. Assign a number of functions to be performed by 

the insert and give the insert every opportunity 

to produce—maximum design and color appeal, 

reader interest and dynamic first-page impact. 

See that inserts are properly enclosed so they 

must be removed and handled. 

6. Use color—more color, more often. 

Keep changing: change color, change pace, 

change appeal, change theme, change copy, 

change illustrations, change format, change 

functions. 

uo 

oJ 

Probably the smallest in size of any item in your 

merchandising program, the package insert has proved 

itself effective far beyond its measure of size or cost. 

New package study group 

The formation of a unique, industry-wide organiza- 

tion for the application of fundamental research to food 

and container problems was announced yesterday at a 

press conference at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago. 

The new group, The Associates of the Food & Con- 

tainer Institute is composed of representatives of com- 

panies in the food, container and allied industries, to- 

gether with representatives of the Quartermaster Food 

& Container Institute for the Armed Forces—the food 

research center for the Armed Forces. 

The associates is a non-profit organization encom- 

passing virtually all of the groups—business, educa- 

tional and governmental—who are interested in food 

and container research. 

It will function as a clearing house for the dissemina- 

tion of fundamental scientific information pertaining 

to food and containers to members and will assist in 

coordinating the research activities of many of the 

groups now engaged in food and nutrition studies. 

In addition, the new organization will aid in mini- 

mizing unnecessary duplication of scientific research, 

a problem which has long plagued scientists. This will 

be done by making available to industry, educational 

and research institutions and to governmental agencies 

comprehensive information on “‘who is doing what” in 

food and container research. 

The associates will also study the fundamental per- 

sonnel problems of an expanding technology and pre- 

pare current data on the existing requirements for sci- 
entific personnel at all levels within the food and con- 

tainer industries. 
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SOLVES 

Amsco Automatic Rotary 
Bag Sealing Machine 

YOUR 

A Complete Line of Adhesives for: 

4 1. Shipping Containers 

: 2. Can and Jar Labels 

- Carton Sealing 

PACKAGING 
r 

3 

Corley-Miller Wrapping & Sealing Machine! 4. Tightwrap 

5 . Wood-Joint Glue 

| PROBLEM | 
YOU CAN cut costs and speed pro- | 
duction at the same time—with Amsco | 
Packaging Machinery. These three mod- 
els are boosting efficiency in many plants 
right now. Other models for: 

* bag sealing * bag making | 
* bag and carton weighing and filling | 
* bag aligning and conveying | 
* wrapping ® sheeting and gluing | 
* sandwich making and wrapping | 
* hand and foot operated sealing devices 

FEDERAL ADHESIVES CORP. 
640-646 Dean Street, Brooklyn 17, N. Y. 

Tel. STerling 3-1810 

Cem A VM 
Ey 31-31 48th . ONG ISLAND CiiTy 1 | 
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- GIUEMASTER 
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ROUND CAN-TAINER LABELER 

TWO SIZES 12” and 18”. 
CAPACITY Paper tubes, tin 

cans, glass bottles from 114” 
to 6” in diameter; from 1” 
to 12” in length. 

LABEL SIZE Half, three- 
quarter or all-around. 

SPEED Up to 30 per minute 
depending on con- 
tainer diameter. 

POSITIVE REGISTRATION 

100% GLUE COVERAGE 

Write for details and prices of the Style RC GLUEMASTER 

KENNETH J. MOORE & CO. 
1778 WEST ESTES AVENUE, CHICAGO 26, ILL. 

FROM SEAL-SPOUTS 
POUR SOME OF AMERICA’S 
BEST KNOWN PRODUCTS! 

Yes, from Coast to Coast many big name granular 

packaged products use aluminum Seal-Spouts. That's 

because Seal-Spouts are easy to open... easy to 

pour... easy to measure. They keep contents safely 

sealed and fresh longer. 

Seal-Spouts are preferred 

by consumers everywhere. 

Seal-Spouts, available in 

various sizes, are auto- 

matically inserted in your 

plant on your packaging 

line. 

Send us a sample of your 

product. We will return 

it Seal-Spouted. 

SEAL-SPOUT CORP. 
361 Jeliff Avenue Newark 8, N. J. 
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Cosmetic preview 
(Continued from page 98) for all labeling. The line in- 

cludes eight toiletries in grooming routine. 

There is a noticeable trend too toward more elaborate 

settings for perfume bottles in boxes of unusual shapes 
and construction. Corday’s Fame is presented in 

such a hinged-top box with drop front, covered with an 

embossed paper in pastel tones that gives the impres- 

sion of seed pearls interspersed with gold threads like a 

beaded evening bag (Fig. 12). 

Packaging is almost as important to the cosmetic 
business as the products themselves and the careful 

planning that has been done in view of this year’s un- 

certainties may go a long way in dispelling the bogies. 

Crepits: Prince Matchabelli—Albano bath set: bottles, Swin- 
dell Bros., Inc., Baltimore, Md.; closures, Brass Goods Mfg., Co., 

Brooklyn, N. Y.; box, Warner Bros. Co., Bridgeport, Conn. Lip- 

sticks, The Bridgeport Metal Goods Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 

Crown jewel bottle, Kimble Glass Co., Vineland, N. J. Crown 

Jewel box, Leigh, Inc., Hackensack, N. J. Cara Nome—designer 

of gift sets, Josephine von Miklos, New Canaan, Conn.; designer 
of line, Georges Wilmet, New York; bottles, Carr-Lowrey Glass Co., 
Baltimore, Md.; rayon-acetate lining—material, Celanese Plastics 
Corp., New York, fabricated by Facil Fabrics Corp., New York. 
Dermetics: Bouquet line—bottles, Wheaton Glass Corp., Millville, 
N. J., W. Braun Co., Chicago, and Hazel-AtlasGlassCo., Wheeling, 

West Va.; closures, Richford Corp., New York; labels, Richard 
M. Krause Co., New York; set-up bores, Oscar Trilsch, White- 
stone, N. Y., andE. H. Rowell, Batavia, N. Y.; wraps and folding 

cartons, J. Makowsky Corp., New York. Dermetics kits, Cosmetic 
Case Corp., New York. Hudnut—DuBarry set—cover paper, 

George S. Schmidt § Co., New York; bores, Heminivay Corp., 

Waterbury, Conn., and Karl Voss Corp., Hoboken, N. J. Violet 
Sec—ethyl cellulose bor—material, Ethocel, Dow Chemical Co., Mid- 

land, Mich.; fabricated by Kellogg Container Div., U.S. Envelope 

Co., Springfield, Mass. LaCross Christmas ball molded of a 
specially formulated material by Sterling Plastics Co., Union, N. J. 

Tussy—Alligator case, Cosmetic Case Corp., New York, Ginger 
Spice set bor, Flower City Specialty Co., Rochester, N. Y. Perfume 

vial, Majestic Metal Specialty, Inc., New York; case, A’Cadia 

Cosmetic Kit Co., New York. Daggett & Ramsdell—Debu- 

tante travel kit: made of Bakelite Corp. Vinylite, by Cosmetic Kits 
Corp., New York. Men’s line: bottles, Carr-Lowrey Glass Co., 

Baltimore, Md.; closures, Richford Corp., New York; foil labels 

and cartons, Reynolds Metals Co., Richmond, Va.; round box for 

powder shampoo, Cross Paper Products Corp., New York; shaving 
bowl, molded of Durez phenol formaldehyde by Norton Laboratories, 
Inc., Lockport, N. Y., and printed by Plastiglas Printing Co., 
North Bergen, N. J.; collapsible tubes, A. H. Wirz, Inc., Chester, 

Pa., and Victor Industries Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Cellophane price changes 
A new price schedule on cellophane, with changes both 

upward and downward, will be placed in effect Oct. 1 

by the Du Pont company. The No. 300 MT and MST 

films have been increased from 41 to 44 cents per pound 

in rolls and the No. 450 reduced from 46 to 45 cents 

per pound. The water-resistant MSAT moistureproof 
films have been reduced from 57 to 54 cents in the 

No. 300 and from 62 to 55 cents in the No. 450. In the 

non-moistureproof types, comprising less than one-fifth 

of current production, the No. 300 has been increased 

from 33 to 42 cents and the No. 450 from 38 to 43 cents. 
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Your personal choice—if you can afford 

it—is a Custom Built product, be it cars, 

clothes or BOXES. 

prety oe 

Seem You can afford a Custom Built BOX as a 

\ package for your product, for a Custom 

| Built Box is a SET-UP-BOX, combining 

the best in quality with the minimum 

of cost. 

So see your Box Maker for your Perfect 

Package; and just incidentally ask him 

to make it up with one of Hampden’s 

: Papers or Foils, to guarantee that Custom 

Built appearance which not only displays 

but sells your goods! 

Holyoke, Massachusetts 

HAMPDEN GLAZED PAPER & CARD COMPANY 

New Boxes 
SAVE PACKAGING COSTS 

Protect Merchandise With Fragile Ends 
Suitable for Automatic Filling 
Simplify Tough Packaging Problems 

New tubular boxes—ideal for packaging pharma- 
ceuticals, chemicals, pills, film, ampules, vials or 
small metallic parts. 

Oval boxes with real merchandising value can be 
supplied for cosmetics and similar products. 

Tubes for coils and condensers can be made as close 

as + or — .003”. We also can supply tubes in kraft 
or chip for general purposes. 

Whatever your requirements in tubes or oval boxes, 

let our staff help solve your problems. Call or write 
us. 

Ask for samples and prices. 

A Compact, light-proof container 
boosts roll film sales for Camero. 
Provides improved product protec- 4 Ampule is locked in 
tion, greater shelf-appeal. place and really protected 

in this container. Adapt- 
able for automatic filling 
and capping. Requires no 
additional packaging of 
ampule. 

OLD NEW 

A Bonet’s famous ‘“‘Electropoint”’ 
phonograph needles now arrive in 
perfect condition after being dis- 
tributed in this practical new box. 

* Pat. Pending 

MEMAND BROS. In 
37-01 35th Avenue Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

RAvenswood 8-0909 
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Good Package Design 

IMPORTANT TO MERCHANDISING AND TURN-OVER 

Attractive packaging makes merchandise 

desirable. . . . It is the silent salesman of 

your product on retailers’ shelves. 

Recognized for their contribution to out- 

standing design in modern packaging, the 

ability and experience of the WLS staff of 
artisans are at your service. 

Interview with Principals ¢ No Obligation 

36 Pages . . . 420 Pictures . . . an Exhibit of Performance 
Write for a copy of it Today on your business letterhead 

AMERICA’S LARGEST ORGANIZATION SPECIALIZING IN MERCHANDISE PRESENTATION 

W. L. STENSGAARD AND ASSOCIATES, INC. « f 
369 N. JUSTINE ST. CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS 

Get the answer from Nonewa 

Expanded production facilities are enabling Minerva 

to supply more and more packagers with profit- 

able solutions to their package material problems. 

If papers, films or foils are a part of your problem 

Minerva can offer worthwhile help. Write, stating 

your problem. Our suggestions will involve no 

obligation on your part. 

MINERVA 
WAX PAPER CO. © 

CONVERTERS, LAMINATORS, PRINTERS 

OF PAPERS, FILMS AND FOILS 

MINERVA, OHIO 

Bagged cranberries 

(Continued from page 107) sealed duplex bags of berries. 

Each machine carries four rolls of cellophane—two 

printed outer layers and two plain rolls for linings. 

The webs of cellophane pass on rollers up to the top of a 

the machine, where a web of lining meets a web of the 

outer layer. These two webs then come down the front 

of the machine where they are passed around a cylinder 

and the vertical seam is sealed by heat. Meanwhile, 

the berries are sent into the top of the machine through 

a chute from the floor above. Small bins divide them 

into 12-o0z. lots. These 12-0z. lots of berries come 

down through the cylinder into the tube of cellophane. 

At proper intervals the tube of cellophane is pressed 

together and sealed by heat and the bags thus formed 

are cut apart. Finished bags drop onto a moving belt. 

The three machines, working simultaneously with a 

single operator, can turn out 165 12-0z. packages per 

minute. In addition, ready-made cellophane bags are 

being supplied to the association’s members in Wis- 

consin and on the West Coast where fresh berries will 

also be packed. 

The National Cranberry Assn. is a cooperative of 

cranberry growers who produce about 50% of the 

world’s cranberries and whose principal income derives 

from the processing and sale of Ocean Spray Cranberry 

Sauce in cans. Association officers feel confident that 

with a proper division between the canned and fresh 

markets these bright red berries in the attractive cello- 

phane packages will make new friends for Ocean Spray. 

Crepits: Machines, Stokes & Smith Co., Philadelphia. 

lophane, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 
Printing, The Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland. 

Cel- 
Wilmington. 

“Wrapping paper” store front 

An unfurled sheet of the 

silver-striped, yellow wrapping 

paper and the magenta and 

cream colored trademarked 

labels used for packaging by 

Barton’s Bonbonniere, a candy 

chain, has been skillfully used 

as the design motif for the 

front of the newest store, opened 

on 42nd Street, New York. 

Yellow Venetian enamel terrazo 

has been set with aluminum 

stripes to produce a store front 

simulating the  firm’s  char- 

acteristic packaging. <A 

magenta glass band dotted 

with white circles, the dis- 

tinguishing mark of all Bar- 

tonstores, sweeps around the 

front of the store. Morris 

Lapidus is the architect. 

Store-front§ design, 

above, is a_ replica 

of candy wrap below. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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200 BROOK ST. 
ELGIN MANUF 

Elgin Twin Filler 
Provides greater flexi- 
bility, increased speed, 
accurate filling, Pea- 
nut butter, jams, jellies, 
creams, sandwich 
spreads, mustard, may- 
onnaise. Write for de- 
tails. 

ACTURING COMPANY 
ELGIN, ILLINOIS 

Package your products 

with *sales appeal 

Everett Transparent Boxes 
Bags and Envelopes 

’ Attract the shopper's eye. . . up your sales 

by stressing your product's selling features. 

Everett bags in high quality DuPont cello- 

phane, glassine, etc., and transparent plas- 

tic containers are available in any size or 

quantity. 

PROMPT DELIVERY 

CONSULTATION AT NO 

OBLIGATION 

Let Everett design and build the 

right selling package for your 

product. 

SEPTEMBER 1947 

EVERETT TRANSPARENT CONTAINER CORP. 
251 THIRD AVE.,N.Y.10,N. Y. » GR 3-1663 

You're always sure of fast, 

SAFE SHIPMENT SEALING 
with Counterboy Moistening Control 

because “moistening judgment” is built right 
into your machine! 

Write today for your FREE copy of helpful new brochure, 
“Your Product Deserves this Protection.” 

SHELTON, CONN 

1. Pivoted 

Pressure Bar 

2. Tandem 

Brushes 

3. Constant 

Water Level 

Elles Fick CS, INC. 
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF TAPE DISPENSERS 
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Up to 10,000 Per Hour 

© Fast changeover time 
MAKE BAGS 

© For small and large quantities 

© Low operating cost 

The ‘“Chieftain”’—new Modern Clipper machine—repre- 
sents a brand-new design in bag-making machines. It 
makes flat and square bags of all heat-sealing materials; 
cellophane, Pliofilm, foil and plastics—with a speed and 
efficiency never before equalled. No skilled operator is 
needed. Easy to operate, precise and economical. Has 
center seam gluing and duplex bag making attachments. 

HEAT SEALS 
Because a proper heat-seal keeps out and keeps in all atmos- 
phere, it gives you certain sift-proofing and leak-proofing. 
There is no seal that can compare with a heat-seal for pro- 
tection . . . no machine that can rival the ‘‘Chieftain”’ for 
versatility and high-speed operation. 

w MODERN CONTAINERS CO. 

3220 E. Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

TUBULAR Perer PACKAGES 
Tubular Paper Packages have very wide use under 
present post-war conditions. They are sturdy, light- 
weight, and can be attractively decorated in a wide 

range of colors. 

DIAMETERS: 1/16” TO 6"—IN ANY LENGTHS 

Ask for Quotations 

DIAMOND STRAW & MACHINE CORPORATION 
32-36 WEST 
NEW YORK 11 

18th STREET 
N.Y. 

pIAMONp 
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Selective design 
(Continued from page 140) analysis which went into the 

step-by-step refinement of the final package: 

A. Trademark, trade name and general arrange- 
ment very similar to original sample. Streamer band 

runs across top and down the ends. 

B. Word “film” is played down so that word “ Kryp- 

tar” commands more attention. Streamer is shortened 

and does not extend over ends of carton. Ends afford 

better display. 

C. Ends are improved in readability. White back- 

ground of streamer is omitted. Small panel device to 

subdue the word “‘film”’ is disturbing. 

D. A color change—the yellow being lemon and 

quite different from the other cartons. The white 

background for the streamer over the black area is re- 

ar Es 
Kcypeim kretin 

New type of self-service counter dispenser for film is 

designed to carry out the symbol form of the trademark. 

introduced; the same value is given to both words, 

“*Kryptar film,” but type for ends is changed. 

E. Another treatment is given to the streamer, add- 

ing a black outline, which might help to eliminate off- 

register impressions. The word “film” is emphasized. 

F. Trade name is modified to a light-face italic, 

legible but not too strong displaywise. The black 

bordered streamer is extended over the end of the carton 

with the film number again on the white background. 

From these experimental dummies based on the orig- 

inal sample, the company and manufacturer brought 

_ together what they considered the most desirable ele- 

| ments from production and sales standpoints. The final 

MODERN PACKAGING 



How ADVERTISING CAN GET 

Full Credit 
FOR SUPPORTING THE SALES PLAN 

HEN coordinated with 

sales activities advertising 

is given an opportunity to win 

recognition and succeed as an 

aid in moving goods and selling 

services. 

Selling plans are based on facts. 

The decisions of sales managers 

are guided by dependable infor- 

mation from governmentand busi- 

ness statistics. To function as an 

active factor in the sales program 

and share in the credit as well as 

the responsibility for sales suc- 

cess, the planning of business pa- 

per advertising should be equally 

factual. 

In applying media to markets, 

the use of adequate, verified cir- 

culation data is an indispensable 

7 

step in the effective coordination 

of sales with advertising. 

Following are some of the ques- 

tions about the circulation of busi- 

ness papers that are answered in 

the reports issued by the Audit 

Bureau of Circulations: 

How much paid circulation? 

How much unpaid? What business 

or occupational groups receive 

the paper and how many paid sub- 

scribers in each group? At what 

price is the publication sold? 

What circulation inducements are 

used, ifany? What percentage of the 

subscriptions are renewed? How 

many subscriptions in arrears? 

Where does the circulation go? 

Answers to the questions above, 

as given in A.B.C. reports, make it 

possible for space buyers to select 

media with the same care that an 

efficient sales manager uses in em- 

ploying and routing his salesmen. 

The planned and verified distribu- 

tion of advertising, by means of 

the information in A.B.C. reports, 

is the starting point for effective 

coordination’ of advertising and 

sales efforts. 

This paper is a member of the 

Audit Bureau of Circulations. Ask 

us for a copy of our A.B.C. report 

and then study it. 

SEND THE RIGHT MESSAGE TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE 

Paid subscriptions and renewals, as de- 
fined by A.B.C. standards, indicate a 
reader audience that has responded to a 
publication’s editorial appeal. With the 
interests of readers thus identified, it be- 
comes possible to reach specialized 
groups effectively with specialized ad- 
vertising appeals. 

i) 
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OVER 1000 BECK SHEET CUTTERS 
have been sold to lick the ‘cost thief’’ in cutting 

intosheets all kindsof transparent papers and other 

packaging materials. Particularly are the ‘““ELEC- 

TRONIC-EYE”’ solving the sheeting problems of 

your competitors. Their unfailing performance 

for accuracy and high productions might also be 

the answer to your searching for profit produc- 

ing equipment. 

—NOW? 

May we answer your questions 

CHARLES BECK MACHINE CO. 

13th & Callowhill Streets Philadelphia, Pa. 

CORRUGATED PAPER PRODUCTS 

SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

BOX BOARDS 

SET UP AND FOLDING BOX BOARD } 

FIBRE BOARD AND STRAWKRAFT 

CAN, CAP AND TUBE STOCK 

MANILA SPECIALTIES 

\ 

yndian? 

paopucts CO 

19s 

package selected, therefore, is one-third black, two- 

thirds orange. Lettering is refined and strengthened 

with emphasis on the word “‘Kryptar’ and the word 

‘film’ subordinated. The selling phrase, “fine grain 

all purpose film,”’ is printed in black across the top over 

the orange portion and on a white strip which extends 

over the black section to the end panel, where the film 

number is printed. The orange end of the package 

centers interest on the trademark with the entire name, 

“*Kryptar film,’ below it and the film number is printed 

on a white patch above it. The black end carries the 
entire product name, number of exposures and sizes of 
the pictures the film takes. The trademark is also there, 

as well as the number of the film. The fourth side panel 
gives the expiration date and company address. 

Another innovation in the final form was the choice 

of an asymmetrical trademark, which the designer has 

designated as a keystone outline for greater memory 

value. 

The use of the white section for the streamer is an 

advantage if later Kryptar contemplates distribution 

of color film, micro-film or other types. At such time, 

an identifying color could be used in place of the white. 

The seal-end paperboard cartons are varnished to 
enhance color and to give protection against soilage. 

The company believes that the final package says 

“film” at a glance, that it will definitely establish the 

identity of the Kryptar name and create a package family 

for Kryptar products. They also feel it is a quality 

package that should last many years without change. 

Crepits: Design program, J. Gordon Lippincott § Co., Inc., 
New York. Cartons, Slecher-Traung Lithograph Corp. and Roch- 

ester Folding Box Co., both of Rochester, N. Y. 

Canned sales talk 

Devoe & Raynolds have literally introduced a pack- 
aged promotion to tell dealers quickly about the new 

package for their new product, 87 Spar Varnish (Mop- 

ERN PACKAGING, July, 1947, 

p. 135). Specially designed 

variations of the new can 

have been made so that the 

top lifts up and reveals a 

base wherein is a_ pedestal 

which holds twelve cards, 

size 6 by 8!/2 in., printed in 

four colors. These specially 

designed containers — are 

given to salesmen so that 

they may carry them when 

calling on dealers. After the 

salesman has described the product and told the dealer 

the advantages of the new pictorially descriptive label, 

he lifts the top off the base and there revealed before the 

dealer is the “‘canned sales talk’’—a series of cards re- 

plete with information about the product and its adver- 

tising. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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BETTIMTI people 
hear about 

your glass-nackaged products 
s 

on “Crime 

VERY Thursday night Anchor Hocking’s star ” 
salesman, Crime Photographer, takes the air on the 

® 
145 stations of the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

And that’s the signal for millions of American families 
to pull up their chairs and listen. Crime Photographer has 
the largest audience of any Thursday program . . . greater 
than the vast majority of radio’s other top shows. 

Those 35,000,000 listeners . . . those 35,000,000 
customers . . . get 27 minutes of fast, suspense-full entertainment 
and . . . 3 minutes of high-powered, competition-free sales-talk 
on the consumer benefits of glass packaging. 

That’s 3 minutes of solid, down-to-earth se/] on Anchorglass 
containers and Anchor caps for increased safety and convenience. 
3 minutes that pay increased dividends to manufacturers 
of glass-packaged products. Dividends in consumer demand. 

More and more, our listeners want 
glass-packaged products. 

More and more, they want your 
products, glass-packaged. 

Add “‘Crime Photographer” to your sales 
force. Presented on Thursday night over 
CBS by Anchor Hocking... . 
“the most famous name in glass.” 

PRODUCTS OF 

PX tele) miele. 4) icmci Wh 

CORPORATION 
LANCASTER, OHIO 
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FOR SALE 

One new Reverse Roll Arch Paper Coater 

Width 54” 

Length of Dryer 120 feet 

Drying System 2 Independent high pressure steam heated 
zones 

1 Gas or oil heated zone 

Accessory Equipment — Water cooled Rolls; double un- 

wind and rewind standards, complete with drives and 

controls. 

DELIVERY—IM MEDIATE 

REPLY TO BOX #577D 

Modern Packaging 

The QUICK Way 

to build VOLUME! 

WEINMAN Trans- 

parent Plastic 

Boxes and Cans 

Everything from cosmetics 

to candy—from teething rings 

to babies’ shoes looks better, 

SELLS better in these “glam- 

ourizing’” containers. Send 

for samples and new illustrated 

catalog. 

WEINMAN BROS., INC. 
325 N. Wells St. . 
CHICAGO, 10 

Consumer help 

(Continued from page 131) a way that they cannot be 

understood by the average reader. This is exemplified 

by the experience of a professor of engineering who, I 
am told, bought for his young hopeful some Christmas 

toys which had such complicated direction instructions 

that the engineer himself didn’t know how to set up the 

toys and put them in motion. 

Any package needs constant review and study to 

keep it up to date. A recent magazine article indicates 
that over 60% of packages surveyed were found to have 
been in use for five years or more and 38% in use 10 

years or more without any apparent change in design! 

It is hard to believe that after 10 years any package 

could not benefit from a review, with modernization in 

mind, at least of its service features. 

In this article I have tried not to single out any 
industry or manufacturer as being perfect on the one 
hand, or-reactionary on the other. 

Obviously the opportunity for service in packaging 

varies with the type of commodity. Fine work is 

being done by many companies and associations to 

make their packages serve the public better. The 
Grocery Mfrs. of America, for example, have waged 

an active campaign in the interest of informative label- 

ing. All this is along the line of making labels serve 

the user more effectively and is a big step in the right 

direction. There is, however, no one, easy, sure answer 

to this or any other question in marketing. Deliver me 

from the fellow with a formula in advertising and mer- 
chandising! 

With this problem, however, I must say the steps 

toward improvement seem often quite easy to take; 

and I believe steps of this kind can be impressively 

important in building goodwill, or, if you will, good 
public relations. Furthermore, this surely is worth 

remembering: that packages designed with service 
constantly in mind will offer little fuel to the fire of 
criticism against the packaging of merchandise which, 

in many instances, still tempts self-appointed reformers 

to indulge in a field day. 

Milprint gets meat award 

Packaging received special recognition from Amer- 
ica’s meat packing industry at the 42nd annual meeting 

of the American Meat Institute in Chicago, when | 

Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, received an award for Mil- 

O-Seal casing as one of the seven developments of the 

past decade most important to the packaging industry. 

Announcement of these honors was made in Meat 

Magazine, spearhead of the industry-wide competition. 

The Milprint Mil-O-Seal casing is the familiar trans- 

parent wrap for cooked meats. Made of Goodyear’s 

Pliofilm, the casing represented a sharp departure from 

standard lines of thought in that it is air-tight and 

moistureproof, whereas packers had always assumed 
that a wrap for cooked meats had to be porous to permit 

breathing. 
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Prompt Delivery 

a 
Sizeable Savings 

glassine bags and envelopes 

give you... Ls Prompt delivery that you can depend on. 

2. Sizeable savings in material and closure costs, 

handling and shipping charges. 3. Beautifully printed, specially 

designed packaging that strikingly displays your brand hoe much 
-- ° 
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name, your sales message. And ' w's THE 1M iI) look — 9 \ 

1 NO duct © kag ' pro G ac \ 
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they You have the Product — 44.P.G. has the Package 
~ v 

ni ip/ < A.P.G.'s materials also include cellophane and cellulose acetate films, 
A * metal foil and regular or special opaque papers. Fabricated for your 
ed own specific needs or delivered in plain, stock sizes. 

AF a 

4a Vi, "COMC fi SEMA OOO (© over so vears oF service 
KENSINGTON, CONNECTICUT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Sales Offices — New YorkeChicago*BostonsPhiladelphiaeCharlottesAtlantasCincinnetieMinneapolis*Fort Worth*San FranciscosSeattle 
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Wy Way 

Uy 

OA practical and distinctive way of heat 

sealing envelopes and bags. 

rated tab is made right in the seal at the same 

time that the machine seals the bag. Provides 

an easy opening that thoroughly protects the 

product while eliminating torn bags, broken finger- 

nails and bad tempers (due to opening an ordinary 

heat seal). This feature is available with new Heat- 

Seal-It equipment. Write for complete information. 

HEAT SEq,-\1 C(9- 
LANCASTER & PARRISH sts pHILA. 4, PA: 

“Meet tArae and i Navy specifications ; 

WAXES FOR FUNGUS PROOFING. 

Our laboratory will welcome your, problems 

Zophar Mills, Inc. has been known 

for its dependable service and uni- — ; ; 

formity of product since mee ake 

. \P 
Ry ky? 

OPENING 

© Grote, 
Meat Foul SE 

The perfo- 

Heat sealing acetate 

(Continued from page 153) will vary the time required 

to effect. a seal with temperatures of 400 deg. F. to 500 

deg. F.; the time required to make a seal is a function of 
pressure and the thickness of paper stock and acetate 
used. 

Conventional rotary and jaw-type sealers and hand 

irons, such as the Doughboy,* the Seal-Craft® and the 

Amsco’ have been employed successfully. Tests using 

the Doughboy sealer were run in the plant of their 

Eastern sales agents, Packaging Suppliers Corp., 1155 

Randall Ave., New York. 

The paper used will have a bearing on the strength of 

the seal between acetate and paper. To date, coated 
paper stock seems to give best results. Strength of 

crimped seals is improved if the paper grain runs in the 

direction of the crimp. Ink will often transfer from 
paper to the sealing unit; therefore, care should be ex- 

ercised to prevent contamination of the jaws of the 
crimp-type sealer by elimination of printing from the 

sealing area. With proper temperature and pressure, 

seals are made at the normal speed of the operator or 

machine (i.e., one second or less). Closures made as 

described give a bond which will tear paper fibres and 

necessitate the rupture of the acetate material to open 

the seals. 

Test results 

Tests using the Seal-Craft sealer gave results as fol- 

lows: 

Paper Stock Acetate Time Temperature 

.005 in. Lumarith 88 P-903 3 sec. 410 deg. F. 

.005 ** “ 88 P-903 1 i a 

.008 “ i 100 P-912 l!/, ** 410 ‘“* * 

05 ”* _ 100 P-912 1!/, ‘* ae * ™ 

Other tests at temperatures up to 450 deg. F. on .005 

paper and Lumarith formulas P-903, P-912 and P-904, 

varying in gauge from .00088 in. to .0015 in., were con- 

ducted successfully. Packaging Suppliers Corp. and 

Amsco tests confirm the above results. Seals properly 

made in this manner result in a tearing bond so that, 

dependent on temperature and pressure, it is possible 

to get anything from light tack, permitting opening 

and re-sealing, to closures which must be destroyed to 

open. 

The procedures discussed are of necessity fairly gen- 

eral. A little experimentation will enable anyone to 

heat seal acetate—including the heavy gauges used in 

the fabrication of transparent containers, pass-case 

folders, envelopes, etc.—to itself and to other materials, 

or both. 

The facilities of the Celanese Engineering Research 

Developement Department, Research Laboratories and 

Technical Service Department will gladly offer addi- 

tional help in the solution of specific problems. 

5 Manufactured by Doughboy Industries, Inc., New Richmond, Wis. 
6 Manufactured by Seal-Craft, Inc., Newark, N. J. 
7 Manufactured by Amsco Packaging Machinery, Inc., Long Island City. 
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 € ee ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

MINIMIZE PACKAGING COST AND EFFORT! 

USE THE CLEAN, EASY, FAST PLASTIC METHOD. 
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YOU NEED MINIVAC 
--““Somewhere | 

along the 
Minivac is a precision bottle filler designed line?” 

to fill minims, drams up to ounces. For per- ’ a 

fumes and similar light liquids. Rapid, yet 
drip-proof. Cleans bottles with filtered air. : 
Operates by automatic intermittent electronic .--On to your customer? 
control. Write for illustrated literature fully 
describing this remarkable unit. ; 

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
When will it arrive? How will it 
look? The impression it makes 
on your customer depends on 

| how it is marked, addressed, shipped. We have 

SHANNON specialized in shipping room methods, supplies 
and equipment for 54 years. Get our complete 

INDUSTRIES catalog. See your telephone book 
} under “Stencil Cutting Machines"; 

INCORPORATED : or write: Diagraph-Bradley, Dept. 
& - | , 3745 Forest Park Blvd., St. Louis | 

33 WEST 42nd STREET = 8, Mo. World’s oldest and largest 
y, ARE NEW YORK 16, N.Y. | stencil machine manufacturer. 

33 Mes 
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I 
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To give their products 

more sales appeo! 

—more and more 

smart merchandising 

executives always 

specify LANOVA. 

They know they 

get the finest 

—and, at the 

best price, too! 

” Choose your 

superb box paper 

from the following 

® Metal Foils © Fancy’s Lanova paper your package - 

® Wood ® Pyroxylin 

® Velours 

*® Trade Marks © Flints 

y" You get instant delivery 

night from stock 

On most items, 

FREE! Without obligation, 

write today for 

sample sheets and book 

LACHMAN-NOVASEL PAPER CORP. 
109-111 Greene Street 

New York, N.Y. 

Y 
for GLASS - PLASTICS - METAL 

Or—if you would like to see how 
PRESSURE-PRINT will look on 
your container, we can do the 
work for you in our plant. 

PPRESSURE-PRINT is a special 
printing method we have de- 

veloped for reproducing any num- 

ber of colors on any shape and size 
of container Good for glass, 

plastic or metal. PRESSURE-PRINT process is im- 

pervious to oil, alcohol and water. 

Doesn't rub off, stays brilliant. 
Investigate PRESSURE-PRINT 
today. 

ofoulti Golor Graph 

We can install this process in your 
plant and teach your operators 

how to reproduce in perfect reg- 
istration any number of colors. 

Bigger feet—bigger boxes 
Adoption of a larger shoe box by Johansen Bros. 

Shoe Co., St. Louis, designed to house a 1947 average 

shoe, size 71/2, has pioneered the way for better packag- 

ing of shoes. 

American women’s feet, during a span of 20 years, 

have grown too big for comfortable housing in a stand- 
ard sized box, designed to accommodate a 1927 average 

size of 6'/.. Today’s larger feet have prompted a rela- 

tively sized problem for 

both manufacturers and 

retailers. Too many 

scuffed shoes, in their 

not-so-modern boxes, 

resulted in unfavorable 
consumer reaction for 

the retailers and head- 

aches for the manufac- 
turers. 

Johansen Bros. and 

their subsidiary com- 

pany, the Valley Shoe 

Corp., launched — the 
larger box idea, after 

a thorough study of the retailers’ problems. Johansen 

discussed the need for a larger box with two of its retail 

outlets who were contemplating modernization plans— 

Packard-Rellin of Milwaukee, Wis., and Joseph’s of 

Chicago and Beverly Hills, Calif. 
Both of these concerns worked out dimensions for a 

larger box and allocated greater stock space during 
their remodeling. The measurements of the new larger 

size—1l2 by 6'/, by 31/4 in.—they. felt, allowed length 

for larger sizes, width and height for higher heels or 
additional ornamentation. 

The box proved a huge success. Customers approved 

of the condition of the shoes; sales help were pleased 
with the appearance of both shoes and boxes. Further 

surveys were made in spite of the favorable reactions. 

Many retailers questioned the advisability of greater 

width, due to limited shelving space. Why not, they 

asked, develop a box the approximate 5//2-in. width, 

but add greater length? Sample boxes were obtained, 

12!/. by 5°/4 by 6 by 3!/2 in., and further experimenta- 

tion was carried out. The results, however, failed to 

live up to expectations. Even a simple opera pump, 

size 7'/., regulation heel, showed evidence of cramming 

and box strain. Johansen then concluded that width 

as well as length was necessary for proper packaging. 

The present industry-wide 12-month selling program 

provides for more stock refreshment and turnover and, 
therefore, requires less stock space. In addition, many 

retailers are planning remodeling and modernization. 

Both these factors convinced Johansen Bros. that the 

time is ripe for improved packaging. 

Johansen and Valley report retail accounts are re- 

acting favorably to the 12 by 6'/, by 31/4 in. box. 

Box manufacturers are solidly in favor of a standardized 
shoe box. 

Average-sized shoes _ strain 

the standard shoe box. The 

new larger boxes (right and 

left center) give better fit. 
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... CLEAN WITH PNEUMATIC 

One of the first requisites of a smooth running bottling line is the proper 

handling of containers. Gentle, yet fast, positive action is needed and this 

means strict adherence to specified tolerances on all machined parts plus a 

thorough understanding of the job at hand. 

It is not by any accident that Pneumatic equipment is so well known for its 

“Lower Cost per Container’ operation. Over fifty years experience in the appli- 

cation of sound packaging principles has provided an accumulation of techni- 

cal “know-how” that is second to none in the field today. 

One of Pneumatic’s latest developments is the streamlined Rota-Cleaner 

shown above. Operating with a continual, smooth flowing action this machine 

cleans most any shape bottle up to the 1 qt. size by rotating it to an inverted 

position where it is subjected to a blast of dry air, after which the thoroughly 

cleaned bottles are delivered evenly spaced onto a discharge conveyor. Unit is 

completely equipped with safety devices, 

If your problem is in Filling, Capping, Labeling or Cleaning, your best 

assurance of Better Bottling probably lies in a Pneumatic machine. Write us 

today. Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd., 82 Newport Avenue, North 

Quincy 71, Massachusetts. 

PACKAGING AND BOTTLING MACHINERY 
Over ninety different machines for the packaging of dry, free-flowing products and the cleaning, filling, capping and labeling of contai s for liquids and semi-liquids 
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Wanted! 

ADHESIVE PROBLEMS 
*PLASTIC *LEATHER 

* PAPER ¢ FABRIC 
*PLIOFILM * METAL «WOOD 
¢TINFOIL *LEATHERETTE »*CORK 

* GLASS * SPONGE RUBBER « TILE 

%& OUR RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
have solved many cementing problems 
where others have faile 

%& WRITE STATING PROBLEMS 
Samples of proper adhesives will be 
sent without charge 

ADHESIVE PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 

1660 Boone Ave., New York 60, N. Y. 

¢ RUBBER 
¢ FIBRE 

Atlantic City’s Hotel of Distinction 

The Ideal Hotel for Rest and Relax- 

ation e Beautiful Rooms e Salt Water 

Baths e Glass inclosed Sun Porches e 

Delightful 

Garage on premises. 

Open Sun Decks atop e 

Cuisine ” 

Fiesta Lounge and Grill 

Exclusive Pennsylvania Ave. and Boardwalk 

Industrial packaging institute 

A one-week Institute on Packaging and Material 

Handling techniques to be held Sept. 29 through Oct. 
3 at the Rackham Memorial Bldg., Detroit, is announced 

by the Wayne University School of Business Adminis- 

tration to fill the demands of industry for a concentrated 

educational program at the executive level in this field. 
Representatives from major industrial concerns 

throughout the United States and Canada have re- 
quested the setting up of such an institute to provide 

the latest information and discussion on this problem. 
With the assistance of the Industrial Packaging Engi- 

neers Assn., national professional group, the university 

has outlined a series of lectures by prominent packaging 

and material handling authorities to be followed by open 

forum discussions and exhibits. 
Visits to industrial and commercial organizations in 

the Detroit area will provide visual demonstrations and 

practical applications of the principles involved. 
Representing something new in academic approach, 

the institute is designed to show the relationship and in- 

terdependence of packaging and material handling work 

with procurement, transportation, distribution, ware- 

housing, traffic management, production and sales. 

An advisory council of representatives concerned with 

the vital problems of packaging and material handling 
in business organizations from the “‘top drawer” of 

American industry is actively assisting in the planning 

and conducting of the institute. They are: H. O. 

Horning, Chrysler Corp., P. S. Strout, Crowley Milner 
& Co.; Charles E. Boyd, Retail Merchants Assn., 

Detroit Board of Commerce; Grant Arnold, Trans- 

portation Bureau, Detroit Board of Commerce; I. E. 

Thomas and G. E. Whiteford, Ford Motor Co.; Paul 

O. Vogt, General Electric Co.; Ralph A. O’Reilly Jr., 

General Motors Corp.; S. Eugene Cartwright, Chevro- 

let Div. of General Motors Corp.; John G. Downs, Ford 

Motor Corp.; R. F. Weber, International Harvester 

Co.; J. J. Cairns, The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea 

Co.; L. B. Sebrell, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.; 

R. B. Hiltz, The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.; R. G. 

Brown and George H. Lloyd, The J. L. Hudson Co.; 

J. G. Witte, Montgomery Ward & Co.; John E. 

Sweitzer, Parke, Davis & Co.; H. B. Geary, Sears 

Roebuck & Co. 

The institute is produced under the auspices of the 

Department of General Business, School of Business 
Administration, Wayne University, under the direction 
of Walter C. Folley, Dean, School of Business Adminis- 

tration; Spencer A. Larsen, chairman, Department of 

General Business and Director of the Institute; co- 

chairmen in charge of arrangements are Harry G. 

Diefendorf, member of Wayne faculty and consultant 

on packaging and handling; C. J. Carney, Jr., man- 

aging director, Industrial Packaging Engineers Assn. 

of America. 

To register or to obtain further information, write to 

the Director of the Institute» School of Business Admin- 

istration, Wayne University, Detroit 2, Mich. 
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A BEAUTY ‘TIT REATMENT 
The exactly right container glamorizes your product 

Treat your glamor product to a “face-lifting”’! Give 

it more dressing-table appeal by choosing a flattering 

setting for your label—a container that has grace 

of line, long-lasting luster, an attractive closure. 

The economical stock drug, chemical and toiletry 

line of Duraglas containers offers more than 1400 

Vaeot waee weg 
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different bottles that combine bright beauty with 

the dependable protection and convenience that the 

right container affords. 

Despite production limitations which today restrict 

the quantity of containers available, our customers 

need not sacrifice on the quality of their packages. 

Qas CONTAINERS—Protectors of Quality 

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY, TOLEDO 1, OHIO Branches in Principal Cities 

This bubble bath bottle is A-4774. The new, colorful 
Empress closure provides a flattering finishing touch. 



—yet another problem in 

design and manufacture 

R.C. Spra-Can 

Container 

or non-abrasive 

a °/dusting powders 

PACKAGE ENGINEERING 
AT YOUR SERVICE 
The Spra-Can container is a good example of the 

ingenuity of design and package-engineering 

skill that R. C. contributes to versatility in fibre 

can manufacture. It’s the container with action— 

it operates in any position, at any angle, up or 

down. Those are a few of the features worked 

out by R. C. as well as right dimensions for volume 

and strength and good proportions for stacking, 

display and labeling surface. 

Get in touch with us about your packaging prob- 

lems and plans. 

* CAN COMPANY 
Manufactures fibre cans, tubes, spools and cores 

Branch Factories: Arlington, Texas, Rittman, Ohio and Kansas City, Mo. 

Sales Offices: Minneapolis, New Orleans, Atlanta, Memphis, Mil- 
waukee, Louisville, New York, Pittsburgh, Denver and Los Angeles. 
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All classified advertisements payable in ad- 

vance of publication. Rates: $5.00 up to sixty 
words, enclosed in border, $10.00 per inch. 

ADHESIVE SALESMEN—Well known, National manufacturer expand- 
ing into packaging field offers very attractive proposition for men with 
following, no territorial restrictions to sell excellent full line of dextrin, 
resin, glue, latex and rubber adhesives, coatings, and laminants to 
packaging, box making, bookbinding trades, etc. Opportunity for 
profit sharing. Box 564, Modern Packaging. 

EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE soon. Thorough knowledge packag- 

ing, paper, plastics and other materials. A man keenly alive to 

merchandising and the creation of ideas, with many to his credit. 

Mature sound business judgment, definitely sales conscious. 

Presently general manager paper converter plant. Box 542, 

Modern Packaging. 

SELL TRANSPARENT plastic boxes! Leading manufacturer requires 
experienced packaging salesman, commission basis. Mention terri- 
tory covered and lines now selling. Box 576, Modern Packaging. 

MACHINERY WANTED—Slitter and rewinder to handle cellophane. 
Box 565, Modern Packaging. 

FOR SALE—Complete two unit corrugated box plant. Equip- 

ment in excellent condition. Will sell machinery or going busi- 

ness. Contract for 1000 om of .009 corrugating medium and 

jute liner of top quality optional. Arrangement for continua- 

tion of lease. Can be negotiated or terminated. Fast action 

required. Principles only. Box 567, Modern Packaging. 

Publisher reserves the right to accept, reject 
or censor a classified copy. 

NATIONALLY KNOWN manufacturer of paper products, with 

broad expansion and diversification program, has several openings 

for personnel with ‘“‘know-how” in production, sales, and ad- 

ministration. Only applicants with proven records and best 

references will be considered. Replies held strictly confidential. 

Write Box 572, Modern Packaging. 

WANTED—New Era Multicolor web-feed Printing Presses size 

9x12’ and6x6. For own use. Box 575, Modern Packaging. 

1 CORLEY-MILLER Model MPUS Heavy Duty Wrapping Machine com- 
plete with 16” automatic sheeter, underlap attachment, adjustment 
range #1, thermostatic heat control, pusher carriage hold-down shoes, 
and 4 HP 110 volt A.C. Motor. Operating speed 21 revolutions or pack- 
ages per minute. Latest Model. Perfect condition. Never been used. 
$1800, FOB Yellow Springs. Antioch Bookplate Co., Yellow Springs, 
Ohio. 

NEW YORK City established agency contacting leading cos- 

metic manufacturers will represent company making high grade 

product used by that industry. Commission basis only. Box 

570, Modern Packaging. 

FOR SALE: 1 Redington Automatic Packaging Machine for bottles. 
Forms cartons, fills and closes at 72 per minute, present size 45% x 2 x 2 
cartons. Recently completely overhauled. Rainbow Products Com- 
pany, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Illinois. 

POSITION WANTED—Sales Executive—Corrugated containers, folding 
cartons, paperboard. Successful record of sales, market research, pack- 
aging, and supervision of salesmen. Box 569, Modern Packaging. 

COMPLETE VACUUM sealing equipment for small cans measuring 
approximately 3” high by 234” diameter. Non-automatic type satis- 
factory. Approximate capacity required of 2,000 cans per. day. Give 
complete details and price. Proco-Sol Chemical Company, 5742 Market 
Street, Philadelphia 39, Pa. 

WANTED—New or Used—Package Machinery Wrapping Ma- 

chines Model F-2 sheet-feed. For own use. Box 574, Modern 

Packaging. 

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC container sales representative wanted. East- 
ern manufacturer equipped for making fabricated rigid acetate con- 
tainers has an opening for a wide awake sales representative. Our line 
may be handled with non-competitive items on a commission basis. 
Box 578, Modern Packaging. 

WANTED—Agency for New England, Papers of all kinds. Two livewire 
Salesmen with many years experience and excellent contacts with 
Boxmakers, Greeting Card houses, Printers, Paper Converters and 
Dept. Stores. Reply Box 566, Modern Packaging. 

ROTOGRAVURE OR aniline printing coating, laminating, 28” wide. 
ixpert rotogravure printer on all types of plastic film (cellophane ace- 

tate, pliofilm, vinyl). Just about to go in business offers his services and 
facilities on lease, contract or other suitable arrangement. Twelve 
years experience. Press equipped to do either aniline or rotogravure 
work. Salesmen, agents protected. Box 568, Modern Packaging. 

CELLOPHANE BAGS FOR SALE 

54 M—3 x 6” and 142 M—2%{ x 4” duplex, flat, 450 MSAT/MSAC clear and 
red bags with heat sealed bottoms. Large $2.65 per M. Small $1.90 per 
ae Entire lot $2.00M. W.R. Caldwell Co., 912 Park Bldg., Cleveland 14, 

io. 

WANTED—Production Manager. Concern located western 
part of Wisconsin. Fabrication and lamination of plastic flexi- 
ble and rigid sheeting. Building plant for manufacture of 
patented industrial packaging items. Top salary offer, plus 
liberal bonus plan. Ideal opportunity for man interested in sub- 
stantial growth possibilities. Please state experience, present 
capacity andsalary. Held strictly confidential. Box 571, Modern 
Packaging. 
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Manufacturers Representation Wanted 
Internationally known, established firm now handling exclusive 

lines of pharmaceutical equipment and supplies desires additional 
lines in related fields. 
Organization with agents in principle cities throughout the 

world prepared to promote sales of new or proven equipment of 
merit. 
We welcome opportunity to discuss your product in confidence. 

Our twenty-five years of experience and excellent connections 
will mean assured sales increases. Box 573, Modern Packaging. 

FOR SALE—9 Heat Sealing Machines—made by Heat Seal It Co. 

16” jaw Pacer Model. Latest type motor driven, thermostatically 

controlled. New—never used. To be used in heat sealing cello- 

phanel aminated papers-cloth-foils, etc. Metropolitan Plastic 

Products Co., 504 West Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

WANTED—Foreman for analine department, handling acetate, cello- 
phane, glassine work. New York converter will pay top salary. Ex- 
cellent future. Give detailed experience and present position. Box 
579, Modern Packaging. 
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vou, $£€ more 
with your product 
in a Showbox 

Any sturdy package pro- 
tects its contents. But with 

double-duty Showboxes, your 

packaging helps your product 

sell. All its appeal is revealed by 

the sparkle of rigid, transparent 

plastic. Those important impulse sales get a 

boost, because if’s clear to see that products 

look better in a Showbox. 

The famous eye-appeal of Showbox has been 

INCREASED. You can now get Showboxes printed _ be 1 Lil E 1 X 

in color with attractive stock designs. Your own 

name or trademark can be imprinted at low 

cost... making possible modest quantities of 

“custom-made” boxes. Available for candy, nuts, 

flowers, accessories. Write for full information. 

Division of CENTRAL STATES PAPER AND BAG CO. 

5221 NATURAL BRIDGE: ST. LOUIS, MO. 

CHICAGO NEW YORK DETROIT 

520 N. Michigan Ave. 342 Madison Ave. 1951 East Ferry St. 
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Anderson Bros. Mfg. Co......... 188 
Agency—Cummincs, Branp & McPHEr- 

SON 

pe B.A ee ee 80 
Agency—KircHER, Hetton & COo.tett, 

Inc. 

Anigraphic Process, Inc......... 167 

Armstrong Cork Co.......... * 31 
Agency—BatTEN, Barton, DursTINE & 

Ossorn, Inc. 

MUU PrOas, BiG iieicaisieiciecciccasacece 178 
Agency—Tue McNutty Apv. AGENCY 

Audit Bureau of Circulations.... 197 

Ball Brothers Co. ..Inside Back Cover 
Agency—APpPpuLEGATE Apv. AGENCY 

Baveeod OFF COieoscsicccciccsce secs 168 
Agency—GissBons Apv. AcEncy, Inc. 

Beck Machine Co., Charles...... 198 

Better Packages, Inc............ 195 
Agency—BEN SACKHEIM , INC. 

J aR | ee a ee 29 
Agency—J aMEs THOMAS CuHIRURG Co. 

Brooks & Porter, Inc............ 85 
Agency—Hirsuon-GarFIELD, Ine. 

Burt Go., Ine. FP. Noe ciseiecace cee 147 

ae Oe Ces Bis. Bosc icieccsceesecc 187 
Agency—RoBeErt A. GALLAGHER 

Cameo Die & Label Co.......... 49 
Agency—Suaw AssociaTEs 

Cameron Machine Co........... 172 
Agency—Freverick A. RicHARDSON 

Celanese Plastics Corp........... A5 
Agency—E.uncton & Co., Inc. 

Celluplastic Corp............... 12 
4gency—Lawrence Ferric & Co., Ine. 

Central Fibre Products Co., Inc. 198 
{gency—CRUTTENDEN & EGER 
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Central States Paper & Bag Co.. 
Agency—Pavco 

Chambers-Storck Co., Inc....... 
Agency—FREIWALD & CoLEMAN 

Chhaenpliin Cisse sccccccsccoccees 
Agency—O. S. Tyson & Co., Inc. 

Chicago Carton Co............. ‘ 
Agency—Evans AssociaTEs Co. 

Clark Co., Inc., George V....... . 
Agency—Wu. H. Rankin Apv. Co. 

CPN cas salina are ee eGawienien se 

Cleveland Container Co., The... 
Agency—TueE NEsBitTT SERVICE Co. 

Cochran Foil Co., Inc.. 
Agency—W. J. Smitu Co. 

Commerce Oil Corp........... 
Agency—REINHOLD C, FERSTER ADv. Co. 

Consolidated Packaging Machin- 
COD Cts cect ocecosces 

Agency—Ba.pwin, Bowers & Srnacuan, 

Inc. 
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Container Equipment Corp..... 
Agency—Jos. S. Vocer & Co. 

Continental Can Co............. 
Agency—BatTTEN, Barton, DurstiInE & 

Ossorn, Inc. 

Creative Printmakers, Inc....... 

Crown an Co....... pipe wontes 
Agency—BeENJ. EsHLEMAN Co. 

Crown Cork & Seal Co......... P 
Agency—SreeEpD & Co., Inc. 

Decotone Products Div.......... 
Agency—ArTHUR M. HILLeErY 

Dewey & Almy Chemical Co..... 

Diagraph-Bradley Stencil Ma- 
| 

Agency—G EE R. Srocker & haceeanens 

Diamond Straw & Machine Corp. 

Diffenbaugh Co., The P. H..... 

Dobeckmun Co., The........... 
Agency—Fvu._er & Smitu & Ross, Inc. 

Dubin Corp., R. M......... paierets 
Agency—Rvpert A. ARNOLD Apv. AGENCY 

DuPont Cellophane............. 
Agency—BattEN, Barton, DurstinE & 

Osporn, Inc. 

DuPont Cel-O-Seal..... piiviokecs 
Agency—BatTTEN, BARTON, Bensems “& 

Ossorn, Inc. 

Eastman Kodak Co............. 
Agency—J. WALTER THompson Co. 

Elgin Mfg. Co....... 

Ertel Engineering Corp...... sik 
Agency—W. N. Hupson 

Everett Transparent Container 

Agency—Suaw AssociaTEs 

Facil Fabrics Corp.............. 
Agency—M. J. Jacoss, Inc. 

Federal Adhesives Corp......... 
Agency—TueE PoweErap Co. 

Ferguson Co., J. L.......... —- 
Agency—MacDona.p Cook Co. 
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Fitchburg Paper Co..... eaoamien 21 
Agency—ArTHUR M. HILtery 

Forbes Lithograph Co........... 82 
Agency—Ray Austrian & Associates, 

Inc. 

Force & Co., Inc., Wm. A....... 167 
Agency—Pui.iP I. Ross Co. 

Gair Co., Inc., Robert........... 79 
Agency—WortMan, Barton & GooLp, 

Inc. 

Gardner-Richardson Co., The.. .50-51 
Agency—Stocxton, West, BurkKHART, 

Inc. 

Gaylord Container Corp......... 89 
Agency—Oak LEIGH R. Frencu & Associ- 

ATES 

Globe Imperial Corp............ 203 
Agency—WeENDELL C. CALLOwAy 

Goodrich Chemical Co., B. F.... 7 
Agency—Tue Griswo._p-EsHLEMAN Co. 

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co..... 15 
Agency—KupneER AcENCcY, Inc. 

Great American Plastics Co..... 174 
Agency—Wwm. G. SEIDENBAUM & Co. 

Hampden Glazed Paper & Card 
Wei alsigre o1aco ss acess as ave so awinte vers cae 193 

Harcard Mis. Goeesccccvccccesec 84 

Hayssen Mfg. Co..........eeeee. 167 
Agency—F REDERIC T. WuRL 

Hazel-Atlas Glass Co......... ee 

ge gS 202 
Agency—M. L. BERESIN 

Heekin Can Co., The......... sien 14 
Agency—Miv.anD Apv. 

Heinrich Co., Th. Tiscccccccccces 190 
Agency—REA, Fo LLER & Co. 

Hens: & Barker sie c.o.0006:0cscees ao US 

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co., The.. 165 
Agency—Howarpv Swink Apv. AGENcyY, 

Inc. 

House of Alan Harvey, Inc....... 179 

| ee er re 206 
Agency—AtTiantic Coast Resort & 

Hore. Pus. Bureau 

Hudson-Sharp Machine Co...... 180 
Agency—J ack C. WEMPLE 

Industrial Tape Corp............ 189 
Agency—KeEnyon & Ecxuarpt, Inc. 

International Printing Ink...... 163 
Agency—Fu.ier & SmituH & Ross, Inc. 

PWS CN en o.55:0:6.00sicesmwse ceca ae 
Agency—Ww. G. SEIDENBAUM & co. 

Jones & Co., Inc., R. A.........- 5 
Agency—KEELOorR & Stites Co., THE 

Kehr Paper Products Co......... 185 
Agency—GeEorGE C. TAYLor 

Kidder Press Co., Inc............ 54 
Agency—J ames THOMAS CuHIRURG Co. 

Kimberly-Clark Corp...... ..- 168-169 
Agency—Foore, Cone & BELDING 
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packaging paper 

| FOR EVERY PRODUCT! 
j 

FOR EVERY HOLIDA’ 

Printed or embossed coated papers, 

metallic foil papers, individualized 

trade-marked papers — for 

day-to-day packaging use, gift 

packaging and holiday 

promotions. Over 5,000 patterns 

from which to choose. Write or 

‘phone us about your specific needs. 

COtoR SELLS 

KUPFER BROS. CO. 
4 ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK 3, N.Y. 

Manufacturers of Surface Coated Papers Since 1845 

KUPFER BROS. PAPER CO, _— Southwest Rep ives EDWARD M. MARKS CO, — Branches ins 
145 West Hubbard Street MODERN PACKAGINGS 8334 West Third Street BOSTON @ 

Chicago 10 1914S. Axara Si. Los Angeles 36 PHILADELPHIA 
IMlinois Dallas 1, Texas California SEATTLE 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Kimble Glass........sceeeeee000 37 
Agency—SommeErs-Davis, Inc. 

Kuapp Mfg. Co... .ccsccccccceee 1 

Krause, Inc., Richard M........ 76 
Agency—JasPeR, Lyncu & FisueEt, Ine. 

Bee FE COs. cccsccccccvccee S92 
Agency—KERMIN, THALL & LAVELLE 

Lachman-Novasel Paper Corp... 204 
Agency—Cayrton, Inc. 

Lansky Die Cutting Co.......... 190 
Agency—CueE sea Apv. Art SERVICE - 

Lewe Passer Goi... ccicescescess 

Lusteroid Container Co., Inc.... 158 
Agency—F rep H. Esperso ip, Inc. 

Lynch Package Machinery Corp. 53 
Agency—Joun A. Wacner, Inc. 

Mack Molding Co., Inc.......... 66 
Agency—GeorcE Homer Martin Associ- 

ATES 

Markem Machine Co............ 67 
Agency—Tue CALLAway ASSOCIATES 

Mason Box Co..........seseeeee 65 
Agency—Howarp Wesson Co. 

Matthias Paper Corp............ 19 

Mead Board Sales, Inc.......... 33 
Agency—Gray & Rocers 

Millprint, Ties... cccccceccscces ; 8 
Agency—G. WiLtarD MEYER Co. 

Minerva Wax Paper Co.......... 194 
Agency—H. M. KuincensmitH Co. 

Modern Containers Co.......... 196 

Monsanto Chemical Co......... 214 
Agency—GarvnEr Apv. Co. 

Moore & Co., Kenneth J....... - 192 

Multi Color Graph Corp........ . 204 

Mundet Cork Corp.............. 6 
Agency—J. C. Butt, Inc. 

Munson Bag Co., The........... 159 

Nashua Gummed & Coated 
OE Ee Bicvesecicscesccewcecccds om 

Agency—SUTHERLAND-ABBOTT 

National Adhesives......... 
Vedeelewicinie ceed Inside Front ‘Cover 

Agency—G. M. Basrorp Co. 

National Can Corp......... vox 
Agency—Doy.e, KircHEN & McCor- 

MICK, INc. 

National Metal Edge Box Co..... 187 
Agency—LavENSON BuREAU 

National Paper Box Mfrs. Ass’n. 63 
Agency—Howarp Wesson Co. 

National Rubber Machinery Co. 87 
Agency—Tue Griswo_p-EsHLEMAN Co. 

National Transparent Plastics 
RR at ee ear ese: sae 

dgency—DuPont & CAHALIN, ine. 

New Jersey Machine Corp...... ee 
Agency—Diepricu Apv. SERVICE 

Niemand Bros., Inc............. 193 

New England Roto-Engraving 
Cig EE Siicintia 4.0.6 elgg Heeewe see 

Ohio Boxboard Co., The........70-71 
Agency—F utter & Situ & Ross, Ine. 

Oliver Machinery Co............ 171 
Agency—Dean-Hicks Co. 

Owens-Illinois Glass Co........75, 207 
Agency—J. Wa.TER THompson Co. 

Oxford Paper Co........se0.0+. 74 
Agency—Kunner AcEncy, Inc. 

Package Machinery Co.......... 148 
Agency—Joun O. Powers Co. 

Packard Container Corp......... 176 

Packer Machinery Co........... 184 

Palm, Fechteler & Co........... 170 
Agency—LesTER “L’’ Wo.rr 

Perfektum Products Co......... 174 
Agency—Givaupan Apv. AGENCY 

Peter Partition Corp............ 180 
Agency—TueE Irvine Davis Co. 

Peters Machinery Co............ 159 

Phoenix Metal Cap Co.......... 1 

Plastic Artisans, Inc............ 160 

Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd..... 205 
Agency—A ey & Ricuarps, Inc. 

Potdevin Machine Co........... 160 

Protective Coatings Corp........ 55 
Agency—Mercreapy & Co. 

OO. iis ocve oiicin emewiows . 208 
Agency—EcceErs-RANKIN ADv. SERVICE 

Redington Co., F. B............. 3 
Agency—KvuTtnER & KutTTner Apv. 

a ee 

Rhinelander Paper Co........... 46 
Agency—F rank C. Nauser, Inc. 

Richford Corp..............++. . 182 

Riegel Paper Corp.............. ~ i 
Agency—W. L. Towne 

BUEN TIE Ooo osc 'o orsrsrewitivccepeies 168 

Rodgers Co., Inc., George G..... 62 
Agency—W a ter W. WILeEy Apv. 

Rees Co., Imes, As Ties iiss cisiscccis 157 
Agency—Tue McCarty Co. 

Sale Lithograph Co............. 185 
Agency—REINHOLD C, FERSTER 

Scandia Mia. Coieccsisicccciecscees 56 
Agency—DiepricuH Apv. SERVICE 

Schwartz Chemical Co., Inc..... 179 
Agency—WattTeErR W. WI Ey, Apv. 

Seal-Spout Corp....... arora taceeieie 192 

Sefton Fibre Can Co............ 30 
Agency—Joun A. Rosinson Apv. AGENCY 

“#55 

Shannon Industries, Inc........ 203 
Agency—W. N. Hupson 

Shaw-Randall Co............... 18 
Agency—ARTHUR BRAITSCH 

Shellmar Products Corp...Back Cover 
Agency—Joun STover Apv. AGENCY 

Sherman Paper Products Corp.. 61 
Agency—Bavcer & Browning, Inc. 

Standard Knapp Corp........... 34 

Stensgaard & Associates, Inc..... 194 
Agency—RuturavrrF & Ryan, Ine. 

Stokes & Smith Co............. 20 
Agency—R. E. Lovexin Corp. 

Sun Tube Corp............ acne Ln 
Agency—DoueErtTy, Ciirrorp & SHEN- 

FIELD, INc. 

SWE MOG sesisccccccssescese TH 
Agency—Caun-Mi.-eR, Inc. 

SpE FIV ais 0.6 6.4 01000 5.00.0:00' oe 
Agency—J. M. Martues, Inc. 

MORNIN ais 5 A.h 0 sine sinda eons 25 
Agency—JEWELL F. Stevens Co. 

Trilsch Co., Oscar.......ceceee- 170 
Agency—CueE.sEa Apv. Art SERVICE 

Troth, Bright, Page............. 44 

FORSEE OER i ccccinceccsaeness TRE 
Agency—CuamBers & WisweE .t, Inc. 

Twitchell, Inc., E. W............ 186 
Agency—R. E. Lovexin Corp. 

Union Paste Co............ ciheeuee” tae 
Agency—Hoac & Provanpie, Inc. 

United Paperboard Co., Inc..... 13 
Agency—StTEPHEN GOERL Apvsc. 

U. S. Automatic Box Machinery 
Rg Ih os eaicnensceseseeess 9 

Agency—Henry A. Loupon 

U. S. Envelope Co............... 81 
Agency—Ww. B. Remincron, Inc. 

U. S. Radium Corp............. 90 
Agency—G. M. Basrorp Co. 

Warren Plastics Corp............ 178 
Agency—CeErtTIFIED Apv. AGENCY 

Watson-Standard Co., The...... 42 
Agency—Cassort & CorrMan, Inc. 

Waxed Paper Institute, Inc...... 184 
Agency—Howarop H. Monk & AssociaTEs 

Weinman Bros., Inc............. 200 
Agency—T. R. BaverRtE Apv. AGENCY 

Western Carton Co.............. 188 

Welty BBGs By Dioiscecwsdsaocesee EUG 
Agency—Ro.anp G. E. Utitman Ora. 

Wood Conversion Co......... noe ae 
Agency—THuE BucueEn Co. 

Wright’s Automatic Machinery 

Agency—HArveEY Massznoa.s Co., Inc. 

Zophar Mills, Inc............... 202 
Agency—Gunn-M Ears Apv. AGENCY 
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Fabricated by 
Central States 
Paper cnd Bag 
Company. 

“VU EPAK 3s 
Your product's eye-appeal is instantly translated to “buy-appeal’ when you 

show it in sparkling, transparent Vuepak. Sales-making color, beauty and design 

are enhanced, fully displayed and protected in individual “showcases” of this esewes 

rigid, crystal-clear, Monsanto packaging material. 

Pre-fabricated boxes like these make the Vuepak “eye-way” to selling even 

easier and more economically available. A variety of sizes and shapes 

make them adaptable to a wide range of products. Printed to order with attractive 

designs and your name, they give your product truly distinctive individuality 

in addition to Vuepak’s proved selling value. 

If your product is good to look at, it will pay you to put it in Vuepak. 

Shoppers can’t overlook Vuepak’d merchandise, 

and retailers give it fullest cooperation. , 

Get complete information from 

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, Mons ANTO WATS 
Plastics Division, Springfield 2, Mass. cai, 

In Canada: Monsanto (Canada) Limited, Montreal. CHEMICALS ~ PLASTICS 
Vuepak: Reg. U.S. Pat. Off, d CORN 

SERVING INDUSTRY ... WHICH SERVES MANKIND iN POWDER PUFFS 
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Go _ into GLASS 
because eee 

SF 

at’s where quality shows 

advantage! When you have a go 

Ive it the best promotion and the I 

} glass! The best of them all LOO 

| Containers. 



There’s big business in bubbles...and in bath 

powders, tissues, soap and many other products 

that go into the bathroom. .. constantly exposed 

to spoilage by water or vapor. For all such prod- 

ucts, the ideal packaging material is *Shell-Pli... 

an outstanding Shellmar development. For 
c 

‘T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off 

Sales Offices in Chicago, New York, Cincinnati, 

Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, Minneapolis, San Antonio, 

Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 

Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle. 

The wall covering illustrated is 
*Shell-Pli (Tile Pattern) a product 
of Shellmar’s Plastics Division 

Shell-Pli actually sheds water and withstands 

repeated exposure to moisture. Its sleek beauty 

and unusual decorative possibilities compliment 

the product as much as its functional qualities 

protect it. We will be glad to show you how a 

Shell-Pli package can enhance your product. 

SHELLMAR 
PROOUCTS CORPORATION 

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO +© SOUTH GATE, CALIF. 

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 

PACKAGE MANUFACTURER - PRINIEK - LAMINATOR - CONVERTER . . . CELLOPHANE - PLIOFILM - ACETATE - SARAN - VINYLS - FOILS - PAPERS - COATINGS 


